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lk ',Roland Digital Reverb
SRV 2000

We would like to stimulate your interest in this product.
The product everybody is talking about.

A major breakthrough in technology at a keen price designed for
the serious musician.

There are so many features, functions and benefits to this new Roland Digital Reverb
that we cannot do justice to the product in this advertisement.

This montage of pictures is designed to give you close-up glimpses of some of the
features - after all sometimes pictures speak louder than words.
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We want to share this excitement with you.
Send now for your SRV info pack.
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Roland (UK) Ltd, 983 Great West Road, Brentford, Middx TW8 9DN or phone: 01-568 4578
use the ansaphone after hours or telex 93/1470 or fax 01-847 1528.



Argent's
Rod

[ensortin)

TullITOW
A full demo will convince you of
the amazing capabilities of this
sampling keyboard we are
constantly excited by it!
And its only £1695

0 YAMAHA

DX -21
FM synthesis for under £700?
Plus split & layering of sounds
and much easier editing of
sounds. Very impressive and an
ideal first synthesiser.

DX -5
DX5 Essentially a DX -1 for one
third of the price! Split & layering
of sounds with detune
capabilities make this the centre
of your keyboard set-up. The
power of FM

MULTITRAK
The amazing multitrak recorder/
keyboard from SC with a whole
host of features that make it
unbeatable value at
£999 while stocks last
*In stock PRO V with MIDI

ROLAND JX-8P
The most popular analogue
alternative to FM. Excellent
dynamic keyboard and warm rich
sound.

ET DaVel]
oa

20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01-379 6690 (sales) 01.240 0085 (service)

CASIO®

CZ1000/101
These amazing sounding digital
keyboards have rocked the
competition as nothing competes
at these prices.

,SIMMONS,

410°* s *

We are the largest outlet for
Simmons in the country and can
offer all models from stock and
custom chips for the SDS7 and
SDS9. In store demos on SDS9/
SDS7/SDS200/400/800, SDS1
and EPB.

OSC"
The single, most

versatile monophonic/
duophonic synth we

have ever stocked. The
following for this amazing
instrument continues to
grow. A must in any MIDI
system - still only £575.

Rod Argent's

SC TOM
Following the amazing reviews
from all sides, come and hear the
aural evidence. Unique features
include pitch & dynamics
programming from MIDI keyboard
and add on alternative sound
cartridges with reverse sound
option!
£525 LIMITED OFFER

This months drum machine
special Yamaha RX-11 £650
Also from stock RX-15, TR707,
TR909, TR606, Korg DDM220,
Drumulator, Drumtraks (including
custom sound library chips) Ted
Digisound modules and D -Drums
with large library of add on sound
cartridges.

A large selection of these
exquisitely made basses is
always in stock. Custom orders
no problems. The best Bass.

15 The Butts Worcester Telephone 611774

HOME STUDIO
We have a large selection of
ancillary equipment including.

I

Roland SRV2000

SRE1000/2500/3000 Yamaha
D1500 delay, graphics
compressors/limiters & speakers.
Plus the complete new range of
Boss rack mount recording
accessories flanger/delay/
compressor/limiter/phaser/
graphic eq.

Agents for the Following:
Wal Custom Basses
Oscar Mono Synths

CP & Packhorse Cases
Kawai Electric Pianos

MXR Professional Products

THE PRO ROOM
You may book a personal

demonstration or take time to
evaluate any product we stock,

simply by booking an
appointment 10.30am-6.00pm,

Monday-Friday.

REPAIR DEPT.
Our service dept. is one of the

most professional in England.
For all modifications and

repairs call Tim on
01-240 0085

New shipment of
these unique
instruments has
just arrived.
Come and
exper-
iment
with it
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Comment
Beyond the British illusic Fair

rp'ewsdesk
A briefer bulletin - most of the new gear's in

the British Music Fair report.

..communique
Is Eel/1M biased towards Yamaha? Isj ean-

Michelja ire more brilliant than David
Sylvian? Is our letters page becomag a haven
for sensation -seekers who should know better?

2

naha RX21
Strip a digital drum machine down to its bare
essentials, and you have Yamaha's bargain -

basement percussion offering. The price is low
but there are a few sacrifices, as Simon Trask

discovers.

*n H 11111141114'I

Volume 5

ulator SP1 2
What happens when you give a drum machine

the sound -sampling capabilities of an
Emulator keyboard? Little short of a miracle,

according to reporters Paul W iffen and
Annabel Scott.

Number 7

0341 SQD1
Tim Goodver goes in search of visua I appeal

and finds a mean -looker in the form of Korg's
first -ever digital sequencer. And with a built-
in disk drive and big storage capacity, beauty

is more than skin deep.

ottiKlone Kit
Just because an electronic drum kit is (very)

cheap, doesn't mean to say it isn't worth
hearing. So says Paul White, who's played

with the best of them.

sio SZ1
Another sequencer first, this time for Casio,

seeking to extend their grip over the budget end
of the pro synth market. Simon Trask reckons

the foray has been worthwhile.

E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985



Sycologic PSP
Nigel Lord reports on a plain but ingenious

percussion -to -MIDI box that could
revolutionise the wcry drums see their

instruments-card the way synth voices are
triggered. Packaging can be deceptive.

f

Playback
Start/) journalist Tim Goodyer tracks down

video nastier Kevin Godley and Lol Creme in
a disreputable part of town. Raymond

Chandler would turn in his grave.

Transformation
Contrary to popular belief, Canadian electro-

poppers Trans X have a bizarre and
fascinating history that takes in cosmic

electronic music. Annabel Scott reports.

Out -Takes
Record releases from Propaganda, Kate
Bush, Man] urnping and others vie with

another load of readers' demos for the
attention of E&MM's music critics.

E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

01111Rd e With Care
Systems composer Philip Glass is still high

technology's best-known 'serious music'
champion. But how good have the

performances of his latest opera. 'Akh
really been? Annabel Scott again.

e Open Spaces
A special report on budget digital reverb, with

the spotlight focussed firmly on two gron nd-
breaking new machines, the Yamaha REV7

and Roland SRV2000. Paul White and
Simon Trask take up the story.

tr4.... ° r

OIC
Report

Lager bottle in hand, the Editor guides you
through the gallery of new music technology

on demonstration at last month's newly -public
British Music Fair. Plus lots ofphotographs
.so that those who missed it can find out what

the gear looks like.

Ling
y Numbers

The story brlrind E&,11.1I's most striking front
cover for years. Dan Goldstein talks to Les

Arnett, gm pine rtist exhaordi nal re, on the
creation ol a m usicicomputerl video

mastopiece.

Talk
John Chowning. inventor of FM .synthesis

and the man indirectly responsible for
Yamaha's DX synths, receives an

interrogation from Simon Trask. In the event,
our Man scarcely gets a word in edgeways.

Ilery of Misfits
David Ellis begins a two-part excursion into
the E& ,11.11 arch ives to discover a myriad of

bizarre in us ica/ irutrunreuts elect somehow
never quite made the big lime. How many of

them can you remember?

klist
The buyer's guide that bares all. Most of the

dedicated sequencers, software packages and
computer music systems currently available in

the UK, detailed, listed and criticised by
E&MM's reviewing team.
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Now that all the fuss has died
down, it's time to reflect on
what this summer's British Music
Fair has and has not achieved.
Certainly, it's proved this

country's modem musicians will attend a big
musical instrument exhibition, and attend it
in large numbers. It's proved that there,is a
very real thirst for new information and new
technology on the part of a lot of those
musicians, a thirst that a show like the BMF
can go some way towards quenching. And it's
proved that the music industry as a whole has
been missing an annual public event at which
it can show off its latest produce to the people
who will eventually end up using it -
musicians.

Beyond
the BMF

recognise on newsagents' shelves, reaction to
our new front cover design was pleasingly
enthusiastic. To all those who came along
and said hello during the BMF's three public
days - and especially those who contributed
to our two Live Aid raffles - many thanks are
due.

On the other side of the fence, the
consensus of opinion amongst industry fig-
ures was that the show had been a good thing,
and that to do it again next year would be an
even better thing. But between the end of
this year's show and the start of next year's
lies a busy 12 months of musical instrument
development, and as ever, predicting exactly
how those 12 months will go is a task ridden
with difficulties.

micro studio system
'CREATIVE AT HEART'

BMF fun and frolics E&MM/Akai competition winner Andrew Cox eventually received his AX80 polysynth
during the show - and then realised it was too bulky to carry all the way back to Cornwall. Smiling from left to
right are: Seiko Kobayashi, Tim Mahne and Stephen Boyd (Akai); Andrew Cox; Dan Goldstein and Tim
Goodyer (E&MM); and Naomi Maki (Akai). Front cover photograph courtesy Les Arnett and Electronic
Data Systems, Inc

The show gave us at E&MM a chance to
meet some of the musicians who keep us in
work by buying the magazine every month,
and we now have a whole range of opinions
and criticisms on which to base future writing
and publishing decisions. It was certainly
gratifying to know that so many readers
appreciated the changes we've been making
over recent months; .and found them worth-
while. And, aside from the odd reader who'd
found last month's E&MM difficult to

If you turn to Page 34 of this month's
E&MM, you'll find a fairly detailed report on
what was new at the BMF, information that'll
be useful both to those that couldn't make it
and to those who spent too long struggling
through the crowds to see (and hear)
everything properly. But that's just the start
of the story, because for a variety of reasons,
there were a number of significant techno-
logical developments that weren't on display
at Olympia.

Among them is Sequential's new Prophet
2000 sampling keyboard, about which we
know very little at the time of going to press,
save that it looks just like the keyboard in the
photograph we've printed on Page 8. The
2000 is due to make its UK debut (in front of a
gallery of stars etc, etc) at a London press
conference by the time you read this, and we
hope to get our hands on the latest
instrument to carry the Prophet name shortly
after that.

But from what we hear, Sequential's
offering is only the first (or, including the
Ensoniq Mirage, the second) of a large
number of affordable sampling keyboards that
are now under development in the laborator-
ies of Casio, Yamaha, Roland and the rest.
It's a pretty safe bet that these rivals will be
unveiled at the Frankfurt show this coming
February, but by that time, it could be that
the dedicated sampling keyboard will be
under fire from competing machinery of
different forms.

When you consider that Atari's excellent
520ST micro is now in the shops in numbers
(see Newsdesk), and that a lot of software
houses now have STs under examination, it
shouldn't be too long before some enterpris-
ing. individual comes up with a fledgling
computer music system based around the
world's cheapest 16 -bit home micro. Give it
some hardware of the right specification and
some software that musicians have no
difficulty getting into, and such a system
could potentially wipe the floor with a
dedicated machine, from whatever manufac-
turing source. It could well be cheaper than
any of them, too.

Then there's the threat from things
modular, epitomised by Akai's S612 sampler
(now made extremely appealing by the
addition of an optional quick -disk unit),
which saves you having to buy another
keyboard if you already possess a suitable one -
with MIDI tacked onto its back. It's an
approach that undoubtedly works, not least
because it passes on a significant cost saving
to the musician.

Yet to hear some people talk, you'd think
that sound -sampling was a technique of such
wonderful potential, the synthesiser will be
extinct within 18 months. Frankly, we don't
think this is likely to happen within a decade
or more, let alone the next year and a half,
and there's every indication that synthesiser
design will take the odd extra leap and bound
in the coming months as it faces competition
from the sampling contingent. As the
healthy debate in our Communiqué pages
shows, there are still an awful lot of people
unconvinced by what sampling technology
has to offer them as musicians, and who will
stick to their synthesising guns forever and a
day. There's room for both techniques, of
course, so to pretend that one will ultimately
oust the other out of existence is foolishness
beyond responsibility.
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THE FANTASTIC
CASIO CZ 5000 IN STOCK

ALL
FOR

ONLY

£895.00

 Fully
programmable

digital synthesiser with
full midi capability

 5 octave 16 note polyphonic
full-sized keyboard
 Built-in 8 channel sequencer
 On board 64 voice memory
expandable with RAM cartridge on
tape clump
Casio CZ101 Midi synth
Casio CZ1000 Midi synth
Casio CT6000 Midi synth
Casio MT400V Keyboard

ALL CAMS IN STOCK AT

only £345.00
only £499.00

low price
only £199.00

LOW PRICES

YAMAHA CX5 PACKAGE DEAL

CX5 Computer
YK101 Keyboard
2 ROM Packs
rrp £606
ABC Price only
£499.00
ALL NEW SOFTWARE
IN STOCK CALL TO
ARRANGE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A
DEMONSTRATION.
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Processors
New Yamaha Rev 7 New £1100.00
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb £449.00
Yamaha GP1031 31 Band E0 £179.99
Yamaha 602031 2 x 31 Band E0 £339.00
Yamaha GX2020 compressor/limiter stereo £199.00
Yamaha MT44D 4 channel cassette £339.00
Yamaha RM602 6 channel mixer £225.00
PB35B New Rack/patch bay £129.99
SDE 1000 digital delay £399.99
NEW Roland SDE 2500 Digital delay & Midi New
Roland SDE3000 digital delay £699.00
New Roland SRV2000 digital reverb midi £1199.00
NEW!!
Boss RDD10 Delay Micro -rack
Boss RCL10 Compressor/limiter Micro -rack
Boss RGE10 Equaliser Micro -rack
Boss RBF19 Flanger Micro -rack
Boss DD2 Delay
Boss DSD2 - Sampler
Tascam Portaone
Tascam 244 Portastudio
NEW!! Tascam 246 6 into 4 Portastudio
NEW!! Tascam 388 8 track Rec System
Fostex X15 4 track
Fostex 250 4 track

in stock
in stock
in stock
in stock
in stock
£175.00
£399.00
£699.00
in stock
in stock
£279.00
£650.00

ALL FOSTEX AND ACCESSIT ACCESSORIES IN STOCK

q/Vat StiCall0/1 o6 MUM
Afachthes (diem Pars
Ne,8 Roland TR727 Great Latin Sounds
Roland TR707
Roland TR606
Roland TB303 Bassline
Korg DDM110
Korg DDM110

Yamaha RX21 NEW
Yamaha Rx15
Yamaha RX11
Sequential TOM
Boss DR119 Dr Rhythm

New Roland Electronic Drums in stock.
Yamaha QX1
Yamaha OX7
Roland MS0 700
Roland MSQ 100
Roland JSC) 60

£499.00
£499.00
£169.00
£129.00

low price
low price
low price

£449.00
£699.00
C699.00
E129.00

£2250.00
£449.00

low price
£399.00
£129.00

ensonici The Mirage
only £1695.00

Up to 30% off Korg, Roland, Casio, Yamana, sequential
Boss, Tokai, Aria, Westone, Peavey, Carlsbro, Tascam etc.
- send for one of our Free info packs witn details or

our prices and 7 -day money pack guarantee.

NEW OXFORD BRANCH OPENING
SEPTEMBER 3rd

56 Surbiton Rd. Kingston
Tel: 01-546 9877

for the modern musician
324-326 Farnham Rd. Slough
Tel: 0753 822754

Roland JX6P

rrp £1400

ABC
Price
£1100.00
6 voice programmable poly synth

WE MATCH OR BEAT ANY GENUINE
ADVERTISED PRICE
-YOU CANT BUY BETTER!

Roland SH101
Roland Juno 106
Roland EP50 midi piano
Roland HS60 NEW
Yamaha PF10 electronic piano
Yamaha PF15 electronic piano
Yamaha DX7
Yamaha DX21 New
Korg Poly 800
Korg DW6000
Siel DK800
Oscar Synth & Midi
Sequential Max to clear
Sequential multi-trak
Ensoniq Mirage

only £199.00
low price

£575.00
£845.00
£499.00
£935.00

£1299.99
only £699.00

NEW LOW PEKE
New ridiculously low price

C599.00
£499.00
£399.99

£1099.00
- Call to arrange a Demo

RemOte
keyboard

rrp £399
ABC Price £199.00

Fantastic Savings Aiy6oard
Controller &Et -panders
Roland MKB 1000 mother keyboard low -price!
Roland MKB 300 mother keyboard low -price!
Roland MKS10 Midi piano module s/s £695.00
Yamaha KX88 mother keyboard £1195.00
Yamaha TX7 DX7 expander £625.00
Korg RK100 remote keyboard £399.00
Korg EX800 Expander £299.00

Yamaha D1500 Midi Digital Delay

Fantastic features include
 16 memories + pass for instant

recall via Midi
 6 Preprogrammed memories
 Full range of effects
 Max delay 1.23 se
 Frequency response 20Hz to 18KHz
RRP £699 ABC Price £299.00

14-16 High St. Addlestone

"
Tel: 0932 40139/54877

CA
1 °°jzS 44 St. Clements, Oxford
-vrk

Tel: 0865 725221



Full MIDI implementation to give you

all the features of a "Chase Bit 99"

without the keyboard.

UNIQUE FEATURES
1Warm up the cold sounds of a DX7 or any

II other digital synth with MIDI by adding
the "Chase Bit 99's" Analogue filtering -
hear the difference!

2Doubles up the voices and performance
capabilities of the already exceptional
"Chase Bit 99".

SPECIAL E49
INTRODUCTORY

OFFER

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN
A SYNTH WITH THESE FACILITIES
AND SOUNDS - AT THIS PRICE
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THE NEW CHASE BIT 99 £699
The Chase Bit One was voted "The Professional Keyboard of 1985"... it has the sounds...

it has the facilities... it has the user friendly features... it is so far ahead of the rest... it is a best
seller... but now we've managed to make it even better... and even better value... and even
farther ahead of the rest... now we introduce the Chase Bit 99... a real winner.

More for your money
The Chase Bit 99 has the same easy digital access control combined

with Chase analogue filtering that produce the unsurpassed sounds that
we've become famous for, but now we've expanded the memory and
made ALL parameters programmable including white noise, splits,
doubling detune, etc., with the ultimate in selectivity and total MIDI
compatibility... and don't forget about the Chase touch sensitivity.

Planks are -for planks
Without touch sensitivity a synth is a dead instrument - unfeeling -

unresponsive. Add the dynamic Chase Bit features and you can control
alone or in combination, note by note, by your very touch the TIMBRE
(attack and envelope of the VCF) the VOLUMElattack and amount of the
VCA) PULSE WIDTH Modulation of DC01 and DCO2 and the
MODULATION RATE of LF01 and LF02 all by how you hit the keys - it's
a different world with feeling.

There is so much more to the Chase Bit Concept that we can only
show you at a demonstration - so come into your nearest showroom
today and hear for yourself. If you're too far away you can try one at home
on our "7 day no quibble money back offer".

Now you've no excuse to finish up with a second rate synth.



BEST PRICES NATIONWIDE

12 Incredible Piano Voices, the ability to create your own
and  keyboard response you can tailor to your touch.

THE VOICES. Sit down at the Chase DP -80 and you'll discover the worlds most
popular pianos are at your fingertips. Six presets function in two modes, the first six
being more traditional acoustic and electric piano sounds, the second six offering
more brilliantly defined sounds not normally associated with acoustically oriented
instruments. FREE SECTION. The seventh preset enables you to control the very
special Free Filter Section. This section lets you create your own piano sounds, plus
Many expressive synthesiser voices individually coloured by the energy you direct
into the keyboard. THE FEEL. The DP -80 has a true dynamic keyboard that you can
adjust to suit your style and touch. You don't have to conform to it, the DP -80
conforms to you.

R.R.P. £899
CHASE e449
PRICE is

FREE NATIONAL
DELIVERY SERVICE **

2221:102=002291212G02012

CHASE SPIRIT SYNTHESIZER
There has never been a monophonic synthesizer quite like this before. It is the
ultimate, the most versatile, the fattest solo sound around - it's in a class of it's own...
especially when you see how little it costs. Just call in and try it, you'll see what we
mean. 2 oscillators with independently variable waveforms . 3 arpeggiator modes
Split filter system with 24.1248 selector 2 ADSR envelopes 2 VCA's
Octave selector 14' to 36') ...and much. much more. It can give you the
sounds you've been looking for.

R.R.P. £399
CHASE PRICE /

£199 .)

BUY BY PHONE
061-236 6794

Reverse the Charges.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

CHASE DP80 PIANO CHASE DP30 PIANO

!
CHASE BABY GRAND PIANO

HALF-PRICE BAIGAINS
The new budget version of
the world famous DP80, the
DP30 offers four families of
Piano sounds ranging from a
mellow tine piano to many
important synthesizer
sounds. You simply select a
family and alter it to suit your
taste, by changing the Filter
Sensitivity control on the
front panel. You can also add
Chorus and change the Bass
and Treble controls. One
master tuning knob. The
dynamic range of the
keyboard goes from subtle to
powerful with the
professionally tailored
action.

DAV NO-QUIBBeElt

7 ONEV BA
ItUARANTEE

CHASE PRICE 06Fre
R.R.P. £749 49

CHASE COMPOSER

The Composer gives you that big fat Chase sound by combining up to 4 different
sounds from the same keyboard at the same time. Organ, Strings, Polyphonic
Synth and Lead Line Solo Synth and breath control are all infinitely variable and
mixable at the same time. Dynamic keyboard and many other features.

CHASE PRICE iffi
e349 PAY AS YOU PLAY

We've just the plan
for you.

MAMAN

New range ofoc pianos
due

in stk.
Prices from £299 to 099

: ONO

Vi
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11

oneor
Second Hand Synths,KeYboards,

BEST PRICES
PAID

IOW
Complete

range available

RING FOR DETAILS

opopbr

Viab

Organs,
Guitars,

Amps, etc.

fk %ON;
RING0614366794

vi P

LONDON 0'01-387 7626
22 Chalton Street, Off Euston Road, London NW1.

MANCHESTER 214061-236 6794
58 Oldham Street, Off Piccadilly, Manchester M4 1LE.

BIRMINGHAM Et 021-236 8146
10 Prior Queensway, Birmingham B4 6BS.
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A baby Baby Grand Piano, 46" Wide and
only 35" tont to back. The Chase Baby
Grand has 12 presets of Piano, Electronic
Piano and Synthesiser sounds. The Filter
control gives you a dozen variations to
the presets. And if you want to change
any of the presets, a trapdoor on the front
panel opens up to allow you to program
your own bank of sounds. The keyboard
touch response is adjustable to suit your
hands. A built-in Tremolo and Detune
feature let you make concert sounds
from en elegant portable. It has a built-in
amplifier 140 Watts R.M.S.) which gives
enough power to play the Baby Grand on
every occasion where outside
amplification is not available, and it can
also accomodate an external instrument,
and even a microphone. It weighs about
Vsth of the weight of a large piano.

I Is
CHASE PRICE
R.R.P. 1199 0399

LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Parts & labour.

CHASE SYNX 508

Chase Synx 5065 voice polyphonic R.R.P. £799
offering 64 voice programs and 8 CHASE PRICE E 349synthesiser with full edit capabilities ...a...a._

sequencer programs features
programmable phasing chorus. BUY BY PHONE
ensemble, monwpoly modes, hold.. 061-236 6794chorus controls and much more.

Reverse the Charges.
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AMRIK SINGH-LUTHER

1ihk BIRMINGHAMMANCHESTER

Managing Director

LONDON -
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SETTING THE STANDARD FOR THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
TO FOLLOWOur reputation

has been built on giving our customers
the best possibleare justly proud.

service backed
up by the best possible

prices. It is a reputation of which weI personally
guarantee the quality

and value of the instruments we sell and
to ensure your complete satisfaction

offer you: 7 day no -quibble
money back guarantee.

we'll refund your money.

Try your purchase
at home. If you're not completely satisfied

within 7 days, Lifetime guarantee
- parts & labour.When you buy any instrument from Chase,

that is the last time
you will have to

spend a penny on it. Subject

of c
to fair wear tear, we guarantee to re y faults

that may develop absolutely
instrument- YOU

CAN" I - BEAT THA 77 g for as long as pair anfree
&
hare

you own the Pay as you play plan - we've one to suit you.Ask for full written details
of our credit facilities.HOW CAN OUR PRICESBE SO LOW?Our prices have

always been low. This is not because we cut corners -the world
- saving you up to 50%

it is because we are the main importer
of some of the best instruments inBUY BY PHONE SERVICEIf you don't live

near one of our showrooms,
why don't you buy by phone.

We accept all major credit cards or
you can use our 'Pay as you play' plan.Carriage is free and our 7 day money backguarantee applies. Ring

061-236 6794- you can even reverse the charges!
BUY FROM CHASE
Chase is at the forefront of service and value.No other company

offers you anything near theassurance of The Chase Guarantee.
Pick up aleaflet giving full

details at any of our showrooms.I forward to welcoming
you to our club.

All tiotuFi iiet I Illiiv,i11,1111111

(01.



Clear Prophet
Hot news from the States. This is the first
available picture of Sequential's new
Prophet 2000 sampling keyboard due for
release in the UK sometime this autumn. We
hope to have more news next month: watch
this space...

Corporation, 475 Oakland Avenue, Staten
Island, NY 10310, USA. (0101) 718-447-
7500

Gateway to Success
After a successful period telling people how
to get the best out of recording music at
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Quarter Pounder
This month's British Music Fair report in-
cludes a snippet of information on Gibson's
fitting of a pickup capable of controlling
Roland's GR700 guitar synth module to
Explorer and Les Paul guitars. Now Stein-
berger have done the same to their establi-
shed headless six -string. The circuitry in the
controller leaves the Steinberger guitar
almost unchanged visually, and the modifi-
cation uses the standard 24 -pin connector for
communication with the sound module. Not
content with providing the distinctively -
shaped guitar with sounds about which it had
previously only dreamed, the new configur-
ation also avails you of the Steinberger
Transposing Tremolo System, should you
want it. More from Steinberger Sound

8

home, Gateway Studios are starting a

course in synthesiser and sequencer pro-
gramming. The course is conducted by
Gateway newcomer and sometime E&MM
contributor Steve Howell, who will also be
involving himself in Gateway's Primary Rec-
ording Course.

The courses will run for five days at a cost of
£200 + VAT, and have been designed to
accommodate everyone from complete nov-
ices upwards. Quite how efficiently that's
achieved is yet to be seen, but the subject
matter is certainly wide-ranging, encompas-
sing modular analogue practices, analogue and
digital sequencers, MIDI synths, drum mach-
ines, FM digital synthesis and sampling, as well
as plenty of hands-on experience. More
from Gateway School of Recording & Music
Technology, I a Salcott Road, London, SW I I

6DQ. 01-350 0340

Complete the Jigsaw
Still looking for that big break? Jigsaw
Studios are currently searching for keyboard
players to participate in various projects
ranging from Madonna to John Waite in styles.
The only initial qualifications are that you have
programming skills and a good sense of
arrangement, and that you are not a robot.
More from Jigsaw Studios. 01-668 3457

Music Mastering
The Music Master catalogue of recorded
popular music is reputedly the world's largest,
and should be available by the time you read
this. With a total of over 70,000 entries, Music
Master is never going to make light reading,

but it would appear to be an essential
reference work. The book covers cassettes
and compact discs as well as vinyl, documents
deletions, and includes a certain amount of
biographical detail, too. The only faults we can
find with it are (a) that it lists titles
alphabetically rather than chronologically, (b)
that like anything else that attempts the
impossible, it's far from complete, and (c) that
being probably the world's largest and
heaviest paperback, you can't exactly take it
with you on the average train journey. Well
worth the asking price of £19.95, though.

Get it Taped
Currently high on Roland's list of interests is
their Annual Synthesiser Tape Contest, now
in its ninth year. As before, the competition is
divided into two sections: 'A' for professional
musicians, and 'B' for those of more modest
experience. Entries should take the form of a
cassette of music no more than three minutes
in length, and should your submission stand
head and shoulders above all the others from
around the world, you could find yourself
being rewarded with a selection of prizes that
includes a Tascam Portastudio 246 and Fostex
speaker systems. Application forms from
Synsound (Dept ASTC), The Sound House, PO
Box 376, East Molesey, Surrey, KT8 9JB. ES 01-
979 9997

Incidentally, winning pieces from the last
three years' competitions are available on a
compilation cassette, costing £4.95 inclusive
from the above address.

Atari Arrival
A teeny bit behind schedule, first production
models of the Atari 520ST MIDI -equipped
home micro (previewed in E&MM July) have
hit High Street retail shops in Britain.
According to the company's UK wing, there
are already 100 of the 16 -bit wonders in use in
this country, many of them on the benches of
established software houses, whose job it is to
ensure the computer's hardware facilities are
done justice in software. Atari are confident
this software will start to appear in 'significant
quantities' after the forthcoming Personal
Computer World Show (Olympia, Septem-
ber 4-8, admission £2). Over 100 packages
covering a wide variety of applications are
under development and due to be launched at
the show, but as yet, no musical packages have
been completed. It's been confirmed that the
Island Logic people are currently working on
some MIDI sequencing software for the ST,
while the company responsible for the Apple
Macintosh -based Musicworks package are
putting the finishing touches to a new
program designed to work with the Atari's
internal sound chip. More from Atari UK,
Atari House, Railway Terrace, Slough, Berks SL2
SBZ. 271' (0753) 33344

PoIyMIDI Switch
Last month's review of the Micro Perfor-
mance PoIyMIDI I sequencer said UK distri-
bution was to be through the Oxford
Synthesiser Company. But shortly after the
August issue went to press, we were told of a
change of plan that involved distribution
switching to Capelle Music Industries, 333a
London Road, Hadleigh, Essex. IT (0702)
559383

E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985



This is Mirage.

This is not.
oolimow

The Mirage Digital Sampling Keyboard.
Rush to your nearest oasisir before it's gone!
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Jackets

Parametric
Price Crash

A few years ago, Tascam
offered a 'building block'
mixer series known as the
MM range.

While discontinued now,
we've acquired the remaining
stock of freestanding add-on
equaliser units. Mains pow-
ered, three band, (two
sweep) four channels in each
PE20. At a very silly price of
just £57.50 (incl), a
fraction of the trade
price.

Send orders to,
Turnkey by Mail
Brent View Road
London NW9 TEL

Telephone; 01-202 4366
Telex; 25769 A/B TKBAN G

Porta One Tape
FREEBIE offer,
extended till
October.
In support of our Tascam
month the importers are
extending their offer of
ten free cassettes until
the end of September.
Buy a Tascam Porta-
One, 244 Portastudio
or 234 Syncaset and

get 10 TEAC HDX cas-
settes free. (S. R.P. , £23.80).

All these Tascam four
tracks at Turnkeys usual bulk -
buy discount prices.

Turnkey by Mail
New Updates
You can buy all the products
featured in this advertisement
directly by mail. Phone or send
your order with Visa or Access
number, or ask for a free copy
of our 72 page catalogue. It's an
invaluable guide to recording
products and techniques.

A new 48 page brochure
featuring our exclusive signal
processing products is out now
too. Call Tony Williams for your
copy now.

If you own a
Portastudio
(any model),
then bring it
in for a free
check up at
the Turnkey
Shop any
Saturday in
September.

We'll have
engineers on
hand to
check it's
performance
then perform
a full routine
clean up at
no charge.

Turnkey is
renowned
for technical
assistance at every level
and we'll answer all and
any queries that you may

On Tascam's newest
during September

At long last, the eight track
Portastudio is here!

Topping the bill during our
TASCAM MONTH we have
the brand new 388 on show
and on demo, exclusively in
London at the Turnkey shop.

There's an eight track 1/4"

tansport behind the smoked
glass cover. Once you 'load' the
tape, close the lid and think of it
as a cassette!

Integral dbx achieves a
dramatic low noise perform-
mance and there's direct
access to all eight tracks

The built-in mixer
is truly comprehensive

PORTASTUDIO CLINIC
(Or, do you need your head changed?)

have during
our clinics.

Many
minor prob-
lems may
be cured on
the spot.

Rest
assured that
should your
Portastudio
exhibit any
very serious
fault, you
can leave it
with us for
rapid repair
back in our
workshops.
Bring your
Portastudio
along for a

thorough check-up while
you check out all the very
latest Tascam products.

Portastudio Clinic only during September

London's 16 Track Centre
The MS16, one inch sixteen

track recorder, is built to Tas-
cam's highest engineering
standards. During September
it's up and running with the
computerised, AHB CMC24
mixer.

The Turnkey Shop, 14 Percy Street, LONDON W1P 9FD.
Nearest Underground station, Tottenham Court Road.

Tascam Month at the Turnkey
Shop is the ideal opportunity to
check out the newest products
from the foremost multitrack
manufacturer - and to strike the
best deal on any single pro-
duct or on a system.

means that there are no wires
needed to set-up. Extensive
EQ, echo and fold back
facilities add up to the most
convenient eight track system
you can buy.

Also on demo for the first
time, Tascam's super four track
Portastudio the 246. Extra
channels and facilities for the
demanding musician who
needs more studio features.

TASCAM TASCAM

Ultim-Eight
Tascam's half incE Model 38

recorder is our most popular
selling eight track.

There's always a deal at the
Turnkey Shop when you put
together a total package.

As well as several brand
new Tascam mixers, you can
choose from mixers by AHB,
RAM, RSD, Seck, Soundcraft
and Soundtracs.

During September we'll also
have Tascam's Model 50, their
all balanced, industrial eight
track workhorse on show.

The choice is yours, you are
free to check out all these latest
products at the Turnkey Shop.

You are
welcome to visit the Turnkey
Shop any weekday, from 9:30
till 5:30, till 4:30 Saturdays.

Our expert sales staff are
musicians too, and will be
pleased to advise you on the
creative as well as technical
aspects of recording.

You will discover the widest
range of the latest in record-
ing products, and all the help
and friendly advice you need.

Visit Britain's foremost
showcase of© Pro -Audio

soon!

shunikeyop
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DX21
in stock now!
Best deals going.
RX21 ring
now for details
of latest digital drum
machine. DX7 still the
'gip/nor'- ring for price.
RX11 Drum machine only £599!

0 YAMAHA
- let us surprise you with RX15 price
PF10 Plano's only £499! D150016
programmable delays with MIDI -not
£639 but £299. CX5 music computer
Inc. YKO1 keyboard+ two free ROMS

- £499. REV 7 ring for incredible
price on this digital revert.
Lowest

UK price on Yamaha MT44D
ultitrack!

5[551011
Superb British
made guitar
& Bass amps
setting a
standard &
price for
others to
follow

Westrme
Modern guitars & basses -

superbly finished, high
equipped, terrific value. Try
one & buy one. New super

headless bass in stock now.

DOD FX- complete
range of these
incredible
American pedals
always in stock! Just
in -amazing
digitech 2 sec.
delay.

PART
EXCHANGE

Lek
The Modern
Music Stores

11.Roland
ROLAND JX8P - the king -touch -

sensitive. FREE programmer + low
low price.

ROLAND 106 - most popular synth at
best price you'll find.

TR707 Digital drum machine with
separate outs, lowest price.

BOSS Micro Rack Series - best deals
on these home studio effects.

OLDIES BUT
GOODIES -

VINTAGE REPLICAS
OF OUTSTANDING

REPUTATION
& VALUE

atimiAtivnes

Digital
programmable
amps -
IN
STOCK
NOW

MAIL ORDER SPECIALIST!

TO YOUR DOOR NEXT DAY

TEL. PETERBOROUGH

(0733) 52357

,SIMMONS
SDS9 - come and try the electronic kit that will

convert you. A demo plus amazing price.
SDS 1 - Single Simmons pad with changeable

EPROM. How can it be so cheap. Ring now,
SDS 200 - A pair of Simmons Toms for your

acoustic kit or multitracking. Best price.
DYNACORD

The most dynamic digital drums at unbelievable
prices!

MAIL ORDER VISA

KOKO"

lortworticil
510NUE

A.1310
CASIO CZ5000 with

built in 8 track
sequencer. Wot a
winner. Best British

Price
CASIO CZ1000 Same

wonderful sounds
without sequencer

POLY 800 Dare not print
price - ring now!

KORG DW 6000 Why so
cheap? Phone.

KORG DDM 110 Digital
drums - ring for surprise

price.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE
Expected any day. New stocks of
this, the digital sampling key-
board touch response and
sensational sounds.
RING NOW!!

A80 8 track and 450
mixer- special deals!
X154 track, low price
+ free package -ring

for details
Full range of Fostex

and Acceilt reverbs,
delays, compressors,
etc at price too low to

print.
Teoc 244 and Porta-

One super deals.

EAC
PA &STAGE
LIGHTING

SALES & HIRE

_415FAIMS-

WE ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR

LINCOLNSHIRE FOR THE ULTIMATE IN

BASS AMPLIFICATION!
TRY IT TODAY!

ACCESS
AMERICAN

EXPRESS

+ all leading
makes

BEN
CHARGE

CREDIT FACILITIES -WRITTEN QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST
CALL US NOW FOR THE BEST DEALS!!

603 LINCOLN ROAD 407 HIGH STREET 1 SILVER STREET

PETERBOROUGH LINCOLN BOSTON
0733-52357 0522-43252 0205-54882
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YAMAHA SG3000S. Black........
YAMAHA SG1300T, Ivory, Tremeio
YAMAHA SG1000S. Black_ ...
YAMAHA SG500, Shand. Cherry
YAMAHA SG450T, White, Tremolo
YAMAHA SG200. Sunburst
YAMAHA SG200, Black .
YAMAHA 5035, 1974. Wain,
YAMAHA SE300, Black
YAMAHA sE300, While
YAMAHA SE200, Black
FENDER Standard Strat. UTrem, Black
FENDER Std Strat, UTrem, S/B
FENDER Std Strat. L/Trem, White.

GUITARS

289
FENDER Gold Elite Tele, Natural. .£399
FENDER Esprit Master Series, inc. Case, BISC379
FENDER Telecaster Custom, USA, Wine 8225
FENDER Squire Strat, Black. Trem..... ...1189
FENDER Squire St ral, Sunburst, Tram £189
FENDER Sq Strat, Humbucker, Trem. Red.. £179
FENDER Sq Strat, Humbucker. Tram, Black 1179
FENDER Squire, Vintage Strats. '57 E199
FENDER Squire, Vintage Strats. '62 E199
FENDER Squire, Bullet, Torn 11119, Blk £95
FENDER Sq. Bullet, Twin Hibkr. Red £95
BANEZ RS1300, UTrem, Natural. £275
BANEZ RS1100. All Black Model £285
BANEZ RS1010, Steve Lukather E275
BANEZ RS315. Tremolo, Blue.. . E185
BANEZ AM -205, &Acoustic, Tobacco [299
BANEZ AM -100, &Acoustic, Natural... f285
BANEZ AM -50, S/Ac.slic. Tobacco E239
BANEZ AS -80, Semi Acoustic, Cherry E285
BANEZ AS410, Semi Acoustic, Natural...

.

E2115

BANEZ Blaze Red........ £125
CIMAR by IBANEZ. 3 pick ups, Blue E119
CIMAR by IBANEZ, 3 pick ups, Red 1119
CIMAR by IBANEZ. 3 pickups, While £119
TOKAI TST.40, Humbuckers, Black E179
TOKAI TST-40, Humbuckers, Red 179
TOKAI TST-50, '54 model, Pink. E189
TOKAI TST-50. '54 model, Gold £198
TOKAI TST.50, '54 model, Sunburst 1189
TOKAI TST.50, '54 model. Blue. Elea
TOKAI TST.50, 54 model. Black [1s
TOKAI TST.50, '64 model. Gold £169
TOKAI TST-50, '64 model. Red.. £189
TOKAI TST-50, '64 model, Blue.. f 1 89

TOKAI TST-50, '64 model, Sunburst flea
TOKAI TST.50, '64 model, Black ..... its
TOKAI TST-70, Locking Trent models._ £259
TOKAI Les Paul, '57 model, White ..... . £275
TOKAI Les Paul, '58 model, Black..........E249
TOKAI Les Paul, '58 model. Sunburst.... £239
TOKAI SG Standard, Cherry finish........£225
TOKAI TTE.50, Townsend model £1 65
TOKAI TTE.70, Custom Edge Binding... El 89

FENDER USA. '57 Vintage Prec, Sent .

FENDER USA, '57 Vintage Prec, White.
FENDER USA, '62 Vintage Proc. Red.....
FENDER USA, '621.b n tape Prec. White.
FENDER USA: '79Jazz, S/hand, Natural.
FENDER Sou.. '62 Jazz, Salmon Pink
FENDER Squire, '57 Vint Prec, White
FENDER Squire, '57 Vint Prec, Red.
FENDER SWIM, '62 Vint Pr., Sibs!
FENDER Squire. '62 Vint Proc. Red.
YAMAHA 883000.S, Metallic Black
YAMAHA E181600. Dark Cherry
YAMAHA BB1000, Black.
YAMAHA B81000. Red.
YAMAHA 1313400, Fretless, Black
YAMAHA BB400, Cherry.
YAMAHA 68300. Jet Black
YAMAHA BB300, Red__ .
BANEZ MC -924. Active, Ivory.
BANEZ MC -824, Passive. Walnut
BANEZ RB-950, Blue
BANEZ RB-650. Black.....
BANEZ RB820, Silver....
BANEZ RB.750, Black_
BANEZ RB-650, Black...
BANEZ RB-630. Black_..
BANEZ BL -800. Red........
BANEZ Blazer, Fretless. Shand

CIMAR by IBANEZ 2210, White
CIMAR by IBANEZ 2210, BlacS...
CIMAR by IBANEZ 2210. Red........
WASHBURN Force 4, Jet Black £125
VOX White Shadow, Fretless, Black £125
HOHNER Jazz Bass. Black or Siburst £98
HOHNER P -Bass, Sunburst £99

E599 TOKAI Talbo, Metal Body, Black 4199

E349 TOKAI Talbo, Metal Body. White £199

£209 ARIA RS Wildcat, Black 1189
E159 ARIA RS Wildcat. White .1189
[289 ARIA Knight Warrior. Black
[159 ARIA Knight Warrior, White 079
£159 ARIA Cardinal CS Deluxe, Black 4109

E79 ARIA TA -30, Semi Acoustic, Walnut. ..... ..........£135
£149 ARIA TA -30, Semi Acoustic, Black ........£1%
£149 ARIA ZZ Standard SB, Black . E18,5

[129 ARIA RS lzuma III, Black...... .. E259

£269
£289 ARIA TA -50, Semi Acoustic, Cherry..._...........1239

VANTAGE Quest. Atak 1 Guitar, Black 4119
VANTAGE Quest. Atak 2. Black......... 1125
VANTAGE Avenger, Coil Taps Trem, Blk... .... 1140
VANTAGE Avenger, Coil Taps, Tram, Blk. ..... 1139
VANTAGE Avenger, Coil Taps, Black £129
VANTAGE X-777, 3 pick ups, Tram. Blk..... .. £179
VANTAGE X3117, 3 pick-ups, Red............ ...... _2179
VANTAGE S.357, Spick -ups, Black 4159
VANTAGE Profile Vintage Series. White._ 1125
WASHBURN A Stage Series. Red....... 1219
WASHBURN A-6 Stage Series Black........ 1116
WASHBURN A-5, Stage Series. Red. 1115
WASHBURN Falcon, Sunburst 01%
WASHBURN Force 3, Tremolo. White...... t125
WESTONE Thunder IL White. ... .......... ..... _1149
WESTONE Thunder I, Natural £119
WESTONE Thunder IA, Active_ ............. lin
WESTONE Thunder Jet, All Black............ 1119
WESTONE Spectrum II Tremolo Mk. .... 1959
VOX White Shadow, Tremelo............. ... 1115
KAY Les Paul Guitar Synthesiser........£64
KAY Les Paul Guitar, Sunburst £05
HOHNER Les Paul Black. ...£79
HOHNER Flying V, Ivory. 129
KAY Hendrix model. Treme10........... . 165
HOHNER Hendrix model Troth, White__ 179
HOHNER Hendrix model. Trem, Blk.
HOHNER Hendrix model. Trem, &burst.. ..... __AM

SECONDHAND CORNER
GIBSON Les Paul Custom. Cherry &LW._ 1375
GIBSON SG Standard Tobacco............. ...... WM
ARIA TS -400, Custom £135

ECCELSHALL, SG Cunt, Bill Lawrence Prups.£215
WESTBURY Standard, Cherry £75
COLUMBAS SG, Walnut £50
KAY Trough Neck, Natural 075
HONDO II, SG, Walnut t49
JHS Maurader, Cherry U5
KAY Hendrix Style. 3 pick-up maiel 045
KASUGA Les Paul. Custom, Black £79
HONDO II. Les Paul, Cherry ... ....... £55
KAY Les Paul. Sunburst. 066
SATELLITE Les Paul. Black .. t411

BASSES
£245
£245
[245
£245
£199
£169
£139
£139
£139
£139
£445
£265
E265
£239
E195
E175
£145
f145
[375
£264
£245
£245
£199
Ens
£165
£145
£145
[119
E110
[1 10

TOKAI TJB-45, Vintage Jazz. Blue £1%
TOKAI TJB-45, Vintage Jazz. Black__ 1166
TOKAI TJB-45, Vintage Jazz, Red......... 1155
TOKAI TJ645. Vintage Jazz //burst 1166
TOKAI TJB-45, Vintage Jazz White £155
TOKAI Jaco Pastramis Jazz. 12715
TOKAI PB.mod, VS8-60, Violin finish 1179
VIGIER Arpege Active, Flame Red 2445
ARIA seem, Black £236
ARIA S&11, Fretless Sunburst.......... 1229
ARIA RSB Special, Black 112115

ARIA RSB Standard Tobacco............ 1135
ARIA RSB Deluxe, Black 0259
ARIA RSB DX 11, Black 1209
ARIA SB EI61, Black 'n' Gold no
ARIA SB Elite. Opal Blue 1325
ARIA CSB 300. Secondhand 0123
ARIA TSB 650, Walnut/Maple 1225
VANTAGE Profile, P. Bass. Black ..... 0119...

VANTAGE Atak-I, Black 0135
VANTAGE Atak.II. Black 4164
VANTAGE Quest, Black tin
WESTONE Super Headless. Walnut__ .. 2425
WESTONE Quantum. Headless. Black ERN
WESTONE The Rail, HeathesA Black .1209
WESTONE Thunder Jet, All Black . 1125
WESTONE Thunder I, Oak........ 1119
WESTONE Thunder IActive, Oak. .E135
WESTONE Thunder II £195
WESTONE Concord Natural Shand £99
KAY Fixed Neck, Natural......... £89
KAY P.Bass, Long Scale, Sunburst UN
KAY Rickenbacker, Sunburst....... E49
ARBITER TINck, 6  4. Cherry, inc case E149
GIBSON G3, Grabber, Walnut__ .......... £125

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS
BOSS BF./ Flanger £79
BOSS CE.3, Chorus.
BOSS CS -2, Compressor .... ...9999. £59
BOSS DF-2, Distortion/Feedback .. E55
BOSS DD -2, Digital Delay £135
BOSS DSD.2. Digital Delay  Sampling.. .1159
BOSS DS.1, Distortion £49
BOSS GE'7, 7 -Band Graphic f72
BOSS HC -2, Hand Clap £45
BOSS PC -2, Percussion Synth f45
BOSS 0C-2, Octave, £55
BOSS PH -1, Phaser £55
BOSS PH.1R. Phaser with Resonance E75

BOSS PH.2, Super Phase,
£75 BOSS S61, Super Overdrive. --

BOSS VB-2, Vibrato......... ............ ......
BOSS NF.1, Noise Gate 9999.

BOSS 061, Overdrive
BOSS HIA.2, Heavy Metal.... ..... .

BOSS TU-12, Chromatic Tuner
BOSS BCB-6, Effects Pedal Case
BOSS PSM.5, Effects Power Supply...
BOSS PSA-220, or ASA-200 A/C Adaptor
BOSS DR -110, Doctor Rhythm

ONIttf-r-E
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£79
[54
C59
[65
CM
[49
£49
£45
C59
£62
£14
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KEYBOARDS HOME
RECORDING

YAMAHA DX -5, Synthesizer........ Phone 'n taint! TASCAM 38 &track Reel-toR.I ..... . £1,699
YAMAHA DX -7, Synthesizer. ....... ..Phone n taint!

TASCAM 22.4, 4track Reel.to.Reel...
E745

YAMAHA DX.21. Synthesizer... _ ... Phone 'n' faint!
TASCAM 244, Ponastudio, 4-tr. Cass..

£685YAMAHA CP-35, Stage Piano_
.... ..

YAMAHA CP.70B, Electric Grand._
E2,489 TASCAM 246, Portastudio, New Model... ....£975

YAMAHA PF.16 Piano__ ...............
.

YAMAHA CP-30, Stage Pia._ ...... . £499 TASCAM PaloOne, 44r Cass... .... ... E389

Egos TASCAM 225, Syncset, Wrack Cass.... .. £189
YAMAHA PF.10, Piano., ... . .. _ .. .. .. [495 TASCAM MX-80Syncset Stereo Mixer E239

[375 TASCAM 234, Syncset, 44r Cassette......E525
YAMAHA PS -6100. Keyboard, S/H .... . f 695 TASCAM PE.40 $ n
YAMAHA
YAMAHA PS.55, Keyboard SA1 E325

, ynthissizer
YAMAHA CS -01, Synthesizer

............. . £8.5
E125

ROLAND JX.13P, Synth
__ ........ Phone 'n' taint!ROLAND Juno 100, Synthesizer...

Phone W faint!ROLAND JX.3P, Synthesizer..
. . . _ .. r.._ROLAND Axis Remote Keybod.. ......

'IV taint!ROLAND SH-101, Synthesizers
................ . f 219ROLAND EP50, Midi Piano_____

. _ ... 1549ROLAND EP30, Piano, Secondhand.
. .£149ROLAND SH1000, Synthesizer, &H.. .. .... 1139

ENSON113 MIRAGE SAMPLING
SYNTH -Scream with delight when you hear the

Sound and PRICE!

KORG DW 6000 Synthesizer...
..... _Phone W faint!KORG Poly 6, Snthesizer

... __ .. . ....... f499KORG MPK.130.y Midi Bass Pedals_ .......
£299KORG Poly 800, Synthesizer....
E399KORG 80, Symphonic Piano...

. . .. £499KORG SAS -20, Mad with Jazz .....
... . f375KORG RX.100, Remote Midi Keyboard_

. E329KORG Sigma, Synthesizer S/H
.

_ ..CASIO CZ -5000. Synth.................. _Phone
. .. .£225

W IalntfCASIO CZ.1000, Synth......... .. ........ Phone 'n' faint!
CASIO CZ -01, Synth..

. _ ... Phone 'n' faint!CASIO CT43000. Keyboard with Midi..._.....f549CASIO CT.310S, Keyboard.....................
. £179CASIO CT -210, Keyboard....

..... _
CASIO CK-500, KIN] and Cass Deck

£269
CASIO MT -4001/, Stereo Keyboard

. .

69
. E179CASIO MT -100, Key[dard.,

CASIO 10(.101, Stereo Rad/Cass/Kbd.....
£169

... .. f119
CASIO 1000P. Synth, Secondhand

...... £199CASIO CT.202, Keyboard
S/hand ....................E165CASIO PT.1, Mini KeybOan2..

. _ .......AKAI AX -80, &Voice Polysynth. .... £799799CHASE BIT ONE Dig/Analogue
Synth_ ...... _1695SIELDK430. Touch Sensitive Synth. £595SEQUENTIAL Multitrack Polysynth.

............. . 1550SEQUENTIAL Six Tracks Synth....... .. . £595JEN SX-1000 Synthesizer...
...........MOOG Rogue Synthesizer..
. __ ..... _ ............. ...E135EKO P.15 Synthesizer, Secondhand...

........ .......E95EDP.Gnat Synthesizer, Secondhand
........ ......£59RHODES Mk II, Stage 73 Piano,

immac .... ....1445HOHNER Clavinet D6, 14bd. S/hand . f99

SCOOP KIRCHAS411 RR MUSIC P/UR
Demonstration and Shop Soiled Goods

All Fully Guarasi
ROLAND JX8P Synthezer .nteed

999ROLAND Juno 106, Synthesizer
£689ROLAND MK13.300, Mother Keyboard
£599ROLAND MS1(.10, 'Planet P Eypander..E599

ROLAND MS1(.30. 'Planet S' Expander.. ..E599ROLAND MSG.700, Dig Recorder....
. £645ROLAND MS0-100 Dig Recorder. ... E325ROLAND PR -800 .

. Dig Piano Recorder
ROLAND PR -300, Rhythm Plus R. E239ROLAND HP -31X), Piano with Stand £659ROLAND HP.20, Piano....

E199ROLAND EP -SO, Midi Piano_ ... ..E5ROLAND Axis Remote Midi Keybaard_..£37549
ROLAND SH.101, Synthesizer

...ROLAND MC -202. MicroComp/Synth...../149.1219

ROLAND TR-707, Dig Drum Machine. __SASSROLAND TR-727, Dig Percussion Mach £459ROLAND CRI3000, Programmable R/Unit1339ROLAND SPV.355, PlIch.Voltage
Synth -..£359ROLAND SI3F-325, Stereo Flanger....

..... 12139ROLAND PG.2130. Programmer
........£149

ROLAND GR.300, Guitar Synth.....
...... _ .... £449ROLAND GR.700

GR.707Guit Synth11.309
YAMAHA KX-88, Mother Keyboard

£1,189YAMAHA TX.7. Midi Expander
..,.£564YAMAHA OX.7. Multitracks Sequ

YAMAHA DX -7 Synthesizer.
11,150YAMAHA CX.5, Music Computer

4290

CASIO C.Z.1 Sequencer
KORG EX.800 Midi Exp Module

£25/9KORG KMS.30 Mid Syncronuer Bc,SIEL Expander 80 Module. £125
SIEL CMK-49 Keyboard £3451

..., ..... .. ESIEL Midi -Interface Unit_ ...........
ROLAND CS0103 Sequencer, S/hand.

E69E89

ROLAND M1-40. Midi Input Selector Box £65ROLAND M1.50. Midi Output Selector Box £85ROLAND MG.202, Micro Composer...
. £165ROLAND 113.303, Bass Lines Seq.. [145ROLAND S1P-301, Bass Pre Amp. Ruin t £85YAMAHA YME-8. Midi Exp Box E52YAMAHA YK-01, Klbd for CX5 Comp [49YAMAHA YRM101/2/3/4 Comp

ROM s C2(1

INIIITNIS UNITS
YAMAHA RX11 Digital, 29

Voices.. .............. _8509YAMAHA RX15 Digital 15
Voices.. ................ 1390 or."YAMAHA RX21 Digital, 9 Voices. ............ .PhoneROLAND TR909,

... -1399ROLAND TR808, Analog
1290ROLAND TR707, Digital Drums..

 PhoneROLAND TR727, Digital Latin Percus PhoneROLAND TACOS, Drumatix..
.ROLAND TB3:1 Bassline. Sequencer

E149
E149

ROLAND D13.110, Doctor Rhythm, E125KORG DDM-110, Digital Drums ............ E199KORG DDM.220, Digital Latin Percussion E149KORG PSS50, Digital Super Section... [299SEQUENT/41.70M, Digital.
HAMMOND DPM.48, Digital E625

ROLAND CR-8000 Programmable
E339
E399

ROLAND DR 55 Programmable
9999

SOUNDMASTER SR -88 E69
[79

p £175TASCAM Flight Case for Syncset system £99TASCAM Syncset Package, as above E950TASCAM 144.Portastudio, srhand......
E399TASCAM PorlsOne, slhand .... ... . E349FOSTEX X.15, 44rACK.....
E269FOSTEX 250 Multitrack...

FOSTEX AB, 8-tr Reel -to -Reel itne ISFOSTEX A80, 84, ReeltoReel
PhoneCLARION XD.5, 4.tr Cass Deck GIOCLARION XA.5, Mastering Unit

£775CLARION Trolley Console for Above Units £125CLARION Remote Controller
CLARION System As Above £29

£1,299CUTEC MR808, e.tr Video Cass PhoneCUTEC MR402, Mkll, 4-tr Cass
£415CUTEC MX1200, 12 into 2 Ster.M1xer.........-1325

CUTEC GS2 +CO, St. G/phic, S/Analys.
[199CUTEC AE400, ReverdAnalog PreDelay.

..... _1129

CUTEC GE -2010, 10 -band St. Graphic .. _ ... t98

CUTEC CD425, D/Delay with SubDelay 1299 I
CUTEC TFE.1531, 15.band St /31 Band Mono_1249 i
ARIA R.504, 4 -track Cassette
CUTEC SL.200,Ster.Compressor/Limiter

[279 1
£399ARIA Si6520 St. Graphic Spec/Malys.
8189 $ARIA SO522 Stereo Graphic

ARIA AR-525Stereo Revert,
£16.5
£160

ARIA DEX 10009, DIg. Delay, LED time r/out 1225 IVESTA FIRE MR I, Rack Mounter144rCass £599VESTA FIRE VF -420 Dig Delay with Sampling1325
VESTA FIRE RV -3, New ModelStereo Reverb1199 *VESTA FIRE RV -2, St. %verb.... ..... . . . ............ C229

j

VESTA FIRE SL020, Dual Compressor
L11111(01259 ..4

VESTA FIRE SF -010 Dual Flanger/Chorus.
... 1175

VESTA FIRE TC-810, /Channel Aural Exciter1185
Tr-....YAMAHA New Model MT44.0, 4.tr Cassette.1375

YAMAHA New Model RM602. Sch. Mixer... ... 1235
7..1YAMAHA New Model R8-3513, Reck/P.Bay. ... 1139

'YAMAHA New Model MT System, as above ...E725YAMAHA M510, 20w Amp/Speaker Monnors. £99YAMAHA GC2020, St. Compressor Limiter £229YAMAHA R1000, Digital Revert, Rack MountectE399
YAMAHA D-1500, Dig Delay, 16 Mems. Midi. £299IBANEZ HD -1000, Dig Harmonizer

6 Echo. ... . £325IBANEZ DM -2000, Digital Echo, LED Ftrout... £285IBANEZ DM -1100, 3.6 Second Dig Delay... ... f275EVANS MD0.1500019 Delay
with Sub Delay .£225EVANS MDD.100 Dig Delay.

LED R/out. ..... .. ..£199EVANS EP -250 Analog with
Reverb .. . ........ .. £165EVANS A E.250R, Analog with

Reverb ..... £145EVANS A6.250, Analog Delay.............. .... £135EVANS EP -100. Analog Delay
..... . . E99KORG SDES2C00, 4 -second Sampling PhoneKORG SDD-1000, 2.second Sampling.. £299ROLAND SDE-1000. 4 Memories........... . ...PhoneROLAND Sl3E-2500, 64 Memories.. .............. PhoneROLAND SRV2000, Digital

Reverb ................ PhoneBOSS DE 200, Digital Echo.... _ ............ PhoneBOSS DSD Digital Sampling Pedal .... 2150BOSS RDD.10 Digital Delay. Mini Rack Serie$1175BOSS RCL.10 Comp. Limiter,
M/rack Ser. ...... 1110BOSS RBF.10 Flange.., Mini

Rack Series ........ 1110BOSS RPH.10Phaser Mini Rack Series . 1110BOSS RGE-10 Graphic Eq. Mini Rack Series_ f110BOSS BX800. &eh Mixer, inc H/phones . £246BOSS BX600, 6-ch Mixer. inc H/phones £135BOSS BX400,6ch Mixer inc H/phones [89ACCESSIT Compressor Unit. ...... E49ACCESSIT Noise Gate.........._
ACCESSIT Dual Sweep Eq... .. [49

£49

ACCESSIT 15 . 15 Power Amp..
. £54ACCESSIT Stereo Reverb .....

£31
C129

_ striiP*4
kr",

J
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All prices include VAT and FREE delivery (UK Mainland)
Instant dispatch on Access/Visa or bankers draft
£1,000 instant no -deposit finance available.
DIAL -A -DEAL on Southend (0702) 553647

CPS., INC
t

AMPLIFICATION
CARLSBRO Hornet 45, K/bd Combo. E159

CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Lead Combo £139

CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Bass Combo...... ..... .1123
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, K/bd Combo. £236
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Lead Combo.. .......... ...1189
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Bass Combo. £189

CARLSBRO Sherwood 90, Solo Art Corn £246

CARLSBRO Stingray 150, tUbd Combo £366

CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Lead Combo. £309
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Pro Lead Combo £439
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Bass Combo. ..... /296
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Keyboard Top 1149

CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Bass Top ... . £113

CARLSBRO Cobra 90, PA Top Reverb. .... .1159

CARLSBRO Cray 150, Keyboard Top. . £225

CARLSBRO Cray 150, Lead Too. £206

CARLSBRO Cray 150, Bass Top ..... ..... ..... 1169
CARLSBRO Marlin 150. PA Top.... . 1235
CARLSBRO Marlin 300. PA Top £312
CARLSBRO X-90, Slave or PA Top £122
CARLSBRO X.150, Slave or PA Top £149

CARLSBRO S300, Stereo Slave... ..... £275

CARLSBRO 5800, Stereo Slave £423
CARLSBRO PRO Cab 200, 1015 ......... ... ..... _1145
CARLSBRO 100 Watt, lx15..... .................... .......£99
CARLSBRO 100 Watt. Keyboard Cab ......... _VI 09
FENDER Twin Reverb II Combo £439

FENDER Showman 2010, Combo. ........... £399

FENDER Concert 4010, Combo £359

FENDER Deluxe Reverb 1012, Combo. £235

FENDER Harvard Reverb 1010, Combo__ £129

FENDER Lead 1012, Comte:, £199

FENDER Concert 1012, 80 Watt
£299FENDER Twin Reverb Top... £289

FENDER Deluxe Reverb, EV's... £299

FENDER Yale Reverb..
FENDER Studio 30, Valve S/H .......... .... ..... __VIM
FENDER Twin Reverb 135, S/H.. ............... £239
FENDER Baseman 70 Top, CH. ......... .. ..... ......199
ROLAND JC120, 120 W, Jan CS Combo... £445
ROLAND J050. 50W, Jazz Ch Combo. ..... 1245
ROLAND JG77, 80 W, Jazz Ch Combo Phone
ROLAND Spirit, 50B Bass Combo E159

ROLAND Spirit, 158, Bass Combo. 199
ROLAND Cube 100, Lead Combo. Rev ...... £199

ROLAND Spirit 25A........ ..£115

YAMAHA 8212, 100 Combo, SIM... ............ 1169

ACOUSTIC 135, 120 Combo, S/14 £175

H/H VS Bass Combo, 100 W, CH £175

MAINE Stage 80, Combo, CH £145
CARLSBRO Cobra 60, Bass Combo, S/H 1115
SUNN 60. Bass Combo... ..... ..... ......... ... ..... .......1195
TRAYNOR TS -25, Bass Combo, CH.
VAMP 30, Keyboard Combo. CH £89
AMPEG-V2. Top, Reverb, Sl.. ........... .. ..... 1125
MARSHALL 2203,100W, MN Top_ .. Phone

MARSHALL 2210 100W, Split Top
MARSHALL 1959 100W, S/Lead/Top
MARSHALL 1992 100W, Bass Top
MARSHALL 2204
MARSHALL 1987 50W, S/Leadfrop
MARSHALL 2205 50W. Split Top..........
MARSHALL 1986 50W, Bass Top..
MARSHALL 1964 400W. 4012 BICab
MARSHALL 1935 280W, 4012 L/Cab
MARSHALL 1982 400W, 4012 L/Cab
MARSHALL 1960 280W, 4012 L/Cab
MARSHALL 1936 140W, 2012 L/Cab
MARSHALL 5005 12W, Lead Combo.....
MARSHALL 5501 12W. Bass Combo
MARSHALL 5301 12W, K/bd Combo
MARSHALL 5002 20W. Lead Combo.....
MARSHALL 5502 20W, Bass Combo.....
MARSHALL 5302 20W. K/bd Combo
MARSHALL 5010 30W, Lead Combo .

MARSHALL 5503 30W, Bass Combo . Phone
MARSHALL 5210 50W, Lead Combo Phone

MARSHALL 5305 50W, K/bd Combo Phone

MARSHALL 5308 80W, Kltd Combo. Phone
MARSHALL 55013 80W, Bass Combo. Phone
MARSHALL 5520 150W, Bass Combo. Phone
MARSHALL 4010 50W, Valve Combo__ Phone
MARSHALL 4104 50W, 2012 V/Combo .. Phone

-MARSHALL 4210 50, S/Ch Combo Phone
MARSHALL 5275 75, 1012 Rev Combo Phone
MARSHALL 4103 100, 2012 V/L Combo.. Phone
MARSHALL 4211100, 2012 V/Spl it Combo Phone
MARSHALL 3210 Comp Stack, In stock Phone
MARSHALL 3210 100 Trans, Sp Ch. . . Phone
MARSHALL 1965 140W, 4010 L/Cab Phone

NEW MARSHALL INTEGRATED BASS
SYSTEMS

MARSHALL 3510, 100 Bass Head Phone

MARSHALL 3520, 200 Bass Head Phone
MARSHALL 3540, 400 Bass Head Phone
MARSHALL 5522, 200 Bass Combo Phone
MARSHALL 1550, 250, 1015 Cab. Phone
MARSHALL 1510, 200, 4010 Cab .. Phone
MARSHALL 1553, 300,1015 w 2010 Phone
MARSHALL 300W, Valve Bass Top with
8010, 400W Cab, Monsterously Loud ...............£399
PRO -AMP Demon 15, Revert, ............. E69

PRO -AMP Demon 15, Standard £59

PEAVEY Artist 120 Com, Blk Widow £199
PEAVEY Pacer, 45 Combo, Reverb £145
SESSIONETTE 75, 1012 Combo £225

SESSIONETTE 75, 2010 Combo £255

SESSIONETTE 100, 1015 Bass Cornbo.. .. £309
SESSIONETTE 100, 4010 Bass Combo........ -£319
SOUND -CITY 100, Top, CM
ROOSTROOST 150, Top, CH ............. £75

P.A. EQUIPMENT

Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
.Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone
Phone

...Phone
Phone

KUDOS -251, 103W PA Cabs/Mon. each..... ...... 175
WEM Songbird 300W PA Cabs......

KUDOS -251, 100W PA Cabs/Mon. pair .... _1139
WEM Phantom, 600W PA Cabs...

KUDOS -351, 200W PA Speakers, pair . .. ......£249 WEM 200W Monitor Wedge......

KUDOS -655, 320W PA Speakers, pair._ 4395 WEM PA Stands, pair.... ..... .......

KUDOS666 600W PA Speakers, pair__ ........£495
TRAYNOR 12/201, 12/2 Pro Mix, Rev.
TRAYNOR 6400, 140W Mixer Amp.........
TRAYNOR 4200, 70W Mixer Amp... ......
TRAYNOR PS600, 300 Stereo Slave.. ..... .

TRAYNOR CS 115H Cabs, pair ..............
TRAYNOR CS 1012H Cabs, pair. .........
TRAYNOR CS 120H Cabs, pair ....
TRAYNOR CS 112-H Cabs, pair.. ..........
KORG EM -570, Stereo PA Echo etc.....
H/H MA150, PA Top, CH
H/H MA100, PA Top, CH
HIH Multi -Echo, CH
HIH Mini Horns, pair. ...
PRO -CABS, 120W, pair
PRO -CABS, 200W, pair
RAVEN PA 100 Top .....
TK-120, 10 Channel, 120W Mix Amp
BOSS MS -100A, 100W Monitor. ..........

KUDOS -MX -6400 PA M/Amp inc DIEcho. ..... _1499
KUDOS PA Stands, pair... .
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 Top, Reverb.. 1159
CARLSBRO Marlin 150 Top, Reverb. .... .£235

CARLSBRO Marlin 300 Top, Reverb £312

CARLSBRO 0-90 PA Top. ..
CARLSBRO X-150 PA Top....
CARLSBRO S-300 Stereo Slave £275

CARLSBRO S-600 Stereo Slave....... ........ 1423
CARLSBRO AD -1, Studio Echo_ ..... ......
YAMAHA S-250 Speakers, 500W, pair. ..... 1495
YAMAHA S-20 Speakers, 150W, pat £125
YAMAHA S-10 Speakers, 300W, pair .. . ... £198

YAMAHA EM -100, 60W, St PA Sys, CM £295

BOSE 101. Monitors with ED, pair £99

WEM Songbird. 200W PA Cabs.........
ROLAND CPM-120, 60 w 60, St/Mixer Amp £525

STEREO MIXERS
STARSOUND Dynamic, 16 into 2, Studio ....£359
STARSOUND Dynamix, 12 into2, Studio.... ..... 4259
STARSOUND Dynamix, 6 into 2, Studio.... ..... ..2175
MTR 12/8/2, Studio Mixer............. ........... 1395

MTR 61412, Studio Mixer Ens
CUTEC 12/12000, 12 -channel, Graphic £335

CUTEC Mixer Case for above. ...............
TRAYNOR 12/201,12 -channel, Graphic 1465
PRO -MARK MX -3, 814/2, ideal for &track use 2445
SECK 612, Studio Mixer__
SECK 12/2, Studio Mixer._ £539

SECK 18/8/2 Studio Mixer............... 11,495

ACES 10/8/2, Studio Mixer.
BOSS B%6008 -channel, inc H/phones £246

BOSSEIX-600, 6 -Channel, inc H/phones 9135
STUDIOMASTER 6 into 2 Mixer 9265

MICROPHONES
Over 100 in Stock, AMAZING PRICES

SENNHEISER...AKO...BEYER..
AUDIOTECHNICA...EVANS...JVC...

SHURE...FENDER...C.TAPES Phone

£235
E399
£109

£89
£445
£297
£159
£399
E369
£275
£319
£175
1175
C169
6139

£95
£65

£159
£189
£145
1139
183

PEDALS AND ACCESSORIES
ARIA APE -1, Mull Ef fects Pedal UM
JHS-Bigloot, Dig Delay/Flange Pedal9175
LOCO AD 01, Analog/Delay £95

LOCO FL -01, Flanger £49

PEARL 0C-07, Octaver £45

KORG AT -12, Chromatic Tuner 189

ARION HU-8400 Chromatic Tuner £39
ARION HU-8300 Standard Tuner. ......... £29

BOSS TU-12, Chromatic Tuner... £45

BIAS Ram Pack for DX7 ............ .. .. £45

BIAS Rom Pack for D07 ... £35

CASIO RA3 Ram Pack for CZ Synths.._ ........._.£28..

CASIO RA1 Ram Pack for PT -50 £10
HAMMOND Ram -4 for DPM-48 Rhm/Unit .....
ARIA 005-10, Digital Delay Pedal E139

ARIA FL -5, Flanger Pedal. ......... . £55

ARIA CH -5, Stereo Chorus Pedal. £52

ARIA PAPS, Metal Pedal .................. ......... 136
ARIA DT -5, Distortion Pedal.. .. £31

ARIA ACT -3, Locking Tremelo....... £89

MAINFRAME Pro Keyboard Stands
Single Tier Stand for ail Keyboards £79
Double Tier Stand for all Keyboards £99

3 -Tier Stand for all Keyboards £149

4 -Tier Stand for all Keyboards £165

t=64F-J c
DRUM KITS

YAMAHA 9000 Rev Set 5Drum. 22, 16, 13,12+ 71/2 Snare. Cherry
Wd Fin, inc Stands...121,199

YAMAHA 9000 Rec Ser, 5 Drums, No Stands,
22,16, 138, Deep Snare, Cherry

Wood ..... . ..... . ..... .eossYAMAHA New 8000
Series, 5-Drurn Power Outfit,22, 16, 13, 12 + Snare, No

Stands, Jet Black...1796YAMAHA New 800 Series,
5 -Drum Outfit, 22, 1613, 12 + Snare, No Stands,

Fire Blue
YAMAHA 5000 Series,

5 -Drum Outfit. 22, 16, 13, 12.Snare and Stands, Blue, Chand .............. ... ... 9325YAMAHA stands and pedals all in stock. Toomany to list, best prices
. . _PhoneROGERS XP73 5Drum Outht 22, 16 13. 12, NoSnare or Stands, White............

ROGERS XP8 6 -Drum Outfit, 22. 16, 14, 13, 12,including Stands, Natural
Finish.... .. £625ROGERS R360 5 -Drum

Outfit, 22, 16. 13, 12, plusmetal Snare, including Stands,
Black,.. ...... ...£299TAMA Superstar 5Drum.

22. 16, 14, 13 and 6,4Snare, Titan H/Duty Stands,
Lacquer Finishf 1,299TAMA Swingstar Power

Tom, 5 -Drum. 22, 16,
13,12+ 6,6 Metal Snare,

inc. Stands, Black. ...... .£425TAMA Swingstar Power
Tom, &Drums, 22, 16, 13,12 + 61/2 Snare, H/Duty

Stands White ........... 9445PREMIER Soundware
5 -Drums, 22, 16, 13, 12+2003 Met Snare, Tri-Lock

Stands, Rosewood £499
PREMIER Crown 5 -Drums,

22, 16, 13, 12+5 MetalSnare, Stands, Natural Maple Finish. ............ £475PREMIER APK 5 -Drum
Power Kit, 22, 18, 13, 12 +6,/, Snare, inc Stands,
Rosewood Finish. ..... ..f399PREMIER APK 7 -Drum Kit, 22 16, 13 12 to. 8 +6V: Snare, inc Stands. Jet Black..

£499

PREMIER APK 5.Drum
Power Kit 22. 16 13. 12 +6'h Snare. inc Stands. Jet Black .

f399PREMIER Soundware
5-Drurn Outfit. 22. 16,13. 12.Met Snare. T/Lock Stand.

Wood Finish .....£475PREMIER Stands
and Pedals an in stock. Toomany to list. best price....... ..... . PhonePEARL DLX Series 7-Drums 22 16 13. 1Z 10.8 +6 1/2 Snare. No Stands,

Rosewood..
.£839PEARL DLX Series 5

-Drums Only. 22, 16, 11 12 8
PEARL INNOVATION

Deep Set 7.Drums
22,665...13. 12, 10, 8 + 61/2 Snare

inc. Stands. Jet 01k...£635PEARL Wood 8 Figlass
7 -Drum. 22 16 13. 12, 10.8 + 61/2 Snare. inc. Stands.

&hand. Blue.. .£425PEARL Rising Sun &Drum.
22. 16. 11 72 + Snare.inc. Stand. Unique Rising

Sun Finish
1399PERAL Export Deep Ser

5 -Drum Power Tom Out/
it.22, 16. 13, 12+ 61/2 Snare.

inc. Stands. Blk.......f425PEARL Rock Outfit 5 -Drums Only. 24. 18, 14 8, 13Toms, plus 6'h Metal Snare. No Stands
.E399PEARL Stands and

pedals all in stock. Too manyto list, best prices .... .... ..
LUDWIG Rocker II, 5

-Drum Kits. 22. t6, 13, 12 + 5'
... .... ..... Phone

Snare Inc Stands, Black......... ...... ..... ......1135LUDWIG, 5 -Drum Kit, 22. 16, la t2 + 5" Snare.inc. Stands, S/hand..
CAPELLE Turbo Power

Kit SD um. 22 Turbo-
.... ...£449.......

base Drum 18, 13, 12, Power Toms 8" WoodSnares inc. H/Duty Stands, Black... .. ..... ........C499CAPELLE Turbo 5Drum
Kit, 22, 16, 11 12 8"Snare Drum No Stands,

Black Stripe Finish...099

ELECTRONIC DRUMSMULTI-KLONE 5.Drums,
Black or White E385KLONEKITII, 5 -Drum Outfit, Red or White £275KLONE DUAL PE
SYNTH, Twin Pads £195SIMMONS SDS9 5 -Drum Outfit. ............... 91,199SIMMONS SDS-8 5Drum Outfit ..

. 1809SIMMONS 51)S-800, 4 -Drum Outfit................. 1625

'2002' PRO RANGE
8 inch Splash.................

...... ........ ..... /5310 inch Splash.........
1l inch Splash.......... ...... £57
12 inch Splash.
13 inch Crash, Medium

or Ride. .. . .........
E

..............
10 inch Crash. Medium

or Ride ........ ....... ......... .E15 inch Crash. Medium or Ride..........._.16916 inch Crash, Heavy Crash,
Medium or Ride...116 inch China Flat Ride

. .. _ . _ ............
.e9617 Inch Crash, Medium

or Ride. ...... ...........18 inch Crash, Heavy
Crash or Medium. ........... 19518 inch Ride, Power or Heavy Ride._ .... £9518 inch China or Flat Ride

.. . .. ....19 inch Crash, Medium
or Ride. ............

..... ..£123
20 inch Crash, Heaw

Crash or Medium
.. 911620 inch Ride, Power Ride

or Heavy Ride. ......._£116.111620 inch China or Flat Ride.
.115521 inch Crash, Medium

or Ride .... ......£13222 inch Crash Medium
Power or Heavy Ride.. f14722 inch China or Flat Ride

E19924 Inch Crash. Medium
or Ride. ..

13 inch Medium or Heavy
Hi -hats. .............

£119
__En/3

13 inch Sound Edge Hi -Hats..
Er6714 inch Medium or Heavy

Hi -Hats .... £12714 inch Sound Edge
Hi -Hats ............

1 7915 inch Medium or Heavy
Hi -Hat. . ........£14015 inch Sound Edge Hi

-Hat. ........... ........... ...£195'NEW DIMENSION'
CONNOISEUR RANGE16 Inch Short Crash or Dark Crash... ... 110918 inch Short Crash

or Dark Crash_
. . ..... . £13218 inch Dark Ride or Medium

Dark Ride.. E13218 inch Dark China ...
. . _ . . ............ £13220 inch Dark Crash

or Dark Ride .........
£16520 inch Bell Ride or Medium

Dark Rlde... £76520 inch Dark China Type
..... ...... £16522 inch Dark Medium

or Bell Ride .
119922 inch Dark China Type..

14 inch Dark Heavy
or Medium Hi -Refs..

....... £199
14 inch Dark Sound Edge

Hi -Hats ... ...........£199
'RUDE' ROCK RANGE

14" Crash/Ride....157
16" Crash/Ride £7217' Crash/Ride.....£80

19" Crash/Ride....197
China Type...£139

22" CrasIVRide...2137
14" Hi -Hats.. ....£115
15" Hi -Hats. ...... .£127

18'Crash/Ride.... 186
20" Crash/Ride...2106
21" Crash/Ride...£122
24" Crash/Ride...0165
14" Sound Edge.£182
15" Sound Edge.£195

- If

£68
55
83

79

S-400, 4 Tom Outfit._
£545SIMMONS SDS-200, 2 Torn Outfit..

PEARL DRX.1. &Drum Kit, with Stands
£799
£355

TAMA Techstar 5Drum
Outfit, No Stands. £699TAMA Techstar 5 -Drum
Outfit. inc. Stands.. .£799ROLAND DDR-30 Digital
Drums with MIDI... Phone

PAISTE CYMBALS
COLOURSOUND

5 -SERIES
RED OR BLACK
12"

.£38 16" Crash... ...18" Crash__ ..... 171 20" Rid .. .t6618" China. ......... 179
14"

....... .£89'SOS' DELUXE RANGE
10" Splash .....127 12" Splash. .......... 13213" Crash .....£38

14" Crash ...........
3914" China ........

15" crash 942
16" China .....
16" Crash Medium

Ride Heavy Crash or Ricle..£51

18" Crash, Med Ride,
Heavy Crash or Ride........£62

FBB
20" China .....  .....

.20" Crash or Ride ... .

22" Crash or Ride ...
. .

E76
13" Medium or Heavy Hi -Halo
14" Medium or Heavy Hi -Hats.. .E72
15" Medium or Heavy

Hi -Hats.. ..14" Sound Edge £84
15" Sound Edge...... .....

1137
1133

'404' BUDGET RANGE
16" Crash or Medium. ...

.20" Medium or Ri
..de. .......13" Hi Hats

. ..... ..........

14" Sound Edge -
18" Crash or Medium.....
22" Medium or Ride

....... : .
........

14" Medium/Heavy
Hi -Hats.........15" Medium/Heavy
Hi -Hats.

.......

'101' BEGINNERS RANGE
12' Splash.

f916" Crash.....
. C2018" Crash or Ride............ t2620' Ride

.£3214" Hi -Hats pair .............526

REMO
PRACTICE KITSAMAZING PRICE

4-drurn kqs

.onry £79

ITEM REQUIRED:

£38
£62
£47

£169
£48
£84
£54
£63
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Write to E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY .

No Free Samples
Dear E&MM,

I've been reading, with some interest, the
debate on sound sampling and allied topics
over the past few months. For what they're
worth, I'd like to add my own views.

At present, sound sampling is a bad thing,
unless you are lucky enough to be able to afford
an Emulator II or similar. Why? Because
nothing else allows to be creative.
Sampling does offer another source of sound,
but for this to be used properly, the sampled
sound should be recognisably different from
that of common musical instruments we hear
every day. Either that, or be significantly
altered after sampling.

I can see the creativity in sampling a piano
and cello and then merging them, or looping a
banjo, but merely replaying an instrument
(roughly) as it would be played in the real
world is ludicrous. If you can't afford the real
thing or can't play it, setting up an approximate
sound on a synthesiser is potentially a much
more creative way out. That way, we get the
keyboardist's impression of a sound or instru-
ment in much the same way as an abstract
artist doing a portrait picks out the parts he or
she believes important to give the character
desired, or mutates them into something else to
challenge the subsequent viewer.

This brings me to my next point. Many
modern synthesists are too lazy when it comes to
sound creation. Witness the success of cheap
polysynths with limited facilities: one filter for
six voices, no footpedal sockets, techniques like
doubling -up keyboards via MIDI and willy-
nilly use of sequencers. I'm not decrying the
technology entirely: the DX7 is potentially a
wonderful tool, and it would have been even
better if Yamaha hadn't hidden all its
functions away in that box. And occasionally
we get the odd real goody, like the Emulator II,
the CZ101 and the TR909. What do these
have in common? Great specifications (the
small keyboard on the CZ101 excepted),
coupled with easy accessibility to their facilities.

Along with the OSCar, the above three are
the only recent machines that have grabbed me
as being really worthwhile. They prove some
R&D departments actually think about their
14

finished product, maybe even asking the odd
musician or two to participate in the design as
opposed to adopting the 'like it or lump it'
approach.

Me? I'm sticking to my MS20 until I can
afford a CZ101. Roger Wilson

Glamorgan

So Long, John
Dear E&MM,

Re: Editorial Comment in the June issue of
your rag. `Who are today's average musicians?'
We aren't. 'Where do they live?' Everywhere
but Barnstaple. 'What do they do?' Everything
but what 'Long' John Gadocha does.

We do it for art's sake, by the way. Being
abstract artists, we don't care what the guitar
looks like (smack, smack for being suggestive!),
because we use it for its expressiveness. Synths
provide sounds that make dodgy melodies
sound almost interesting, but certainly not
sexy. In short, 'Long' John, we shall dub you
'Prat of the Month'. By the way, what's the
hosepipe for?

Prat for May was obviously Paul Walker,
who ploughed into Martin Straw's quite

a

sensible criticism of sampling. If your name
was Roy Castle you might manage a full-sized
orchestra, but few enough people can guide
their fingers around a keyboard as it is. Let's
face it, Paul Walker is a complete waste of
space.

By the way, does anybody actually IikeJean
Michel Jarre's brilliant Zoolook? E&MM

called David Sylvian's yawnworthy Brilliant
Trees album of the year, yet Zoolook gets
only criticism. Just goes to show - even
E&MM are prats at times.

But time, I think, to shake someone's hand.
Despite his unfortunate name, Crispin
Wickenden obviously has taste in despising
electropop (even if ELP were terrible, which is
why we're about to unleash our own supergroup
on the world).

Well, the new logo looks quite decent, so
we'll leave you with this thought: Criticism
starts only when the innocent are protected.

IMP
Keighley

Peak to Peak
Dear E&MM,

uestion: w it so owners o tee ar,
Fairlight and Quadra have in common?

Answer: the ability to create two resonant
peaks per voice.

These peaks are not the kind that mountain
climbers attach flags to. They are emphasise,
bands of harmonics which can dramatically
alter the sound of almost any waveform.

Try this: sneak up on your synth and
frighten it by looking at the filter section as
though you've never seen it before. It probably
says something like 'Envelope Amount, Low
Pass Cutoff Freq, Resonance and LFO
Amount'. Now ask a few obvious questions,
like: 'Why don't you have a high-pass cutof
frequency control?' and 'Why don't you allow
inverted envelope control?'. As your synth
points to its super -deluxe brother in mitigation,
press home your advantage with: 'Why is there
only one resonance control?'.

Several upmarket synths have extremely
comprehensive filter sections, but very few
cater for more than one resonance parameter.
Many sounds - the human voice is a good
example - have more than one band o

aspect of this is the range of entirely new
sounds that can be created on a synth with a
suitable filter.

Most keyboard players are familiar with the
incredible bass sounds that can be produce
with a MiniMoog: it cuts through many
recordings like a knife, and leaves most oth
bass patches sounding totally inadequate. This
is partly due to the three oscillators availab
on the MiniMoog, but by experimenting wit
an ARP Quadra which also allows thre
oscillators per voice when played mono-
phonically, I've found that the famous bass COO II I SEPTEMBER1rTrIU1U



ADVERTISEMENT

THE KORG DW6000
A BREAKTHROUGH IN DIGITAL

WAVEFORM TECHNOLOGy; ,00,0\

It was in April's What Key-
board magazine that the
British music public heard

about the Korg DW6000
for the first time.

"Korg have gone the
whole hog and produced a
best -of -both -worlds, have-
your -cake -and -eat -it instru-
ment ... all the sounds have
that characteristic sparkle
and clarity that we've come
to associate with only one
kind of instrument. And yet
when you come to alter one
of the sounds or even set
up a new one from scratch,
the control panel is cosily
familiar."

So how does Korg
manage to achieve the quality
of digital sounds coupled with
such ease of use? Quite
simply, whereas on a tradition-
al system the starting point is
normally a couple of basic
waveforms -for example saw
tooth or square waves, Korg
have replaced them with eight
highly complex waveforms.
As What Keyboard went on
to state:

"If you listen to these
`raw' without any further

processing they clearly
bear no resemblance to
conventional synthesizer
oscillator sounds; they're
much more suggestive of
real naturally occuring
sounds:'

The DW6000 has two
oscillators per note, so you can
combine one waveform with
another giving 64 possible
waveform combinations just
to start with. Apart from these,
the control panel on the
DW6000 is very understand-
able. It only takes a minute to
understand, with familiar
VCF, VCF EG and EG etc.,
together with programmable
portamento, chorus and noise
generator, plus two modes of
poly and unison mode for
some very powerful lead
sounds.

Also familiar from the Poly
800 are the six stage envelope
generators. As Electronic
Sound Maker pointed out:

"This feature alone on
the Poly 800 produces
effects unobtainable on
anybody else's instruments,
and on the DW6000 in
conjunction with the digital

sounds it's a powerful
combination indeed."

Sixty-four good programs
should be more than enough
for most needs and full Midi
facilities mean you can link it
to anything else you can beg
or borrow.

Dominic Milano summed
it up in Keyboard magazine*:

"The digital waveforms
set the DW apart from the
other instruments in this
price range ... it has
a marked influence on the
sound of the instrument
giving it that combination
of digital crispness and
analog warmth that a lot of
people are striving for."

And as Dave Foister said
in Electronic Sound Maker:

"The DW6000, the first
of a new hybrid of instru-
ments; an instrument
which brings controllable
programmable digital
sound within the reach of
anyone who understands
the basics of conventional 22

synthesizers, and for that,
the DW6000 has quite
simply no competition."
Korg (UK) Limited, 32-34 Gordon House Road, 3
LONDON NW5 1 NE Tel: 01-267 5151



*YAMAHA
PF10 L499
PFIS P.O.A.
DX7 L1279
DX9 P.O.A.
RX 15 0469
RX I 1

P.O.A.
QX7 0459
TX7 L649
PS6 I 00 L949
KX88 L1199
KX5 remote L199
QX I C2165
TX816 03635
TX812 01645
DI500 LPOA
GC2020 2 channel stereo EPOA
RI000 Digital Reverb L535
CX5M MUSIC COMPUTER plus
YKO I keyboard plus 01YRM10 I and

YRM 102 voicing and music
composer software package.
price 0579

LASIO MAGIC
CZ MI 4345
CZ 1000 inc. free headphones C495
CT6000 0645
CKS00 (Keyboard, Radio,
Tape -to -tape facility) C299

Plus all other models in stock
CASIO CZS000 Polysynth L895
CASIO SZ-1 L229

C4111.53110
NEW TAURUS
CAB'S
IN STOCK NOW

OYAMAHA RX21
Digital rhythm programmer with P.C.M. voice generator
(256k bit wave ROM x 2) and 9 voices.
AVAILABLE NOW!

E249

YAMAHA DX21
The incredible DX2 I digital programmable algorithm
synthesizer with 128 pre-programmed voices built in, 32 RAM
voice memory and 32 RAM performance memory.
At the unbeatable price of 'LOCILIWP77 inc vat
TRY ONE TODAY!

1EQUElniaL
inc

Phrophet IV £995
MAX E399
Six Traks £575
Drum Traks £699
Tom E699
Multitrack £1099

MAIN DEALER

VERY LATEST
PRODUCTS

ON PERMANENT
DEMONSTRATION

)YAMAHA DX5
Digital programmable algorithm synthesizer - 64 performance
memory, 64 internal voice memory, 64 external voice
memory and 64 external performance memory.
An altogether incredible machine.

£2595 inc. vat

KEYBOARDS *YAMAHAHOME

PS 35 1269
PS 55 1349
MK 100 E229
PG 100 L139
PS 200 L69
PS 400 L139

KORG
Poly 800 L459
DW 6000 4659
DW 8000 4999
DDM 110 Special Price 4189

enscinio.
The fantastic sound sampling
Ensoniq Mirage on demonstration
at all our oases.
A must for everybody in the
recording or live music business
- at an incredible price of

El 695.00 inc. vat.

TASCAM
Porta One mini studio still only L425
while stocks last

MIRAGE

Fostex
Full range including B 16's always in
stock at sensible prices.
X 15's still only 0279

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
INSTANT CREDIT
(Subject to status, written quotations on request)
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OPENING TIMES:
Mon -Fri 9.30am-6.00pm
Saturday 9. 30am-5.30pm
Norwich Closed Wednesday

TOA
TOA Cordless Guitar Transmitter
and Receiver. 0199
Complete with all cables and
Lapel Microphone.
(GPO Approved)

VIM

simmoNcs) FANTASTIC
31 NEW KITS

(All with new floating playing surface)
SDS200 2 Pads, Stand and
Controller L359
SDS400 4 Tom Pads, Stand and
Controller L549
SDS800 4 Drum Kit, Stands and
Controller L629
SDS9 5 Drum Kit, Stands,
Controller with memory and program
plus Digital delay L 1199
SDS7 (Hard pads)
SPECIAL PRICE L1699

(

1111111111b NSW

(Roland
JX8P L1199
PG800 L175
JUNO 106 . C799
TR707 (definitely in stock) E4135

TR606 0169
MSQ100 C399
MSQ700 C699
JSQ60 L99
SRV2000 01 199
SDE2500 E549

Mother Keyboards
Very special prices
Now Available
MKB 300 76 keys midi E599
MKB I000 88 keys midi £799
Plus all modules at great savings

SEARCHING FOR
SOMETHING SPECIAL?

Visit our store at Mansfield
where we stock professional
equipment that you can only

normally read about, all
on permanent
demonstration
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D sound can be produced by careful adjustment
of the second resonance control attached to the
phaser section. From in work on the ARP, it
appears that the filter on the Moog slightly
emphasises the harmonics close to the Janda-
men WI pitch, thus creating a very bold,
dominating tone. Perhaps someone with
suitable equipment could give a visual
representation of these effects.

Some older synths, like certain members o
Korg's impressive PS3000 series, had as
many as three resonance settings per voice, yet
despite the truly dramatic changes in timbre
that this makes possible, manufacturers show
no indication of introducing it more widely.

Synthesisers should be about making new
experiences in musk and, perhaps with
E& MM's help, we can expand our horizons
more readily.

Martin Straw
Southam ton

Orchestral
Manoeuvres
Dear E&MM,

Having taken your magazine since Issue 1,
I'm pleased to see the uprise of serious debate in
your columns. The world of electronic music
has often been a source of mystery to the
classical musician, and the converse would
also appear to be true.

Analogue vs FM synthesis, sampling vs the
rest - the story never changes. The pianoforte
was a bete noir in the 18th century, when it
was set against the tonal versatility of the two -
manual harpsichord - touch -sensitivity was
just a gimmick. If we translate this into a
modern context, do we find debates between
members of the LSO concerning oboes having
a fatter' sound than a flute? I would think
not. The essence of any instrument is both what
it does and what it sounds like in the hands of
someone who can play it.

I wish no more for the cello parts in old
Beatles numbers to be replaced by a Fairlight
than I wish to see the remarkable versatility of
the CMI replaced by an orchestra simply
because it is more natural. Neither do I wish to
see rich analogue sounds substituted for
delicate DX tones where DX sounds are
appropriate to the composition.

It's a case of horses for courses, and if
history can teach us a lesson, Brahms wrote his
piano concerti for the piano because that
instrument suited the idea in his mind. Today
we have the luxury of being able to choose the
sound we want from the instrument we wish,
manipulating it to the best of our imagination
and, with luck, playing our compositions to the
best of our ability.

Taken to its unnatural conclusion, this
obsession with a particular type of instrument
would lead to orchestras of bassoons and
electronic musicians playing only DX7s and
MiniMoogs. Forget the music; listen to the
system.

Steve Alker
Herts

DXchange
Dear E&MM,

After reading Wayne Blackmore's letter last
month, I'd like to air some somewhat different
views. I have never had or used a Yamaha DX
synthesiser, and would agree that they appear
hard to create a desired sound on. But, after
hearing a friend's CX5M demo tape, I was
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

amazed at the quality and richness of many of
the sounds it produced. Mr Blackmore states
he is fed up' of hearing about FM synthesisers,
but surely the only reason we've heard so much
about what is now an ageing synth, is that it is
excellent.

He also regards velocity -sensing as 'a

gimmick that does nothing to improve the
sound'. Why, then, are just about all the other
synth manufacturers fitting their new synths
with velocity -sensing circuitry? And why were
Korg criticised (E&MM March 85) for
producing their excellent DW6000 without
pressure- and velocity -sensing, only to follow
it six months later with the velocity -sensitive
DW8000?

Anyone that plays such an instrument will
inform Ton that 0 large variety of different

sounds can be Inodined by Re) velot it)
changes.

So why have so many people bought FM
synthesisers? Probably because they are the best
available for variety and excellence of sounds.
I once calculated that if you played all the
different sounds on the DX7 for one second
each, it would take you many billions of times
longer than the Universe has existed. Rather
longer than would be possible doing the same
thing on a Juno 106.

And the E&MM bias? The only reason for
the frequent references to Yamaha equipment
is that the company seems to be producing a
wide range of good products, that sets a
standard against which other products may be
judged.

Analogue synths will never die, but surely
there's a place for FM and digital technology
too. And in case you were wondering, I own a
humble CSO I and am very pleased with it.

Andy Halliwell
Rochdale

In the Club
Dear E&MM,

As head of the DX Owners' Club, it .seems
only right that I pick up the gauntlet thrown
down by Wayne Blackmore in E&MM
August.

First, Mr Blackmore is correct in assuming
'Y' (note abbreviation to save space) have used
some of the Zlatna TCS 190 technology. In
fact, they've improved the design and renamed
it MEDI - Mind Expanding Digital Interface
- and connected it to the green buttons of their
FM synths. When the user switches on and
presses one of these buttons, a transfer o
digital information takes place via the
sensitive nerve endings in the fingers of the
user to the brain. The message sent is basically
Xplore, Xamine, Xperience', and entices the
user to remove himl herself from the musical
mudbath in which he or she stands, and
progress. Like anything di ital, the system

e les on t ere ierng a com e e an wor  mg
ink, ie. sensitive nerve endings and an open
mind. Judging from his comments about
ielocity-sensitivity, it would seem Mr Black-

, nore has some kind of fault at the receiving
nd.

Personally, I believe the phrase 'each to his
wn' sums up the situation, and it should be
eft to the individual to decide exactly which
ype of synth and sound he or she prefers. So
et's not start a battle between FM and
nalogue. A state ofentente cordiale would

'e almost infinitely preferable.
And as for E&MM featuring mainly Y

ri roducts, it's worth remembering that a couple
if years ago, the review content of the
magazine was extensively Roland, with
upiters, Junos, Drumatixes (Drumatices?)
nd the rest of them, when these were the most

interesting products on the market. More
recently, some of the most interesting products
cave appeared from Y, yet the content of the
magazine remains unbiased, and there are
ilenty of .other manufacturers' products
reviewed.

Tony Wride
s , '-- I

Projected Criticism
Dear E&MM,

I've bought every issue since No 1, because
I'm a relatively poor musician seeking to
expand my horizons, my techniques and in)
sound. So, black armbands for the passing of
the projects, the drum column and the bits on
understanding synthesisers; in short, the

educational side of E&MM, which I still use
for reference.

Where is Patchwork? Down the MIDI
toilet? OK, so it's a hi -tech world out there and
you always did the best reviews, but please,
please, please: don't give us a whole magazine -
full.

It's all very well doing a series on the
Fairlight when most of the readership doesn't
have one; I respect the educational side of that.
But where are the articles about modifying
Casios to get more out of them?

Come on, E& MM . Anyone can do the
reviews, so take some responsibility for the `E
in E&MM. How about a build -it -yourself
sampler? I've loved the sampling debate that's
been going on...my comment? Swap one
grandmother for Ensoniq Mirage.

Sean Sanderson
Lancaster

You're entitled to your opinions, but
believe it or not, much of the change in
E&MM's editorial content is beyond the
control of the editorial staff. Patchwork is
no longer a regular feature because
we've found ourselves with a paucity of
decent patches. If readers start sending
them in again, we'll print them. The
same goes for the build -it -yourself
projects. If people send us worthwhile
circuits, we'll publish them for the
benefit of everybody else. Incidentally,
we have run a number of features on
modifying existing machines so that they
can perform sampling tasks, and even
devoted more than 20 pages to the
construction of a complete sound -
sampling device, the Powertran MCS I .

Our objective will always be to inform, to
educate, and to entertain, in that order.
But in order to fulfil those objectives
properly, we need the co-operation of
the musicians on the receiving end.
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PLAYBACK
 After twenty-five years of working together in music, production
and video, Kevin Godley and Lol Creme are tracked down in a seedy

part of what may or may not be Southern California
 Words: Tim 'Chandler' Goodyer  Shots: Matt 'Spats' V osburgh

It was a cold autumn morning in
downtown Hollywood. There was a
light rain falling and the town had
acquired a renewed air of desolation.
The windows were all shut, and even

the birds had left town. In a small, dingy
office above a beat -up liquor store, I was
searching for a phone number. My desk, as
usual, was a mess, but then that's all part of
the journalist's image. I suppose I should have
guessed: the number was in the bin.

The phone rang three times before some-
one answered it. 'Key? It's Tim. I'll see you in

20 minutes outside Mario's', I said, and hung
up.

The Key in question was one Kevin
Godley. He was one half of a partnership that
was big in music videos and had been for some
time now. I had some questions I wanted
answered, and I reckoned he had the
answers. He'd just got back into town from
New York where he'd been with his associate,
Lol Creme. They'd been doing a lot of talking
there too - most likely to the wrong people -
and I wanted to know why.

I picked up the phone again and dialled
another number quickly. 'Hi, Spats. Look,
I've got a hit on. It's Key Godley and Lol
Creme and I need your help...Yes, that
Godley and Creme. I'll try to lead them down
towards the beach - get in as many shots as
you can...Great...And Spats, don't let me
down.'

I'd hired a new Cadillac convertible for the
occasion. It wasn't cheap, but I knew I'd have
to make a good first impression if I was going

to get any further than the average two-bit
LA copywriter. As I drove it towards Mario's
I wondered just how many other hacks would
be in the know about this pair. Sure, they
were big names once, but their operations
had changed a little since then. Luckily I'd
been put in touch by a mutual acquaintance,
Karen, who'd since high -tailed it out of town.
Was it an omen?

The boys had a record as long as Sunset
Boulevard. They'd worked with the sort of
talent that makes your mouth water just
thinking about it. They could drop names
like Wall Street could drop bucks - Duran's
'Girls on Film', The Police's 'Synchronicity',
Herbie Hancock's 'Rockit'.

They'd also been busy expanding their
activities. From an ad placed in a couple of
magazines I'd never heard of - The Face and
another whose name I couldn't recall if some
punk was pointing a gun at my head - they'd
recruited four new faces to help out with
creative ideas. The ad had attracted the
attention of around 1000 people on the
strength of only one appearance, and I
reckoned that was a pretty good indication of
Godley and Creme's stature. But I still
needed information, and I needed it fast.

Key and Lol were already waiting when I
arrived at Mario's, a small café that's far
enough off the beaten track for big names to
sit and talk without fear of being disturbed.
'So what's all this about NYC?' I asked.

Godley drew heavily on a cigarette and
replied in a gruff voice. 'We've just released a
single and an album over there, so we've
spent a week talking about ourselves. It was
great!'

I wasn't so sure. After all, it wasn't me
they'd been talking to. 'So what about the
music racket: you given that up?'

'You can't abandon music if it's there in
your brain', Godley continued. 'But you can
relegate it to something of a hobby which is
what we have done. We do so much that we
find it difficult to concentrate 100% on two
things at the same time, so we've said to
ourselves: "we'll make music when we wanna
make music", and when we do that we'll put
100% of ourselves into it then.'

I managed a smile. It hadn't taken long for
the conversation, to get round to percentages.
As we began to walk aimlessly down the
street, the rain's aim seemed to be improving
all the time. To begin with I was worried that
we might be recognised, since Key and Lol
had once been half of a set-up called 10cc, a
combo that had had more hits than the wall
behind the St Valentine's Day Massacre. I
needn't have worried: we were quickly
beginning to look like any other sodden
threesome. I sidestepped into a doorway, the
others followed. 'So how did you get in on
this in the first place?' I asked.
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Godley: 'It just happened.'
Creme: 'Commonsense.'
Godley again: 'When we first started doing

video we felt our loyalties suddenly change. It
gave us a new palette to work with that we
didn't have before.'

This was starting to sound like a narcotics
operation. I looked to Lol for something
constructive.

`It's more fun. We'd been making records
for 15 years and this was dead fresh - so we did
more of it. We loved it and it became a
business.'

Godley had lit up another cigarette, and
was looking down the street the way we'd
come, as if he was scared we might be being
followed. Whatever, he left Lol to do the
talking. I had the feeling I wasn't making
myself clear. 'Yeah, great, but how did it
start?' I pleaded.

'Well, even when we were writing songs
we always thought of things in terms of
pictures - probably because we both come
from an art school background. We made a
record called 'An Englishman in New York'
that was very visual and for which we had
ideas for visual images to go with the track.'

Now I was getting somewhere. `So who put
up the bread, Lol ?'

'We said to the record company: "Look,
these pictures go with this music; please let us
do a video for it". And much to our surprise,
they said yes.'

My surprise, too- The record company
obviously didn't know these boys as well as I
did, but that 'please' was a killer. One other
thing that was a surprise was the rain. Or
more precisely, the sudden lack of it. It was
time to move on, so we made our way towards
the beach. Godley stopped looking over his
shoulder and picked up where Creme had left
off.

`Promos had just begun to happen in those
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

days - particularly if you didn't have a band or
you weren't able to travel but still had to
promote your record. We didn't have a band
and couldn't travel, so we did the promo.

'It was just testing the water - getting
behind the camera. It was such a pleasure and
so easy. It was like coming home; it was where
we belonged. We realised what berks we'd
been, making pictures using music instead of
a camera.'

Now we'd reached the beach and there was
no sign of Spats. Just as well, or his cover
would have been blown.

Now it was Creme doing the talking.
These two were taking turns to speak like
gangster families take turns to start wars.
`One of the reasons we'd left the group was
the thought that one day we might be able to
direct a movie. But we thought as long as we
stayed there was no way that was going to
happen. All we were being offered was scripts
to go with stupid love songs - that's not the
same as directing films.'

He kicked an empty bottle from the
sidewalk into the road. 'It's ironic that a
record company, not a film company,
decided to risk some money. You can see
their point though: why should two guys that
have had success in.the music world be able to
direct a film? You're talking about an awful
lot of money when you're making films. You
blow four hundred bucks in a day if you blow a
recording session, but you can blow 40 grand
in the same day on a film set, very easily.
They were right not to let us. But luckily we
found a process that allowed us to learn how
to make films, so that today we feel confident
that they wouldn't be risking anything if they
did let us make a film. We've learned through
video.

`A year afterwards we turned round and
there was a little industry going. Now it's a
big industry and we're up around the top of it.

watching iz all pile up around us, and we feel a
responsibility towards it.'

Like the weather, the story was slowly
coming together. A couple of guys from
Manchester, England make it big with a beat
group. They leave after several years of
success for the uncharted waters of video -
making - and repeat their success. With the
kind of money these two were talking, I

guessed there must be a lot of other operators
eager for a slice of the action. `So what's the
competition like, Key?'

'I'm certainly not impressed by most of it.
It's the same that happens to anything in the
commercial world: as soon as the money gets
big and it becomes an industry, the powers
that be milk it. Which means that they make
as much happen as soon as possible, they
bombard you with it and, inevitably, the
quality drops.'

`Even when we were
writing songs we

thought in terms of
pictures - probably
because we're from

an art school
background.'

Money again. No matter where the
conversation begins, it always works its way
back to money. I glanced round as casually as
I could. There was still no sign of Spats...

`It's not just the business people that are
responsible for the overkill', hissed Creme.
The people who are making them are
jumping in and using their adrenaline more
than their brains. We watched MTV in New
York, and it's the only time we've seen our
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D work in the context in which it's used. We
were glued to it and most of it was terrible,
terrible dross. There's very little there that's
entertaining or that has anything to do with
the music.'

I didn't like what I was hearing. 'Who
would you point the finger at, Lol?'

'There's a lot of energy in there. It's as
though, apart from the business demanding
that you turn out shit, the creative people
involved seem so eager to get behind a
camera and "do a video" that they're letting
their enthusiasm run away with them.
They're not thinking of any good ideas.
They're spending fortunes playing with the
editing facilities and getting people to dress
up and he as silly as possible so that it's got
some fun about it. The problem is that it
doesn't have tun about it because it's not done
well. It's not well thought-out humour - it

just comes over :is a flush -mash of terrible
things. If your child is sat in front of that for
several hours a day, it's going to drive the
fucking kid mental! There's no responsibility
about it, and I presume that's because of the
youth involved and the tact that it's a new
medium.'

Godley takes up the thread. 'Doesn't that
happen with anything? Take pop music:
there's some great stuff but there's also a pile
of garbage because of the demand, because
it's new.'

Now I remembered what I liked about
these two. The fact that
almost alone in the

pop rat race, they had a social conscience. I'd
almost forgotten what one of those was.

'Listen, guys, thanks for the chat hut I

gotta go now. See you later.' They nodded
their collective goodbyes and drifted off
towards town. There was plenty more I

wanted to know hut right now I'd got a few
other things to sort out. The last I saw of
them was a pair of dusky figures disappearing
slowly into the renewed rain. I hung around
waiting for Spats, who obligingly appeared

`A video editing
suite is like a

complete artist's
palette; we took to it
like ducks to water.'

once we were alone. He looked as though
he'd just stepped off the set of a twenties
Chicago gangster movie, but that was

nothing new to me.
'I got some goodies!', he enthused with a

cheerful wave of his hand. Spats, or more
formally, Matt 'Spats' Voshurgh, was a long-
time buddy of mine and a photographer of
considerable tact, subtlety and patience. He
was also very wet.

`Been here long?'
'Guess so', the photographer replied damply.
We made our way hack to my office in

record time. Spats watched
whilst I hurriedly

dialled a number and waited for a reply.
'Carl? Tim. I've got to see you...' But that's

another story.
It was almost a week before I saw Godley

and Creme again. During that time I'd been
busy. For a start, the boys were celebrating
the 25th year of their partnership with a new
release (of music, this time) called The
History Mix- The album was a collection of
their past work remixed and retitled as a sort
of milestone to their achievements. Twenty-
five years... that was some partnership!

They'd also done a video for some dude
called Howard Jones. Howie'd done a single
called 'Life in One Day', and they'd run into a
lot of trouble getting the accompanying video
screened. I made a mental note to find out
more about this prohibition the next time we
met.

I was sitting with a dame I know when Key
and Lol walked into the club. It was a long
way from my office so it wasn't a joint I

normally frequented - I'd hoped to go
unrecognised, as Madeleine belonged to
someone else - but it was an opportunity I
couldn't miss.

I made my way to the bar. I was still
limping from the kiss Madeleine had given
me. She was as adhesive as a band -aid.
Judging by the attention Key and l.otl were
giving their glasses, they hadn't left the booze
alone for some hours.

'Having a party?' The silence told me not.
Tell me about the editing suite', I asked, as

casually its I could. I'd heard a rumour that
the boys sometimes shot on film but always
edited on videotape. Naturally, I didn't want
to reveal my sources.
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'That's the most exciting part because of

the control it gives you', Key replied, looking
up for the first time and warming to the
subject. 'It works so well with music and
everything's so primitive with film; you have
to look at a tiny screen and all you can do is
snip and join together. You can't even do
something as simple as a dissolve from one
picture to another. A video edit suite is like a
recording studio - if you want to see
something you do it there and then, in real
time.'

'Our motive, in
almost everything

we do, is to give you
something you

haven't quite seen
before.'

Creme: 'It's a complete artist's palette if
. used properly. We took to it like ducks to
water. As soon as we saw one after 'An
Englishman in New York', and saw what they
were doing in there, and what they could do,
we thought: "Gimme. Want one, want one
now! '

I was obviously asking the right questions.
'The next video we did, 'Wide Boy', was an

editing idea. We planned it around a certain
editing idea, and every single shoot we've
done since then, we've had the edit in mind.
Sometimes it's formed a very important part
of the idea because the shooting and the
editing are inseparable parts of the finished
thing. Editing yourself, you can go for
something and see if it will work, which you
can't do if you shoot something and then
hand it over to an editor.'

Godley took the initiative again. 'Our
motive, in almost everything we do, is to give
you something you haven't quite seen before.
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

On video you can just try that out, whereas
you have to sit and mathematically think it
out on film.

'Because editing is such fun, as you're
doing it your ideas change and grow. We
don't stick to a storyboard all the time, so if
we say: "what happens if this does this?" we
can just go ahead and try it. You can't do that
with film. You have to send it away and,
when it comes back a week later, it's three
frames too long.'

I could see I'd found a weak spot in the
duo's defences. If only my other sources could
talk like this.

Creme had cut in again. 'It's like being a
musician, you know? If you want to try a new
chord you just play it. At any stage of the
process you can try things: when you're
writing, when you're playing, when you're
recording, when you're mixing, and even
when you play live, and it's the same with this
process. The only difference is that it's for
your eyes as well as your ears.'

I decided to cash in on a good thing whilst
it was going. 'This dude Jones, what's his
angle?' I asked, turning so I could see
Madeleine across the room. She had a pair of
blue -grey eyes, and right now they were
looking at me as if I'd just said a dirty word.

Godley: 'One of the first jobs our new
creative team did was an idea for the Howard
Jones video, which Terence Donovan directed
and we edited. We're having a lot of problems
getting it shown, mainly because the basic
premise behind the visuals is that your
television is fucked up.'

Creme: 'We've made you think as you're
watching the video that your TV's on the
blink. It's hilarious. It's like a very mild
version of what Orson Welles did with War of
the Worlds. A very innocuous little gag really,
but can we get it shown? No way - it's
unbelievable.

'At one point the TV's going so berserk the
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test cardcard comes up. And the test card stays
up. And the test card stays up. And you begin
to think: "maybe my TV is on the blink".
And that's the bit that gets them; they won't
show it because they're frightened that
people will turn over.'

Creme's tone had become coloured with
disbelief.

'At first they sent it back, saying there was
something wrong with the tape - which
proved the idea worked. But we said: "no,
there's nothing wrong with the tape, you
check the tones,  they're all spot on". There's
no reason in the world that it can't be shown,
but they're still worried.

'The record company were the first to get
worried because we'd interrupted the music.
Then people said the unions might think
we're sending them up because the picture
keeps going on and off. We said: "nonsense,
the video doesn't say that". We got over that
one and now it's not going to get shown
unless we take out the test card, because
people will turn over. They can't see that
once it's been seen it's only a gag.

'Doors are closing, partly through paranoia.
But it's only entertainment, after all. All
Howard's trying to do, and all we're trying to
do, is entertain, make you laugh a little bit.
We're going to try to slip it into Rebellious
Jukebox when that goes out on Channel 4
(they succeeded). That's the state of the game
and makes me furious: print that immediately!'

'Sure, Lol, sure. Consider it in print', I

assured him. But Madeleine was calling, and
who was Ito refuse? So once again, I made my
excuses and left them.

I haven't seen them since, but now I know
what they're trying to do I find it a lot easier
to sleep at night. A couple of guys off the
streets who haven't forgotten who they are,
what they're doing or who they're doing it
for. I reckoned that if that didn't get me four
pages in E&MM, nothing would.
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RX11 - PCM Digital Rhythm Programmer

KX88 - Virtuoso Master Controller Keyboard

purity of live drums whilst offering the relative novice the
technique and expressive power of an experienced drummer.

A beautifully weighted Master Keyboard that feels like a
grand piano and controls sound like anything you can
imagine; and some things you can't.

QX7 Digital Sequence Recorder
(8100 notes; 2 -track logic)

TX7 FM Tone Generator
(32 voice, 32 Function + 32 DX Function Memories)
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with uncompromised artistic control and integrity.
Whether you're an experienced professional or just

starting out, you can trust Yamaha to have the right system to
suit your needs.
Yamaha Musical Instruments: More Than Just An Expression

RX15 PCM Digital Rhythm Programmer

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MOUNT AVENUE BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS. MK11JE

10908) 640202 24hr Ansaphone 109013) 649222



Bonnegs
12A GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX

0323 639335 (6 lines Telex)
li?Roland G1ETA'A KORG'
Main Dealer Hi-Tec Dealer Key Centre
DRUM MACHINES

We carry a comprehensive range of Drum
machines and Rhythm units including

Yamaha RX15, RX11 and RX21 Roland
TRTOT and TR727, Boss DR110, Dram-

traks, Korg DDM110, DDM220 and TOM
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DIGITAL SAMPLER KEYBOARD

THE SOUND SENSATION OF 85!!
* Five octave velocity sensitive keyboard * 8 voice

polyphonic * 16 different samples across the keyboard
* Up to 8 second samples * 4 user samples split

across keyboard * On board MIDI sequencer * On
board 3.3" floppy disk drive * 4 sounds per disk

* MIDI in/out
IN STOCK NOW £695

ROLAND SRV2000
Stereo Digital Reverb

41kor
INCREDIBLE UNBELIEVABLE PRICE

MIDI Controllable - Totally Programmable - 99s Delay! Roland's
new SRV2000 Digital Reverb offers an unbeatable new market

leader in digital reverberation! With the worlds first MIDI
controllable unit. Look at these features and compare the

competitors price! 24 memories! Parametric EQ control for room
size PRG delay. Gate/Damping. Rev time MIDI + 6 integrated

display, stereo output of up to 99 seconds! Many other features!
IN STOCK £1250

KEYBOARDS IN STOCK

YAMAHA HI -TECH DEALER FORE. SUSSEX
YAMAHA DX5 New Model £P.O.A.
YAMAHA DX7 Not due for replacement 1987 £P.O.A.
YAMAHA KX-88 Comprehensive M/Keyboard £P.O.A.
YAMAHA DX21 £P.O.A.
YAMAHA TX -7 MIDI DX7 FM Expander £P.O.A.
YAMAHA QXI Digital Multi -track sequencer £P.O.A.
YAMAHA KC -5 Remote MIDI keyboard £199
YAMAHA TX -816 Rack Mounted FM
Expander £P.O.A.
YAMAHA TX -1 Single Expander Modules £P.O.A.
YAMAHA PF15 & PFI0 FM Digital Pianos £P.O.A.
YAMAHA RX21 Drum Unit £P.O.A.
YAMAHA R1000 Digital Reverb Units £P.O.A.
YAMAHA 01500 16 Memory MIDI Delay Unit £299
CX5-ME MUSIC COMPUTER
YAMAHA CX5-ME Computer with YKO1 Keyboard and
YRM-101 Music Composer Programmer £449
YAMAHA YK-10 Full size keyboard IN STOCK
YAMAHA YRM 102, 103, 104 and accessories IN STOCK
YAMAHA Real Time, Sequencer
ROM SEPTEMBER
YAMAHA RX Programmer ROM SEPTEMBER
ROLAND MAIN AGENTS FOR E. SUSSEX
ROLAND JX-8P Synthesizer £P.O.A.
ROLAND Super Jupiter £P.O.A.
ROLAND PG -800 Programmer £P.O.A.
ROLAND Juno 106, Synthesizers £P.O.A.
ROLAND MKB 1000 Mother Keyboard £P.O.A.
ROLAND MKS -10 Piano Expander £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSK-30 Poly Synth £P.O.A.
ROLAND AXIS Remote Midi Keyboard £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSQ 700 Digital Recorder £P.O.A.
ROLAND MSQ 100 Digital Recorder £P.O.A.
ROLAND TR707 Digital Drums £P.O.A.
ROLAND SDE 1000 Digital Echo's £P.O.A.
ROLAND SDE2500 MIDI delay IN STOCK
ROLAND SRV2000 MIDI reverb IN STOCK
ROLAND SH-101 Synth+ Hand grip £225
ROLAND DR110, R/Units £P.O.A.
ROLAND JC Amplification £P.O.A.
ROLAND Cube & Spirit Amplification £P.O.A.
KORG KEY CENTRE FORE. SUSSEX
KORG DW6000, New Model £699
KORG MYK-130 New MIDI Bass Pedals IN STOCK
KORG Poly 800 Synthesizer £399
KORG EX800, MIDI Expander Modules £199
KORG SDD-1000, Digital Delay with Sampling IN STOCK
KORG DDM-110 Digital Drum Rhythm Units £P.O.A.
KORG DDM-220, Digital Latin Rhythm Units IN STOCK
KORG PSS-50, Digital Super, Section IN STOCK
KORG KMS-30 MIDI Syncronizer Box IN STOCK
CASIO MAIN DEALER
CASIO CZ101, 32 Memory Poly Synth MIDI £P.O.A.
CASIO CZ1000, Full Size Keyboard Version £P.O.A.
CASIO CZ5000 Synth £P.O.A.
CASIO CI'6000 Full Size Keyboard MIDI £P.O.A.
CASIO SZ-1 Sequencer £P.O.A.
CASIO CT430, New Model Stereo £P.O.A.
CASIO CT310, Full Size Keyboard £P 0 A
CASIO CT610 Stereo Model, Full Size K/b £P.O.A.
CASIO CK500, Keyboard & Cassette Deck £P.O.A.
CASIO CK100, Programmable, plus AM/FM £P.O.A.
CASIO KX-101, Keyboard, Cas & Radio £175
CASIO MT -100, 768 Variable Acc/ments £P.O.A.
CASIO MT -210, With Stereo Speakers £399
TECHNICS DP50 digital drums £599
TECHNICS PVIO PCM MIDI digital keyboard £499

(RRP £899)

DX21 IN STOCK

Sound Source FM Tone Generator: 4 operators x2
(A,B), 8 Alogoritluns. Simultaneous Note Output

Polyphonic: 8 notes (SINGLE), 4 notes (DUAL), 4+4
notes (SPLIT) Monophonic: 1 note (SINGLE, DUAL),
1+ 1 note (SPLIT). Internal Memory 128 ROM voice

memory. 32 RAM voice memory. 32 RAM performance
memory.

£699

CASIO CZ101 AND CZ1000
Casio's world

beating CZ101 now
available with full

size keys
CZ101 £345 * CZ1000 £495
WITH FREE RAM PACK.

CZ5000 NOW IN STOCK £899

SZ1 DIGITAL
SEQUENCER

Real or step time MIDI,
RAM cartridge 4 track 1800

notes

£235

AKAI'S FANTASTIC 5612
SAMPLER IN STOCK!
* Up to 8 seconds sample time * 6 note veocity
sensing thru MIDI * Quick disk storage system
* Pre recorded sound library.
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£995
COMPLETE

MULTITRACK -1/2 PRICE - £799
The powerful new MULTITRACK fully touch
sensitive polysynth, on board powerful
sequencer.
TOM:
The state-of-the-art
Digital drum machine

£499

 £200 to £1,000 No Deposit, Interest free instant credit 0% APR Subject to status - on most equipment.
 FREE UK DELIVERY - IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
 MAIL ORDER - ACCESS BARCLAYCARD VISA AMEX DINERS sales can be conducted over the
'phone. Bank drafts, Building Society cheques and postal orders will take 5 working days to clear
before goods can be sent.
 FULL 12 months parts and labour warranty
 All prices include VAT (overseas buyers exempt)

ADDITIONAL discounts for DX Owners Club members, please quote your
membership number on all correspondence. Being a club member will
automatically entitle you to many benefits.
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Digital reverb, for so long the sole preserve of the large multitrack

studio, is now affordable, controllable and MIDI -compatible.
We report on two trailblazing machines.

Paul White & Simon Trask
When Roland introduced
programmable effect pat-
ches on their SDE3000 and
SDE 1000 digital delays in
late 1983, it laid the ground

for a new generation of signal processor that
offered the musician and sound engineer a
much greater degree of flexibility in the use of
such effects. It stands to reason that if you can
commit the details of a sound patch to
memory, you're much more likely to use it in a
creative and consistent way.

The obvious next step was to tie this new-
found programmability in with MIDI, which is
what Yamaha did with their D1500 DDL in
the latter half of 1984. The 1500 allowed 16
user -programmable effects patches to be
selected by MIDI patch -change codes over a
MIDI channel selectable between I and 16.
This form of remote switching is a real boon
to keyboard players with MIDI -compatible
synths, as it enables you to associate a musical
sound with a particular delay effect. At the
touch of a button, you can go from a piano
with a single repeat echo to a flanged string
sound to a choir sound with ADT.

Of all the sound -processing effects that
digital technology has recently brought into
the hands of the less -than -wealthy, reverber-
ation is probably the most important. It's the
treatment that's been around for longest, and
the reason for that lies in the fact that it's the

-,

effect we encounter most frequently in the
outside world.

For the uninitiated, reverberation is a

phenomenon produced by multiple reflec-
tions of sound waves, and has a character
that's determined by the environment in
which the sound occurs. The direct signal is
obviously the first to reach the listener (and is
therefore also the strongest), but depending
on the size and shape of the environment,
there will be any number of subsequent
reflections from the various surfaces which
define that environment. It's the number and
relative strengths of these reflections which
give us a sense of spatial location and

dimension, and add both intensity and quality
to the initial sound.

The reflective ability of the surfaces
involved obviously plays an important part in
the reverberation effect, so surfaces such as
thick carpets and curtains are good at
absorbing sound and tend to create a 'dry'
environment, whilst hard surfaces such as
marble, stone or concrete are highly reflec-
tive, and can create richly reverberant sounds.
It's possible to create an acoustic space with
surfaces that are completely non -reflective
(it's called an anechoic chamber), but if your
home doesn't have one, every sound you play
is in some way affected by what happens after
it's passed through your amplification system.

But what happens if you don't want your
music to sound as if it's being played in a living
room? Well, you could consider investing in a
device designed specifically to create artificial
spatial environments. A reverberation unit is
something that simulates, within reason, the
characteristics of naturally occurring environ-
ments (plus some unnatural ones).

Hence the great importance musicians,
engineers and producers have been attaching
to good reverb for a generation or more. It
doesn't matter if you have no other outboard
effects at all in your studio - a good reverb
unit will carry the thing off.

Until recently, sources of really good
artificial reverb were both complex to use and
expensive to buy, but thanks to the down-
ward cost spiral in which digital technology
currently finds itself, such sources have come
within reach of the vast majority of musicians
and sound engineers. The two machines under
review here - the Yamaha REV7 and the
Roland SRV2000 - are both ground -breakers
when it comes to bringing digital reverb to a
bigger, less affluent market than ever before.

Aside from being relatively inexpensive,
they share MIDI patch selection facilities, a
standard rack -mounting format, and quite a
bit more besides. They also have more than
the odd difference in spec and in operation,
though, as we shall soon see.

E>
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Yamaha REV7
In historic terms, the REV7 is a combination
of ,the programmable reverb circuits that
grace the company's REV I professional unit
(though suitably scaled -down - the REV I is

very expensive) and the MIDI interconnection
facilities and affordable price of the DI500
delay line. As such, it breaks new ground for
Yamaha as a manufacturer, and like the Roland
unit, is further evidence that there is a rapidly
increasing empathy between designers in the
musical instrument and studio fields. The idea
is that the REV7 (and machines like it) have a
specification that would be more than
acceptable to the sound engineer, while
having the operational facilities to give the
musician something that's genuinely accessible
and creative in use.

Let's get the obvious over with first. The
REV7 is a 2U -high, 19" rack -mounting unit,
such as will fit alongside your 19" rack -
mounting washing machine and your 19" rack -
mounting microwave oven. Apparently, ever
the most practically -minded studio engineers
appreciate good cosmetic design, and their
clients certainly do, so with this in mind, the
REV7 is off to a good start. Cast in a serious -
looking black, gold and grey livery, the
machine exudes style and looks as though it
means business from the word go. The front
panel plays host to a two -digit red LED
readout showing the currently selected effect
patch, and a backlit 2 x 16 -character LCD
which conveys the current program name and
the various associated parameters.

To the left of the aforementioned LCD
window is an eight -point input level LED
meter, whilst beneath the window are a

mono/stereo input switch, an input level

selector, a rotary control for mixing the
direct and reverb signals at the output stage, a
three -band parametric equaliser, and an EQ
on/off switch to go with it. The three EQ
bands have overlapping frequency ranges

which together cover an overall range of
50Hz-20kHz. They act on the reverb sound at
the pre-reverb stage, but not on the direct
sound. Rotary controls governing frequency
and level adjustment are provided for each
band, and as you might expect, the provision
of an EQing facility such as this greatly
enhances the degree of control you have over
the sound produced - though it's worth
noting that the EQ settings aren't pro-
grammable.

The right-hand half of the front panel is

occupied by a mass of closely -positioned
pushbutton pads which form four groups of
controls. First off is a group of eight pads
which allows single -press selection of the first
seven preset effects, or (if the User Memory
pad is switched in) the first seven user -
programmed effects. The next group of
controls includes increment and decrement
pads which allow you to step through all 90
programs, whilst the third group is a numeric
keypad which allows you to punch in your
desired effect number.

You needn't confine yourself to the front
panel, though, as the REV7's packaging gives
you a hand-held remote control unit (com-
plete with lengthy cable) which plugs into the
rear of the machine and allows you to select
the first seven preset and user effects with
single button -presses (as on the front panel),
and to step upwards through the remaining
presets. Sadly, you can't use this facility to
select the remaining user -programmed eff-
ects, so if you envisage using the remote
control a lot, you'll have to put your most -
used effects in positions 31-37, which is a

nuisance. Neither can you control the EQ
section or carry out any parameter editing
remotely.

Moving neatly back to the front of the
REV7 itself, remaining controls include pads
dedicated to each of the seven user -program-
mable parameters (see later), a MIDI Control

pad which gives access to MIDI channel and
patch allocation, a Bypass control which
cancels the reverb signal (this allows you to
switch instantly between reverbed and 'dry'
signals), an Out Phase pad which reverses the
polarity of the right output of the reverb
signal, and a Mute control, which the manual
claims cancels the entire output but in fact
doesn't affect the direct signal when Bypass is
on.

And so to the rear panel. Whereas the
input and output sockets on the REV I were
XLR-type only, the REV7 has XLR and
quarter -inch jacks. Again, this is an indication
that the cheaper unit is aimed at a dual -section
marketplace comprising studio people (hence
the XLRs) and music people (the jacks). So
now you can make the most of your stereo
synth, though as noted earlier, it's possible to
switch the REV7 to accept a mono input
which will then be output as a stereo signal.

The most important
reverb characteristic
is decay time, or the

time the effect takes to
decay beyond human

hearing.'

Other back panel sockets are an eight -pin
DIN for the remote control unit and two five -
pin DINS - you guessed it, MIDI In and MIDI
Thru.

Before going any further, it's -worth looking
at the ingredients that go to make up a reverb
sound as we perceive it, and to examine the
degree of control the REV7 allows you to
exercise over them.

Probably the most important reverb char-
acteristic is its decay time, which convention
says is the time taken for the reverb to die
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away to a level 60dB below that at which it
started. For all practical purposes, though, you
can think of it as being the time taken by the
reverb to decay to the point where you can no
longer hear it. In the case of the REV7, this can
be varied up to a maximum of ten seconds and,
though this is shorter than the figure offered
by the Roland reviewed later, it's still more
than long enough for any normal application
we can think of.

But the REV7 offers a lot more in the way of
variables than just decay time. Other para-
meters govern the initial delay between the
direct sound of the instrument and the first of
the reflections, the delay and level of the first
reflection, the reverberation times of the high
and low frequency portions of the signal
(expressed as a proportion of the mid -
frequency reverb time), and the diffusion. It's
a characteristic of natural reverberation that
the higher frequencies tend to be more
readily absorbed by an environment's sur-
faces. The REV7 allows you to simulate (or
defeat) this characteristic and, in fact, allows
you a fair degree of control over the way in
which the 'walls' of your artificial environment
absorb different parts of the audio spectrum
with different levels of efficiency. Diffusion,
meanwhile, is the rate of increase of com-
plexity in the amount and strength of the
reflections - the more irregularly shaped the
environment, and the greater the number of
surfaces it has, the higher the diffusion.

These then, are the variable parameters the
REV7 presents you with. But bear in mind that
in this particular design, these parameters are
to some extent affected by the way the
machine's memory is configured. Time to take
a look at programmability, then.

The REV7 has 30 onboard ROM effects and
60 user -programmable memories - the same

The REV7 has 30
onboard effects and

60 user -
programmable

memories -a healthy
number that puts it

ahead of current
competition.'

quantities you'll find on the REV I , and a
healthy number that puts it ahead of the
current competition. There are five effect
'types': REV (Reverb), E/R (Early Reflection),
Delay, Echo and MOD (Modulation type), the
latter including the sort of phasing, chorus and

flanging effects a digital delay line would offer
you. Each effect type has up to seven
programmable parameters, the nature of
which varies according to the type. There are
also 'invisible' (non -programmable) para-
meters which define the basic sound of each
effect type.

The Early Reflection sounds feature the
standard initial delay, first reflection and
diffusion parameters, and also include live-
liness, room size and mode. Liveliness refers
to the rate at which the reflected sounds fade
(a setting of zero simulates an acoustically
'dead' room), whilst room size determines
the time gaps between the early reflections in
a manner that's directly proportional to the
size of the room (Yamaha have thoughtfully
included a Room Size chart at the back of the
REV7's user manual). Mode is a handy feature
which provides six special cases of early
reflection. These are respectively: small hall,
large hall, random (an irregular series of
reflections which couldn't occur naturally),
plate and spring.

Delay type settings allow you to set an
initial delay which can give a total possible
delay of one second, first reflection delay and
level, left and right channel delay times (from
0.1 to 900 msecs) and an overall delay level.

Parameters for Echo -type effects are very
similar, with the addition of a feedback gain
parameter (top setting gives a virtually infinite
repeat) and what Yamaha endearingly call
'high dump', which allows you to reduce the
high -frequency response of the echo effect to
provide a more muted sound. Needless to say,
this unit won't give you the flexibility of a
dedicated echo device, but it's a useful
addition to the arsenal of effects that the
REV7 is capable of creating.

Finally, the Modulation -type effects all

feature the initial delay and first reflection
parameters already mentioned, with the
addition of various LFO modulation para-
meters. Thus, the stereo flanging settings
allow you to set the depth and frequency of
modulation of the delay time, whilst the
chorus effects allow you to set amplitude
modulation depth, delay modulation depth
and modulation frequency. Other modulation
effects available are reverb flange, stereo
phasing, tremolo (well, vibrato actually) and
the enigmatically -named 'symphonic', which
turns out to be a variation on the ADT/chorus
theme.

When it comes to actually setting up a
sound using this wondrous array of para-
meters and groups of parameters, you soon
come to realise that this is a much more
painless process than the size of said array
might imply. If you have a reasonable

knowledge of what reverb is about (though
you won't find an introduction to the subject
in the user manual, incidentally), and some
idea of what you want to achieve 'pseudo -
acoustically', selecting each parameter in turn
and varying it turns out to be a straight-
forward three -step process that rapidly
becomes second -nature.

It goes without saying that once your
artificial ambience is the way you want it to be
and you've saved it to memory, it remains
there even when the REV7 is switched off.
Unfortunately, you can't give each of your
own reverb patches a name under which to
save it, which, when you consider that there's
plenty of space in the REV7's LCD for the
display of a word or two, is a bit of a shame.

Much more serious, though, is the fact that
the REV7 doesn't actually allow you to create
reverb patches from scratch. This limitation is
imposed by the way each type of effect has its
own seven variable parameters, and what it
means in practice is that all you can ever do is
edit presets - not quite the open-ended
programmability that mass of editable para-
meters promises at first sight.

If you're working on a Large Hall preset, for
instance, you can muck about with decay time,
initial delay, and the delay and level of the first
reflection, among other things. But what you
can't do is experiment with different patterns
of initial reflections, or their liveliness or room
size. This really is a bit of an imposition, and it's
only partly offset by the fact that the presets
themselves are both high in quality and varied
in character, and by the way the plethora of
editing permutations means you can change a
preset sound beyond recognition.

But enough of this niggling. What your all
itching to know is: what does the REV7 sound
like? On the whole, unbelievably good. Then
again, a sampling frequency of 31.25kHz (the
REV I sampled at 44. I kHz, but of such
compromises are budget units made) giving a
maximum bandwidth of I 2kHz, and linear 16 -
bit quantisation, you'd expect the sound
quality to be good.

Starting with the conventional Hall and
Plate sounds, these are pleasantly smooth and
natural -sounding, and the only disappoint-
ment is the fact that varying the diffusion
parameter does surprisingly little to alter the
overall sound. Even if you know what you're
listening for, quite drastic changes in this
version of diffusion can be almost imper-
ceptible, which means you have to adjust it
from one extreme of its range to another to
derive any knowledge of its existence. Which,
of course, renders all the settings in between
more than a mite redundant...

The Early Reflections modes provide just
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D that - without the main body of reverb.
They're useful for simulating environments
with relatively unobtrusive reverb charac-
teristics (the average living room, say), or for
giving a mono sound source some semblance
of stereo depth. Both liveliness and room size
are editable parameters in this field of
operation, which gives a fair amount of
flexibility, and makes it all the more difficult to
understand why this facility is omitted from
suine of the REV7's more commonly used
reverb treatments. The way things are

structured at the moment, all your hall

simulations have to be built up using the same
set of initial reflections, and there's no way
you can change their spacing or decay profile.

With the object of designing a thoroughly
modern reverb unit, Yamaha have endowed
the REV7 with the ability to create plenty of
special effects in addition to more traditional
ones. Thus, you'll find ample provision for the
creation of reversed and gated reverb
patches, both of which can be very convincing.

As for the DDL effects, these are all more
than decent in their own right (though it's
worth stressing that the REV7's delay section
isn't nearly as comprehensive as many dedi-
cated DDLs), and one patch in particular,
flanged reverb, is very expensive -sounding
and, in the right hands, surprisingly tasteful.

As for the EQ section, it's worth pointing
out that you can create most standard reverb
effects (and quite a few non-standard ones)
without it. Thus it's not really too much of a
handicap that the section's values aren't

programmable, and in many cases, you'd be
best off looking upon it as an extension of the
EQ on the mixing desk.

And so to MIDI which, as we all know, is a
lot more important than reverb sounds, and

`As for EQ sections,
you can actually

create some excellent
standard reverb

effects without using
them at all.'

probably more important than music itself.
The REV7 follows in the footsteps of the
DI500 by allowing MIDI channel selection (all
16 channels and Omni) and assignment of any
effect patch to any voice patch - the 90 effect
patches may be assigned to any of voice
patches 1-128. The existence of a MIDI Thru
socket is certainly going to be a bonus for
anyone who wants to incorporate the REV7
into a broader MIDI setup but lacks the
requisite MIDI routing unit.

The patch -assignment facility is particularly
useful. So much so, in fact, that it really should
have been part of the MIDI spec from the
beginning; it would certainly help if manufac-
turers were to implement a similar allocation
system on synthesisers from now on. It's
never going to be the answer to all your
problems (you can assign the same receiving

patch to any number of transmitting patches,
but a transmitting patch can only have one
receiving patch - for fairly obvious reasons
unless you adopt an even more sophisticated
system).

What Yamaha haven't included is the facility
to disable patch changes, though you can
minimise any problems this might cause by
assigning all your voice patches to appropriate
effect patches. The current (lack of a) system
relies on users aligning the patches they wish
to combine, but more often than not means
people end up using certain combinations
purely by chance, or else selecting patches
manually on the slave instrument.

What's a real shame is that there's no way
of saving any of your carefully -crafted patches
or instrument -specific voice/effect alloca-
tions. Despite a healthy number of user -
programmable memories and the above -
mentioned patch allocation system, there are
plenty of situations (particularly in a pro-
fessional studio environment) where single
and bulk patch dump facilities would be
invaluable - notably for loading customised
sets of effects. Even more valuable would be
the ability to load a new set of voice/effect
allocations tailored to a particular synth, or
even tailored to a new set of voices for the
same synth.

There's no earthly reason why effect
patches shouldn't be given the same 'trans-
portability' we take for granted with synth
patches - after all, the requirements are
basically the same.

Roland SRV2000
Roland's offering is a neat rack -mounting
package that can synthesise and store up to 32
different acoustic environments (rather less
than the REV7), and can create contemporary
gated or non-linear sounds in addition to the
more conventional rooms, halls and plates.
The memories can be accessed using MIDI
patch -change information, increment/decre-
ment footswitches, or the front panel

controls.
Like the Yamaha, the' SRV gives you a high

degree of control over a number of different
reverb parameters, including room size, initial
reflection characteristics, reverb density and
frequency content, to name but a few. More
on those later, though.

Turning to the spec sheet, we find that the
maximum reverb decay time is a massive 99
seconds (far, far longer than the same

parameter on the Yamaha) and that this can be
frozen to give infinite sustain (plus or minus
10%) by means of a footswitch. In this mode,
the sound can be added to in real time, which
.means layered reverb effects are a very
realistic possibility.

In terms of styling, Roland's designers have
adopted a different - but by no means inferior
- approach to making their machine look
impressive. The SRV2000 has a typically
Roland black anodised panel, and a really
comprehensive numeric display. Looking
more closely, we find that the first controls
from the left of the panel are the bypass switch
(complete with status LED) and the input gain
control, the effects of which are monitored by
a six -segment LED meter - much the same as
on the SDE2500 DDL (see next month's
E&MM for a review of this. The multi -function
display is flanked by control buttons, the exact
functions of which we'll be considering later,
and the display itself comprises no less than six
windows, all of which contain either two or
three seven -segment LED numeric displays.
Whether you prefer this approach to the all -
embracing LCD window of the REV7 is a
matter of personal taste; objectively, they
both do their jobs admirably. Directly to the
left of the display is a rocker switch that
increments or decrements the memory
number, while to the right of the display are
five more similar switches, which control the
parameter values displayed in the last five
windows. All these controls work in the same
way by stepping up or down through the
parameter values, and pressing both sides of

the switch increases the stepping rate.
Turning our attention to the back panel, we

find MIDI Out and MIDI Thru connectors and
a recessed reverb/direct knob, in addition to
the more usual signal and footswitch connec-
tions. As is customary with reverb units (and
like the REV7), this is a mono in, stereo out
machine, and could therefore find use as a
device for beefing up mono signals by
spreading them across a stereo soundstage.

In the footswitch department, there are
five sockets: two for preset up/down swit-
ches, two for delay in/out switches, and one to
activate the aforementioned Infinite facility.
No footswitches are included in the Roland's
RRP, but they're very straightforward units,
so if you haven't enough change to buy any,
you could always make some.

Time to get more seriously into what the
SRV2000 can achieve in practical reverb
terms. Unlike the REV7, the Roland machine
doesn't confine you to editing fktory preset
patches, since the design imposes no limit-
ations regarding which parameters you can
adjust within each type of effect. You start
'setting up a reverb sound by choosing one of
the basic plate, room or hall settings, and then
adjusting the parameters until you achieve
your desired effect. Two plates, five halls and
eight room simulations form the basis of all the D
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YAMAHA DX -21
Just released, the DX -21 is Yamaha's latest FM digital syntheziser, and it

more than lives up to the standards set by the DX -7. The DX -21 is a

dual channel polyphonic instrument, but sells for half the price of the

DX -7. Also available shortly the RX-21 drum machine

DX -21 rrp £699.
RX-21 rrp £phone.

AKAI S612 SAMPLER
At little over a thousand pounds, the S-612 sampler is a remarkable

piece of equipment. Complete with disc drive, this six voice

polyphonic rack mounted 12 -bit sampler is incredibly quick and easy

to use, and with an 16kHz (rnax) bandwidth, the quality of the

samples is well within professional specifications. Can be driven by

any MIDI keyboard, and will accept velocity information.

S-612 rrp £1195.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE
The most talked about instrument this year. The Mirage is a match for

all other sampling keyboards on the market. Complete with five

octave touch sensitive keyboard and disc drive, the Mirage is one of

that rare breed of "classic" instruments.

Mirage rrp E1695.

SIMMONS SDS-9

1kt

dIP

-.41111114"--,,

Electronic drummers

just don't have the

problems that

keyboard players suffer

when choosing

equipment. Simmons

are so far ahead that

their kits are the only

ones worth

considering.

CHROMATIX is one of

Simmons' biggest

retailers, so come and

try the powerful new

SDS-9.

SDS-9 rrp £1199.

CHROMATIX is the main West LONDON
agent for the following companies:
YAMAHA

for synthesizers, digital sequencers, music Computers, rhythm units, reverb units,

electronic pianos, tape machines, mixers, signal processors, NS monitors, MIDI utilities,

domestic keyboards, hi -tech headphones, and hardware/software accessories.

ROLAND

for synthesizers, sequencers, reverb units, signal processors, MIDI utilities, electronic

percussion, and accessories.

BOSS

New micro -rack system available now.

PPG

Wave 2.3 now in stock.

KORG

for synthesizers, reverb units, signal processors, MIDI utilities, and rhythm units.

ENSONIQ

for sampling keyboards and accessories.

SEQUENTIAL

for synthesizers, samplers, rhythm units.

CASIO

for CZ synthesizers, SZ sequencer, software, domestic keyboards, and accessories.

SIMMONS

for the best in electronic percussion.

AKAI

for advanced multi -track recording, synthesizers and MIDI utilities.

DRAWMER

quality British rack mounted signal processors.

LEXICON

for arguably the best reverbs around.

BEL

new range of digital delays now available.

OSC

for OSCAR synthesizers and the new "Black Box" professional system.

PROSTAND

for professional "triple tier" instrument stands.

KLO1Z

Top quality cables and looms for all applications.

Extra Special Offers:
YAMAHA CLAVINOVA YP-40

73 note variation on pf-15 just £599 (previously £1099)

YAMAHA D-1500

MIDI controlled digital delay just £299 (previously £639)

SIMMONS CLAPTRAP

Digital effects generator just £39.95 inc. p&p (previously £117)

Oak Road Ealing Broadway Centre London W5 3SS Telephone 01-567 3623
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YAMAHA AIGHERTHAN HIGH TECH
YAMAHA DX21
New Digital
Polysynth

£699

YAMAHA RX21
New Digital Drums

£249

YAMAHA DX5
Monster Digital
Polysynth

IIIIIICH CITY DX MACHINES CARRY CUSTOMISED VOICIN

Yamaha PF15 88 note weighted action piano ... BEST DEA
Yamaha TX216 rack expander (DX7) BEST DEA
Yamaha TX1 single expander module BEST DEA
Yamaha QX7 digital multi sequencer recorder BEST D
Yamaha KX88 mother keyboard (88 note) BEST DE
Yamaha TX816 expander (FM tone generator system)

BEST D
TX7 midi DX7 FM expander BEST DEA
Yamaha D1500 digital delay 16 mem/midi £29
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb unbeatable £39
Yamaha KX1 remote keyboard
Yamaha KX5 remote keyboard
Yamaha S250X super compact 250W 2 x 8" + Horn +
HF £38
Yamaha S1OX super compact speaker £6
Yamaha M406 stereo six mixer £79
Yamaha MQ1202 stereo twelve mixer with LED £99
Yamaha MQ802 stereo eight mixer with LED

YAMAHA POWER AMPS STOCKS OF AL MODELS
LOWEST PRICES- PHONE FOR DETAILS

Yamaha S4115 HII full range keyboard/PA cabs in stock
Yamaha Q2031 31 BANO graphic eq stereo LOW P
Yamaha GC2020 2 channel comp/limiter LOW PRI
Yamaha SQ1031 31 band mono graphic eq LOW PRIC
Yamaha SG 3000 guitar, top of the range guitar at the
amazing price of £499 yes £49
Yamaha SG450 guitar, white. Great guitar £2
Yamaha SG1000 guitar, most colours £29
Yamaha SE 700E guitar strat/shape/lock/trem £3
Yamaha SJ 550HR guitar sunburst (teletype)
Yamaha SA 2100 guitar semi acc thin (Blonde)
Yamaha SG 1300T guitar only SG model with trem £39
Yamaha 200 guitar, all colours £17
Yamaha SE 200 guitar, strat type £9
Yamaha SE 300 guitar, strat type WTI £11

YAMAHA SYSTEM DRUMS . . . IN STOCK
Yamaha recording custom series BEST DEA
Yamaha Tour custom series BEST DEA
Yamaha Stage custom series BEST DEA

50% OFF YAMAHA 2000 SERIES - DONT MISS 0

YAMAHA CX5 MUSIC

COMPUTER PACKAGE
Complete with
Keyboard and
Two ROMS
Amazing Price

£499

YAMAHA MT44D
New multitrack cassette

recorder. Available as
either part or full package

which includes
mixer/patchbay/rack etc

From £399

YAMAHA SE200
Guitar
Strat Type

£99

YAMAHA S E300
Guitar
Strat Type
with Trem

£119

YAMAHA DX7
Digital Polysynth

BEST DEAL

YAMAHA RX11
Digital
Drums
Amazing
Price

£599

YAMAHA RX15
Digital Drums Amazing Price

BEST DEAL

IMPORTANT
NEWS

For all DX7 owners
Imagine a new ROM cartridge for
the DX7 designed to function in
an entirely different way from
existing DX ROMS by Yamaha
and Itsibashi. Having a Zero
Insertion Force (ZIF) socket into
which you plug an eprom
containing 64 new sounds.
Eproms available that will allow
you to build up banks of sound to
use with the existing cartridge,
being possible to customize your
own eproms, and if you owned a
BBC computer and eprom
blower, you could be provided
with the program to do this
yourself.

Sounds good? Well you can
buy this unique cartridge now, for
as little as £45.50.

Eproms containing 64 sounds
are available at £14.50 each.

Write or telephone for sample
list of sounds.

PHONE

ROCK CITY
FOR VERY BEST

YAMAHA PRICES
0632-324175



ROCK CITY
10 MOSLEY ST., NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE NE1 ME. 2;t 0632-324175

lic='Roland8cD1131:115S DEALS
Roland JX 8P poly synth BEST DEAL
Roland PG200 programmer BEST DEAL
Roland Juno 106 poly synth BEST DEAL
Roland MKB30 midi mother keyboard £590
Roland MKB1000 midi mother keyboard £990
Roland MK530 19" poly synth module BEST DEAL
Roland MKS80 19" poly synth module BEST DEAL
Roland MKS80 19" poly synth module £1489
Roland KKS10 19" piano synth module £599
Roland AXW remote keyboard £390
Roland MSQ 100 digital recorder BEST DEAL
Roland MSQ 700 digital recorder BEST DEAL
Roland GR700-707 guitar synth £1790
Roland TK707 digital drumo BEST AWARD
Roland TK777 midi dual composer BEST AWARD
Roland S101 mono synths (blue) AMAZING PRICE
Roland TK606 drum machine AMAZING PRICE
Roland new digital drum system PHONE FOR DETAILS
Roland SDE1000 digital delay BEST DEAL
Roland SDE2500 digital delay BEST DEAL
Roland SDE 3000 digital delay BEST PRICE
Roland SKV 2000 digital reverb BEST PRICE

ALL ROLAND AT BEST POSSIBLE PRICES

-.%-Aak. /B001.
New and used boogies
in stock. We can supply
all models. For
information on this
amazing amplifier
please telephone or write.

AKA

AX80 8 VOICE TOUCH
SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH

PHONE FOR
BEST PRICES

S612 MIDI
DIGITAL SAMPLER

MG1212 12 CHANNEL
MIXER/RECORDER

THIS AMAZING
DIGITAL SAMPLING

EYBOARD IS IN STOCK NOW!
ONLY £1695 IT SOUNDS SO TRUE

YOU'VE GOT TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT!

BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES!! ALL MODELS IN

STOCK AMAZING QUALITY, AMAZING PRICES

Boss DSD2 digital sampler delay
Boss CE2 chorus pedals
Boss CE3 chorus pedals (stereo)
Boss BF2 flange pedal
Boss CS2 compressor pedal
Boss DD2 digital delay pedal
Boss DF2 dist feedback pedal
Boss DM3 delay pedal
Boss DS1 distortion pedal
Boss GE7 graphic pedal
Boss 0C2 octave pedal
Boss OD1 overdrive pedal
Boss BX600 mixer
Boss BX400 mixer
Boss BX800 mixer
Boss DE200 rack mounting dig delay
Boss CE300 rack mounting chorus...
Boss play bus and h/phones
Boss TU12 tuner
Boss TU12H tuner

CALL ROCK CITY FOR BEST
PRICES ON

Fostex 0 YAMAHA ekto
TASCAM

DYNACORD

TASCAM PORTA ONE
FOUR TRACK PORTA STUDIO

£399

PROMARK 8>4 DESKS
ONCE ONLY PRICE

£399

SIMMONS
WE MAIL ORDER THIS SUPERB RANGE

OF EQUIPMENT!
PLEASE PHONE FOR PRICES

WE ARE NOW SOLE NORTHERN
AGENTS FOR SIMMONS



D effects, the rooms varying in size from a one -
foot cube to a hundred -foot cube. Size in this
context doesn't define the reverb time, but
dictates the colouration and reverb density of
the environment; the same is true of the halls
and plates.

Decay time is adjustable from 0.5 seconds
to 99 seconds though the choice of basic
'environment' does dictate the maximum
decay time for a particular effect. You can add
a pre -delay up to a maximum of 999mS (to
create the illusion of distance between the
sound source and the nearest wall), and

there's also a rather sophisticated EQ section,
which comprises two parametric stages and a
shelving high pass filter. These are pro-
grammed via the increment keys, and the
display when the unit is put into equaliser
mode using, you've guessed it, the Equaliser
button.

Of course, a real environment does not
reflect all frequencies equally. Most manmade
rooms tend to absorb high frequencies more
readily than low ones (probably due to the
recent fetish for flock wall paper), and it's for
this reason that most electronic room
simulators contain some form of high -

frequency damping control. The SRV2000 lets
you choose from 99 levels of HF damping, so
you can create an emulation of just about any
size of enclosed space - from the empty hold
of an oil tanker to the inside of a sleeping bag
(well, almost).

That's all very well, but what if you're after
an unnatural acoustic environment. No prob-
lem: just press the non-linear button. The non-
linear section allows you to gate any reverb
effect that you may have previously set up; the
maximum gate time is 450mS, which is more
than adequate for any gated effect we've ever
come across. Although gated reverb is

generally used on drums, it can also yield
interesting results when used on other sound
sources such as electric guitar or synth.

It might seem that these controls are all you
need to produce the reverb effect you've
been dreaming about, but...there's more.

There's a further mode of operation
imaginatively called 'Further mode', which
lets you alter the very structure of time and
space, or at least what passes for it inside this
box. In essence, this mode lets you alter
reverb density in ten stages, and this corres-
ponds in real life to the number of reflections
in any given space of time after the original
sound - the higher the density, the more
reflections there are. In the case of a real
room, this parameter is affected by the shape
of a room and the number and type of objects
within it.

As for those crucial first reflections, the
Roland lets you adjust them in one of two
ways. First, the level of these reflections can
be adjusted using the Attack Gain parameter,
which gives a choice of nine levels. Second,
you can adjust the attack time, again over nine
levels.

This too has its counterpart in real life.
When you're at the front of a large room near
to a sound source, the reverb density builds up
quite quickly. But move towards the rear of
the room, and the attack or onset of
reverberation becomes noticeably slower.
Alhough this might not appear to be all that
significant, it's one of those things the brain
picks up on in order to analyse an environment.

And as an additional bonus, the SRV2000
lets you change the density of these initial
reflections without altering the density of the

reverb that follows...
If you don't want to go to all the trouble of

defining your hypothetical room from scratch,
you can just select a room or hall program and
then press the Room Simulator button. This
calls up from memory a pre-programmed set
of parameters which have been designed to
create a reasonably realistic simulation of a
typical room.

The use of 16 -bit linear conversion circuitry
and 28 -bit parallel arithmetic processing
means that, as with the REV7, sound quality is
really very impressive. Quite simply, there's
no perceptible distortion or noise - the
dynamic range is a quoted 90dB.

The stereo output results in an illusion of
great depth, and the sound seems to have
considerable front to back perspective as well
as panoramic spread. All the conventional
reverb sounds are smooth and convincing, and
for those cynics who think that a I OkHz
bandwidth is not enough, it's worth saying
that you need to bring the filters into play to
curtail the high -frequency end of virtually

1-.

`You have to bring
the Roland's filters
into play to curtail

the high frequencies
of virtually any

treatment you set of

every sound treatment you can set up, to
avoid the output becoming unnaturally bright.
This is partly due to the fact that real -life
reverberation contains relatively little in the
way of extremely high or extremely low
frequencies, though it may also be that by the
time you've worked in studios long enough to
understand the advantages of an 18kHz
bandwidth, your hearing will have deterior-
ated to the point where you can't appreciate
it anyway.

Seriously though, the gated reverb sounds
are as realistic (if that's a word you can apply
to an effect that has no parallel in the real
world) as the conventional settings. Imagine
our disappointment, though, when we found
that the SRV2000 doesn't follow the REV7 in
offering a set plan for reverse reverb effects.
Could we simulate the effect using the
existing parameters? We wondered.

Well, after much button -poking, it trans-
pired that a fair reverse envelope simulation
could be set up by choosing a very fast decay
time, and a long attack time and a high level on
the initial reflections. This doesn't give you
reverb before the sound actually takes place
(you'll have to buy a Zlatna Panega antici-
pation sampler for that...see E&MM April), but
it does add a reverse envelope to the reverb
directly following a sound - and is especially
effective when used on snare drums where a
little pre -delay helps the illusion of acoustic
space along.

But one particularly useful thing Roland
have incorporated into this design is a facility
for programming the reverb level as well as
the other parameters, so you can set up
reverb patches for a given mix or arrange-
ment without having to worry about changing
levels.

What Yamaha's designers have seen fit to
build onto the REV7 in the way of MIDI
facilities, Roland's people have also deemed

worthy of fitting to their digital reverb. Thus,
the SRV2000 can be addressed in MIDI Omni
mode or can respond to any one of 16

designated MIDI channels, and the 32 reverb
memories can be called up using MIDI patch -
change information. In practice, of course, this
means the SRV2000 can be programmed to
operate in conjunction with a MIDI keyboard,
such that each patch change calls up a reverb
setting selected to complement the synth
patch. One thing to watch in this context is
that the reverb output is muted whenever a
memory is changed, so don't expect one
reverb effect to flow smoothly into the next
without a break.

Conclusions
It's reckoned in some circles that the more
variable parameters you give people, the
greater the number of horrendous noises they

The greater the
number of variable

parameters you give
people, the more

horrendous noises
they can create with

them.'
can create with them. And in support of this
theory, we found that with the incredible
programming sophistication these two reverb
units offer, it is indeed possible to generate
some utterly hideous reverb and delay effects.
If you want to make a drum kit sound like it's
being played in a sardine tin (with the sardines
still in it), one of these machines will fit the bill
nicely.

Precisely which of these two you plump for
is pretty much up to you. Without wishing to
sound like a publicity handout, it's worth
saying that each is an excellent machine in its
own right, and a real advance for synth players
and engineers alike.

The Roland has extra programmability in its
favour. There's nothing worse than being
presented with a whole load of variable
parameters, only to discover that some of
them are not accessible in certain modes. Yet
this is exactly the problem the REV7 presents
you with once you've been using it for an hour
or two. The Roland, by contrast, gives you
complete programming flexibility, as well as
offering a set of 16 fine -sounding presets you
can use as a basis for editing if you want to; you
can even restore them to the machine's
memory after you've erased them.

Yet the Yamaha scores over the SRV2000
in other areas. Its memory is significantly
bigger, it has a useful DDL built in that makes
it rather more than just a reverb unit, and it
also sounds subjectively cleaner, if occasionally
more noisy, than the Roland.

So, an even match between two extremely
sophisticated machines, both of which should
go a long way towards altering the way
keyboard players view reverb effects, and the
way recording engineers view musical sounds.

Yamaha REV7 £1199 More from Yamaha,
Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Buck.,
MK1 1jE. 21V (0908) 649222

Roland SRV2000 £1399 More from Roland
UK, Great West Trading Estate, 983 Great West
Road, Brentford, Middx. a 01-568 4578
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THE NEW5eIMMONS SD 800 SERIES

SDS 200 TOM TOM SYSTEM SDS 400 TOM TOM SYSTEM

ake it any way you Ilk
There's ne ver been a more flexible, better val ue for money way

to play the power and versatility of Simmons than our n ew SDS 800 series. A choice of
three systems which can be used by themselves, or as an expandable part of any

acoustic or electronic kit. Systems with a whole range of Simmons innovations, like
new pads that play and respond as well a any acoustic kit.

See your deal er about the SDS 800 series soon And play it your way
- 00 TOM TOM SYSTEM

 2 TOM TOM CHANNELS.
 NEW STYLE PADS.
 FLEXIBLE SOUND

PROGRAMMING.
 UNIQUE 'SECOND SKIN'

CONTROL.
 HEADPHONE JACK.

SDS 800 DRUM KIT
 4 CHANNELS, WITH BASS, SNARE AND

2 TOM TOMS.
 FULLY PROGRAMMABLE RUN

GENERATOR THAT LETS YOU PLAYA
MULTI TOM FILL BY HITTING ONLY ONE PAD.

ANNEW

PADS
GREAT

FOR DYNAMITE DYNAMICS
D FEEL

 FLEXIBLE SOUND PROGRAMMING.
 UNIQUE 'SECOND SKIN' CONTROL

DOUBLE -HEADED TOM SOUNDS.
FOR

 HEADPHONE
JACK SO YOU CAN
PLAY, WITHOUT
THE NEIGHBOURS
PLAYING UP

SDS 400 TOM TOM SYSTEM
 4 TOM TOM CHANNELS.
 FULLY PROGRAMMABLE RUN

GENERATOR.
 NEW STYLE PADS.
 FLEXIBLE SOUND

PROGRAMMING.
 UNIQUE 'SECOND

SKIN' CONTROL
 HEADPHONE

JACK.

SIMMONS:
SIMMONS ELECTRONICS LTD. ALBAN PARK,

t HATFIELD ROAD, ST. ALBANS, HERTS. AL4 OJH

TEL: (0727) 36191 (5 LINE
G.TELEX: 291326 HEXDRM G.



more than
A FAIR RESULT

August's Britis ic Fair not only gave o Ausic industry a
welcome shot in the arm. It also gave the nation's musicians a

guaranteed annual public show for the foreseeable future.
Report Dan Goldstein Photography Matthew Vosbui gh &

Tim Goodlee.

1
t's too early to say, I know, but a week
after Olympia 2 shed itself of syn-
thesisers, computers, Portakabins full
of organs, know-all musicians,nothingknow-musicians, know -a -I i tt le -bit -

but -only -started-reading- ESNIM-last-month
musicians, frustrated salespeople, overworked
demonstrators, and drunken members of the
music press, it seems likely the hall is going to
he opening its doors to the same motley crew
next year - and probably every year until
everybody gets fed up and takes up gardening
instead.

:There were an awful lot of musicians at
BMF '85: a total of 13,653, in fact, plus a
further 5102 trade visitors who turned up
during the first three days of the show. They
came from all parts of the country (and
abroad), and they came in many different
shapes and sizes: from the millionaire to the
impecunious, from the expert to the novice,
from the computer buff to the Iron Maiden
fan. And they were all there for the same
purpose: to try out the latest gear, see if it did
what they'd been told it did, and judge
whether or not it was worth taking out a
second mortgage to buy. So the salespeople
were frustrated because they knew that if they
left the stand to which they belonged, they
stood only an evens chance of getting back on
it again within half -an -hour. The demon-
strators were overworked because excessive
demand meant they had to play the same four
songs not 30 times in six days, but 50. And
the members of the press were drunk
because... well, because that's what members
of the press go to these exhibitions for. They
also attend them so that when they get hack
to the office, they can sit in front of their
word processors and compile a comprehensive
report on what was new at the show, so that
all those that didn't attend (shame on you)
can get the lowdown on the latest innovations.

In the event, all four of E&MM's staff
members turned up at some stage or other, as
did a goodly number of our regular contribu-
tors, so what follows isn't just What The
Editor Saw. To he fair, though, it was The
Editor who guessed the area to make a beeline
for would he the Akai stand, black,
distinctly hi -tech affair wherein the prolific
Mr Kokubo (a freelance composer who has an
impressive list of credits in his native japan)
was directing the demo operations with as
deft a hand as any musical instrument
manufacturer could wish for. He was more
than ably assisted by two young Oriental
girls, Seiko Kobayashi and Naomi Maki, who
played, adjusted, danced and smiled their
way through a meticulously -prepared half-
hour set that demonstrated Akai's latest

Looking down on the ground floor of otympia 2. This is a trade day; the public ones were rather busier

Power to bassists a4th new Roland bus% guitar.\ynth module that gives them more flexibility than their guitar -
playing thanks to /X8/' electronic,
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product to remarkable effect. True, much of
the sound was pre-recorded and replayed
using a couple of Akai's MG1212 12 -track
cassette systems, but there was plenty of live
action too, as more than a few hapless
pressmen discovered. Between them, Seiko
and Naomi used no fewer than a dozen S6I2
MIDI samplers, complete with matching
MD280 disk drives. Even with this much in
the way of sampling hardware, the two girls
still had to do an awful lot of disk -swapping
(something they carried out with great
aplomb), though this was made a lot easier by
the fact that the 280 has a built-in rack for
housing the floppies of your choice. Neat and
well laid -out, the machine uses the new
Japanese Quick -disk standard, and at an RRP
of £279, makes an indispensable partner for
the S612 (£899).

The ladies had a few more tricks up their
sleeve, though, in the shape of a pair of
MX76 MIDI master keyboards (due to hit the
UK in quantity before the year is out) and a
similar number of VX90 MIDI- voice modules
(ditto), which provided most of the synth ( ie.
unsampled) noises. Both the keyboard and
the module had been seen before at the
Frankfurt show as long ago as February, but
the same couldn't he said for the AX60
polysynth, a brand-new machine aimed
slightly downmarket from the established
AX80. The 60 has taken the place of the
previously -seen AX90 (which, had it
appeared, would have been upmarket from
the 80) in the Akai scheme of things, and
jolly decent it seems, too. For a six -voice,
one -oscillator -per -voice job, the 60 was far
from overshadowed sonically by its more
expensive stablemates during the demos,
though some of the credit for this must go to
its comprehensive built-in digital delay and
stereo chorus facilities. It also has an
arpeggiator and a splittable keyboard, but you
won't see the AX60 for a while yet, I'm
afraid. The pair of BMF prototypes have now
been shipped hack to Japan, where they'll get
a number of modifications including a
fluorescent display of editable parameters
similar to the one on the AX80. The stern-
faced 'technical man' from Japan who gave
me that information refused to comment on
reports that his company were working on an
upmarket sampling device (probably called
S812), but he did confirm they were' having
problems with their dedicated music com-
puter, the CPZ I 000. Since it made its debut
at the aforesaid Frankfurt shindig, the CPZ
(together with matching RZ1000 and EZ1000
sequencing and editing add-ons) hasn't
changed too much, so that although the
hardware side of things is now pretty much
finalised, Akai's software writers still have a
job on their hands if they're to come up with a
package facility -laden enough to justify the
system's high price -tag. To be fair, though,
that price -tag has undergone a drastic and
welcome cut, from the previously -quoted
£3299 to a now -probable £1999.

Next-door to Akai were Casio. Their
demonstrator, Richard Young, had neither
the charm nor the sex appeal of Akai's femmes
Pales (Oh, I don't know... - Production Ed),
but his conversation was a lot better, and his
performances no' less dedicated. The people
at Casio had a carefree grin on their faces for
much of the show's duration, but they've
good reason to look happy. The company's
relaunch into the professional side of the
music biz has been wildly successful, with
their CZ range of Phase Distortion polysynthsO.
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985
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steady, go on the Akai stand, with demonstrators Seiko (in black) and Naomi showing oil Mille than

the company's latest; much to our divinity, they kept their hands to the gear
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Yamaha RX2I photographed at odd angle, put- days before being filched by enterprising IMF punter wha
wanted la make a cheap dram machine even cheaper
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proving justifiably successful with dealers and
punters alike. Now they're seeking to
consolidate their position by introducing a
number of new machines, but only one of
these, the SZ1 digital sequencer, was on dem
at the BMF. The SZ1 looks unexceptional,
but as this issue's review shows, beauty is
more than skin deep and, seeing as the device
has a quite ridiculous price -tag attached to it,
it should prove yet another winner for the
pocket calculator people. As for the rest of
the new gear, mystery reigns. Even after well-
nigh three bottles of Yugoslav Laski Riesling,
bossman Martin Brady would say nothing
about Casio's rumoured sub -£1000 sampling
keyboard, sub -£500 sampling drum machine,
or anything else that isn't already officially in
existence. A lesser man would have given
way to the pressures of the grapevine, but
Brady gave way only to the grape in its liquid,
high -in -alcohol form.

In fact, if there was a theme to this year's
BMF, that theme was alcohol. Maybe it was
the prospect of thousands of swarming,
slobbering and swearing muses rushing onto
the stands that did it, hut even during the
three trade days (and at £1.10 a pint),
business at the Exhibitors' Club bar was brisk.
Yamaha did the sensible thing and locked a
whole load of booze in a small 'VIPs only'
room at one corner of their vast stand. No
sooner had we arrived on said stand, than
computer expert Martin Tennant had whisked
us through the door and sat us down with a
sandwich in one hand and a can of Skol in the
other. 'But what about the instruments?', we
pleaded. 'What about the music? What about
the technology?' Tennant was unmoved, but
he did eventually take us through some new
CX5M software that had arrived in the UK
just two days before. The software included
an impressive -looking MSX graphics package
(for use with Yamaha's Music Macro soft-
ware), some equally impressive educational
programs (one of them reads music off a
playcard system similar to the one employed
in a couple of Yamaha's more domestically -
oriented keyboards), and the now -finished
RX Editor package, which we hope to he
reviewing in next month's E&MM. You may
remember that another new CX5 program, a
four -track MIDI Recorder, was shown at the
beginning of the year alongside the RX
Editor, but whereas all the bugs have been
ironed out of the latter, Yamaha seem to be
having second thoughts about the former,
which has yet to surface in production form.
The company's apparent reluctance to release
sequencing software that can he accessed
using external MIDI instruments has led to at
least one British software writer developing
his own system. In this instance, it's an eight -
track real- and step -time package that lets
you use both external MIDI gear and the
CX5's internal FM sounds to record with, and
also allows you to dump finished songs to
MSX disk (Yamaha were exhibiting a new
disk drive at the BMF), something everyone
had thought couldn't be done because the
CX5's sound chip got in the way of some of
the MSX Disk Operating System's address
lines. The system isn't yet in production and
doesn't yet have Yamaha's blessing, but if
Martin Tennant is enthusiastic about some-
thing and it isn't lager, you can bet it's worth
looking into. Just remember where you read it
first...

Security at the BMF was on the whole
pretty good, so imagine our surprise when,
waltzing casually back onto the Yamaha
36
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What does this do? Yamaha's Martin Tennant (left) trying to explain new CX5 so/Inure to E&MM Editm-
Goldstein and hanger-on Halliday (right)

Live Aid benefined from BAH: generosity; hundreds bought charily tickets as Qua rk ;MIMI k and Pastes: X I 5
were raffled on Mas' Maker Publications stand
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stand near the show's end with the object of
relieving them of an RX21 drum machine for
review purposes, we were greeted by a red-
faced Jerry Uwins, group gear manager
extraordinaire. 'Er, the RX21 I was going to
let you guys have for review has, er, just been
nicked', said Uwins, pointing a trembling
finger at a section of the stand where a mains
lead and a pair of headphones dangled
aimlessly from their polystyrene mounting.
Like most of the other exhibitors, Yamaha
had put the emphasis on 'hands-on' testing of
equipment in order to give musicians some-
thing to get their teeth into without being
disturbed. And somebody on that final
Sunday afternoon had obviously found the
RX21 too nice -sounding, too easily pro-
grammable and, most important, too easily
portable for temptation to be resisted. Luckily,
they found us another machine to take away
and look at, but if someone offers you a cheap
(all right, even cheaper) RX21 down the pub
over the next few weeks, call Shaw Taylor
immediately.

No such problems on the SIEL stand, due
in part to the fact that what was to have been
the company's star attraction, a new polysynth
by the name of DK70, didn't arrive in time for
the show. Thus, it was very much the tried
and tested on the professional part of the
Italians' display, but there was plenty of
evidence that the company isn't afraid to
introduce innovations to the domestic
market. Latest of these is an ingenious
hardware and software package that allows
Commodore 64 users to escape the confines
of the dreaded SID chip in one easy step. It's
called the Sound Buggy, and provides
rhythm, bass and melody voices that can be
programmed from the computer using the
accompanying software and stored for later
use. It's even MIDI -compatible, and costs so
little (£99) that even the least musical
CBM64 user is going to have difficulty
ignoring it for any length of time.

SIEL UK were also playing host to an
excellent new drum system, also for Com-
modore machines, that deserves to take off in
a big way. The Syntron Digidrum (for that is
its name) uses a selection of remarkably
accurate drum voices, generated entirely in
software and updatable at any time simply
through the acquisition of new disks con-
taining new libraries of sounds. You can
program these voices in step time or what
SIEL call 'partial real time', dumping rhythm
patterns to disk as soon as you've finished
them. Again, watch this space for a review as
soon as the software is in full production.

Plenty more software was in evidence on
the Rosetti stand. Rosetti are an old industry
stalwart who've recently taken the bold step
of buying themselves out from their previous
parent company, Thorn EMI. The result is a
more attacking marketing strategy which
should benefit the company's hi -tech lines,
namely Jellinghaus MIDI software and IVL
Technologies' Pitchrider. JMS have now
perfected, their Scorewriter program for the
Commodore 64, and it's now possible to buy
their 12 -track Recording Studio, Sequence
Chain and Scorewriter programs as one
EPROM -based package, saving money (total
cost is just £339) and reducing loading times
to a fraction of what they would be if the
system were on disk. The Scorewriter prints
traditional music notation with consummate
ease from whatever music you may have
stored using the sequencing software, and you D
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

Casio demonstrator Richard Young in all -action pose; he collapsed of exhaustion on the Satnilay bat the
show went on

Electro paradiddle as E&MM production Pierson Trish McGrath gives Simmons' wonderful SDS9 kit a real
thrashing

Front panel cosmetics r f Akai's budget AX60 won't look anything like this when it gets into production; we
thought you might like to see it anyway
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i> can specify a setting for a number of different
parameters, such as how many staves you
want the music arranged on. There's a lot
more still to come from JMS, though,
particularly on the hardware front, with
digital percussion units, drum -to -MIDI con-
verters and vast, control -laden DX7 pro-
grammers 'just around the corner'.

As for the Pitchrider, this is an ingenious
pitch -to -MIDI converter that Rosetti have
just started bringing in from the States. We
heard it tracking a flute flawlessly, but as
man -on -the -spot Doug Ellis pointed out, any
instrument that produces more in the way of
complex harmonics than the flute's simple
sinewaves leaves the current system somewhat
at a loss. Much less easily caught out is a
newer, more elaborate version of Pitchrider
designed to work with guitar signals, and this
machine should be arriving on these shores as
you read this. More details as and when we
have them.

Rosetti also unveiled two new Gibson
guitars (a Les Paul and an Explorer, to be
exact) with Roland guitar synth pickups built
in. Not to be outdone, however, Roland
themselves were showing an entirely new
guitar -based machine, the GR77B bass guitar
synth. The transition to four strings has
obviously meant changes to both the con-
troller (the G77) and the synth sections as
distinct from their six -string counterparts,
and in the case of the synth, the change has
meant a switch from JX3P to JX8P sound -
generation. What this means is that Roland
bassists currently have a rather more versatile
synthesiser at their disposal than their guitar -
playing colleagues. We predict Roland will
have attended to this situation come Frankfurt
'86.

Whatever they do, though, it's clear
Roland are no longer content to base their
musical instrument manufacture in the pro
keyboard arena. Once the darlings of the
budget synth industry, the company have
now diversified their interests to encompass
sound reinforcement gear, guitars, drums,
home recording and domestic musical instru-
ments. And, being a rather clever lot,
they've ensured that no matter what they've
released, it's had MIDI tacked onto the back.
Which is why so many musicians of so many
kinds were seen gawking respectfully at the
home recording demos (featuring the
SRV2000 reverb reviewed this issue), and
the band presentations at which every
instrument - polysynth, guitar synth, effects
unit, drum machine, electronic drumkit -
was electronically compatible with every
other.

Clever they may be, but the Roland people
were just as susceptible to the lure of drink as
anyone else at the BMF, so that when
beleaguered demonstrator Alan Townsend
spluttered 'hangover' into a microphone with
the object of storing it in the new Boss DSD2
sampling delay pedal, he meant every word of
it.

As for the young fellows at Korg, they had
every reason to be punch-drunk before the
show had even started. Not only had their
new SQD1 turned out to be even better than
first reports had suggested ( the vast memory
and the built-in Quick -disk drive were one
thing, but the under -£600 RRP was another),
but the company also had a couple of
prototype DW8000 polysynths on dem, too,
at the more than capable hands of Paul
Brookes. The 8000 has more of what the
earlier DW6000 should have had, in the
38

Korg DW8000 won't be in the shops until it gets new sounds and a new velocity -sensitive keyboard; we can't
wait

shape of a velocity -sensitive keyboard and an
excellent, programmable digital delay line
onboard. The preset sounds are better than
they were on the 6000, too, but apparently
they're not good enough for Korg UK, who've
now sent the 8000s back whence they came,
for reprogramming and the fitting of a better
keyboard. That done, the 8000 will have
more than a firm base from which to launch
itself into the sub -£1000 polysynth battle-
ground. Korg even have a matching rack -
mounting expander, the EX8000, on the
stocks to be unleashed at about the same time
as the DW8000. The EX's electronics are
identical to those of the DW, right down to
the digital delay, so now you can tie two
synth patches in with two delay patches to
make one, vast audible assault. The impli-
cations are mind -boggling...

I mentioned word processors at the start of
this feature, and mine is now telling me I'm
running out of wordspace. Result? This last
bit is going to be necessarily brief. So,
apologies are in order to the following for not
getting anything like the coverage they
deserved. To Simmons, whose SDS9 demon-
strations were simply sensational, and did
more to reduce the number of doubting
Thomases in the 'drummers don't want
modern technology' camp than anything else
at the show. If you went along and saw them
bashing wonderful synth solos out on a load of

hexagonal pads, you'll know what I mean. To
Pacifex (nee Syco), on whose stand many
musicians spent long hours studying the
wondrous Fairlight CVI (that's Computer
Video Instrument, for those at the back who
haven't been listening) in action in glorious-
largely post -produced - colour on monitors
placed strategically out of reach of the over-
curious. Meanwhile, more sensible indi-
viduals took their place in the queues to play
Ensoniq Mirage sampling keyboards, of
which there were several scattered about the
tasteful demonstration area. To all those that
participated in the many concerts, lectures
and related events that took place during the
public days, and thereby provided relief for
show -weary journalists as well as showing
hordes of musicians what can be done if you
take the trouble to learn how to manipulate
technology successfully. Particularly praise-
worthy are the efforts of Turnkey's Nick
Williams, Dave Whittaker and Peter -John
Vettese, whose PPG/Oberheim/Synclavier
demos were even more splendid than that
equipment line-up would suggest; and
Yamaha's Micky Barker, John Etheridge,
Dave Bristow and John Chowning, who
between them got a lot of information across
in about as accessible a way as I can think of-
through the performance of good, inventively
written and sensitively played music. Pure
and simple.
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FALSE
ECONOMIES?

With the release of the RX2 I , Yamaha aim to
take the lead in the affordable drum machine

stakes. But have inevitable economies resulted in
an instrument that's worth taking seriously?

Simon Trask
ne of the strengths of digital0 technology is that it keeps
getting cheaper and cheaper.
And for today's musicians, this
can only mean that the instru-

ments they buy that make extensive use
of this technology (synths, samplers, drum
machines, sequencers and now the new
generation of digital signal processors) are
going to go on getting cheaper as well - and at
a rate which wouldn't have been dreamed of
even three years ago.

Yamaha's latest drum machine, the RX21, is
a case in point. At all but t250, you can now
get what amounts to a professional drum
machine at less than a semi -pro price.
Inevitably, there have been compromises at
the design stage in order to get the price
down this low - but not as many as you might
at first suppose.

First, to the drum voices themselves. You'll
not be surprised to learn that the RX2 I
follows the Japanese drum machine tradition
of presenting a closed system when it comes
to voicing - that is, it offers none of the
expansion possibilities the Americans are so
fond of (the Sequential TOM's plug-in cart-
ridges, for instance). I guess that in these days
of MIDI modularity, it could be argued that
the production of cheaper units the musician
can add together as finances permit is a better
route to take, but it's by no means a one-sided
argument.

So what you get here are nine PCM-
encoded voices comprising the familiar kit
sounds, plus the ubiquitous handclaps. A year
or two back that would have seemed a decent
enough selection, but now that Roland and
Korg have started freeing impecunious music-
ians from the restrictions of kit drums, it

might have been wise for Yamaha to follow
suit. It remains to be seen whether an `RX21
Latin' is on the stocks.

In case you might be thinking that the
RX21's budget price has resulted in a

lowering in quality of the voices, I should
stress they're actually the same sounds used
by the company's RXI5 drum machine - it's
just that there are fewer of them. And if
there's one thing that characterises all these
sounds - bass, snare, three toms, open and
closed hi -hats, crash cymbal and handclaps -
it's presence. They're all crisp and punchy, with
the bass drum and low tom in particular having
plenty of 'oomph' behind them. No danger of
any of these sounds getting lost in a mix, I'd
say. If it's blitzkreig attacks on the sensibilities
that you're after, you'll be happy to know that
the 21 is capable of playing all its nine voices at
once...well, almost: Yamaha have bowed to
tradition in not allowing the open and closed
hi -hats to sound on the same beat..

Along with the overall volume level, it's
possible to set individual levels for each voice,
though these levels aren't programmable per
pattern - more evidence of cost-cutting by
comparison with the RX15, on which they
are.

What has been retained from Yamaha's
more expensive machines is the more useful
facility of being able to program an accent for
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any voice on any beat. Thus you can reinforce
a four -to -the -bar (or the downbeat on some
odd time signature like 7/16), turn a beat
around, or give some sizzling syncopations
some extra bottle. Accentuation is also useful
for giving added interest to sustained cymbal
sounds that are being played repeatedly - on
the RX2 I, it's particularly effective applied to
the open hi -hat. The problems start when you
realise that the 2I's accent is programmable
for each step, rather than for each voice. So if
you have two voices playing on the same step
and you want to accent one of them, the other
will be accented as well. You con vary the
amount of accentuation you give to each voice
(though again, this is not pattern -program-
mable), but it's still not an ideal situation.

So much for the voices. What of the RX21's
memory capabilities? At first sight the RX21's
budget price doesn't seem to have affected its
provision 100.

However, it transpires that 44 of these are
preset rhythms, safely tucked away on ROM
so that you can't get rid of them. This still
leaves you with as many programmable
patterns as you get on Roland's TR707, but
the patterns Yamaha have provided on ROM
are neither as varied nor as interesting as they
could have been, and I kept finding myself
wanting to get in there and muck about with
them.

Talking of changing things a bit brings us on
to the actual operation of the RX21. Patterns
can be recorded in real and step time and
freely passed between one mode and the
other. Thus you can record some parts of a
pattern in step time and some in real time, or
perform step -time edits on parts recorded in
real time - a nice degree of flexibility that's
made possible by the fact that all input,
whether in real or step time, is quantised to
one of four values (only one of which can be
active per pattern, of course). These are 12,
16, 24 and 32 (ie. triplet quavers, semiquavers,

il4

triplet semiquavers and demisemiquavers).
And you'd better decide whether you want
triplet or 'straight' type quantisation before
you start recording, because you can't change
from one to the other once finger has been
laid on pad. More of an irritation than a
limitation, though.

The maximum length for a single pattern is
16/16, and this can be reduced to as little as
I / 1 6. Real-time recording gives you the usual

Sounds 'They're
actually the same

voices used by
Yamaha's own RX15

machine - it's just
that there are fewer

of them.'

metronome beat on each crotchet, accented
on the first beat of the bar. In time-honoured
fashion, the pattern loops continuously until
you exit record mode, so that you can add to
it at whatever point and time you want. Any
beat you don't like can be deleted by judicious
application of the Clear button in conjunction
with the appropriate voice pad, though if that
beat is also an accent, you need to find a third
finger for the Accent pad.

The 2 I 's version of step -time writing
allows you to enter one voice at a time on
each quantisation step (rests are input by
means of the all-purpose '+' key). As with
real-time recording, the steps keep looping
until you exit record mode, so you can build
up your pattern gradually. As you move
through each step, the voices already rec-
orded on that step are played back to you - if
only every step -time system did that. And as I

mentioned earlier, you can move to real-time
writing at any time and carry on recording
your pattern, should you wish.

But Yamaha have done a bit more with the
step -time system. Specifically, you can view a
step -time representation of your patterns
(one voice at a time, of course) in the LCD
window, where a system of dashes and dots
gives a clear indication of each step while small
blobs (they look a bit like hand grenades)
show where a beat has been placed. Not even
Yamaha's costliest digital drum package, the
RX11, has a visual display of this kind, and it's
certainly a useful inclusion that's as educational
as it is informative. In fact, my only major
grouse is that, like so many LCDs, this one
isn't backlit, so that unless you look at it
straight on in decent light, you have to use it
'at a stare' rather than 'at a glance'.

Like any decent programmable drum mach-
ine, the RX2 I allows you to combine patterns
into songs. In all, the memory can hold four of
these songs, each of which can be made up of
as many as 512 patterns. My own feeling is that
more songs with fewer steps would have been
far more useful, both for live work per se and
for using the RX2 I in conjunction with a MIDI
sequencer. To give the memory eight songs of
256 steps each, or even 16 songs of 128,
would surely have cost very little extra in
software terms.

In song mode, the RX2 I gives you the basic
editing facilities of inserting and deleting steps,
but what you won't find are any of those useful
facilities that give you real flexibility in song
programming, such as tempo changes and
pattern repeats. Again, you have to look to a
more expensive instrument such as the RXI5
for features like these.

On a more positive note, one area where
Yamaha deserve much praise is in front panel
design. Not for the rubber buttons and pads
that they've endowed the 21 with (the
triggering pads are OK, but the control
buttons are a bit on the dinky side), but for the
ease with which it's possible to find your way
around the instrument. For any newcomers to
the world of drum machines, the RX2 I
shouldn't foster any phobias - the control
layout makes it a doddle to use, even if the
scaled -down facilities must also be partly
responsible for this.

As on the RXI5 and RX I I , Yamaha have
provided a facility for copying a pattern from
one position into another - useful if you want
to take a pattern and adjust it bit by bit for
inclusion in a song, for instance - and you can
clear both patterns and songs at a touch of the
appropriate button. There's also a Repeat
on/off function which affects patterns and
songs alike, while tempo is continuously
variable from crotchet = 40 to crotchet = 250.

When it comes to conversing with the
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outside world, the RX21 is strictly MIDI -only,
with one each of MIDI In and Out sockets on
its rear panel. The machine can be set to read
either its own internal clock or incoming MIDI
timing bytes, allowing the RX21 to control or
be controlled by a sequencer or another drum
machine.

And yes, you can play the 2I's voices from a
MIDI keyboard, though not vice versa, it
seems. The MIDI receive channel for this
purpose can be any one of the 16, which gives
you maximum flexibility if you want to run the
RX2 I off a MIDI sequencer. However, voice -
to -pitch allocation is fixed and you can't
actually record patterns into the RX2I from a
remote source. What this facility is rather
handy for, though, is playing the drum machine
voices from a MIDI keyboard or sequencer
without regard for how the RX2 I 's internal
configuration puts together its rhythms.

It'll come as no surprise to all but the
inveterate dreamers among you that audio
output on the RX21 is confined to left/morio
and right outputs (and headphones, of
course). For the delights of individual audio
outs, your cheapest bet is still Roland's TR707
or its Latin percussion equivalent, the TR727 -
but just remember the RX21 is half the price
of either of these. There may well come a time
when affordable multitrack facilities make
individual outs de rigeur on all drum machines,
but in the meantime, there's no reason why
the average Portastudio owner on the
lookout for an affordable drum machine
shouldn't be fairly content with stereo outs,
whilst perhaps wishing Yamaha had included
user control over stereo panning of the
RX21 's voices.

External storage of the 2I's data can be to

either cassette (with the familiar array of save,
load and verify functions -a complete dump
takes 15 seconds) or via System Exclusive
MIDI dump (though this, of course, requires a
computer and appropriate software at the
receiving end).

Chances are that if you're prepared to read
a review of a drum machine that sells for £250,
you're unlikely to dismiss the RX2 I out of
hand. It certainly offers enough in terms of

Programming 'To
have more songs with

fewer steps would
have been a lot more
useful, both for live

work and for
running with a

MIDI sequencer.'

voice quality, memory and programmability
to satisfy a good number of people, and it has
to be said that at roughly half the price of any
other MIDI drum machine currently on the
market, it offers more than half the capability.

The problem lies in the fact that the further
down the price scale you go, the smaller price
differentials become -so that whereas there's
a fair old price difference between the new
DX21 polysynth and its illustrious elder, the
DX7, the difference between an RX21 and an
RXI5 is rather less. Thus it may be that a lot of
musicians will pass over the 21 in favour of its
more facility -laden colleagues, spending more

money but getting a more expensively
specified instrument in the process.

On the other hand, the idea of a MIDI
drum -and -sequencer combination for around
£500 (something the RX2I and the Casio SZ I
sequencer, reviewed elsewhere this issue by
yours truly, make possible) is certainly an
appealing one. Neither machine is the pinnacle
of achievement in its marketplace, but both
make a lot of economic sense.

The RX2 I makes musical sense, too. For
unlike some budget instruments, it's been
designed with care and built to standards that
are higher than some machines costing twice
as much.

DATAFILE
Yamaha RX2 1
Drum Machine

Programming Real and step time
Drum Voices 9: Bass drum; snare; toms 1, 2
and 3; hi -hat open and closed; crash cymbal;
handclaps
Voice Generation PCM, 256Kbit ROM x
2
Memory 100 patterns (56 programmable,
44 preset); four songs (maximum 512
patterns per song)
Display 16 -character X 1 -line LCD
Interfacing Left/mono and right audio outs;
stereo headphone output; MIDI In and Out;
Tape save/ load
Dimensions 350(W) x 55.5(H) x
202.5(D)mm
Weight 1.3 kg (2. I4lbs)
Price RRP £249 including VAT
More from Yamaha, Mount Avenue, B let-
chley, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK1 IJE e
(0908) 71771

IT MAKES
DRUMMING
SOUND LIKE
HARD WORK

Whether you want to play along to it, do demo's
and record with it, sing along and dance to it or
just enjoy programming it - The Syntron
Digidrum - Get It!
The Syntron Digidrum comes complete with a
hardware user port connector, audio out,
trigger out, easy to follow user's guide,
software with the first eight digital
samples including Crash Cymbal,
Snare Drum, Bass Drum, Floor Tom,
Hi Tom, Med Tom, Open Hi Hat,
Closed Hi Hat and programming
functions. The software
contains a complete set of
demonstration patterns
and songs - All this for
just £65.00 Inc VAT.

SyNDROMIC,

SYNTRON DIGIDRUM
The Syntron Digidrum is an exciting
professional digital drumcomputer
designed to operate with the
Commodore 64.

Using 'live' digital sound samples
which are encoded onto software the
user has a programmable drum
machine with a sound quality many
times the price.

Easy visual grid programming, hear
the sounds you enter, 51 patterns
available in memory plus 10 songs
linking 100 patterns together are
possible with full copy, insert and
delete functions.

There is
already a

new sound sample
set in preparation which
will contain over 40 new

samples including Syn Drums,
Latin percussion, Hand Claps and

many more for only £16.50! All purchasers
of the Syntron Digidrum will receive details
of the new sound samples as they become

available plus a FREE subscription to the SYNDROMIC
USERBASE which includes a membership card and a FREE

quarterly newspaper on computer music and computer
musicians written by leading music and computer journalists.

Please fill out and return the coupon below.

THE BBIG BBBLACK BEAT BBBOX -
I would like further information
on the Syntron Digidrum

1 would like to order my Syntron
Digidrum(s)

NAME

ADDRESS

Syntron Digidrum - Disk version @ £65.00 Inc. VAT
- Cassette version @ £65.00 Inc. VAT

Please add £2.50 for packaging/postage/insurance. EMM1
I enclose a cheque/postal order - made payable to SYNDROMIC MUSIC - to the value
of £
All orders should be sent to SYNDROMIC MUSIC, 35A Grove Avenue, London, N10 2AS

SYNDROMIC MUSIC GUARANTEE
Not to Bank your monies until the Goods are ready for Dispatch.

Please allow 21 days for delivery digi ever hear such a sound?
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fin 11 IIILit/ iryig
5 Stockton Road
Sunderland
Tyne & Wear SR1 3NR

lk_2Roland

U0§0 Telephone
0783-78058/655168

ROLAND JX8P MIDI POLY SYNTHESIZER BEST DEAL
ROLAND PG800 8P PROGRAMMER BEST DEAL
ROLAND JUNO 106 MIDI POLY SYNTHESIZER BEST DEAL
ROLAND SKV2000 DIGITAL REVERB, MIDI.
PROGRAMMABLE BEST DEAL
ROLAND SDE2500 DIGITAL DELAY MIDI,
PROGRAMMABLE BEST DEAL
ROLAND TR707 DIGITAL DRUMS BEST DEAL
SEND FOR OUR ROLAND INFO PACK FREE!!
ROLAND MSQ700 DIGITAL RECORDER BEST DEAL
ROLAND MSQ100 DIGITAL RECORDER BEST DEAL
ROLAND DR110 RHYTHM UNITS BEST DEAL
ROLAND TR606 RHYTHM UNITS VERY LOW PRICE

MOTHER KEYBOARD SYSTEM
ROLAND MKB300 MIDI KEYBOARD LOW PRICE
ROLAND MKB1000 MIDI KEYBOARD LOW PRICE
ROLAND MKS10 PLANET P. MIDI PIANO MODULE LOW PRICE
ROLAND MKS30 PLANETS MIDI POLY SYNTH
MODULE LOW PRICE
ROLAND SH101 MONO SYNTHS ALL
COLOURS VERY LOW PRICE

BOBS ALL MODELS AT
LOWEST PRICES

Including the BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

PORTA ONE
4 track machine

Once only price £399

0 YAMAHA RECORDING EQUIPMENT
YAMAHA MT44D

4 track cassette
£389

FOSTEX X-15
4 track ultimate

,micro BEST DEAL
STUDIOMASTER 12/2C £682
STUDIOMASTER 8-4 £645
STUDIOMASTER 6-2 £295
STUDIOMASTER 16-4-2 £890
STUDIOMASTER 16-8-2 £1170
ALLEN & HEATH SERIES 21 16-4-2 MIXER
ALLEN & HEATH SERIES 8 16-4-2 MIXER
ALLEN & HEATH SERIES 8 16-8-2 MIXER
ALLEN & HEATH SERIES 8 16-16-2 MIXER
SECK 18-8-2 MIXER
SECK 12-2 MIXER
MTR 12-4-2 MIXER
MTR 4-4-2 MIXER
STAR SOUND 16-8-2 MIXER
STUDIO MASTER 16-8-2 MIXER.
PROMARK 8-4-2 MIXER
RAM 10-4-2
STAR SOUND 16-8-2
STAR SOUND 6-2 MIXER
MONITORS BY TANNOY JBL YAMAHA EV ETC

BEST PRICE
BEST PRICE
BEST PRICE
BEST PRICE
BEST PRICE
BEST PRICE

£395
£225

£1030
£1180
£466
£550

£1032
£175

YAMAHA R1000 REVERB - £399 YAMAHA D1500 - £299
DYNACORD DRP-16 £635
DYNACORD EXPANSION CHIP £59
LEXICON PCM-60 £1880
MXR 01-A £1960
GREAT BRITISH SPRING MK3 £210
ACCESSIT STEREO REVERB £125
ACCESSIT NOISE GATE £49
FOSTER 3070 COMP/LIM £225
YAMAHA GC2020 COMP/LIM £229
ACCESSIT COMPRESSOR £49
YAMAHA G01031 GRAPHIC £199
YAMAHA G02031 GRAPHIC £399
TEAC GE -20 £182
ROLAND SBX80 SYNC BOX BEST DEAL
BOSS DE200 PHONE
KORG SDD1000 £319
IBANEZ HD1000 £275
IBANEZ DM1100 £280
IBANEZ DM2000 £295
ROLAND SDE1000 PHONE
ROLAND SDE3000 PHONE
ROLAND SRE555 PHONE
JHS DX777 £159

YAMAHA DX21 (NEW MODEL) EM POLY SYNTH ... ONLY £699
YAMAHA RX21 DIGITAL DRUM (NEW MODEL) £249
YAMAHA DX5 (NEW MODEL) BEST DEAL
YAMAHA KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD BEST DEAL
YAMAHA TX7 MIDI DX7 EXPANDER BEST DEAL
YAMAHA QX7 DIGITAL MULTI TRACK BEST DEAL
YAMAHA TX1 SINGLE EXPANDER MODULE BEST DEAL
YAMAHA PF15 & PF10 PIANOS AMAZING PRICES
YAMAHA RX15 £419 YAMAHA RX11 £599
YAMAHA CX5M MUSIC COMPUTER WITH FREE
KEYBOARD £499

UNIQUE ROM FOR DX7 64 BRAND NEW SOUNDS & ADD
ON CHIP WHICH DOUBLES TO AN INCREDIBLE 128 NEW
SOUNDS PHONE FOR DETAILS

YAMAHA SIGNAL PROCESSORS
GC2020 2 CHANNEL COMPRESSOR LIMIT BEST PRICES
D1500 MIDI DIGITAL DELAY 16 PROG MEM & PASS FOR
INSTANT RECALL £299
GQ1031 31 BAND GRAPHIC EQ HIGH QUALITY BEST PRICE
Q2031 STEREO 31 BAND GRAPHIC EQ AMAZING PRICE
01027 27 BAND GRAPHIC EQ A MUST FOR ALL PRO AUDIO
USERS BEST DEAL

NEW NEW - NEW
YAMAHA

DX21
£699

romoimmis

= =

---

YAMAHA RX21 £249

YAMAHA
REV 7
£1199

IMPORTANT NEWS FOR
ALL DX7 OWNERS

Imagine a new ROM cartridge for the DX7 designed to function in an entirely
different way from existing DX ROMS by Yamaha and Itsibashi. Having a
Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) socket into which you plug an eprom containing
64 new sounds. Eproms available that will allow you to build up banks of
sound to use with the existing cartridge, being possible to customize your
own eproms, and if you owned a BBC computer and eprom blower, you
could be provided with the program to do this yourself.

Sounds good? Well you can buy this unique cartridge now, for as little as
£45.50.

Eproms containing 64 sounds are available at £14.50 each. Write or
telephone for sample list of sounds.

MAIL ORDER We can supply any product quickly - over the
telephone via our super efficient mail order department!



ME AND MY
E -MU

With the ground -breaking Emulator II coming under threat from cheap
sampling keyboards, E -mu Systems turn their attention to putting user -

sampling into the hands of the drum machine owner. The result? Another,
even bigger ground -breaker. Paul Wiffen & Annabel Scott

The latest product from E -mu

Systems has had a name change
since we first reported its appear-
ance at the Frankfurt Musikmesse
in February. Then it was proudly

sporting the name of Drumulator II, which
seemed a fairly safe bet as there are few

people who aren't aware of the original E -mu
drum machine, whose appearance in the
Spring of '83 broke the 1000 price barrier
that had kept the digital drum machine in the
professionals -only doMain and left Linn with a
virtual monopoly over the market. The
Drumulator set a pattern that was followed

by a good many competing machines, and even
today, it can still boast the best set of
alternative sounds available for any machine -
courtesy of US company DigiDrums, whose
Rock Drums set is a fitting posthumous
tribute to John Bonham, from whom the
sounds were sampled. All this was made
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possible thanks to a far-sighted policy on the
part of E -mu, who didn't restrict the space
available for each sound to one chip.

However, the new Drumulator - as many
people will doubtless continue to call the
SP 12, despite the fact that the word has been
removed from its front panel - has a new
facility in common with the Santa Cruz boffins'
other wonder machine, the Emulator. In

other words, it samples.
The new name clearly shifts the emphasis to

the sampling aspect (SP12 stands for Sampling
Percussion). That isn't surprising, even when
you consider that sampling on drum machines

rather than being continually accessed from
disk (a problem that's been eliminated on the
ElI by a soon -to -be -available hard disk update).

As with any machine that hopes to sample
and replay for your delectation and delight,
sound quality is the SP12's most crucial area of
performance. E-mu's brochure claims that "by
utilizing a 12 -bit data format and increased
sampling rate, the SP12 is able to produce
sounds whose combination of clarity, brilliance
and dynamic range easily sets a new standard
of fidelity for digitally -sampled drum machines".
Pretty strong stuff, but it's true. Set up next to
a Linn 9000, the SPI2 makes its competitor

action with real-time programming means
you can use whichever method suits you best
for each pattern, or each instrument, if you
prefer.

The Set -Up section gives you even greater
programming flexibility, by giving the eight
sliders and pads alternative functions in the
Multi Pitch and Multi Level modes. So for
instance, you can assign all eight pads to the
same sound and use the sliders to set different
volume levels, thereby writing in beats at
levels that vary precisely as you want them to.

You can do the same thing with tuning.
Believe it or not, the SP12 is the first drum

CHANNH. !MTP 1

4 fi

;;%AfiE GAPS COVv E WHAT RIDE

CRASH

isn't that new. Linn announced it on their 9000
(reviewed E&MM April '85), but here we are
in August and we've yet to see a production
version of the hardware update which makes
this possible. (We've also heard some horror
stories about the cost of this update -a couple
of grand according to some reports, and this
on top of the £5175 RRP.) On the other hand,
the SP12 is in the shops even as you read this.
Thus, as far as we're concerned, the Emulator
SP 12 is a first, and at a price that could make
the Linn look very silly.

Let's start again from the top and take the
SP 12 on its (though we won't be
able to resist comparisons to the Drumulator
and Emulator II at times, because the SP I 2
really does combine the best features of both
units). Thirty-two sounds are available in all, in
four banks of eight, with the top bank
referring to user -sampled sounds and the
other three labelled with the factory sounds.
There are eight velocity -sensitive program -

Sampling The move
up to 12 -bit sampling
is long overdue in the

percussion field,
where sounds are

more vulnerable to
the limitations of

eight -bit resolution.'

ming pads below eight sliders (one for each
set of four sounds), which can either mix
volumes or set alternative pitches for any one
sound. To the right we find a keypad and a
thoroughly informative LCD, plus some
tempo controls. A set of assorted program.
ming buttons sits above the sliders and the
rest of the panel is divided up into four areas,
selected by overall function buttons labelled
Setup, Cassette/Disk, Sync and Sample. Within
each area, multiple Functions are selected by
typing a number listed on the keypad panel. It
might sound complicated, but this system will
be more than familiar to anyone who's ever
spent more than 15 seconds with the ElI. If
anything, it's more effective here, as the
operating software is contained internally

sound dull, muffled and uninspiring. And the
factory sounds are refreshingly modern: deep,
powerful toms, a sharp, clicky bass drum, a
good selection of electronic kit sounds, plenty
of realistic ethnic percussion, and so on. In fact,
had the SP12 been released a couple of years
back, the 24 internal sounds would have
justified the three grand price tag on their
own.

But the chief selling point in 1985 is that you
can load alternative sounds from cassette or
disk, or sample and save any sound that comes
within spitting distance. In other words, you
can keep
as if they were factory samples. Together with
the onboard operating software, this repre-
sents a significant step forward in the way
sampling can be used: no problems with the
operating system, or any of your favourite
samples, getting erased or stolen on disk. And
this, in turn, means the disk has now been
consigned to its most useful function for the
travelling musician, namely the storage of
back-up and/or alternative data.

Programming the SPI2 is pretty straight-
forward, though there are more options
available before you start than on most other
machines. For instance, you can specify tempo
numerically to the nearest 0.IBPM, which is a
lot better than the painstaking choice between
120 and 122 that so much of the competition
forces you to put up with.

Sounds from any of the four banks of sounds
can be entered simply by using the Select
button to switch between banks as you
program. The velocity -sensitivity of the pads
is an option that can be switched in or out, and
of course, time signature is fully programmable
in terms of both number and value of beats.

As for the actual recording of rhythm
patterns, we're happy to report that at long
last, the Americans have come up with a drum
machine that allows programming in step
time. It must have been tough, breaking out of
the 'jazz-rock' mentality and making a machine
accessible to musicians with the humblest
instrumental technique, but E -mu have gone
ahead and done it all the same. Step Mode
allows you to go through and place beats
exactly where you require them, or correct
patterns entered in real time with a precision
that's just not possible even with the most
intelligent quantising system. And the inter -

machine from outside the Sequential stable
which actually addresses the possibility of
variable tuning on each beat. Mind you, this
should come as no surprise, since we heard
last year that the young lady who wrote the
Drumtraks software has made the journey
over the mountains from San Jose (home of
SCI) to Santa Cruz. In fact, the E -mu device
takes the potential uses of tuning much
further. Anyone who's ever substituted a
pitched musical sound in a Drumtraks will
have discovered that Western intervals are a

Upgrading The
standard sample time
is OK for percussion
sounds, but for more
musical ones, the five-

second Turbo update
is a necessity.'

little tricky to achieve. No such problems
here. The SP12's sliders give various options
here including chromatic tuning, pentatonic
scales (the default setting), major or minor
scales, or whatever exotic Oriental tuning
scale you may care to enter in your more
experimental moments.

The astute amongst you will have already
realised that you don't have to limit yourself
to drum sounds on the SP12. Any pitched
sound you can sample can be stored and
sequenced by the machine - and once you've
entered your chromatically -tuned, user -
sampled glockenspiel part, you can return to
the standard mode quickly and simply.

One good thing about Multi Mode is that
the LCD has a special little display for it, with a
bar chart that shows pitch or volume level for
each sound. This alters as you move the
sliders, so now you can see at a glance how the
buttons are set up for pitch and volume.

Multi Mode is selected by a left-hand switch
which also offers two other options. One is
for normal volume mixing on the sliders, while
the other is Tune -decay, which offers a

selection of sound variations whose nature
depends on the character of the original
sound. For instance, the toms' slider gives
control over tuning, but the hi -hat's offers
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I> control over decay time. This is a wonderful
facility that allows you to program a lot of
expression into percussion parts either before
or after recording, simply by varying the
parameter manually with the appropriate
slider. On the hi -hat especially, the results can
prove extremely lifelike.

Turning to the back panel, the SP 12 has
eight instrument outputs with a fairly sensible
assignment of sounds, so that the toms, for
instance, go to different outputs and can thus
be panned apart from each other. And if this
assignment fails to satisfy, you can re -assign
any sound to any output, the only limitation

club which SMPTE currently represents,
there are plenty of other sync options,
specifically MIDI (for which the SP 12 has In,
Out and Thru sockets), and a 24ppqn code
(which is fortunately becoming more standard
these days for sync -to -tape and inter -machine
applications). Also on the rear panel are
sockets for footswitch control of Run/Stop,
Step/End Repeat and Tap/Auto Repeat, as
well as a Metronome output, Sample input,
Mix and individual outputs, and the Disk
interface socket.

But if there's one area where the SP 12
really comes into its own, it's that of sampling.

again, since all that would achieve would be a
doubling in the length of this review. The one
useful thing you can do is place the new
Emulator in the context of its immediate
competition, if indeed it has any.

Upmarket, the Linn 9000 sounds nothing
like as good as the SP 12, and costs an awful lot
more. It needs expensive updates to enable it
to sample and interface to disk and SMPTE,
though to be fair, it does cover areas the SP12
doesn't. The Linn is a 32 -channel MIDI
recorder as well as a drum machine, whereas
the SP I2 makes no attempt to cover MIDI
sequencing. But then again, the two -grand

MET OUT

T [- CASS/SYNC/ PTE

RUN1 STEP1 IN M1.01 OUT MIDI rtiPU DISK

here being that the filtering on each channel
differs according to the requirements of the
sound normally played through that channel.
This becomes less drastic as you step through
the channels until you reach 7 and 8, which
have only the anti-aliasing filters necessary to
minimise sampling quantisation noise. There's
even a possibility you'll be able to switch these
filters in and out on production models.

The great thing about the SP12 is the range

Programming 'A
long last, the

Americans have come
up with a drum

machine that allows
you to record

completely in step
time.'

of options it gives you for the building -up of
songs - particularly if you're using a lot of
tuned sounds (be they slap bass, marimbas,
glockenspiels or timpani). Creating a song will
be a familiar process to any one who has ever
used a Drumulator: it uses the same system to
compile 100 songs from the 100 patterns or
Segments available. Total capacity is around
5000 notes depending on the density of
patterns, but an imaginatively -titled Turbo kit
hardware update increases this capacity to
15,000 notes.

The Turbo kit also increases your user
sampling time to 5 seconds. On the standard
SP 12 this is limited to 1.2 seconds which, of
course, has to be divided between the eight
user samples. This is OK for most percussion
sounds (you'd be surprised just how many
different bass drums and toms you can fit into
1.2 seconds), but for the more musical stuff
(such as orchestral crashes), the Turbo kit
would seem to be more a necessity than a
luxury. It adds about £500 to the cost of the
machine, but it's worth it.

The SMPTE option wasn't present on the
model we reviewed, but this was due merely
to lack of software, as the code is received
through the rear panel Cassette sockets. For
those who've yet to join the rather exclusive

In a manner very similar to that of the
Emulator II, you can set input level and
triggering threshold using the LCD window,
which allows you to choose a reasonable input
level. All the Ell's sampling options are there:
you can trigger the sample automatically or
manually, you can check it back immediately,
re -sample it, or save it as required. Just one
pot is used to control input gain, but you can
also adjust the internal preamp level to obtain
the best balance between volume and low
distortion.

The more complex compositional elements
on the SP12 are similar to those of the
Drumulator, so those of you who are familiar
with the old stalwart will be glad to hear that
the new model retains the Swing Factor,
Program Tempo Change and Program Mix
Change of the Drumulator, and also the
splendid Call Subsong option. This allows you
to halt progress through a song and remain
cycling round a short sub -section until inspi-
ration for that interminable lead guitar solo

oint you can re-
CHLel ule 111d111 song using the End Rep
footswitch.

As regards cassette/disk storage facilities,
these are vastly increased over what was
bestowed upon the Drumulator. Among
other things, they allow you to Save All
Segments and Songs, Save All User Sounds,
Load All Segments and Songs, Load Single
Segment, Load All User Sounds, Load Single
Sound, Verify Segments and Songs, Verify
User Sounds, Catalog Disk or Tape, and
Format Disk. In the unlikely event that you'll
need more than the standard 100 onboard,
loading songs from disk will doubtless prove a
great advantage on stage. As far as disk
storage is concerned, the latest we've heard
(from Kevin Monahan of E -mu) is that the
system is designed to work directly with the
JL Cooper MIDI Disk Drive (an American all-
purpose unit for storing MIDI data), on a
simple 'plug-in and go' basis. Being able to load
and save new sounds with a disk drive won't
just be more ergonomically efficient; it should
also be a good bit more economical than
having to keep blowing new sounds onto
EPROMs all the time.

Summing-up a machine that's as consistently
competent as the SP12 is difficult. There's no
point going over the most important features

price difference covers the cost of any stand-
alone sequencer on the market. Come to
think of it, it could buy you several.

Downmarket, the Sequential Drumtraks
with 0.5 software update now performs many
of the SP 12's more elaborate tricks, but
without the tuning accuracy. Neither Roland
nor Yamaha have anything to compare to the
SP 12, so the most we can usefully conclude is
that the SP12 is streets ahead of the
LinnDrum, which is one of the few machines in
the same price bracket. The big difference
here lies simply in the user -sampling- no small
bonus for no extra money.

The move up to 12 -bit sampling is long
overdue in the percussion field, where sounds
are more vulnerable to the limitations of
eight -bit resolution. The SP12's factory sounds
have the clarity that's prompted so many
people to resort to sampling and sequencing
percussion sounds on extremely expensive
machines like the Synclavier, so viewed in
those terms, its value for money is remarkable.

For the adventurous rhythm programmer
or the session keyboardist player on a

relatively limited budget, E-mu's latest repre-
sents an excellent - nay, the only - way of
creating custom rhythm patterns using custom
sounds. So start saving. You need this
machine.

DATAFILE
E -mu Systems Emulator

SP12
Programming Real and step time
Drum voices 24: Bass; snare; electronic
snare; rim; 4 toms; 4 electronic toms; hi -hat;
crash & ride cymbals; claps; cowbell; 8 user
samples
Memory 100 segments chainable into 100
songs; minimum capacity 5000 notes; sample
time 1.2seconds, expandable to 5seconds; tape
& disk storage options
Interfacing Mono mix output; 8 assignable
channel outputs; MIDI In, Out & Thru;
SMPTEISync 24/Cassette In & Out; Metro-
nome Out; 3 Footswitch Outs
Price £2995 including VAT
More from Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London
W2 IHS. 01-724 2451.
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THE

JORET H
MUSIC COMPOSER

SYSTEM
UNRIVALLED SOPHISTICATION

IN MIDI BASED SOFTWARE
FOR THE COMMODORE 64

I

AND NOW THE NEW
TONE EDITOR

fortheCASIO CZ Series
FOR MORE DETAILS PHONE JORETH MUSIC

PO BOX 20
03 86 831615 EVESHAM

WORC'S WR11 5EG

nnt School of Recording
and Music Technology

.2 i - - Et i =: m

Primary Synthesiser Course -5 Days
Analogue, Digital and FM Synthesis. Sequencers,
MIDI, Interfacing, Sampling.

FM Synthesiser Programming -2 Days
These weekend workshops are for owners ( or
prospective owners I of FM synthesisers and are
based around the Yamaha DX and TF Systems.

Topics include FM in Theory, FM in Practice, Multi
Stage Envelope Shaping and Key scaling.
Algorithms, operators and modulators.

These courses are arranged in cooperation with the
Roland and Yamaha corporations and Turnkey.

For further information, phone or write to:
MIKE NELSON

GATEWAY SCHOOL OF RECORDING & MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
1a SALCOTT ROAD, LONDON SW11 6DQ

Telephone: 01-350 0340

lotto
mi-i=r111-111171 miRAGE,
DIGITAL SAMPLING SENDFREE

KEYBOARD IN STOCK NOW £1695 DEMO CASSETTE

Roland Main
Dealer

JX8P £POA TR 606 £148
Juno 106 £699 JC 120 £475
TR707 £POA MKS 30 £.599
MS0 100 s/h £319 SH 101 MGS 1 £209
MSO 700 s/h £639 MC 202 £159
JX 3P C599 JSO 60 C99

MKS 80 £1399

0 YAMAHA "ei 71chD-a,er
t=_ -ii-==1 , 1 L----

,

FM POLYSYNTH
HAS ARRIVED £699
LIMITED STOCKS
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED

KORG Centre
SDD 200 Sampling Delay £POA
DW 6000 Polysynth £POA
DDM 110 Dig Drums £POA
DDM 220 Dig Percussion £POA
Poly 800 Polysynth £POA
PS 550 Supersection £POA
EX 800 MIDI Expander CP0A
KMS 30 MIDI Sync Box £POA

ei4iouEnzi AL Main
Ci3CUin inc Dealer

Multitrak £1075
Torn £POA
PROPHET T8 DRUMTRAKS
PROPHET V MIDI SIX TRAKS
PROPHET ONE 64 SEQUENCER £79

NEW DRUMTRAKS CHIPS
40 Different sounds including SNO1NWIS
electronics and latinS. Send SAE for list

TASCAM Main
Dealer

FREE CASSETTES
10 C90s with either Porta One £399
Or 244 Portastudio C695
234 Syncaset £POA
32.34 and 38 Open reel £POA
Model 2A 6/4/2 Recording Mixer CPOA

All Teac punch -ins, cleaners, accessories etc
MULTITRACK Well written, extensive £4.99
PRIMER rntro to multitracking inc P&P

UK's largest sales
& service centre

Strats with locking Trees. Maple & Rosewood
Strats with locking Trern & Humbuckers
Strats Van Hales style, Single PU
Tele Vintage with binding Colours
Tele Twin Hurnbuckers, Coil Tap. Locking Trem
PJ Boss, Both Pickups
THE SELECTION OF AMPS IS ENORMOUS

MainFostex Dealer
X-15 July Offer E289
inc. FREE carry case worth £20 inc P&P
MN -15 Compressor Mixer E45
X1-5 Power Supply C25
250 Portastudio £POA
'Cookbook' multitrack handbook E1.99

MinCASIO Dealer
0°/0 Interest Free Credit
on CZ -101/1000/5000 synths
Call now with your personal details and collect one
of these remarkable digital synths with as little as
£40 per month to pay
101 £345 1000 £495 5000 £955

ROLAND MC -202

iii PP iiii Hill s iiiii
s r y. 0 4O____

. oOf Of OOO OS Of,

,....--,,

SYNTHESIZER: Same spec. as
SH-101. Sub Osc. Pulse width
mod., etc., etc.SE 2729 notes, 2
chEQUNCER:annels,step, abandrealtime,
full edit. LCD display.
TAPE SYNC: Will put down and
run from a sync code on tape.
Separate sync will run, TR606,
707, 808, 909, KPR77, DDM 110,
RX11 + RX15 RRP £399 £159

inc P&P

including FREE spool type data
cassette and sync heads

HALF PRICE SUMMER
ALL POA ITEMS ABOVE AT JUMBLE

Yamaha RX11 Drums £595
Roland Jupiter 8 £1395 Mattell

NEW S/H Struts from .. ...... ..
Yamaha R1000 2EV....... . £48 1982 Strats from
Yamaha D-1500 DEL........ £298 Boss CE -2 or 3
Fostex X15 inc case..... £269 Boss DM -3
Sequential Multitrak ...... _. £1075 Boss TU-12
Boss DE.200 Delay £259 Roland SH101/MGS 1.
Yamaha DX -5 £POA
Roland MP -400.. £489
Rhodes Chrome. EPOA SECONDHAND
Isopatch 64 Bay. TA, Korg Trident II
Korq EX800 Exp. £299 Gibson Flying V.

RAM 10 & 16
GREAT PRICES

SALE
SALE PRICES. JULY ONLY

Roland MC202 £159
Synsonics Drums inc sticks £59

..... .. C265 Korg Poly Six £439
£475 Roland SX3P/PG300 £599

£73 Gibson LP Del £459
Egg Rick 4001 Bass £395
£43 Wel Custom £489

....... .. £209 G & L Fretless [425
Roland 3300/505 £459
Memory Moog £1195
Hohner Clav £129

£699 Kawai SX210 CA68
.£495 Boss Pedal Board £425

Ch Mixers
Inc. FREE drumsticks & Amdek £59

Tuning Amp Kit worth £40 inc. P&PMATTEL SYNSONICS DRUMS

ACCESS, VISA, AMEX, HP, PHONE ORDERS WELCOME
ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERT INCLUDE P&P UK MAINLAND

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE, LONDON W1V 5FB 01-434 1365 I
To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London WlE 6QZ

Name

Address

Please send me Model No(s)
I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg.envelope or debit

my Access/Visa Account no

foil'
24 HOUR SERVICE NO STAMPS REQUIRED EMM9851- -J
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TASCAM
PORTA ONE

.7.. The power of multitrack
at a price you can afford.

£429 INC FREE
POWER SUPPLY

Also great package deals on
FOSTEX X15!!

LOOKING FOR THE
BEST IN P.A.?

Checkout our vast
selection including TOA,

BOSE, JBL, MARTIN,
KUDOS, TANNOY &
ELECTRO VOICE.

Package quotes available
for complete systems

with power amps, mics,
stands etc. TOA 38SD high

performance full range
P.A. Cabinets

FOSTEX 8 or 16 TRACK
PACKAGES
The latest models
including the M80 &
M20 open reel
machines plus the
amazing B16. Choose
from our selection of
mixers including RAM, Soundtracs,
Studiomaster, Soundcraft SECK.
Phone for your package quote!!

TECHNOLOGY BRINGS FORTH
NEW WONDERS!!

Coming soon, the Fairlight
CVI video computer - if you
make videos this product
will lift you above the
competition - call George on
690-8621 for details!

The new Emulator SP12
digital percussion unit, user
sampling, tuning + volume
programmable.
Call for details!

TRACE ELLIOT MEANS
BASS!!

If you're not yet convinced that
Trace Elliot build the ultimate

bass amplification then you
probably haven't heard it yet!!

Bring your bass in and
experience the ultimate for

yourself - or if you're already
convinced, bring in your part

exchange and we'll do the deal!!

COMING SOON . .. TRACE ELLIOT
ELECTRONIC DRUM STACKS!!

SOUND SAMPLING ... GET IT NOW

THE ENSONIQ MIRAGE
Advanced sample guide

Library Discs
Sequencer Expansion
RING TO ARRANGE

YOUR DEMO!!

4.1,
. 1111.V.:

AKAI S612 SAMPLER
+ AX80 MIDI SYNTH

PACKAGE £1,999!!

DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSORS
Reverberation is one of the most important

sound effects a studio uses .. . now the time
has come to upgrade!

ROLAND SRV2000
Featuring non linear
operations, built in

gating + three types of
reverb-room, hall and
plate, plus much more.

COMPARE THESE TWO MEGA MACHINES AT
OUR SHOWROOMS AND LET YOUR EARS DECIDE.

On board parametric
EQ, initial delay,

diffusion, MIDI etc. etc.

Representing both the
state of the art in hand

built bass guitars and the
latest technological

advances in
construction, we feel that

discerning players will
find it hard to resist either

of these wonderful
instruments - come and

find out for yourself.

86-88 MITCHAM LANE, STREATHAM, SW16. 01-769 6496/5681
22 RUSHEY GREEN, CATFORD, SE6. 01-690 862112



TRANSFORMATION
The story behind electronic chart -toppers

Trans X is a fine example of how esoteric synth
music can be made commercially marketable.
It's also a long, winding history of countless

line-up changes and record remixes.
Annabel Scott

Let me give you some idea of just
how quickly French-Canadian
electro-poppers Trans X have risen
to fame and fortune. When their
single, 'Living on Video' went into

the Top 20 in its second week of release,
Polydor's parent company in Germany shipped
all their available press information on the

band over to the UK. Biographies, photos,
videos, all featuring composer Pascal
Languirand and sultry singer Laura, allowed
the publicity machine to swing into action,
and at least a few details about the band
became public knowledge.

But when Trans X turned up in London for
a round of meetings and interviews, conster- i>
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nation reigned. There was no sign of Laura,
who had apparently left the band two years
ago and returned to modelling after dis-
covering that the touring side of the band's
existence disagreed with her. There was no
sign, in fact, of the rest of the band, who'd all
been sacked at one stage or another as
Languirand went back into the studio to
record almost entirely with synthesisers. And
Pascal was now accompanied by two new
female vocalists - Sylvie Daviau, who is very

French (but comes from Canada) and jean -
Elliot Manning (who is very American, but
lives in Montreal).

This was the signal for a hectic updating of
the band's photofiles and biographies, which
had to be fitted in between radio and TV
appearances and interviews such as our own.
And the full picture is even more complicated
than it already appears, because as some
sharp -eared types may have spotted, 'Living
50

On Video' has actually been released three
times now, most recently with a slightly
modified mix. So what has the band been
doing since the song was first recorded, back
in 1983?

Pascal Languirand explains. 'At the same
time we recorded 'Living On Video' I did a
whole album called Message on the Radio.
That was released on Matra Records, which is
Polydor's subsidiary in Canada, but the
album wasn't released in the UK. After it
came out I put together a band so we could
play live. I played keyboards, and there was
another keyboard player, a bassist, a guitarist
and a drummer. So we played around Canada
for a while, and then 'Living On Video' was
released again.

'It wasn't until earlier this year that I was
asked to remix the single because it was going
to be released a third time. Obviously
somebody at Polydor had confidence in it,
because it had already been a hit on the
Continent. I remixed it very quickly, and
then we heard it had gone into the UK chart.'

We'll return to Languirand's pop exploits
later, but first, it's worth recapping on his
previous musical career. He's already released

two solo albums, De Harmonia Universalia
and Vivre Ici Maintenant, which could quite
justifiably be described as being in a cosmic
vein. How did those albums come about?

'Well, very much in the same way that
Klaus Schulze's solo albums happened. I was a
drummer originally, like Schulze, but I heard
some synthesiser music and thought I had to
get into it. The first synth I got was an old
Farfisa Synthorchestra, which at least I could

play chords on. I also played guitar, and had
the Roland GR500 guitar synth system
coupled with a Moog Taurus bass pedal unit.

'Luckily my family had good connections
with the TV and film industries in Canada,
and I was able to get some work recording a
soundtrack for a TV series called Vivre Ici
Maintenant. That was about very esoteric
subjects, something different every week, so
it needed this kind of 'cosmic' music. Then I
recorded De Harmonia Universalia which
allowed me to use more synthesisers and the
Korg Vocoder.'

Both albums were released on the Minos
label, but it's unlikely you'll find copies now
other than by mail order from specialist
distributors such as Lotus. Yet in spite of their
obscurity, they're fine examples of the
flowing guitar/synth style popular in Cali-
fornia (I'm thinking here of Bernard Xolotl
and others), and just the sort of thing that's
likely to turn up as backing music for a
Horizon episode about the mating cycle of the
killer ant.

De Harmonia has five tracks, the titles
being 'Inesperdistan', 'Abalii', 'Atlantis', 0
Nos Omnes' and 'Nova'. The opening's

`Luckily my family
had good

connections with the
TV and film
industries in

Canada, so I was able
to get some work

writing
soundtracks.'
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particularly powerful - lots of deep bass
Taurus notes followed by Baroque choirs of
vocoder chords chanting delicate, sensitive
French vocals.

And despite the fairly limited instrumen-
tation, the sound never allows itself to get
cliched or outdated, which must say some-
thing for Languirand's tasteful use of effects
and his mix of acoustics and electronics.
'Abalii' features acoustic piano as well as
gentle guitar synth lines, while 'Atlantis' is
heavier, with some crashing acoustic guitar
and piano chords and, again, some thought-
fully delivered French vocals.

The sequencers come into play on '0 Nos
Omnes', which underpins the choir and
guitar synth sounds with a churning analogue
sequence, while 'Nova' is an indication of the
pop style to come: a more melodic sequence,
and more complex layers of guitars and sound
effects.

Languirand was keen to try something a
little more commercial, however, and says he
was able to apply the same compositional
techniques to writing some more conven

'I want to integrate
two musical styles,

so that I can deal
with cosmic subjects

in a more
commercial, pop

format.'

tional songs. What was the first attempt he
made at a commercial song?

'It was called 'Living On Video'! That
really was the first one I did, although in all
we did seven tracks for Message On The Radio.
They're all more or less dance tracks, but I
wanted to use some of the subjects I'd had in
mind for the more 'cosmic' pieces. 'Living On
Video' was written after I'd seen the film
Tron. It was really about what it would be like
to have to live inside some kind of video
machine. And then there's '21st Century',
'Digital World' and so on.'

In fact, 'Digital World', which formed the
B-side of the single, is the album's outstanding
track, in spite (because?) of the fact that its
vocal content is sparse and its synthesiser
work verging on the experimental. It was
written with occasional synth player Steve
Wyatt, and used some larger polysynths such
as the Elka Synthex, which Languirand
chanced upon in the studio while recording
the album.

'We recorded at Ultra -Son studio in
Montreal, which is a nice 24 -track with a
Soundcraft desk. They had a few synthesisers
there which I used a little, but mainly I was
using my own equipment. After that I sold
everything to put the band together, but the
studio now has an Emulator II which I can use
while I'm working there.'

But the equipment list for 'Message' is
quite formidable - Roland Jupiter 4, Jupiter
6, CSQ600 and TR808, Korg VCIO vocoder
and Polysix, Oberheim OB8, DMX and
DSX, Elka Synthex, guitars, Simmons kit
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

and Mattel drums. And as you may have
spotted during the Trans X single's recent
heavy airplay, there's also a hit of Casio VL-
Tone on 'Living On Video', and elsewhere.
For his own part, Languirand is at pains to
point out that this is really a Jupiter 4, but
anyone who's suffered the VL1's built-in
Austrian Folk Tune a few hundred times can
usually spot one a mile off...I know 1 could.

The composer adds: 'we only used the
Oberheim a little, and the DSX sequencer
hardly at all. I usually use the CSQ600
sequencer for bass lines, but recently I've
been using the Roland MSQ700 as well, and
of course that's much more versatile.'

All the album's lead vocal credits go to
Languirand, with Laura filling in with a few
Continental -sounding interjections. And
her voice is still on the single, despite the fact
that she's left the band. 'I didn't make a lot of
changes when I remixed 'Living On Video'
earlier this year', explains Languirand. 'The
main ones were to thicken up the lead vocals
with a little bit of ADT, and to change the
drum parts. Originally they were recorded
with a TR808, but the studio has bought a
LinnDrum since then, so I overdubbed some
of the percussion.

'There was no sync track recorded orig-
inally, so obviously I couldn't lock in a very
complicated drum part to the original drums.
I ended up playing some drum fills by hand
from the LinnDrum, and I think it was quite
successful.'

As already mentioned, the band's mentor
took Trans X on tour after recording the
album, after which Laura left to he replaced
by Sylvie Daviau. 'I enjoy touring and singing
on stage', she comments. 'But I think Laura
was happier going back to modelling. Before
this I was studying in Montreal - I'd done
some studio work, but never anything like
this.'

The new vocalist is Jean -Elliott Manning,
who'd only tied up with the band a couple of
weeks before we spoke to them. 'I'd worked
with Pascal on a couple of other projects
previously', she explains, 'hut Trans X is
something new for me. I studied in San
Francisco and I was mostly involved with
Salsa music there, and that has a lot of
percussion and rhythm. I lived in France for a
while and I really wanted to he in a bilingual
environment, so Montreal was ideal. In the
time I've been there I've done a lot of
composition and produced a couple of stage
musicals.'

So doesn't the electronic pop of Trans X
come as something of a shock to the system?

'Well, it's certainly all new to me, but I'll
enjoy learning about it. I think electronic
instruments are the place to be at the
moment, so I couldn't have a better
opportunity to learn up on them.'

Manning's big treat for the night after the
interview was going to be a trip to Andrew
Lloyd-Webber's Starlight Express, since she
quotes Webber/Rice musicals as one of her
greatest influences. But was her musical input
going to change the direction of the band?
Languirand: 'I've already started writing
songs for a new album, and I'm experimenting
more this time. I had one with a really funky
beat, but it was quite coincidental that Elliott

was into exactly that sort of thing.
So how does the songsmith go about

composing in the studio?
'Usually I have a basic idea for a tune in my

head, and I write all the words later. At first I
just set up all the synthesisers and play the
tune 'live', getting as close to it as I can and
singing any words that come into my head
over the top. Then it stays more or less in the
same form when I record it with the finished
vocals.

'For the new album I want to look back a
little more to the cosmic style I used to use. I
want to integrate it more into the pop style so
I can deal with the same sort of subjects, but
in a pop format. I won't really go back to
playing cosmic music, though - this is what
I'm doing now. But I'll be able to use the
Emulator ll at Ultra -Son, using the sounds
just as pure sounds. I won't he imitating real
instruments with them: you'll be able to tell
they're sampled.'

So will the new version of Trans X he able
to tour? Will Languirand take backing tapes
on stage?

'No, I wouldn't use hacking tapes. We'd
reform a band with an extra keyboard player,
so that we'd he able to play all the songs. I'd
very much like to play in Germany, where I
spent some time and thought it was wonder-
ful. And Holland and Belgium, where we had
some success with the single, and of course
the UK.

'But it's very hard for bands to tour in
Canada itself. It takes three days to get from
one city to the next, and that makes a tour
very expensive. Sometimes you'd go and end
up playing for a hundred people as well, so
only the very big bands can do it. Even
Canadian bands like Saga, who are huge on
the Continent and particularly in Germany,
aren't very well-known in Canada and don't
tour a lot.'

After extending their stay an extra day to
fit in more interviews, the band were set to
return to Montreal to start recording the new
album, and to think about another. single.
Does Languirand feel he's under pressure now
that 'Living On Video' has been a hit?

'Not really, because the next album is more
or less finished. I've written almost all the
songs and it doesn't take very long to actually
record them. We should he putting out a
single before too long and the album will
follow it a few weeks later. Then perhaps we
can think about going on tour - if the next
single's a success.'

For someone who's gone rapidly from the
heady heights(!) of cosmic synthesiser music
to the more down-to-earth - though finan-
cially more rewarding - world of pop singles,
interviews and tours, Languirand is remaining
admirably cool. Luckily, he seems to have a
fairly stable background; his success isn't a
matter of life and death to him. And as for his
vocalists, Sylvie and Elliott, Trans X will he
fun for as long as it lasts.

And for everybody out there plugging away
with experimental styles of music and
considering making it a little more commer-
cial in order to achieve greater recognition,
Trans X have become an object lesson in how
to do it, regardless of whether their success
continues. Keep an eye on them.
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PAINTING BY
NUMBERS

Take a piece of music, sample it, analyse it, add a splash of colour
and a touch of artistic licence, and you have E&MM's most striking

front cover picture for years. But this is just the beginning.
Dan Goldstein

of long ago, a standard -issue
press release arrived at these
offices, accompanied by a

rather impressive black and
white print of some musical

video graphics. The press release has long
since disappeared underneath the heaps of
waste -paper on the Editorial desk, but I
seem to recall it carried the pretentious
headline 'Sampling plus Voiceprinting
equals A New Art Form', or words to that
effect. There was a phone number at the
bottom of the missive, so I determined to
get in touch.

The man on the other end of the line
introduced himself as Les Arnett, a freelance
designer who had completed the voiceprint
after being commissioned to produce 'a
visual representation of music' for a poster
promoting a London appearance by the
Dallas Symphony Orchestra.

'I often come over to Cambridge to do
research at Sinclair', said Arnett, 'so I'll drop
by sometime. I'll send you a duplicate
54

transparency of the voiceprint, too, so you
can see what it looks like in colour.'

He did, and we were very, very impressed.
'We normally have pics of musicians
surrounded by banks of keyboards', I

explained as Arnett sipped his first cup of
Music Maker coffee. 'But the voiceprint is
so stunning we've decided to break with
tradition - if you don't mind.'

Arnett minded not at all, and proceeded
to show us a second voiceprint, reproduced
here, that he'd just put the finishing
touches to. He was immediately interested
in E&MM and what went into its production,
which wasn't surprising, when you consider
he spent many years as an Art Editor at
several major magazine publishers. When
it got to the point where he was ultimately
responsible for the artwork of 34 monthly
titles, he threw in the towel and set up on
his own.

As a partner in a small design consultancy
called Van Der Graph, he's undertaken a
lot of design work in the commercial hi -

tech field. Prior to the voiceprinting exper-
iment, his most notable achievement was
managing to interface a modern business
computer system with an ancient '50s telex
machine using lasers, the object being to
illustrate an exhibition stand theme of
'Linking the Unlinkable'. And just to
emphasise that theme further, Arnett
divided the stand into two BBC TV stage
sets, from Fawlty Towers and Blake's Seven
respectively.

More recently, the designer has worked
on a hi -tech exhibit for the States that
involved no fewer than seven moving
holograms, and it was a Stateside connec-
tion that brought him the DSO voiceprinting
job...

'An American company called Electronic
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985



Data Systems were sponsoring the Dallas
Symphony Orchestra to come over to
Britain to take part in the American Festival
in May, and it was they who commissioned
me to produce some promotional artwork.

'Being a computer -based company that's
heavily involved in sponsoring music, they
wanted the illustration to be a very graphic
visual representation of music. John
McNulty, who collaborated with me in this
project, is a real computer expert. He has
something like 29 patents to his name in
the computer field alone, so he was
obviously a great help. But it still took us six
weeks of research just to find out what we
were going to need to make something like
this possible. We went to places like the
BBC Radiophonic Workshop and other
studios, and most people just laughed at us

when we told them what we wanted to do;
they thought we were round the bend.

'We knew you could get visuals of music
in various forms, but none of them were
actually representative of the music as it
evolved through time. They simply involved
people deciding that a certain light should
come on at a certain point in the music, so
they bore no direct relation to the music at
all.

'That was the big problem: getting a
representation of music changing through
a distance in time. Eventually, we hit upon
the process that produced these voiceprints.'

And what, precisely, is that process?
'We applied the principle of Fourier

analysis to 300 different wavelengths of
different instruments within a piece of
music. We then broke that information r>
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down and compressed it, fed it into a series
of oscilloscopes, and from those into a
Digital Equipment VAX computer for final
analysis. It's the computer that gives' you
the scored waveshapes you can see in the
finished image, but at that stage, everything
is still in black and white. It's when you get
to the Quantel system that the "art" bit
comes in, because that's the stage at which
you introduce colour. You have lots of
options: you have to reject certain wave -
shapes because they don't fit in, and you
have to decide where you want to introduce
colour and which colours you want to
introduce.

The way I did it was to give each colour
its own specific pitch range, starting with
blue for the highest frequencies. Where
you can see the colours blending together
is where more than one instrument is
occupying the same frequency range,
because obviously, musical instruments
overlap in pitch.

The whole thing took us about six
weeks to do, and the latest voiceprint has
taken us "a similar length of time. John
wrote the analysis program himself, and
the computing equipment we were using
has a very high specification. It's used in
industrial applications like stress -testing
bridges, that sort of thing. So there were no
problems accommodating the musical
frequency information. The system could
probably accommodate frequencies well
beyond what humans can actually hear, in
fact.'

But if the computing side of the process
posed Arnett and McNulty no technological
problems, the fusing together of several
technologies (music, computing, video)
caused them enough worries to last a year,
let alone the duo's six -week deadline.

'That may have been why so many
people laughed in our faces at the begin-
ning', reflects Arnett. 'We were trying to
blend several technologies that were never
really intended for that degree of inte-
gration. Each time we pushed the com-
puting side to its limits, the video was
56

pushed further on as well, and so on. That
caused us the problems, though it's also
what makes the art form unique. What
worries me is that some people will look at
what we've achieved and say "that's
fantastic - but I could do it with a marker
pen". Because you probably could achieve
something similar by fudging it, cutting out
half the processes that we went through to
achieve this. That way you'd end up with
an image that wasn't really representative
of the music at all, but unless you'd done
things properly the way we have, you
wouldn't know whether the image that
resulted wasn't a true representation of the
1812 Overture, or Bruce Springsteen, or
whatever.'

Still, Arnett can be confident that no
matter what other artists may do to his
process in the years to come, his name will
go down in the hi -tech history books as
being the first to boldly blend where no
man had blended before. And whereas
imitators may seek to short-cut their way to
artistic glory by copying his technique,
Arnett is set to stay well ahead of the pack,
simply by refusing to admit that what he's
created thus far is the limit of what can be
achieved.

'The machinery we've used has a total
cost of about f3 million, which gives you
some idea of the potential that must exist
by using it all in combination. The Quantel
system is absolutely mind -boggling. The
thing we use most is the Quantel paintbox,
and that's quite amazing in its own right,
even though it's only a small part of the
system. You're given a light pen or an
electronic airbrush, which you direct onto
the screen using a colour or colours chosen
from a palette underneath. And like I say,
that's where the artistic interpretation
comes in. We do it with the music on
headphones, so that the colours reflect the
music in some way.

'But I'm sure the current image is really
rather crude compared to what could be
done. There are two steps we want to take
on from this. The first will involve adding

another dimension to the waveform, so
that instead of it being just an x- and y-axis
form, it'll have a depth dimension as well.
With the current system, a C played on a
guitar looks pretty much the same as a C
played on a violin. When we've added
depth, we'll be able to represent the
difference in harmonic structure between
the two, and the waveform will actually
come towards you and recede into the
distance as that structure changes. That
will certainly make things more vibrant.

'The second stage is much more radical.
We've been working towards abandoning
waveforms altogether, using entirely dif-
ferent visual shapes to represent music.
We're hoping someone will finance the
development of six more voiceprints. If
they do, we'll be using a different way of
representing music in each one, so that
each one has a different visual form - like a
completely digital breakdown, for example.'

Should those half -dozen pieces of art-
work be commissioned, it'll also enable
Arnett and McNulty to help solve two
other current limitations, connected with
visuals and music respectively.

'We want to exhibit the six in different
parts of the world, but the problem we
have to get round is one of making sure the
images look as striking as they do on the
original monitor screen. You'll probably get
a load of stick from your printers over these
transparencies, because reproducing them
in print is a real problem. It's currently the
weakest link in the chain, because as with
everything else, the further away you go
from the original, the worse the image
becomes. What we hope to do when we
exhibit these is backlight them on light -
tables, so that we don't have to go any
further than film in the reproduction. There
is one colour scanning house that's currently
working on an interface between the
digital Quantel data and the scanners, so
that the printed image is a direct represen-
tation of the monitor one. But that could
still be some way off '

And the musical problem?
'So far we've had to confine ourselves to

purely classical pieces. We have looked
briefly at other forms of music, but you
need the guineas. Taking six weeks off to
investigate something costs a lot of money:
just sitting in front of the Quantel costs
1200 an hour!

'For the first image, we had to confine
ourselves to what the DSO were playing in
London, so we worked on Mahler's First
Symphony. It's described as a dirge and
that's pretty accurate. It's interesting in its
own way, but musical interest doesn't
necessarily translate into visual interest.
There are some much livelier pieces that
would have produced more striking results.
I think the second piece - which is a
representation of a Brahms violin concerto
- proves that. We've dispensed with the
musical notes and replaced them with a
picture of a violinist, which is digitised -
and totally changed - from a photograph.

'If and when we do the set of six images,
we'll be working on six totally different
sorts of music, as well as six different ways
of representing them visually. That should
confirm our suspicion that different forms
of music end up appearing in different
visual "families".'

Look forward to seeing them, then.
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OUTTAKES
The music column that treats professional offerings with the same
disrespect it offers its readers' demos. For September, Phil Oakey,

Thomas Dolby and Mark Shreeve have their heads on the chopping -block.
Tim Goodyer & Dan Goldstein

VI NIFILTAKES

In the perpetually uncertain world of popular
music, I find myself certain of one fact:
E&MM's next competition will not contain a
question concerning the bass drum/snare
drum pattern employed on the Philip
Oakey & Giorgio Moroder album. Yes, the
pattern you were all afraid to use - bass, snare,
bass, snare - is here in all its glory, bar after bar
after bar of it. As Dare was the party album of
'81, so this eponymously -titled release (on
Virgin) could be the same in 1985, what with
Side I containing a continuous 20 minutes of
dance music, complete with a liberal smatter-
ing of the now obligatory Fairlight 'Orch 4'
preset. The resemblance to the Human
League is more than passing, though this
58

release misses the lower -register Oakey
vocals that proved to be the League's
salvation on more than one occasion. The
second side dispenses with the instrumental
bridges and houses the strongest of the
album's songs, 'Be My Lover Now' is the song
in question. You've probably heard this
already as it's the current single release, but
for those who haven't, it's notable for being
blessed with an enticing melody backed up by
the most considered production job on the
album. As for the rest, predictability rules, I'm
afraid.

Predictability is one adjective you can't
apply to a compilation album from Czecho-
slovakia; Czech! Till Now You Were Alone (Old
Europa Café Records) is the first such disc to
arrive in these offices, so it was greeted with a
fair amount of curiousity. It's an independent
compilation of unsigned Czech new wave acts,
put together by an Italian, Rudolfo Protti, and
as far as we know, not freely available in its
country of origin. There are 19 (yes, I know)
bands in all, each contributing one track to
what is quite a lengthy album. The recording
sounds like a below -average fifth -generation
copy of a live bootleg, but is surprisingly
listenable nonetheless. The music has a

rawness that matches the recording quality,
but there's quite a bit of musical invention
here. Especially worthy is '20 stoleti' (20th

Century) by a band called Mama Bubo,
which interweaves synth and vocal melody
lines under reggae guitar to produce some-
thing genuinely new and inspiring. Yet even if
the music were third-rate, the compilation
would still be a remarkable achievement,
produced as it is under a regime that frowns
upon this sort of self-examination and self-
expression. More information, as well as the
album itself, from Rudolfo Protti, Via del
Maglio 8, 33170 Pordenone, Italy.

Still on an East European tack, we come to
the latest work by established British com-
poser Dave Smith. The record in question is
Albanian Summer (Practical Music), 'a 45 -
minute, one -movement, episodic, romantic,
entertaining and invigorating tour de force
inspired by the composer's visits to Albania'.
That's what it says in the sleevenotes, anyway.
In reality, the music is sensitively written, the
performances (by Jan Steele on alto sax and
Janet Sherbourne at the piano) consistently
dexterous and occasionally inspired, the
recording (by Jonty Harrison at Birmingham
University's Electroacoustic Music Studio)
beautifully clear and natural. Albanian music
incorporates elements of many different
cultures and influences yet is quite different
from any of them, and Albanian Summer
captures that individuality by showing a

healthy lack of regard for musical tradition and
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985



convention. Now and again, changes in mood
and texture are hindered by the unchanging
instrumentation. And like so many pieces that
attempt to bring a particular brand of music
away from its usual context, some episodes
are less involving than they would be in their
normal environment. It's still an engaging
record, though, especially in its more tranquil
moments, and worth tracking down.

Propaganda
`Sounds range from
sparkling digital to

filthy analogue, and
the whole thing has
been arranged with

seductive ease.'

With luck, A Secret Wish (ZTT) will be a
little more readily available than either of the
previous two releases. It's the long-awaited
first LP from Propaganda, and the wait has
been well worth it. Irresistibly pretentious,
the band don't exist in reality at all, hence
their well-earned reputation for being the
thinking man's Frankie. Most of the music -
and all the production - is the work of regular
ZTTers Andy Richards and Steve Lipson. The
list of contributing artists includes the likes of
David Sylvian, Glenn Gregory and Ian Mose-
ley, but discerning precisely where they
appear is another matter. The tracks are more
'pieces' than 'songs', but are constructed with
insight and precision, thus the vocals generally
are more atmospheric than musical - and fit
beautifully. Sounds range from sparkling
digital to filthy analogue, and the whole thing
is arranged with seductive ease. Recommen-
ded, especially if you admire the work of
Edgar Allen Poe.

Also high on the recommended list is a new
album from Man Jumping. Entitled Jumpcut
(Cocteau), it's a bold attempt to put the
compositional rigidity of systems music into a
looser, jazzier, more lyrical and more access-
ible context. The combination looks contri-
ved on paper, but on vinyl - and in the capable
hands of the band's instrumentalists - it works
a treat. The album's almost entirely instru-
mental so you won't find any singalong
material, but it does cohtain the band's
excellent last single, 'Aerotropics', amongst
its seven cuts. Heavily laden with Latin -style
percussion, brilliantly -played brass and some
disparagingly tasteful piano and synth licks, the
album has an atmosphere entirely its own. Buy
it.

MA N oWl )

High hopes were held for the new Dolby's
Cube release in advance of its arrival. After
all, this man is one of a very select breed of
brilliant producer/songwriters and a master of
modern keyboards and their sounds. A glance
at the sleeve of this one shows the Cube (in its
present incarnation) to be a collection of
talents ranging from the Brecker Brothers to
George Clinton. How disappointing, then, to
find that 'May the Cube be With You'
(Parlophone) is little more than a dancefloor
chant, and not a very good one at that.
Granted, it's bound to be fun in the right
situation, but apart from a pleasant Shakatak
piano break and the Breckers' horns doing
nicely what Dolby's Fairlight has been doing
for some time now, the single has little to
commend it. Do what you do well, Thomas,
and leave this sort of thing to those that
haven't anything better to do.

Very much better is 'Running Up That Hill'
(EMI), Kate Bush's first record release in a
Very Long Time Indeed. It's certainly odd -
sounding, but that's due mainly to the way the
instruments and (especially) that voice have
been treated; the song itself is catchy but
unremarkable. This is Bush's first single to be
available in 12" form and it works - the
shorter version pales into insignificance by
comparison. Let's have the album. And fast.

Lots of nice sonic treatments on Mark
Shreeve's 'Legion' (Jive Electro), too -
stuttering samples, wandering sequencers, a
few Fairlight presets, busy drum machines...
So much, in fact, that the single begins to
sound rather like the sort of thing NASA put
in their deep space probes to document the
state of human progress to recipient alien
civilisations. Shreeve is now free of the
technological constraints he once complained
of, but the application of his new-found
instrumental wealth is uninspired, to say the
least. The aliens discovering the probe would
learn what a dance beat is, sure enough, but
they wouldn't be given a very good lesson in
musical creativity. Most conspicuous by its
absence is a decent melody: there's nothing
here that you could go away and whistle after
hearing the record ten times, let alone once.
Back to the drawing board, Mark.

Yet more pleasant sounds on 'I Can't
Believe' (RCA), the first fruits of recent
company signing The Nightcatchers. Man
behind the faders is none other than Level 42's
Mark King, who's succeeded in making his
unmistakable, er, mark. There's certainly a lot
going on here, with sequencer, guitar and
drum patterns trading chops like kids trade
bubblegum cards. A vocoder helps the vocal
delivery on its way, but there's still a stumbling
block in the form of a worryingly awkward
lyric. The situation is eased by the contri-
bution of Nikki Leeger's backing vocal, but...
The remaining track, 'Times Are Changing' is
produced by the band themselves and, as well
as a great sequence line, possesses a few
TR808 handclaps as well as some decidedly
Frankie Goes To Hollywood vocal tricks to
commend it. My advice? Keep your eyes (and
your ears) open for this lot.

Finally, a band with an assured future.
King's latest, 'Alone Without You' (CBS) is
not a new song; the band have been churning it
out live for some time now. In his recent
E&MM interview, keysman Mick Roberts
warned us to keep an eye on the keyboards on
the 12" version of this. We did, and it's not
going to change the world, though there's no
denying there are some noises in there you
won't have heard before. But this isn't the
band's strongest song, and nor is it the 12"
version's most desirable attribute, since
there's a fresh mix of 'Love and Pride' that
proves it's still got something to say. Wait for
the appearance of one of the newer songs,
'Torture', before you get too enthusiastic.

IDEIMOTAKES
Declaring total dedication to gaining a

recording contract, a plethora of 'commercial
material', and a wealth of desirable equipment
that includes a CX5M, a DX7 and a JP6, One
Hand Clapping comprise Robert Radford
and Brian Nylon. One thing you can be sure of
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

before you even hear this tape is that these
boys are serious. No reasonable expense has
been spared, and the smallest degree of
faithlessness has been exorcised. Personally,
I'm not convinced of the alleged commercial
strengths of most of the material here, though

there is notable exception in the form of 'It's
Called Love', which would be great if it had a
less contrived and predictable chorus. The
production could do with a little more
attention to detail, too, but there's no doubt
the ideas are there...
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Anyone who knows a good chorus when
they've written it has a head start when it
comes to demos in general, and is always a
welcome inclusion in Out -Takes. Such a man is
Randy Spence who, whilst still unable to give
his TR606 drum machine the kiss of life, has
managed to make a lot happen in 'Dancing
Shoes', the uptempo half of his demo. Some
imaginative and quite original sounds from a
JX3P contribute greatly to this end. Unfor-
tunately, Spence doesn't pursue this theme on
'Ladybird', which is just too pedestrian to ever
become involving. This is probably a deli-
berate move in the interests of diversity, but
having a broad range of styles at your disposal
isn't everything. More positively, an interes-
ting aspect of this home eight -track recording
is the complete absence of any reverb, yet the
demo breathes in spite of this. Forget the
ballads, Randy, and get your dancing shoes on.

Taking the topical issue of sampling into
their own hands, Alan Wilson and Sean
McCreavy, alias Two's A Crowd, have

produced a demo that makes use of their own
Baron Sampler. Whilst this is an endlessly
commendable thing for any group of musicians
to do, the fact that you can't actually hear the
thing in action is a bit of a let -down. I'm
assured said sampler was still under develop-
ment at the time of this recording and is now
in far better shape, which go some way to
explaining things. As for the music itself, the
listed influences (they include Nik Kershaw,
Genesis and the Beach Boys) don't really make
much of an appearance, either. If there's one
thing that varied lot have in common it's
dynamics, but there's not much of that on
Two's A Crowd's demo: the DR I 10 drum
patterns just trickle along without a high or a
low point in sight. That aside, a lot of the
tracks (and there are a lot of them) are very
Genesis, and all are well recorded on a Fostex
X 15. The vocals are a mite too low in the mix
and too dry for comfort, but experience is a
wonderful thing...

Inside Out 'A
budding two-piece
making impressive

use of synth
atmospheres, layered
over neat fretless bass

and Oberheim DX
drum patterns.'

Inside Out are another budding two-
piece, making impressive use of DX7 and JX3P

to create atmospheres layered over some
neat fretless bass and Oberheim DX drum
patterns. Where the band let themselves
down is in their choruses. I know it's hard, but
a chorus is meant to contain the strongest of a
song's hooks. The verses make excellent use
of those atmospherics and are engaging
enough to carry a weak vocal - no mean feat in
itself - but the choruses cry out for more
consideration. Back on the credit side, stereo
and sequencing effects have been used
sparingly and are rnuch the better for it -
discretion at last.

Last but by no means least come QSM, a
London trio who've already pressed up
two of the songs on their E&MM demo
as a single. The first of these, 'Tell Me', is
a very catchy piece of white reggae that sees
its composers making excellent use of sam-
pled brass from a Greengate DS3. The Apple -
based sampling wonder is also responsible for
some rather tasteful drum sounds, this being
juxtaposed with an uncredited drum machine
which isn't. The single's B-side is a more
straightforward piece of sequencer -based
rock, and suffers a little from repetition and
tatty production. As for the rest of QSM's
submission, some of it could do with a bit of
tightening -up in all departments, but there's
plenty of songwriting talent here.

If you've made a demo of your own music and
fancy getting a second opinion - as well as the
chance of seeing your name in print - send it to
DemoTakes at the editorial address. Enclose as
much biographical and equipment detail as you
can, and a recent photograph if possible; the next
time you open up E&MM, you might find a
picture of yourselfstaring back at you...

5-7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE 0606 782522

OPEN 10-6 (CLOSED WEDS- BOTH BRANCHES) LATE MOW THURSDAYS

Roland Korg MASH EMT
Sequential -Akai
Ensoniq - Peavey 02TW;;E893

MAIN DEALERS V
MIKES

We are major BEYER stockists M300/M400/HM560
headph/Wireless system usually in stock

SEYMOUR DUNCAN Pickups
HOTLICKS instruction tapes

The wholesalers are based in NORTHWICH (Labtek)
so we have EVERYTHING by these two best sellers
ALWAYS AVAILABLE!! Best prices too as wet
also...

CAB SPECIAL
2 x 12 bullet ONLY £99 each suitable for
PA/Keyboard/GUITAR etc

NEW SENSATIONAL GOODIES
THAT MUST BE CHECK OUT IF

YOU ARE SERIOUS
KORG DW8000 The Polysynth of 85/86? compare
the features and the price RRP £999
KORG EX8000 The synth above less keys!

Price around £699
KORG MIDI RECORDER Too many features to list.
Write in for catalogues POA but cheap
KORG POLY 800 OK its not new any more but for a
lot less than £399? Strewth!
SEQUENTIAL'S TOM What a machine! Latin/Basic/
Contemp cartridges avail. (u £125 extra
VOX 50 Watt all tube 1 x 12 NEW AMPLIFIER

RRP £399 Sagudieollrite!

NEW AND SECONDHAND -
AND WE BUY FOR CASH!

The following usually in stock but phone for
availability & prices.
Roland Juno 6/60, JX3P, 106, Jupiter 4/6/8/8a
Korg Plysix/Poly6-1/MonoPoly/EX800/Poly
800/DW6000 etc
Yamaha DX21/9/7/RX15/11/21 etc

S/H KEYBOARDS
Yamaha CS01 £69
Yamaha CS5 £99
ARP Axxe £99
ARP SOLUS £149
ARP ODYSSEY £299
ARP PROD GX £149
OCTAVE KITTEN £99
OCTAVE CAT £149
MOOG ROGUE £129
MOOG PRODIGY I £150
MOOG PRODIGY II £199
MOOG OPUS 3 £345
YAMAHA SK20 £299
SCi 64 Sequencer £125
SCI PRO! £235

CLEARING STOCK
Technics SK100 Port KB £299
Fender Rhodes 88 (powered) £499
Oscar (Midi) £499
SCi Sixtraks £599
SCi Sixtraks S/H £499
SCi Drumtraks (incl. 3 extra chips) £699
Siel DK80 xdem £499
Korg Poly 800 xdem (Black keys) £349
Yamaha RI000 reverb xdem £399
Yamaha CE20 FM preset KB £345
Yamaha PS25 port KB £289
Yamaha S250X PA ABS (pr) £599
Yamaha CP20 El piano £345
Roland PR800 Drum Comp (Midi) xdem £250
Roland GR300 S/H Gtr Synth POA
Roland MIDI Box £39
GR700 Gtr Synth xdem £1199
Roland G707 Syn Gtr xdem £499
Roland MKB 1000 xdem £699
Roland MKS10 Piano Mod xdem £399
Roland MSQ 100 xdem £399
Roland SBX 80 (boxed) £599
Roland TR606/TB303 £150 ea.
Sequential's Multitracker xdem £799

UDIOS)
END OF GT. MOOR ST.

BOLTON, LANCS.

GUITARS
Weston Concord I still only £99
Westone Concord III £179
Westone Prestige 250 very cheap
Aria Pro II RS Bass £179
Aria Pro II SB ElI (wh) £345
Aria Pro II SBEIII POA
Aria Pro II SBSpell £245
Ibanez Road Star Range from £179
Gordon Smith GSI £150
Gordon Smith Gypsy II £279
Gordon Smith Galaxi (WHITE!) £499
Gordon Smith Gypsy Bass (rd) £299
Yamaha SG200 (Wh) £189
Yamaha SGI300T £399
Yamaha SG2000 £499
Yamaha SG3000S (wine red) £599
VOX White Shadow Bass £179
VOX White Shadow F/Less £169
Daion 6/12 twin neck acoustic
Schecter Tele S/H as new POA
Fender Strats S/H usually in stock
Squier Strats/Bullets in stock

MIXERS/RACK FX
SECK 12:2 £479
SECK 18:8:2 POA
Starsound in stock
Ibanez GEI502 graphic £169
Ibanez UE5OR (chorus/an. delay/comp combined in
one mains unit) £199
Ibanez UE303B (comp/chorus/auto wah combined
in one box) £199
Ibanez HD1000 £299
Ibanez DM2000 £299
Racks with wheels £99
Korg SDD 1000/2000 in stock

BASS PEDALS
Schepers RB100 midi here at last £279
Korg MKB MIDI xdem £299
EKO K2 self generating £239
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The Prophet 2000 digital sampling keyboard has arrived!
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FANTASTIC NEWIE Roland PRODUCTS NOW IN STOCK!

ROLAND DIGITAL DRUM SYSTEM
NOW WITH FANTASTIC NEW SOUNDS

State of the Art Sounds and
performance DDR30 drum
module has PCM sound,
sophisticated editing + MIDI in
and out. All pads natural feel
and fully touch sensitive.

IN STOCK NOW!!
£1395

ROLAND SRV2000 STEREO
DIGITAL REVERB £1199

INCREDIBLE SOPHISTICATION UNBELIEVABLE PRICE

MIDI Controllable - Totally Programmable 99s Delay!
Rolands new SRV2000 Digital Reverb offers a unbeatable new market leader in digital
reverberation! With the worlds first MIDI controllable unit. Look at these features and

compare the competitors price! 24 memories! Parametric E0 control for room size PRG
delay. Gate/Damping, Rev time MIDI + 6 integrated display, stereo otput of up to

99 seconds! Many other features!

IN STOCK NOW!!

J,rrtnitm
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TR727 DIGITAL
MIDI

PERCUSSION
COMPOSER

Rolands new TR727 continues their
fantastic success in low price, a high quality rhythm
unit featuring real and step time, 69 patterns, MIDI,

graphic display, independent outputs, memory expansion
cartridge. New TR727 percussion sounds include Bongos, Conga,

Timbace, Agog, Cabasa, Maramba, Whistle, Uuisada and Tubular Bell!!

IN STOCK NOW!! £465

MKB1000 MKB300
MIDI KEYBOARD

CONTROLLER

MKB1000 & MKB3000
WITH FREE STANDS (AND

FLIGHT CASES WORTH
OVER £300

SPECIAL OFFER!!

MKS80
SUPER JUPITER
MIDI 8 VOICE MODULE

£1589

MKS20 PLANET
POLYSYNTH MODULE

£769

TR808
78721
7%06
CR8000
CRS000
PRI10
BOSS RMI(100
NEW Electronic kit

BOSS MICRORACK SERIES
Range includes
111:10-10 Digital Delay £175
RCL-10 Compressor linter E110
RBF 10 Ranger £110
RPH 10 Phase! E110
RGE-10 Graphic EO £110
IN STOCK NOW!!

KEYBOARDS
All Keyboards include tree stand!

CHOP stand 01150
CHOP i PG800 slang ti299
.1)(3P r slang
JUNO 106 stand r899
JP8 r slang £1999
56101 I MGS £225
JUNO 60 £599
JP6 £999
MKS 1000 master MIDI controlter £9991!
M48300 master MIDI comoller £5990
MIS remote keyboard £3950

AMPS
120 Alt chorus

fiC

cnorus
; aaz'a

CUBE6076 keyboard.
SUPERCUBE 40 lead
SUPERCUBE 60 lead.......
SUPERCUBE

lee1a0d0 IcedSPIRIT
CUBE 40 chorus
CUBE 60 chorus

BOSS DSD2 DIGITAL
SAMPLER/DELAY

Continuing BOSS's remarkable market
domination. The new DSD2 offer the
worlds first portable battery powered
sampler delay in a compact pedal.
Equally versatile as a sampler or delay
featuring 200 to 800 milliseconds in
sample MIDI with pitch variation and
overdub facility! Incredible!!

IN STOCK NOW!!
£175

ROLAND PIANO PLUS 50/100
MIDI ELECTRONIC PIANOS

Rolands New Series or HP100/50 electronic Pianos otter 4 superb
new sounds with the MIDI connection, 76 keys stereo, key

transpose. built-in speaker. chorus and win touch sensitivity and
MIDI channel program assigns capability make an ideal budget MIDI

keyboard controaer, as well as a piano

IN STOCK NOW

C475
E299

E2
C211

15
1199
Eng
E329
£139
£199
r259

BOSS BARGAINS
002 1135
DR110.

CE3 E115

8F2
CE300
093

PG2
NA5

0502 sarepie

£1115

£99
E49
£49
E59

£175

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER

100y
tn. sw

No No
No ty

No so
No.

ROLAND GUITAR SYNTHS
- GR707 & G700

The worlds 1st and only MIDI gutter system.
IATIR a chooce o15 guitars or custom It your
awn Duda,. Feted by experts!! Call for tnloc

LIMITED OFFER £1795

6

SEQUENCERS
25060
MS0700
1450100
MCC
CMU800
CMU802
T13303

£990
£8290

£399
0399!!

£99
£49!!

PA & EFFECTS
SOE1000 £325
SDE3000 £399
DE200 £799
50E2500 new 9101 E299
All above available includtnc De. Sound

[PHONE.
01490
01860
£199!

£13990.

Sample hardware titled
SS140 PA speakers
55760 PA speakers
S5190 PA speakers
SRA2000 Modal revert

SUPERDEALS! ALL
EX -DEMO OR S/H

JX8P t PG800 ex den E1195
JUNO 106 sin E595
16909 £250
11111118 E250
950100 sequencer ex der [350
JSOCO sequencer £79
MC4B E399
R91200 mixer £495!
RM1600 mixer £695'

DRUM MACHINES
10707 E465

E250
£4155

£185
£299
£249
£125
£49

£1699

GUITAR SYNTHS
GR300 SH303 £7501i
GR300 I GR808 £79511
GR300 6207 £595"
G6300 6505 E6950
GR300 £295
011700 £1395!!
0701 £6500
6707 GO /00 package 01 799

CALL FOR
EXTRA SPECIAL

SUMMER PRICES

SPECIAL PACKAGE
OFFER

G303+ G707

£595!!
ONLY A FEW LEFT

GR300 GUITAR SYNTH
FLOOR UNIT £295!!

TR606/TB303
PACKAGE £299!!

MC202 £175!!
MIDI MC4B+ OP8M

£399!!

JUNO 106 POLYSYNTH

THE WORLD'S BEST SELLING ANALOG SYNTH!!
NOW ONLY

£6991!
MIDI - 128 MEMORIES

JX8P TOUCH
SENSITIVE POLYSYNTH

Rolands Orand New Digital Analogue Polysynth with optional
P0800 Programmer

AVAILABLE NOW JX8P £1165

1 RI >10141044
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TR707/TR727
PACKAGE £925
INC FREE CATALOGUE
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YAMAHA GRADE 1 HIGH TECH DEALE
DX21 IN STOCK NOW
E699!1

. ..........
the art data storage, the most
powerful yeti 8 Polyphonic
channels, built in disc drive with
one megabyte storage (80,000 notes!) Extremely sophisticated

RX21
IN STOCK

NOW!
£249!

.....
IONNON ON OM ONO

DX5 IN STOCK NOW £2999
Digital programmable synthesizer. State of
the art performance yet affordable! 76 Key
velocity sensitive with aftertouch 16
Note Polyphonic (dual) or 2 note Poly
(single) 128 Memories, 6 x 2
operators 32 Algorythms!
Split channels! MIDI 8
parameter digital EQ!

QX1 MEGA
SEQUENCER
Incredibly sophisticated state of

editing. Best Yet! £2499

REV -7 IN STOCK NOW £1199
Yamaha break the price price
performance barrier with the

brand new REV -7! 19" rack mount unit with remote, simulates any reverb
characteristics! New LSI chips give up to 15 early relections and 99.9
milliseconds of initial delay. Parametric EQ. MIDI, 30x presets, stereo
60 user memories!!!

TX7 FM TONE
GENERATOR

DX7 half price!! Almost! All the
functions of the worlds best
selling synth in a compact
keyboard controlled through

polyphonic, 32 memories, LCD display' Low Price' £699MIDI! 6 Operators, 16 note

TX816/TX812 FM TONE
GENERATOR SYSTEM
System of the future now' 8DX7s in a
rack creating unbeatable versatility.
32 voices per module individual MIDI
channel assign. TX8 12 ideal starter
with two modules and rack expandable with additional TF1 modules'

£4199
QX7 DIGITAL
SEQUENCE RECORDER
Yamaha continues the fabulous X7
range with an incredibly cheap poly,

MIDI sequencer, 2 track, 16 MIDI

channel sequencing in real or step

time! MIDI in and out, Storage! Editing!

Just like a mold track but with digital

"'""' £499

KX88 REMOTE MIDI KEYBOARD
Yamaha invent the ultimate in MIDI remote keyboards! Light and
portable yet full of features' 88 notes wood keys, beautiful feel'
19 different control effects 192 parameter change possibilities.
THE ULTIMATE

MT44D 4 TRACK
Yamaha have completely redesigned the popular MT44 system with
sharp new looks and many new
features, LED Display, 6 input mixer,
new patchbay etc.

£799

202 NEW KINGS ROAD.
FULHAM LONDON SW6
OPP. PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE

TEL 01-731 5993
01-736 4771

10 BADDOW ROAD
CHELMSFORD. ESSEX
TEL 02.45-352490

Instant Credit Available.

104 106 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH
HANTS
TEL 0705-820595

85 ST. MARY S STREET.
SOUTHAMPTON. HANTS
TEL 0703-26798

RX11
PCM DRUMS

£599

RX15
PCM DRUMS

£399

KX5
REMOTE KEYBOARD

11111111111111111111

£199

111

YAMAHA CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER
NOW WITH NEW SOFTWARE!! RX EDITOR!! REAL TIME

RECORDER!! DISC DRIVE!! PRINTER!! PLAY CARD READER!!
AND MUCH MUCH MORE!!

PRINTER
£269

DISC DRIVE
£399

YAMAHA SPECIAL OFFERS

PF10
PIANO

£449

D1500
MIDI DIG. DELAY

£299

R1000
DIGITAL REVERB

£499

TX7/QX7
PACKAGE

£999

SG300
GUITAR

£659
04,

PLAYCARD
£79

SE200
GUITAR

£115

SG1300T
GUITAR

£345

SG200
GUITAR

£145

SG1000
GUITAR

£289
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IN STOCK!! THE SOUND SENSATION OF 85!!
INCREDIBLE FEATURES! SUPER PRICE

Ensoniq introduce the Mirage the first integral touch sensitive sound sampler at a realistic
price! Look at these features:

* Five octave velocity sensitive keyboard * 8 voice polyphonic * 16 different samples
across the keyboard * Up to 8 second samples * 4 user samples split across the
keyboard * On board MIDI sequencer * On board 3.3" floppy disk drive * 4 sounds per
disk * MIDI in/out

ENSONIQ MIRAGE

C. IN STOCK NOW!!!
KORG

DW6000 PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL
WAVEFORM SYNTHESIZER

A digital synthesizer that responds like a musical instrument, Songs new
DW6600 offers advanced digital sound quality with easy to use analog

processing and contrail,' r MIDI interface. Look at these features' 6 voice
69 memories complete Sound generation through har110MCS synthesizer

encoded in 2 x256 ROM chips. 2 oscillators with 8 waveforms each.

INCREDIBLE PRICE £699!!

KORG POLY 800

The powerful new
MULTITRACK
fully touch sensitive
polysynth
on board powerful sequencer

Introducing TOM
The state-of-the-art
Digital drum machine

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
£795!!

£499!!

INCREDIBLE FUTURE MUSIC SUMMER SALE PRICE ON
SEQUENTIAL

MAX £395! SIXTRACKS £495 DRUMTRACKS £595
LIMITED OFFER!

AKAI
AKAI'S FANTASTIC RACK SOUND SAMPLER

NOW IN STOCK!

NEW SOUND SAMPLE LIBRARY
- IN STOCK!!

AKAI MG1212
The incredible 12 channel Integral reverb on
1/2 cassette tape SMPTE version soon

NEW LOW PRICE

*Up to 8 seconds sample time
*6 note velocity sensing
thru MIDI

*Quick disk storage system
*Pre recorded sound library

M3L J 1,-CZ5000 NOW IN STOCK £8991.
CZ101 AND Z1
Casio's world
beating CZ1000
now available
with full
size keys

SZ1 DIGITAL
SEQUENCER
Real or step time
MIDI, RAM cartridge
4 track 1800 notes

CZ101 £345 * CZ1000 £495
WITH FREE AS10 KEYBOARD AMP 1'

£345

KORG
DW8000 8 -VOICE POLYSYNTH

64 MEMORY
VELOCITY SENSITIVE

£1199!!

..... . .

SQD-1 MIDI
RECORDER &
QUICK DISC

099!!

,SIMMONS,
FANTASTIC NEW PRODUCTS FROM THE WORLDS

LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION!

SDS9 COMPLETELY REDESIGNED 5 PIECE
KIT WITH MANY NEW FEATURES

*Snare drum has two pick-ups gives rim
shot on cross stick as well as 3 digital snare
sounds
* MIDI in and out

SDS series 1000
SDS200
SDS400
SDS800

SDS64

Add a Simmons system to your kit! Now with
SOS Series 800 you can add a 4 piece kit at
fanulous affordable prices.

All new software for programming Simmons
from Commodore 64 into trigger inputs
terrific graphics.

£59

ALSO IN STOCK

SDS1 SDS7
Simmons digial drum The worlds leading digital
complete with choice of drum synth complete with
EPROM £249 Library sounds stands with free BD pedal of
824 your choice E1995

SDS8
BARGAIN!

£549

11111111.

SDSEPB
Simmons revolutionsl digital
sound sampler for SDS1 and
SDS7 £390
6 pack EPROM P99
Eraser £39
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JUST IN!! THE FANTASTIC NEW FOSTEX A80 SYSTEM!

Fostex

FOSTEX B16 16 TRACK SYSTEM
PACKAGE!! B16 + SECK 18/8/2

Join the personal multitrack revolution with Future Music
16 track package deals!! The worlds most successful
16 track recorder on 1/2" tape. Call for up to date current
deals on the Seck package and 8 other 816 mixer

packages!!!

FOSTEX X15 £279!

202 NEW KINGS ROAD,
FULHAM, LONDON SW6
OPP. PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE

TEL 01-731 5993
01-736 4771

10 BADDOW ROAD.
CHELMSFORD ESSEX
TEL 0245-352490

Instant Credit Available.

A80 8 TRACK * A20 2 TRACK * 450 MIXER
LOOK AT THESE INCREDIBLE NEW FEATURES!!
* REDESIGNED COSMETICS WITH BARGRAPH METERS
* SMPTE TIMECODE TRACK * DOLBY C
* IMPROVED SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO + 20DB
* RECORD ON ALL 8 TRACKS LIVE
* MIDI INTERFACE FOR CONTROLLING SYNTHS ON
* NEW 4050 AUTOLACTER AND 4030 SYNCHRONISER!
* COMPLETELY REDESIGNED COSMETICS AND ROUTING SYSTEM

* BAR GRAPH INTEGRAL METERS
* PRE AND POST 3 BAND PARAMETRIC EQ
* IN LINE MONITORING * INPUT SOLO
* 2 AUX SENDS * PHANTOM POWERING

4050 AUTOLOCATOR 4030 SYNCHRONISER

4030 SYNCHRONISER

4035 SYNC

CONTROLLER

For use with A80, A20 and B16 models!!! Incredible features!!
* Autoloctor has digital LED display and is totally programmable
(minutes, seconds, bars, notes!!) Tempo change in realtime
* SMDTE time code * MIDI * Computer interface synchroniser
will lock AVD10 to audio or audio to video! Optional 4035
controller!! All new and unbeatable value!

104-106 ELM GROVE.
SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH
HANTS
TEL 0705-820595

185 ST. MARY'S STREET.
SOUTHAMPTON. HANTS
TEL 0703-26798

HOME RECORDING & PERSONAL MULTITRACK
* FOSTEX * REVOX * AKAI * YAMAHA * SECK * RAM * SOUNDTRACS * ALLEN & HEATH *

E499ISIC SCOOP
POP
PORCH

EM

ASEH

MASTER
MA

O
2 STEREO

CHINEMITED

OFFER

RECORDERS
FOSTEX MODEL A80 £1574.00

YAMAHA M744D £398.00
AKAI MG1212 ...£5399.00
REVOX 877 EMS 00

MIXERS
DYNAMIC 16.8.2........£985.54

AHB 16 8 2 .£1595.00

AIM CMC 24.........._.12750.00

BOSS MO. E325.00
BOSS EIX600 E125 00

MONITORS
TANNOY Station%...,..£145.00
TANNOY Oxfords .......E225.00
YAMAHA N510........ E199.00
YAMAHA S 10X E69.00
YAMAHA S20X F110.00

POWER NAPS
QUAD 303 179.00

ROLAND SRA1200
ROLAND SRA2400
ROLAND S004800

DIGITAL REVERS
YAMAHA R1000 £47500
YAMAHA Rev 7 01199.00
YAMAHA Rev 1 £7588.00
ROLAND SR02000 n375 DO

SPRING REVERS
Gt British Spring ...£m.54
ACCESSIT Stereo Rev_ E132.00
FOSTEX 3180 Stereo £340.00

1209.00
C311a.W

..S725.00
E11150

NOISE GATES
ACCESSIT Noise Gate ....E52.00
DRAWMER Noise Gate 11315.00

COMPRESSOR/Malan
DRAWMER Compressor Limiter

E395.00
FOSTEX 3070 Comp/WM

C249.00
YAMAHA OG2020 E229.00
ACCESSIT Compressor £52.54
BOSS Micro Rack
Comp/Len/Exp/Gate _1115.00

DIGITAL DELAYS
ROLAND 0063000.......£795.03
ROLAND SDE1000......E395.00

ROLAND 50125000 MIDI
E585.00

YAMAHA 01500 MIDI E560.00
BOSS DE200 I275.00
BOSS CE300 CHORUS C230.00
IBANEZ HD 1000 £325.00
BOSS MICRO RACK DIG DELAY

E179.00

GRAPHIC EC
FOSTEX OuN 10 band E199.00
ROLAND SE01331 31 hand

£34500
ROLAND 5E0315 2.15 band

E395.00
YAMAHA 020312x 31 band

E399.00

YAMAHA 001031 31 band
F229.00

BOSS Mere Rack Graphic Eq
E115.00 I

MICROPHONES
AUDIO YECHNICA
BEYER

AKG
ELECTROVOICE

TAPE SYNC
ROLAND CHU802 Tape sync

E49.00
ROLAND 5EIX80 Sync box

E095.00
SYNC 24. MIDI. SMPTE

CALL
FOR

PRICES

 ..... I
* TANNOY * JBL * QUAD * ACCESSIT * BOSS * ROLAND * DRAWMER * BEYER * AKG *

SUPERSALE!! ALL ITEMS EX -DEMO OR S/H!WIMA45411.1)00:
ELECTRIC GUITARS OUTBOARD EQUIPMENT
Gibson Vh Les Paul &lux Wh..

G-3000 New..
Ibanez Nommen (Achvel.
New Squire &rats New!!..................
New Spier Wntage Tele Nevin

Ibanez AR 100 sill
Squier '62 Precision Bass
Kramer Semi Fretless Bass ...........

SB Special II Bass

Lado Custom Electric s/h
Ovation Steel Strung 00019..
Yamaha F6-340 Acous

£499 C
Boss

dal Delay E .Dem. ..E130 F
xvvIlt `,

Fostex D
Roland RE -201 Space Echo s/h. ries C

1,99 Roland SDE-2000 Delay + Roland Aboard
1215 C Sam ter £495 C
122, C Yamaha Ft- 1000 Revert. E499 A

£199 C Ashly Compressor Newn E345 F
1150 C Ashly Noise Gate NeedT. £295 F
£199 C Washburn Solid Acous.... .......E225 C

F249 C
F245 C

£499 C
£275 C
£125 C
£135 C

der Squier 52 PeetiSlan PS

Spirit 1E1Acous

Ibanez 750 Bass
Ibanez RB 924 Bass

1

ow ............ westope gr.,ion g F175

a Hondo Formula II_ El

Fender USA Stmt....L.. F299
Aria Prole Zoom.. £1

°Ile 'Strat El

S/H Jedson LP Copy .... . £

:::s S/H Aria LP COPY... El
Inane: 06150 Semi £235

SEQUENCERS
Roland MS0-100 Ex Demo
Roland JSO 60 Ex 0B

Simmons SDS-6 Ex Demo
Roland 14C -4B.

Oberheirn DSC Newn
Roland Digital Sequencer PR -800 ..

5210 S KEYBOARDS
2249 P Rhodes 88 with amp

69.00 S ARP OMNI Strings etc
00 SC Korg klicro Preset

0.3.011 5 Korg MS10
.00 S Oterhiem OBX

15.00 S Crurnw Piano
19.00 S SH101
79.00 S
75.00 S

.00 S Yamaha P55

E125
..0149 BBC + Opus Drive + EMR Software mdern

£125
E999
E395 RManO MC -48. 095 A
E599 Yamaha CS -5 (Japanese van). 1299 A

....E149

C

R.."606 ," ELECTRONIC KITS

.0125.00 C

.099.00 C

..E0fIers C
..E175.00

Technics Digital Plano E499.00
Wurliter Piano .1299.00 P
Harnrnond )(1T- GAB 33E79990 F
Casio laTe00 .E149.00 F
Casio M145 . E85.00 F

000/001 PV10 Dec. Piano Now S

Roland R6201. 2245.00 S
£199 S

Korg MM 25 Micro Monitor £75.00 S
Custom Sound Cub revert 30 ................£79.03 S
Simmons SUSS with soft pads ex demo EOFFERS ,

COMPUTER MUSIC

Simmons SDS-6 Sequencer
Simmons Cym Mod.

Ted Digisound Modules single
Ted Digisound ModuNs duo....... .

Simmons 000-5 Softpad New ..

AMPS
Badger Minuet _ 33_3.3
Badger Downbeat

Fender Sidekick 30 Bass
Fender Sidekick 50 Bass .............

FSmdiv lead
Fniee'r

Ohm Tramp Lead
HI -Watt 100w Top s/h

£750 C
£545 A
E999 C

EPOA C
E695 A
.E99 A
£125 A
E899 S

C

0149 C
E125 CS

E175 COP
£159 C
E275 C
E225 C
.E95 C
.095 C
299 C

ACOUSTIC DRUMS
Yamaha 9000 Red New. .01 199 C
Gretsch 5 p.tecem(RaFit E599 C

isNatalte3P Go Ng

1295 C
E495 C

liVnwieg Prop-Is3welt /melee,: E499 SrgsrE449 S
Sonar Phonic 27.16". 10' 17 13
14' sus SP 441fr
Rogers XP8 7 piece

DRUM MACHINES
Laney 100w Slave.. .E75 C 4,01

MXR Digital Drums RRP £1 200! exclaim E385 C Kustom 1.15 Bass Bins with BeCts0vOICe
ON C r,o

Roland CR.8000.
Roland TR-606 P105 C Fender Gassman Compact ..4785 C
Kong 0061-220 Percussion £115 A Session 1 x 12 New!! ......027 A
Synconics 175 A
Drumulatoe .
Korn DDM-110 + DOM-220... E475 A

£45900 S Korg KPR77

4p

..£475 Soo V e 0if ,09.
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HANDLE WITH CARE
Seat Q10 in the London Coliseum,
while affording a perfect view of
the sand -covered set of Philip
Glass' third opera Akhnaten, would
have held one drawback to any-

body used to appreciating the amplified
outpourings of the Philip Glass Ensemble. It
was just too quiet. Even the climactic
moments of the third act paled into insignifi-
cance compared to, say, Tangerine Dream's
tuning -up procedure.

Never mind. We're here to listen to the

music, and there's plenty of it - three acts,
each around 40 minutes long and introducing a
couple of musical innovations to the Glass
repertoire. One of these comes in the first
act, a hectic percussion passage that marks
the ascent to the Egyptian throne of
Amenhotep, who swiftly renames himself
Akhnaten to signify his belief in a single God:
Aten, the sun. Akhnaten, played by Chris-
topher Robson and bizarrely made-up with
bald wig and false breasts (apparently, the
man had some hormonal problems which

Akhnaten Christopher Robson in the title role during the ENO's presentation

Photography Clive Barda

Systems music composer
Philip Glass' taste remains
as refreshingly catholic as

ever, but the London
performances of his latest
portrait opera, Akhnaten,

were disappointing.
Annabel Scott

Ancient Akkadian isn't equipped to describe),
delivers Glass' repeated arpeggios in English,
Akkadian and Hebrew at a surprisingly high
pitch. Higher, in fact, than that of the female
players (Sally Burgess and Marie Angel) who
take the parts of spouse Nefertiti and mother
Queen Tye respectively.

Backstage before the show's commence-
ment, the composer is talking background
into the Walkman. Akhnaten is his third
'portrait opera' in less than a decade, but as the
world's best-known writer of systems music,



Glass is a lot more prolific than that
statement might suggest. In addition to his
operatic activities, Glass' 1985 will witness
an album of songs written in collaboration
with Laurie Anderson, Paul Simon and
David Byrne among others, a soundtrack for a
Paul Shrader film by the name of Mishima,
and a sprinkling of other works in the theatre
and ballet fields. Obviously, each of these
projects has its own set of artistic and
commercial raisons d'être, but why Akhnaten?

'The Stuttgart Opera had commissioned a
piece, and I'd decided while writing Satyagraha
(which portrays Mahatma Gandhi's early life
in South Africa) to write a third portrait
opera. Now they've decided to do the three
portrait operas in the Spring of '87, which is
very ambitious. They're doing a new version
of Einstein on the Beach, which deals with
science, while Satyagraha is about politics and
Akhnaten is about religion. I don't intend to
do any more portrait operas, though.'

In fact, Akhnaten -is the first large-scale
Glass piece to be put on in London, though
his Ensemble has played at The Dominion
and at Sadler's Wells previously. Why the
delay?

'Well, it's all money, isn't it? And having
an opera company committed enough to put
it on. It's good, if not vital, to have a
company with a real commitment to playing
the piece. I first spoke to Lord Harwood
(English National Opera bigwig) two or three
years ago. He was interested in Satyagraha,
but then he came to Houston and saw
Akhnaten. Some of the singers were European,
and it was the latest work, so it seemed the
best piece to do. Also, quite a lot of it is in
English whereas Satyagraha is entirely in
classical Sanskrit, because the spoken text of
Akhnaten is always delivered in the language
of the country in which it's performed.'

So is Akhnaten a straight classical piece?
'There's a DX7 in the orchestra which I've

written a short solo for, but from the point of
view of the music I've done in the past -
working with the synthesiser ensemble - it's
very trad, because it's written for a repertory
opera company. But it appears very different
to the people playing it, partly because it
requires so much endurance and stamina. In
fact, it's an unusual orchestra - Akhnaten is a
counter -tenor and the orchestra has no
violins, just violas, cellos, basses, a lot of
percussion and the synth. So all the high
voices and low strings make it a very dark
piece, which I like.

'Because. Akhnaten doesn't have a large
orchestra, the synthesiser helps to smooth
out some places where the wind and brass
parts don't get much time to breathe. I wrote
the piece in '83 and I've found different ways
to do that now, so I don't use it any more. But
in the studio we usually have a synthesiser
doubling the brass parts, or some Emulator
strings underneath the real ones. That's what
I call extended instrumentation - synthesisers
doubling acoustic parts to give them more
power.'

Time to spoil the plot, Michael. After the
enthronement of the first act and a ritual
bathing scene accompanied by the most
lyrical solo of the opera (a beautifully
repetitive oboe 'loop'), the second act
chronicles Akhnaten's destruction of the old
pantheon of gods, represented by giant
mummies standing at the centre of the stage.
Taking their place is a huge sun -symbol
which hangs at the back of the stage, and
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

Glass High technologyv biggest 'serious music' champion

Akhnaten calls out to the sun as he ascends a
huge ladder to try to reach it. The act closes
on this note, and in the final act, Akhnaten's
downfall begins.

Isolated in his city of the sun, Akhnaten
sings to his six daughters and ignores pleas
from his advisors for, guidance on the
problems of the country. Gradually, the
chorus from outside the city builds up and the
people of Egypt appear, to kick down the
walls of sand which have been built to
represent the city of the sun. Texts spoken in
English emphasise how far Akhnaten has lost
touch with his society, and the final scenes
take us forward to the present day, where
we're presented with a group of tourists
littering the remains of his abandoned city.
After their departure, the ghosts of Akhnaten,
Nefertiti and Tye reappear to play for one last
time among the ruins.

At this point the action comes to an abrupt
halt, and looking through the libretto, it
becomes clear that all the complex pieces of
stageplay that characterised earlier produc-
tions have been removed. There's no final
stately funeral procession, no royal balcony
appearance, no heavenly land of Ra. In fact,
the lack of variation in the set lets the music

Photography Annie Liebowitz

down badly, and makes it difficult to follow
the course of the action - itself intentionally
episodic.

So we're left with little but the music
which, despite the percussion and some
synthesiser brass effects, is not Glass' most
powerful. It isn't just the lack of volume.
Most of the material is listenable, sure
enough, but only at two or three points do we
encounter huge, shifting chord patterns such
as those in Koyaanisqatsi (Glass' soundtrack
for Godley Reggio's film of the same name),
or compelling solo passages like those of
Glassworks or, indeed, Satyagraha. Perhaps a
front -row seat would have made a difference,..
but the fact remains that the staging is
disappointing, emphasising what the music
lacks, rather than what it achieves.

The performance is a sell-out, as all the
others at the Coliseum are, and those that
miss Akhnaten miss the chance to hear Glass
in a lyrical, rather than overtly technological,
frame of mind. For this writer, it's Glass'
excursions into the latter territory that make
more rewarding listening.

That said, if anybody wanted to pay my air
fare to Stuttgart in Spring '87, you'd have
trouble holding me back.



MIDIC
The Intelligent MIDI Processor

Interface any MIDI equipment to any computer
with RS232 communications.

May be used "stand alone" for live keyboard or
sequencer processing. Any MIDI keyboard may
be used as a master keyboard with features only
found on top range models: Transpose, Filter,
change Channel, split or overlay the keyboard
and control expanders and effects. Sixteen
different assignments may be stored with
optional battery backup.
Reviewed in July E&MM. Full details on
request.

MIDIC 1.1 10K £300
with Battery Backup £350
P&P (UK) £6

RS232 cables for most popular computers £15

NEW:
MIDI Controllers for AMS15-80S or Yamaha
REV -1. p.o.a.

Manufactured and distributed by:

HINTON
INSTRUMENTS

168 Abingdon Road, Oxford, OX I 4RA, England
Tel: Oxford (0865) 721731

the ospar digital synt iser

Features:

 analogue and/or digital
voicing  24 harmonic waveform

construction  36 sound memory
location s fully programmable  powerful dual

VCF  monophonic/duophonic operation  versatile
performance controls  1500 event sequencing

 12 sequences and 10 sequence chains s MIDI - In, Out

and Thru I MIDI channel assignment  tape dump & load.

CHROMATIX, OAK ROAD, LONDON W5, ENGLAND, or for further details call 01-567 3623.
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Introducing the

NENE MUNN
NEON NOMMEN
NOME ENEMEN
MENOMONEEOMMMEN NENE MOEN MEMNON OMEN NOMMENNIEN
MEMO MONNE MOEN MEMO MENNEEMON
MEMO MENNEMENEMENEME NENEMM EMMEN
MEMO EMENNEMENNOMMENNEMENEME MONNE
NOME MENEMENNEMENEMENEMENE EMMEN

5-DRU
ncludes, control module, stand,

stage pads, leads and carry case.
MULTI-KLONE SYNTH MODULE £195
an be played using the five tap buttons

NOMMEN MEMNON MENEMMENNEN MONNE. MEMEMEMM...... MENEMENE EMMEN
MENEM MUNE MOEN MEMO NENE 

MENEMEMENNEMEEEN
MEMENEMENEENNE
MENNEMENEMENNEN
OMEN MENOMMEMEN Drum Synthesizer

HONKY-TONK MUSIC
300-302 LONDON ROAD, HADLEIGH, ESSEX. SOUTHEND (0702) 553647



Almost anyone who's worked with Yamaha's
ground -breaking series of Frequency Modulation
synths will have come across the name of John
Chowning, the founding father of FM's musical
applications. For some years now, he's been
director of the Centre for Computer Research in
Music and Acoustics at Stanford University in
California, but currently he's on sabbatical at
IRCAM in Paris - just a short hop across the
water from August's British Music Fair. The BMF
seemed an ideal opportunity to get the lowdown
on a chunk of music technology history, to

discover what he's working on now - and to find
out what the man's really like 'in the flesh'. In
fact, far from being a lofty academic, Dr
Chowning proved to be a modest, approachable
and above all open-minded man, with plenty of
enthusiasm for the latest trends in music

technology. But first things first...
I can't imagine many people know that much
about you, so let's start with some background.

My background is all musical, and my
training rather traditional. However, I played
and had a lot of interest in jazz for a number of
years when I was younger, in which context I
played the drums. I became interested in
composition while I was at college in
Wittenburg, Ohio, and gained a degree in
70

talk
As part of their British Music Fair activities,
Yamaha brought FM synthesis inventor John
Chowning over to Olympia to give a series of

public talks. He also gave E&MM an interview so
informative, we're having to run it over two

issues. Questionmaster SimonTrash
Photographer Jerry Uwins

composition there. Then I went to Paris and
studied composition with Nadia Boulanger
for three years, after which I went to Stanford
as a graduate student in Composition.

After a year of graduate work I read an
article by Max Matthews - this was, I think,
in December 1963 - which was the first
published work on the use of computers to
synthesise sound. It was rather different to
the work of Hiller and Xenakis which
revolved around the use of computers in
composition. While I was in Paris, Boulez
had the Domaine Musicale series, so while I
was studying with Boulanger I'd heard a lot of
new music involving electronic music - some
of the early works of Stockhausen such as
Kontakte, and Berio's Omaggio a Joyce - so I
was intensely interested in electronic music
and in loudspeakers as a medium. At
Stanford they didn't have any electronic
music equipment of the sort that studios in
those days had, but they did have a fledgling
computer system that was rather good for the
time, at the beginning of the Artificial
Intelligence project. So having read this
article by Max Matthews I investigated the
possibility of our implementing his programs
at Stanford - Bell Labs MUSIC IV was the
program they had at the time. With the help
of a young mathematics undergraduate
student, David Poole, I was able to implement
the MUSIC IV program at Stanford using a
PDP1 and an IBM 7090 joined together
through a shared common disk, and that was,
I think, the first on-line computer music
system in the world.

That was my beginning with computer
music in 1964, and I quickly saw that I could
learn to program in less time than it takes to
learn good counterpoint or 18th century
harmony, and that learning to program
extended a kind of freedom of rather
extraordinary dimensions - that is, I realised
that if I could program the computer I could

kind of be an engineer without ever having to
learn to solder.

I quickly became interested, in '64 and '65,
in the problem of space, and in trying to
create sounds with the computer which did
not seem to come from point sources - that is,
loudspeakers. In fact, the first bit of musical
acoustic or psychoacoustic research was in
creating spatial illusions, and by just having a
modicum of programming capability I was
able to design these programs which moved
sounds in space. I learnt a lot about
perception, and I also learnt that to have
effective control of these machines, you
needed to have some skills in acoustics and
psychoacoustics. And of course, my musical
background was the most valuable thing of
all, because my ears were what lead me
everywhere, including to FM.
Had you learnt anything about acoustics or
psychoacoustics as part of your musical training?

No, not in my musical training. I learnt
about them 'in the lab', so to speak - kind of
an incidental education. Very few music
schools even today give any training in
acoustics - and psychoacoustics would be
even more strange.

So learning to program was a very exciting
thing for me, and I realised a lot about the
value of programming using a high-level
language - which at that time was Fortran. In
fact, MUSIC IV was written in Fortran and
assembly language.

We got a PDP6 in 1965, and David Poole
and I wrote a special program based on
MUSIC IV but optimised to make use of the
timesharing environment that was provided
by the PDP6. It was an improvement on
MUSIC IV in some ways, and like that
program, it was based on the idea of the unit
generator - a very important conceptual
notion that Max Matthews first presented in
the early MUSIC programs, and which
allowed those of us who had interest but no
technical training to get hold of these ideas of
signal processing without having to encounter
the mathematics, which was at that time
(and still largely is) completely foreign to me.

We were very naive technically - there are
16 -year -old kids today who have much more
knowledge about sampling, the digital repre-
sentation of sound and so forth. But we were
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THE MOST EXCITING PERCUSSION
INSTRUMENT SINCE THE DRUM ITSELF

All the drum sounds you'll ever need from the most advanced analogue drum synthesiser in the world!

Available in left and right
hand versions to enhance
your acoustic kit . . . use
them in your percussion
section or build them into
a full electronic kit . . .

the choice is yours.

Only Ultimate Percussion's superior analogue circuitry makes it possible for you to create some of the
most powerful, satisfying drum sounds around today. Couple this with our newly developed natural
response, sensitivity and dynamic range simulators and you have under your full control the most exciting
percussion instrument since the drum itself.

With this one unit you can create almost any drum sounds imaginable . . . snare drums, bass
drums, a whole host of various tom toms, bongos, congas, timbalis, cow bells, claves, steel drums, it will
even recreate the sounds of other electronic drums and yet it still has the capability to create percussive
sounds as yet undiscovered.
Invented by Ultimate Percussion some years ago, our 'floating head' pad system for electronic drums is
still the best available and is featured here in the ONE-UP to give you a flexible, unbreakable but
comfortable playing surface with a natural 'feel' and stick response. Unlike all other electronic drum
pads on the market today the ONE-UP does not rely on a hidden wooden playing surface to protect its
pick-up thanks to another Ultimate Percussion 'first,' the fail-safe transducer.

Concealed within the high gloss, high impact shell of the ONE-UP is a steel inner frame which forms
the main strength of the pad and renders it indestructable under the most severe punishment. Just to
make you feel at home if you are coming over from an acoustic kit Ultimate Percussion have retained the
tradition of a strong chromed steel rim.

The pad is connected to any 7/16 L -bar type stand very simply and conveniently by the use of a
standard drum key. Access to the clamp is cleverly located in a corner of the playing surface. Another
original design idea from Ultimate Percussion.

To prevent disconnection of the lead due to vibration, a high quality locking XLR plug is used on the
pad connection. This automatically powers up the unit when plugged in. Power is supplied by an easily
accessible 9 volt battery.

To enable you to build a complete kit, the ONE-UP is also available in the form of very sturdy bass
drum pad, built to the above specifications but larger (18 ins) and comes complete with spurs and bass
drum pedal connection bar.

//titihite*Percussiart
Ultimate Percussion Ltd  Industrial Estate  Mayland  Essex CM3 6AX
England  Telephone: Maldon (0621) 742244/742266  Telex: 995717 Magic C



Peavey Electronics, the leading manufacturer of professional
sound equipment, presents the Mark IV" monitor console. The
Mark IV" Professional console is the successful result of extensive
research and development efforts as well as constant monitoring
of the needs of professional musicians, sound technicians and
sound companies. This exquisite system represents truly
exceptional and professional products that have outperformed
competitive systems costing much, much more than the Peavey
Mark IV".

Housed in a sturdy protective flight case, the Mark IV" is
loaded with many features that allow you to provide up to eight
separate mixes with an input impedance of 5000 ohms, balanced
input, passive splitter, and Peavey's unique Remote Talk Com"
system which allows the monitor mix engineer to communicate
with other technicians ... such as the show director, lighting
crew, out -front engineer, etc.

To complete the perfect monitor system, Peavey offers the
finest monitor enclosures available. The 1245", 1545" and
2445" feature Peavey's Black Widow(" Super Structure"
speakers, built-in biamp capabilities and a rugged road case. A new
addition to this line of monitor systems is the all -new 112CX" and
115CX" Coaxial monitor enclosures. Peavey's Coaxial Program
is yet another breakthrough in transducer technology. Both the
112CXT" and 115CX" offer a dual angle (30' or 601 in a
compact enclosure with biamp abilities.

Stop by your Authorized Peavey Dealer and see for yourself
the extensive line of Peavey monitor systems. You won't believe
how advanced and precise these systems are.

After all if you're in the music business to succeed, you need
the very best.

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS (U K ) LTD. UNIT 8, NEW ROAD, RIDGEWOOD, UCKFIELD. SUSSEX TN22 SSX. ENGLAND. (Registered Office). TELEPHONE: (08251 5566 TELEX: 957098



. .

working side by side with computer scientists
and engineers, and it was an almost ideal
environment because there were enough
people in the lab that I could ask questions of
before I'd cycle back to the first person and
embarrass myself by repeating my questions.

By 1966, I'd worked out the basic ideas for
moving sounds through illusory space - that
is, for controlling the angle, velocity and
apparent distance of sound. So I could move
sounds through this illusory space with only
three or four loudspeakers and have a 360 -
degree sound -space. That was very exciting.
How to pan sound was pretty obvious - the
only robust parameter which you can control
is relative amplitude between speaker pairs.
However, the question of distance was not
well understood, and there I think we made a
bit of a contribution through realising that
distance is mostly a function of the ratio of
direct to reverberant signal. If you have
independent control over reverberation and
direct signal, you can create an illusion which
I think is the analogue of perspective, so I call
it 'auditory perspective'. In the auditory
domain, something that is soft in pressure
may have the subjective impression of great
intensity, because we understand that it's not
soft because it's soft, but it's soft because it's
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985
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far away. But at the source it's loud because
we hear a relatively great amount of
reverberation with the direct signal. It's a
very important subjective cue, and one
which I feel ought to be better used in the
synth or loudspeaker music that we hear.
Much of it I find so loud that it's on the edge
of pain, and I think often it's really not what
composers or performers wish. They want a
big sound, sure, but not pain.

What's needed is a better understanding of
the perceptual attributes - the distance cue,
for example. I've thought a lot more about
this distance perspective in recent years, and
in particular the relationship of spectrum to
perceived amplitude. With the DX7 you
have control over spectrum as a function of
velocity, which is very important. One of the
important attributes of FM is that such a
relationship is an easily -made coupling,
because velocity is not just loudness or
intensity. In fact, sometimes the better
representation of loudness is not intensity at
all, but spectral richness or bandwidth. That
was implemented easily because the algorithm
allows it.

`The Yamaha GS1
had 50 chips in it

just for FM
processing. The

DX7, by contrast,
has just two.'

So at what point did the initial development of
FM synthesis take place?

That began in 1966. I was quite happy
about what I was able to do with the
projection of sounds in space, but the sounds
themselves were still rather dull. What could
we do with a computer but not vast amounts
of computer time? We could make a square
wave, triangle or sawtooth or a sinusoid -
perhaps sum a few sinusoids - but nothing
terribly interesting or dynamic, and certainly
nothing that approached the richness of
sounds that we experience in the natural
world. And so I was experimenting with
modulation (vibrato, in fact), realising that
with the computer I could extend the depth
of modulation and rate of the vibrato to
arbitrary limits. There was no boundary
because it was done in software. Mind you,
this was not in real time. A few seconds of
music would maybe take a couple of minutes
to come through, but for any numbers of
minutes it could turn into hours. So we didn't
make many pieces and we made them with
very great care.

In experimenting with these sounds I just
kept pushing the vibrato rate and depth, with
one sinusoid modulating another. I noticed
that beyond the audio band, I didn't
experience the instantaneous change in pitch
any longer. Instead, what I was hearing was a

change in timbre. So then I just picked some
values: say a carrier frequency (at that time I
called it a centre frequency) of 100Hz and a
vibrato rate of 100Hz, and maybe a vibrato
depth of 100Hz. That seemed strange, but
the computer didn't care. I noticed that it was
no longer a sinusoid I heard, nor was it a
sinusoid with vibrato, but a slightly richer
tone than what would be formed by a sinusoid
on its own, still at 100Hz. Then I discovered
that if I put everything up by a factor of two
the pitch was an octave higher, as you would
expect, and the spectrum seemed to be about
the same.

So I did a few experiments, first with basic
integers and then with some more complex
ratios, and realised that with very simple
control over two oscillators, I had all these
different kinds of tones, and I thought that
was wonderful. Then I realised that if I made
the modulation depth of one of these
oscillators change in time, I had what was a
standard effect on synthesisers of the time -
the bandpass filter. But I also knew that you
couldn't do those things in digital at the time,
because it was just too expensive. So then I
asked an engineer to help me understand
what was going on according to the theory.
We looked at a standard engineering text and
he explained to me the equation and its
trigonometric expansion, which really points
at the spectral domain - and that was what
was interesting. We discovered that what I
was doing was exactly predictable by the
equation defined in the 1920s for FM
broadcasting, where the broadcast signal was
always the music or speech signal and the
modulating signal was always a sinusoid. So
to explain that they start with a simple case
and use, a sinusoid as a modulator, and that's
exactly what I was doing, except that I was
doing it so that the carrier was in the audio
band.

Having found this theoretic explanation,
we were able to predict pretty much what was
going to happen. Then we extended it: what
happens if you have two carriers or two
modulators in parallel? Or cascade modulation
as in Algorithm 1 on the DX7? It's the
explanation that's complicated, not the
actual process, but that's the trade-off.
Intuitively it's not so clear, but computa-
tionally it's efficient, whereas additive syn-
thesis is intuitively very clear but com-
putationally a bit unwieldy, so the database is
pretty large.

I experimented with a number of different
forms of the algorithm and realised that it was
extensible. If you had three oscillators then
you got what you'd expect, maybe twice as
much power or even more. I did a number of
simulations of various tones, but there were
some that I couldn't do, like brass tones, and I
didn't quite understand why. However, I'd
made the acquaintance of Jean-Claude
Risset, a French composer who at the time
(1967) was working at Bell Telephone
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i> laboratories with Max Matthews on computer

music, and who'd done some analysis of brass
tones. Through the analysis and Fourier
synthesis of those tones, he'd realised that
one of the signatures of brass tones was the
relationship between increase in intensity
and increase in bandwidth - the harmonics
came in sequentially during the rise time of
the amplitude envelope.

In 1970 I remembered this, and while I was
looking at the basic FM equation I thought
that if I used the same envelope for the
modulation index as I'd used for the
amplitude envelope, then the right thing
should happen. Within a half-hour or so I
had some unbelievably good brass tones,
rather elegantly done with only two oscillators.
At that moment I realised that there are a lot
of correlations between energy and bandwidth
- with the bell tones, for example, which
were probably the first truly realistic tones
that I'd managed with just two operators. I
was using the same envelope for the
modulation index as I was for the amplitude,
except that the ratio of carrier to modulator
was one which gave inharmonic components.

The brass tone was a big step, because I
realised -then that Jean-Claude had used
maybe 16 oscillators in parallel to get a sound
which was different, but not necessarily

better -sounding, than the one that I was
doing with just two oscillators.
How did Yamaha come to adopt FM synthesis?

Well, just after I'd synthesised these
trumpet tones using FM, which was in '71, I
realised that there was probably some
commercial interest in such a technique. So I
explained it to an office at Stanford called
Technology Licensing, which was just begin-
ning at that time. I played them some
examples, and explained how it was done in a
rather simple way. They contacted some
American organ companies to see if any of
them would be interested. Hammond sent
some engineers a couple of times, but they
just didn't understand this idea of 'digital'.
They thought the tones I was producing were
very interesting, but I don't think they really
understood when I explained how it all
worked - it was just not a part of their world.

Anyway, Stanford University heard that
Yamaha were making organs, though they
were not a well-known company in the States
at the time, at least not in that area. So
Yamaha sent one of their engineers who
happened to be in Los Angeles at the time,
and after ten minutes of explanation he
understood exactly what I was talking about.
Yamaha were already, I guess, thinking
digital and doing theoretic work in the area.
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So Yamaha quickly became very interested. I
signed the rights of the patent over to
Stanford, who paid all the patent costs, and I
think that rightly they get most of the income
from the royalty, because the work was done
in their labs, and because they use most of the
money to support the Centre for Computer
Research in Music and Acoustics.

Over the years Yamaha worked at the
development of FM, but it couldn't be
implemented in a commercially viable form
until the development of VLSI chips.
Remember that the GS I , Yamaha's first FM
keyboard, had 50 chips or so in it that were
related just to the FM processing. The DX7, in
contrast, has just two. There were eight
operators in the GS1 whereas the DX7 has
six, but then there are aspects of the DX7
which are more complicated than the GS1,
so it may be about the same order of
complexity. But the reduction is enormous,
so when peoplesay that I developed the DX7,
I have to say that's not true. It's an idea that I
had, and I worked with Yamaha, but it
required a very high degree of mathematical
expertise to realise, and I don't have that
expertise. I was very naïve, and it was maybe

because I was not very well educated in
technology that I was able to discover what I
did. Radio engineers are so programmed to
think of the carrier frequency as being in
megaHertz, outside of the audio range. I was a

`After I'd
synthesised trumpet

tones using FM, I
realised there was

probably some
commercial interest
in the technique.'

naive musician doing something that
shouldn't have been doing, in a way. It didn't
make any sense musically to have vibrato that
deep and that fast, and from the point of view
of engineering, there was no particular
interest in the results of having such low
carrier frequencies.
Next month: Using FM to mimic grand pianos
until musicians can't tell the difference, working
with Dave Bristow, and the future of MIDI...

I F---)Roland GET IT RIGHT!!
NEW SRV - 2000 MIDI DIGITAL REVERB.
Roland break the digital reverb price
barrier! RRP £1450 MIDI - controllable -
the world's first! At last a realy versitile,
professional 99 second reverb at a price to
suit most 8 and 16 track studio owners. This
will surely enhance your studio sound more
than anything else - at a price that is
affordable.
SBX - 80 SYNC BOX SMPTE/MIDI
The SBX - 80 generates and reads SMPTE,
syncing it to any other time base for locked
control of MIDI sequencers and SMPTE
compatible tape and video recorders.
Essencial for the audio-visual music studio.
RRP £950
TR - 707 & NEW TR - 727 DIGITAL DRUM
& PERCUSSION UNITS
Fully MIDI compatible, cartridge RAM
storage, individual outputs, LCD graphic
display, powerful PCM
sounds unbeatable value!

TR - 707 RRP £525
TR - 727 RRP £525

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS & RACK -MOUNTING UNITS
Boss is now the world's largest manufacturer of effects
pedals. They have the widest range and are certainly the
most reliable - at The London Rods Shops we have the
complete range on permament demo. These are the latest
additions to the re nge: DSD-2 Digital Sampler pedal £245
DD -2 Digital delay pedal £195
CE -300 19" rack Chorus unit £230
de -200 Digital delay w/trig. £350

Please call in
person for our
very special summer
prices.

c rac c crat CC nu-nre I I -WI AVC.

SDE - 1000 : 1.125 secs. (17kHz to 375ms)
4 memories £465
New SDE - 2500 MIDI : Multi memory for
multi MIDI! £600
SDE -3000: 4.5secs. (17kHz to 1.5secs) 8
ii.eilicri2s 4'950 with full digital display and
foot control for s -o -s

JX 8P POLYPHONIC MIDI SYNTH
Velocity & pressure sensitive, 2 x DCO per
note, 2 x envelopes, analog/digital sounds,
64 + 32 internal memories with 32 RAM
pack option, patch chain function,
illuminated alpha -numeric display, full
MIDI spec RRP £1325 Optional PG -
800 easy programmer with sliders RRP
£180

MOTHER KEYBOARD MODULAR MIDI SYSTEM
MKB  1000 E16657 octave weighted keys plus heav y
duty KS  1000 stand £150
MKB 300 £9906 octave touch sensitive" Mother
Keyboard" MIDI controller
EP - 50 £6256 octave MIDI electronic piano controller
MKS - 800 £1800" Super Jupiter" polysynth module
RAM pack storage dynamic control
MPG . 80 £395 Optional programmer for Super Jupiter
MIDI polysynth rack module
MKS -10 £950" Planet P" 19" rack -mounting touch -
sensitive MIDI elec. piano
MKS -30 £875" Planet S" 19" rack -mounting touch -
sensitive MIDI polysynth

NEW BOSS MICRO RACK RECORDING SYSTEM
RDD-10 Digital delay £200 RAD-10 rack adaptor holds
two Boss Micro Rack
RCL-10 Compressor/Limiter £125 units in a conventional
19" 1 unit high rack.
RGE-10Graphic Equaliser £125
RBF-10 Hanger £125 These units are ideal fora modular
home studio
RPH-10 Phase, £125 set up and can be joined together
for stereo
MI -10 MIDI to CV ,face £275 applications.
MI -30 MIDI channel filter £225
MI -40 MIDI input selector £75
MI -50 output channel selector £95

Please note all prices quoted are RRP. It is London Rock Shop policy to sell at the most compatitive mices in the U.K.Supply and demandcontrols the ulnmate price to you as best-selling units are almost always under -supplied Please don't ring and ask for our

price but come and see us  we have the best displays and information centres in the U.K

LONDON: 26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW 1 Tel: 01-267 7851/5381/1771 BRISTOL: 7 Union Street, Bristol, Avon Tel: 0272 276944



Standinovation,
To support a set of

keyboards, you need a stand
that's light enough for
carrying and setting -up, and
strong enough to hold up the
heaviest keyboard. Because
of its aluminium tube
construction, the Eurotec
Tubo stand is as sturdy and
rigid as you want. With

SOLA SOUND

instant folding, easy -grip
adjustment knobs and
rubber padded support bars
for width, depth and tilt, set
up and dissassembly is a
doddle! Versatile too - the
Tubo stand is suitable for
keyboards, sequencers and
computers. Give it a standing
ovation!

The Eurotec Tubo stand strong
rigid, but lightweight with individual
crossbar height adjustment.
3 tier stand £135 inc.VAT
Send for free brochure now to:

18 Barton Way, Croxley Green, Ric kma n sworth, Herts. WD33QA

Tel: 0923 771110

XRI SYSTEMS-MICON
MIDI SYSTEM CONTROLLER

FORA 48K

ZX SPECTRUM
Features include:

 STEP SEQUENCER
with 24000 events  Music Score
 Full Edit Facilities  Input from Synth

 REAL TIME SEQUENCER
with Correct 10 Sequences  Patch Dump
 Recording with Metronome
 External Drum Machine

 SYNC
From MIDI Sync 24 or Internal Micon Clock

 PRICE - Interface and Software - cheques and
PO's payable to XRI Systems

£108
 CASIO EDITOR £22.95
 DX7 EDITOR £24.95
 JUNO 106 TOOL KIT £19.95
 SYNC CONVERSION KIT £14.95

 ADDRESS - 10 Sunnybank Road,
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands.
Tel: (021) 382 6048

Project Electronic Music
71 Salisbury Road,
Hounslow, Middx TW4 7NW.
Telephone 01-570 4444

Whats this-another music shop?
Yeah-in West Hounslow near the
Airport-but this one's different.

You can actually park outside
without getting a ticket.

And inside?
Well, inside WE gotta lotta stuff.

Ik 'Roland 0 YAMAHA CASIO
onissno die.wair maims

BRIM
KORG lipanez(ensonictj

Project Stage
Lighting and a whole lot more.

This month we thought we'd show
you a map so you can find us easy.

-4

HAYES

jun° 31
M4 M4

SLOUGH

A4

HEATHROW AIRPORT

VFELT HAM

Gt. West Road

Green Lane

r
Another thing that's easy is the
phone number. 01-570 4444.

We open 9.30 to 6.00 Tuesday to
Saturday-later by appointment.

After that, talk to us on the
Ansaphone. 01-570 4444.

IlL

AccessNisa/HP/Mail Order/Export.

.11\
L

We do the lot.
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cHECKLIST enters its second
phase for the second time, as
we present a revised rundown
of the dedicated sequencers,
computer music systems, and

music software packages currently available
in the UK.

The listing follows the same format as
last month's polysynth guide. For anyone
who missed that, you'll find a make -by -
make rundown of each individual product
and its typical retail price, accompanied by
shortform specification details and the
comments - for, against, and summing-up
- of E&MM's own reviewing team where
possible; guaranteed to raise the wrath of
the music industry and keep Britain's
music -playing population better informed
than ever.

In the three months since we last ran this
episode of CHECKLIST, there's been quite
a bit of marketplace activity, notably on the
dedicated sequencer side of things. That's
good news for the hordes of musicians who
find computers and their operation about
as friendly as the Cyberman invasion of
Earth, and who've previously been a bit
limited in the range of dedicated machines
available to them.

As for software, there's continued
expansion in the number of programs on
offer and, sadly, E&MM's reviewing team
has had trouble staying the pace: there are
now more packages we haven't examined
than there are ones we have. But fear not.
We hope to remedy the situation over the
next couple of months by reviewing a
record number of new programs, thereby
satiating the desire of a growing number of
converts to the computerised way of
performing tasks musical.

As before, we've omitted the lower -end
programs aimed at exploiting the internal
sound chips of popular home micros, even
if they offer MIDI as a selectable option, in
the interests of preserving the sanity of
both our compilers and our readers.
There's also no space for packages which,
while of obvious technological and musical
interest, aren't readily available outside
their native Japan, Germany, US or
wherever.

That aside, you should find the listing to
be a valuable source of technical data on
today's 'music production' packages, with
the added bonus(!) of E&MM's considered
opinion thrown in for good measure.

Choosing gear has never been easier.

SEQUENCER

CASIO
SZ1 - £299 Four -track digital MIDI sequencer,
step- and real-time recording options; storage
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1985

capacity 3600 notes ;step time), 1800 notes
(real time; switchable touch data response,
cassette and cartridge storage, MIDI -only syn-
chronisation. IN Cheapest dedicated MIDI
recorder yet, and without too many sacrifices,
two MIDI Outs, easy to use; IN doesn't store
pitchbend data, available memory could be
restricting, cartridges aren't cheap; 11 inherent
limitations are tolerable given machine's big
price advantage over everything else, thus good
value, two SZ1s MIDI'd together would make a
neat eight -track sequencing system for not
much outlay.

KORG
SQD1 - £599 Two -track MIDI recorder, step -
and real-time recording options; 15,000 -note
storage capacity; MIDI In, 2 MIDI Outs, Sync 48
(Korg standard) and tape sync facilities, quick -
disk storage. Logical layout gives excellent
ergonomics, hence machine is one of easiest to
use, disk storage is quicker, more convenient,
more reliable than just about anything else; II
non -variable clock rate obliges you to buy
adaptor unit if your system's not a MIDI one,
two -track format could prove limiting; la viable
and presentable alternative to previously -
available machines, with more than the odd bit
of design inspiration to help it on its way, shares
QX7's 16 -channel MIDI assignment system,
which is good.

OBERHEIM
DSX - £1195 Sixteen -channel (eight CV/Gate
outs) digital sequencer; 6000 -note, ten -sequence,
ten polyphonic track capacity; patch change,
split and double control parameter information;
cassette storage, internal or external sync
options. Part of comprehensive Oberheim
system comprising excellent DMX/DX digital
drum machines and 068 poly, does its job
smoothly and efficiently; 0 not MIDI -compatible,
but see below; la obvious choice for Oberheim
system owners that's been subject of recent
price reduction, now has limited MIDI capability
thanks to US company I L Cooper's Oberface - if
you can find it.

ROLAND
MC202 - f160 Two -channel digital CV/Gate
monophonic sequencer; real or step -time
recording options, approx 2600 note capacity;
tape storage, portamento and accent facilities,
internal or external (24ppqn) sync options,
battery or transformer operation. 0 Built-in
sound -generating synth module, second
sequence channel, very low price; Q no MIDI
facilities, synth section sounds nothing special
and incorporates no patch memories; excellent
introduction, to sequencing sadly approaching
the end of its useful working life, but still difficult
to ignore if money is tight.

MSQ100 - £525 Single-track, 6100 -event
polyphonic sequencer; step- and real-time
recording options, velocity parameter infor-
mation, cassette storage, internal or external
sync (24ppqn) option. 0 16 channels of MIDI
recording, cost, power -down memory retention;

multifunction controls make many options
difficult to access, no overdub editing facilities;
;versatile, cost-effective machine outperformed
by Yamaha QX7, but probably a better bet for
existing Roland sequence users.
MSQ700 - f850 Eight -track digital MIDI and
DCB sequencer; real- or step -time recording
options, 6500 -event capacity, voice, envelope
and filter parameter information; tape storage,
MIDI In and Out. 0 Ease of operation, DCB
connection means JP8. and Juno 6/60 owners

can use their synths in MIDI systems; 10 no MIDI
Thru and only one MIDI Out, high cost for
what's inside the machine; a deservedly and
consistently good seller, but position of promi-
nence now under threat from recent rivals and
arrivals.

YAMAHA
QX1 - £2299 Eight -track digital MIDI sequencer,
real-time recording with extensive step -time
editing facilities, 32 songs, 999 measures,
pitchbend, modulation, key velocity, aftertouch
control parameter information; approx 30,000
note capacity, disk storage, MIDI In, Thru, eight
MIDI Outs. Unrivalled (for a dedicated
machine) editing and MIDI track assignment
options, tailor-made for Yamaha's own superla-
tive TX816 sound rack; 0 inadequate display,
silly keyboard, costs a lot for a jazzed -up eight -
bit micro;lalhas spent a year at the top of the
dedicated sequencer tree and deservedly so -
contemporary technology's version of the Micro -
Composer, but polyphonic and a lot more
flexible.
QX7 - £499 Two -track digital MIDI sequencer,
step or real time recording options; key velocity,
aftertouch, pitchbend, modulation, foot control,
breath control parameter information; cassette
storage, internal and external MIDI syncing
options, MIDI In, Out, Thru. ig Ease of use
(considering multiplicity of job commands and
functions), track assignment flexibility, cost;
only one MIDI Out; la well thought-out
machine that offers versatility of computer
software in a more musically -accessible package,
16 -channel MIDI recording affords more poten-
tial than two -track format would indicate, still a
good bet for the money.

SOFTWARE

EMR
BBC MIDI Hardware Interface - f90 MIDI In,
two MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connections.
MIDItrack Composer - f50 Disk -based, step -
time sequencing package for BBC B. Reason-
ably comprehensive range of editing ficilities;.
like a lot of early step -time packages, too
laborious to make using it enjoyable or even
tolerable; II designed for computer buffs rather
than musicians, if yyou're one of the latter, you'll
be disappointed.
Performer - f80 Eight -track, disk -based, real-
time sequencing package for BBC B; Graphics -
f37 Graphics -generation package for BBC B,.
responds to input of MIDI music information;
Notator - £40 Forthcoming disk -based link
package for Composer, permits hard cop; of
music; BBC Editor - f40 Forthcoming disk -
based link program for Composer and Performer,
allowing both real-time and step -time input. All
above EMR BBC packages to be reviewed.
CBM64 Hardware MIDI Interface - f90 MIDI
In, two MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connectors.
Performer - f80 Eight -track, disk -based, real-
time sequencing package for Commodore 64.
To be reviewed.
Spectrum MIDI Interface - f90 MIDI In, two
MIDI Outs, sync (24 ppqn) connectors. t>
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D MIDItrack Performer - f80 Eight -track, cassette -
based, real-time sequencing package for
Spectrum. Q Easy to use, above average use of
Spectrum's limited graphics capabilities; :still a
few editing idiosyncracies, won't work with any
hardware other than EMR's own interface; 0 a
definite and welcome improvement on EMR's
earlier BBC package, let's hope they keep it up.

HINTON
MIDIC 1.0 - £250 (2K), f300 (10K) Intelligent
interface between MIDI and RS232 computer -
standard connection. Includes utility program
that allows incoming MIDI data to be viewed
on -screen to assist users wishing to write their
own MIDI software. 0 Excellent idea put into
practice with competence by company with
limited resources, system is essentially open-
ended; 0 hardware lacks non -MIDI facilities,
R&D costs passed on in high selling price; None
of the best thought-out MIDI packages to
appear since the system's inception, though its
eventual success will depend on the software -
writing skill of others.

JELLINGHAUS
Commodore 64 MIDI Hardware Interface - f90
MIDI In, MIDI Thru, three MIDI Outs, external
Clock In; made forJellinghaus Music Systems by
SIEL in Italy.
12 -track Recording Studio - £100 12 -track,
7677 event, disk -based real-time sequencer for
CBM64; velocity, pitchbend, aftertouch and
program change parameter information, internal
or external sync options. 0 potentially easy to
use, plenty of channel assignment options;
terrible manual hinders rapid acclimatisation,

both hardware and software have their idiosyn-
cracies;I: flexible system from a company that
knows what it's doing in the programming
department, even if the hardware sometimes
lags behind a little.
Sequence Chain Program - £45 Add-on for 12 -
track Recording Studio, acts as link between
sequences of various tempi and time signatures,
allows storage of patch changes. To be reviewed.
SixTrak Sound Editor- £50 Commodore -based
patch -editing program for Sequential SixTrak
and MAX polys. To be reviewed.
Scorewriter - f340 Combination program
produces hardcopy screen dump of music
notation display from sequencing software;
price includes 12 -track Studio and Sequence
Chain programs stored on EPROM. To be
reviewed.

JORETH
Music Composer System - f250 Eight -track,
disk -based, real-time and step -time sequencer
for CBM64, sold complete with hardware
interface; 6000 -note capacity, MIDI In, three
MIDI Outs, internal or external sync options. 0
Excellent low-level Music Composition Lan-
guage, syncable to non -MIDI clock (selectable
timebase), easy to use considering complexity;
I relatively high asking price; 0 the premier
MIDI software package for CBM64 users, so far
produced in small numbers by Worcestershire
company particularly responsive to musician's -
rather than programmer's - requirements and
suggestions.

Apple MIDI Card - fTBA MIDI In, three MIDI
Outs, external Clock In, footswitch jack, for use
with Apple home computer and Apple -

compatible lookalikes.
Future Shock Software - fTBA Disk -based
eight -channel, real-time sequencer package,
2900 -note capacity. Q Easy to use thanks to
single -keystroke commands and handy Help
page, decent editing facilities; 111 tricky to get
hold of in the UK, Apple isn't exactly world's
best -value home micro; 0 well thought-out and
eminently usable real-time sequencing package,
and good value in its native Italy.
AMP 83 Software - £TBA US -originating
collection of Apple -based MIDI programs,
including step- and real-time sequencer (16
channels, 4000 -note capacity), and delay pro-
gram that introduces time delay between MIDI
Receive and Transmit signals.

PASSPORT DESIGNS
Apple MIDI Card - £220 MIDI In, MIDI Out,
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Professional Keyboard Stands
Designed and Manufactured in JAPAN from high
strength lightweight aluminium tubing for strength
and rigidity. The Hi -Tech modular construction
allows total freedom of adjustment for MAXIMUM
versatility. Ideal for keyboards, sequencers,
expanders, computers etc.
LIGHT - STRONG - VERSTILE.

Single Tier Stand £79
Double Tier Stand £99
3 Tier Stand (as shown) £149
4 Tier Stand £165

Available now from:
AXE MUSIC - IPSWICH (0473) 54996
AXE MUSIC - COLCHESTER (0206) 65652
CAMBRIDGE ROCK - CAMBRIDGE (0223) 316091
MUSIC VILLAGE - CHADWELL HEATH 01-599 4228
HONKY TONK MUSIC - SOUTHEND (0702) 553647
and all good keyboard stores soon.

Distributed in the UK by: KEY -TECH MUSICAL LTD.
Trade enquiries to: BRIAN BUTCHER. Tel: 01-310 4034

TM
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Drum Sync In/Out (24, 48 or 96 ppqn), plugs
into expansion slots on Apple motherboard.
MIDI/4 Plus Software - £120; MIDI/8 Plus -
£180 Disk -based real-time sequencing packages
for Apple II and CBM64; four -track, 5500 -note
capacity (MIDI/4), eight -track, 11,000 -note
capacity (MIDI/8). 0 Extensive overdubbing
facilities now matched by a decent range of
editing options, plenty of support from one of
computer music's most active companies; 0 still
too expensive to be a really major force in the UK
marketplace, though they do at least have a
distributor now; better than average software
at a higher than average price, but Passport's
best may be yet to come.

ROLAND
MPU401 Hardware Interface - £160 'Intelligent'
interface for Apple and IBM PC; MIDI In, two
MIDI Outs, Sync Out, Tape In/Out connectors;
additional computer bus allows four MPUs to be
connected in parallel.
Microware Software - fTBA 48 -channel MIDI
sequencer for IBM PC and Roland MPU401. To
be reviewed.

SEQUENTIAL
900 - f35 'DumpTraks' software facilitates
program and sequence dumping to CBM64 disk
from any Sequential polysynth equipped with
MIDI; 910 - f75 Disk -based CBM64 expansion
for SixTrak poly, allowing up to two keyboard
splits and assignment of voices, display and
alteration of voice parameters using pitch and
mod wheels and memory for storing and editing
sequences; 920 - £75 Similar to above for MAX
polysynth, capabilities include 'superpatch'
stacks, keyboard split and voice assign, and

voice creation and amendment using 64's
QWERTY keyboard; 931 - fTBA 4000 -note
capacity Recorder/Editor/Composer for SixTrak
and MAX; 932 - ETBA Printer for 931 Composer
showing up to six voices on conventional stave
format, tempo and transposition details; 933 -
£TBA 'Album Series' package facilitates per-
formance of current musical favourites on
SixTrak, MAX and Drumtraks digital drum
machine, allows control over tempo, key and
voice timbre; 964 - £75 Disk -based polyphonic
MIDI sequencer for CBM64 with 4000 -event
capacity; velocity, pitchbend and mod parameter
information, facilities for overdubbing, copying,
correction. All above Sequential programs to be
reviewed.

N7E11111
Spectrum MIDI Hardware Interface - f79 Spec
similar to JMS interface unit.
Spectrum Live Sequencer- £22 Cassette -based,
single-track, polyphonic, real-time sequencer
for Spectrum; control over tempo, looping
facility. Simple to use, inexpensive; :obvious
limitations of single-track format;Igood starter
program for the short term.
CBM64 MIDI Hardware Interface - f79 Spec
similar to JMS interface unit.

Pt...4, **kat* Opitot.

CBM64 Live Sequencer - f69 Disk or cassette -
based, 16 -track polyphonic, real-time sequencer
for CBM64; editing and transposition facilities,
song memory. g Remembers velocity and
aftertouch data,7airly easy to use, who can
argue with 16 recording channels at this
money?; 0 needs more editing facilities, labori-
ous playback routine; almost, but not quite,
the perfect player's so ware package.
Expander Editor - £53 CBM64/Spectrum disk -
or cassette -based graphic parameter control
program for Siel Opera 6, DK600 and Expander
6. 0 Excellent graphics program puts 'analogue'
visual on computer monitor for rapid, straight-
forward patch editing; 0 nothing, except that
DK80 Editor has even better graphics; a real
winner, shows Siel have programming ingenuity
in abundance.
BBC/CBM64 Multitrack Composer- £39 (disk),
f36 (cassette) Six -channel step -time sequencer,
9000 note capacity, QWERTY input of infor-
mation. 0 Highly versatile, masses of editing
facilities for very little money; ;can be a real pig
to use; should succeed among composers
rather than musicians, but still too many
keystrokes per note for our liking.
MIDI Data Base - £39 CBM/Spectrum disk- or
cassette -based synth program file, stores 250
patches for any MIDI synth except Yamaha DXs
and Casio CZs. 0 Versatile program that lets you
house synth patches in related 'families', among
many other things; II nothing we can think of;

well -conceived and user-friendly package
that does something really novel with the MIDI
standard, and a real bargain.
Digital Echo/Delay - £54 CBM64 disk- or
cassette -based digital delay program, works by
inserting delay between MIDI Receive and
Transmit signals; 5mS-200mS delay, control of
signal/effect balance, 14 'heads', auto -loop,
MIDI -assignable file sequence. To be reviewed.
Keyboard Tracking Program - f75 CBM64 disk -
or cassette -based program facilitates assignation
of master keyboard with splits, arpeggiation,
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t> sequencing to control any MIDI source. To be
reviewed.
DK80 Editor - £55 CBM/Spectrum disk- or
cassette -based Editor for DK80 polysynth, gives
full control over user -adjustable parameters by
joystick or QWERTY keyboard, complete with
real-time waveform shaping, Help pages. 111
Excellent graphics, coupled user-friendly oper-
ation; the fact that similar packages don't
exist fora bigger range of synths, sluggish cursor
movements, the odd bug or two; makes
parameter editing more rewarding, proves new
technology can assist sound -changing to good
effect.
DX7 Editor - fTBA Voice Editor and patch
memory for Yamaha DX7. To be reviewed.

SDS
DX7 Editor - £25 Cassette -based DX7 voice
editor program for Sinclair Spectrum, works with
most major Spectrum MIDI Interfaces; allows
libraries of voices to be built up on cassette.
Excellent and easy -to -use (if rather derivative)
graphics, even more remarkable given humble
Spectrum origins; g nothing unless Yamaha are
planning to sue or graphics plagiarism; al
another patch -editing winner, all the more
useful in the context of DX7's unhelpful LCD
window, saves Spectrum owners the cost of
CX5M and appropriate software.

UMI 1B - £295 British -built all -in -one MIDI
sequencing package for BBC B, comprising Aries
RAM expansion board, ROM -based step- and
real-time sequencing software with extensive
editing and song -chaining facilities, DX7 voice
dump. 0 Sequencer beautifully easy to use in
either entry mode, compaction facilities allow
removal of memory -intensive dynamic and mod
wheel data, informative and helpful graphics
layout; g only the cost; superbly conceived
and welllaid-out sequencer package that does
everything all the others do and more. Also
available: quicker, more facility -laden UMI 28 at
1495.

XRI SYSTEMS
Micon MIDI System Controller - £108 Eight -
track (mono) real- and step -time sequencer for
48K Spectrum; 10 -sequence, 24,000 -event
capacity; comes complete with hardware inter-
face incorporating MIDI In, two MIDI Outs,
internal or external sync options. ',Sync to non -
MIDI clock (selectable timebase); excellent step -
time editing facilities, very creditable music
notation display, open-ended structure offers
scope for user -programming; g poor real-time
facilities; II again, British programming clever-
ness beats inadequacies of host micro to
produce a really usable and versatile package,
too good to ignore unless real-time editing is top
of your list of priorities.

COMPUTER

AKAI
CPZ1000 Music Computer- fTBA MIDI music
80

computer incorporating twin 3.5" disk drive in
19" rack -mounting format.
Specifications as yet undisclosed, but auxiliary
hardware includes RZ1000 recorder panel,
EZ1000 editing module, and MZ1000 CRT
display unit, all expected to be available before
end of year. To be reviewed.

ATARI
520ST Home Computer - £700 68000 -based
home micro with 512K RAM, mono monitor and
disk drive included in price; built-in MIDI In and
Out sockets, GEM graphics system, BASIC and
logo programming languages. 0 Excellent
graphics, interfacing, language imp ementations
add up to extremely attractive computer package
on which MIDI is even more attractive bonus;0
no MIDI software available yet, internal sound
chip is a bit of a let -down, package too pricey for
most first-time home computer buyers; all in
all, probably the immediate future o non -
dedicated computer music systems, or at least a
major part of it, even more musician interest
now that downmarket 128K model has been
resurrected - should be available here soon.

117E1M2271=1
Emulator II - £7250 Eight -voice, eight -bit
sampling system, five -octave velocity -sensitive
keyboard, split and layering facilities, analogue
filtering and LFO, disk storage. Q Superlative
sound quality, maximum 17 -second sample
length, onboard sequencer, MIDI compatibility,
ease of use in all areas, especially looping; II
long loading times, poor keyboard; great
improvement on original Emulator, and one of
the easiest and most cost-effective routes into
high -quality sound -sampling.

ENSONIQ
Mirage - £1695 Eight -note polyphonic sound -
sampling keyboard; built-in 3.5" disk drive,
sequencer and analogue sound -modifying
section, five -octave touch -sensitive keyboard
with split options, full MIDI compatibility.
Superb sampling sound quality, good range of
sound -modifying options, user-friendly control
layout, European version's better (than US
equivalent) keyboard and disk drive; 0 lack of
step -time facilities limits sequencer's usefulness,
demand outstrips supply in some areas; la
wonderful sampling machine with a price that
brings the technique within reach of vast
numbers of people for the first time, imminent
hardware and software updates are Ensoniq's
insurance against looming competition from
several quarters.

FAIRLIGHT
CMI - £28,500 + VAT (basic system) Eight -
voice, eight -bit digital synthesis and sampling,
built-in dual disk drive, six -octave music and
QWERTY keyboards; wide range of sound
creation and music production software pack-
ages. 0 Designed as a total computer music
system from the outset, and it shows; g -
comparatively poor sampling quality, soon to
replaced by 16 -bit Series III; la an industry
standard, though showing signs of being left
behind by cheaper, newer technology, Series III
could change all that.

GREENGATE
DS3 - £250 Four -voice, eight -bit, disk -based
digital sound -sampler for Apple II/Ile; optional
(f200) five -octave keyboard, onboard real-time
sequencer. Q Sounds surprisingly good for cost,

new looping and editing software improves
system's versatility; ig not very easy to use, poor
interfacing; 0 still one of the cheapest ways of
getting into polyphonic sampling, if you have an
Apple...

KURZWEIL
250 - £10,995418,035 12 -voice, disk -based
sampling system; 88 -note velocity -sensitive
weighted keyboard, split facility. 0 Excellent
sound quality thanks to unique 'Contoured
Sound Modelling' system, comprehensive inter-
facing, onboard sequencer and chorus, 12 -

channel outputs; g user -sampling requires
(expensive) addition of Apple Macintosh
computer; after all the pre-release hype, the
Kurzweil delivers the goods: but elements of its
design could be a lot more cost-effective.

NED
Synclavier - 04,5004105,000 Eight- to 32 -
voice, 16 -bit FM digital synthesis and sampling
system; 76 -note, individually pressure -sensitive,
weighted keyboard, 32 -track onboard sequencer,
internal or external sync options, SMPTE syncing
facilities. 0 Vast range of software updates and
options, uture ones include fully polyphonic
sampling; g outrageously expensive, Yamaha's
DX exploits have made FM synth section look
very silly; an excellent system for studios,
musicians and composers with more money
than they know what to do with.

PPG
Wave 2.3 & Waveterm B - f5245 & £6760
Eight -voice, 16 -bit, additive synthesis and disk -
based sampling system; five -octave velocity -
and pressure -sensitive keyboard, onboard
sequencer software. Q Versatility of analogue/
digital hybrid synth system, relatively cost-
effective; g suspect build consistency; la highly
versatile and justifiably popular studio system,
now with notable better (16 -bit) sampling
quality and upgradable with Expansion Voice
Unit and weighted Processor Keyboard.

YAMAHA
CX5M Music Computer - £449; MSX software
cartridges - £36; YK10 full-sized keyboard -
£165 32K MSX micro with onboard eight -voice
FM digital sound chip of similar spec to that in
DX9 poly. Excellent sound capability thanks to

Yamaha's unbeatable FM system, superb voice
editing and composing software packages; g
silly miniature keyboard supplied, MSX micro
and FM sound chip add up to a lot less than the
RRP; for the time being, the only serious
contender in the cheap music micro stakes, with
extended graphics, MIDI sequencing and RX
drum machine editing programs imminent.
CX7M 128 - fTBA 128K version of CX5M for
introduction this winter, details to come. To be
reviewed.
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DON'T MISS OUT!
We are offering vast stocks of demonstration, s/h and new equipment at lower prices than ever before.
If you are interested in any of the items listed we strongly advise that you contact us now.

Roland JX8P, PG800, Juno 106, JX3P, PG200, SH101, MKB1000, MKB300,
MKS10, MKS30, MKS80, TR707, TR727, TR909, SDE1000, SDE2500,
SDE3000, SRV2000, DDR30, HP100/50, MSQ100, MSQ700.

Yamaha DX7, DX5, TX7, QX7, QX1, TX816, TX216, TF1, KX88, CX5M, RX11,
RX15, RX21, PF10, PF15, MT440, R1000, REV -7, D1500.

Korg DW6000, Poly 800, EX800, DDM110, DDM220, SDD1000, SDD2000,
MPK130, KMS30.

Recording Equipment_ Tascam-38-8, 80-8, M50, 388, 246, Porta One, 244, Fostex-X15, A8, 350,
Soundtracks 16-8-16, Allen and Heath 16-8-2, Sech 18-8-2.

Electronic Drums Simmons-SDS7, SDS8, SDS9, SDS Series 1000, SDS1, SDS64, SDSEPB,
Tama-Techstar 5 Drum, Techstar 2 Drum, Techstar Sequencer, Ultimate
Percussion-UP5, UPK2X.

Ensoniq Mirage Sampling Keyboard.

Casio_.. C25000, C21000, C2101. S1.

Eddie Moors Music
679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel: 020235135

302 509

Only one musician's magazine has been looking at music technology thoroughly, accurately and objectively for over four years. Only one musician's
magazine has the reputation for carrying the UK's most authoritative appraisals of new music hardware and software. And only one musician's
magazine has consistently inquiring, informative interviews with the people that are applying new technology to today's music.

That magazine is the one you're holding in your hands now: E&MM. And it's for the above reasons that E&MM doesn't always stay for too long on
newsagents' shelves when it appears each month. To avoid the disappointment of finding an issue is sold out, all you need do is this: fill in the coupon
below, put it in an envelope, chuck in a cheque or bankers' draft for the appropriate amount, and send it to theMail Order Department, Electronics.
& 114 Maker, Alexander Howe, 1 Millen Road, Cand»rdge (134 ILTY. Simple, really.

mi im mom mit me No No omm Mil Ell IM Ell =I MI MI NM OM MI MINI MI In

Please send me the next 12 issues of E&MM, beginning with the issue.
I enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers' draft* for E 15.50/f 16.20/E23.50/£37.50*, made payable to Music Maker Publications.

My name is

My address is

Postcode

Subscription rates
UK & Eire E.! 5.50; Europe & Overseas (surface mail) E 1 6.20: Europe (airmail) E23.50; Overseas (airmail)£37.50. Pawnent from overseas subscribers
(including.Eire) should be covered by a bankers' draft in hounds .sterling.

*Please delete as applicable
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Korg's new SQD I is the company's first dedicated MIDI sequencer, but
from a glance across its front panel and a quick look at its spec sheet, you'd
think they'd been making them for years. What's more, the price is right.

Tim Goodyer
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It's been said before that books furnish a
room, but these days, much the same can
be said of computer technology. The
accompanying photograph, taken in a

ground -floor maisonette on the outskirts
of the university city of Cambridge, shows
how a piece of scintillating new technology
can transform an otherwise mundane sitting
room into a stimulating living environment.
The technical marvel is the Korg SQD I , and it
should be available from a variety of retail
outlets early this coming autumn.

In a non -domestic furnishing context, the
SQD I is a two -track dedicated polyphonic
MIDI sequencer, the first such machine to
carry the Korg name, and a timely entrant into
what's been a fairly quiet sector of the hi -tech
musical instrument market. It has a 15,000 -
note memory and an onboard disk drive for
more permanent storage of your work. The
disks are of the 2.8" Quick Disk variety, and
each one of them holds around 15,000 notes
per side - I make that 30,000 in all - which can
be accommodated in up to five songs
(sequences) per side. Any sequence may use
memory up to this 15,000 note maximum but,
obviously, at the cost of putting any more
sequences on the same side of that particular
disk.

Before you get as far as wishing to dump to
disk, it's quite likely that you'll want to record
a sequence into the machine. This can be done
in either real time or step time, a section of
the control panel being devoted to each with

manner not totally dissimilar to those of a tape
recorder, and are labelled appropriately.
However, seeing as these switches also serve
the disk drive and one or two auxiliary
purposes when necessary, there's a second set
of labels below.

Turning our attention momentarily to the
rear panel reveals a MIDI In, two MIDI Outs,
Sync In and Out (at Korg's 48ppqn rate), Tape
Sync In and Out (on 3.5mm jacks), Click Out
(also on a 3.5mm jack, providing a duplication
of the metronome that emanates from
somewhere within the unit), Play/Stop and
Record footswitches (quarter -inch jacks), and
six DIP switches governing the selection and
filtering of MIDI data. More specifically, the
first of said DIP switches (I know they're
cheap, but they're terribly fiddly - if only

eos

accompanying sections for Play Only, Edit and
Data Transfer. These are presented in a

column down the left-hand side of the front
panel, and are associated with eight function
switches whose purpose changes in accordance
with the current mode of operation.

One of the reasons the SQD I blends in so
well with contemporary styles of interior
decor is that it is more than a little stylish on its
own. This isn't just coincidence, either,
because the Korg's aesthetics actually perform
a useful ergonomic function. For instance, the
SQD l's layout puts multifunction and oper-
ation switches along two sides of a grid that
tells you what they do in the various modes
available, so that although switching from one
job to another is still a far from pleasurable
procedure, it's a lot smoother than it is on a
lot of machines. Beneath the function switches
are six more buttons which behave in a

there was some EEC legislation banning them)
you can configure MIDI Out information to
include what's incoming as well as what's
being transmitted from the sequencer. This is
a nice feature if your controlling keyboard has
only one MIDI Out and you want to play
another synth or expander as well as input
data to the SQD I . The last of the offending
DIPs facilitates routing of MIDI information
internally to the Quick Disk, or out over the
MIDI bus, as required.

The unit comes ready equipped with a
mains lead which works well, invoking, with
the collaboration of the mains switch, a cheery
HE LLO from the display and instant entry to
Play mode. Of all the alternative modes you
might want to be in at this point, Play must
occupy a position at the very bottom of the
list, due to a complete absence of information
within the machine. Time, then, to select a

more suitable alternative. Assuming this is the
first time you've removed the SQD I from the
fashionably furnished lounge and attempted to
utilise it to any musical end, you probably
won't have any previously prepared disks to
load. Thus, your mode choice lies between
Real Time Record or Step Time Record.

Opting for Real Time Record alters the
display message to End and automatically
selects a 4 beats -per -measure configuration,
the Main as opposed to Sub track for
recording, MIDI Channel I and no resolution
(ie. quantisation). Naturally, all these default
values can be altered subsequently. The beats -
per -measure value actually determines the
number of beats in a bar, and the SQD I can be
persuaded to give between 2 and 8 of these, in
spite of LEDs that are denoted only 2-5. This
apparent miracle is achieved by holding down
the appropriate multifunction switch and
using the REW (Down) and FF (Up) buttons,
which also look after incrementation and
decrementation of things. Should you opt for
a value in excess of 5, two of the LEDs will
light to give a total numerical value of the
parameter, so that 4 + 2 = a beats per
measure value of 6. Orwell was wrong.

The choice of Main Track is consistent with
the operation of the SQD I as a two -track
recorder, Cie normal way of loading data
being to record your first track on Main and
your second on Sub. If you're happy with the
second track you bounce Sub onto Main,
thereby amalgamating the two and clearing
Sub for the next overdub. Any of the full range
of 16 MIDI channels can be selected and
stored as part of the sequence. It's also

possible to change the channel mid -track if
you want to, so the music on that channel
needn't be played by the one synth for its
entire length.

In Real Time mode, the absence of any
resolution allows you to retain all your timing
mistakes/nuances, unaffected by the influence
of technology. However, should you wish to
correct your alcohol -impaired dexterity in
the interests of restoring some semblance of
musicality, the SQD I offers five timing
alternatives: quaver, triplet quaver, semi-
quaver, sextuplet semiquaver, and demi-
semiquaver. And all of these are only as far
away as the appropriate multifunction and
Up/Down switches.

If you thought that was logical, try this:
recording is initiated by prodding the Rec
button or a footswitch connected to the
relevant jack, while tempo is determined by
the position of a rotary pot marked, strangely
enough, Tempo. Perceptively avoiding the
criticism that would otherwise accompany
the arrangement, Korg have provided a

switch that alters the subject of the display, D
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D the alternatives being Location (which is

generally the most informative), Avail Note
(which gives the total number of remaining
notes available), and - you've guessed it -
Tempo.

The metronome starts as soon as you press
the Record button and sounds on each beat,
the first beat of each bar being accented while
the display gives a visual count -in for one bar.
This done, recording begins. The display gives
a bar and beat count up to a maximum of 9999
bars, regardless of the adopted time signature.

Having committed the first part of next
week's Top 40 Breaker - complete with MIDI
channel, patch -change, pitchbending, modu-
lation and pedal sustain information - to the
machine's memory, it may please you to listen
through it, to make sure it's the perfect
rendition you hope for or the sloppy, ill-timed
performance you fear. Either way, it's nice to
know this can be done without recourse to
the Play mode, as the Play switch functions
admirably in both Real and Step Time
Recording modes. If recording is interrupted
or a drop -in is in order, it can be resumed
simply by positioning the required bar number
in the display and going back into Record. The
count -in occurs as before and recording can
recommence, the new data overwriting any
previous information on the way. The time
signature is also open to modification at any
point without leaving Recording mode, simply
by halting the recording, altering the beats -
per -measure value and resuming the recording.

Fine, but what about a bass line? Easy. The
Reset button returns you instantly to the start
of the piece, you move to the Sub track and
repeat the recording procedure. The first
track will then play back obediently whilst
you're doing this, lest you forget the key or
where, precisely, the middle eight began.

Recording subsequent tracks is where the
fun really starts. Having satisfactorily recorded
the first two tracks, it's necessary to bounce
them together onto the Main track in order to
free the Sub track for further overdubs. This is
achieved painlessly in both Recording modes
by holding down the Bounce multifunction
key and pressing the Reset (Enter) button.
The bounce is then executed and FINISH
appears in the display to indicate successful
completion of the operation. Successive
recordings and bounces follow suit in the same
way, until your magnum opus is finally
complete.

To help you on your way to this end, there's
a thing called Edit mode. In it, a Copy facility
allows any bar to be added to the end - but
only the end - of the sequence. Positioning
the bar in question in the display identifies it as
the one to be copied - a practice the SQD1
encourages you to use liberally. Holding the
Copy multifunction key and pressing the
Enter button does the rest. Similarly, the
Insert function allows the insertion of an
empty bar at the point indicated in the display.

Layout
`Multifunction and
operation switches

run next to a grid that
tells you what they do
in the various modes

available.'

In a similar manner, you can also Delete a bar,
remove the contents of a bar with the Blank
function, or Erase from any point to the end of
the song.

For argument's sake, let's say you fancy
obviating the need for all the post -performance
removal of extraneous noises by inputting
everything in step time. If you do, the SQD I
has plenty in its armoury of facilities to make
your dreams come true. Selecting Step Time
Recording mode brings you to a similar
position to the Real Time starting point, in
that there's a 4/4 time signature default and
you start off on the Main track. Additionally,
the SQD I defaults to semiquaver resolution.
Logically enough, this means there are two
recording steps per quaver, but all the
resolution options are open to you should you
require them.

Thankfully, recording in step time is as fully
polyphonic as it is in real time - and that isn't
always the case. Step -time recording necess-
arily provides three options not found in real
time, but don't fret: all of them are accessed in
the same way as the other multifunction
facilities.

The additional commands are displayed as
Tie, Rest and an arrow pointing off the panel
to the left. Both Ties and Rests are of equal
length to the notes as determined by the
resolution setting, but they can be repeated
until they're as long as you want them to be.
For instance, a semiquaver becomes a quaver
with one tie or a crotchet with three.

The mysterious arrow does not, as I had

originally hoped, point to a compartment
containing a lot of money or the secret of
eternal youth, but instead signifies a back step,
should you accidentally enter a bum note or a
redundant rest (yes, it can be done, even in
step time).

Reaching the end of your endeavours is a
reassuringly satisfying feeling, and the sensible
thing to do at this juncture, if you haven't
already done it, is to save all the information to
disk. SQD I does not accomplish this of its
own volition as Yamaha's QX I does; how,
when and where you save is entirely your own
decision. As there's no power -down memory
retention, it's advisable to keep the situation
well in hand, as a rushed departure to the pub
could cost you more than your driving licence.
So the Kronenbourg will have to wait, but not
for too long as dumping to disk is quite easy, if
a little slow. A previously unused disk requires
initialisation before use and, to this end, an
option is included amongst the Data Transfer
commands - no need to buy ready -formatted
disks here (remember the Mirage?). This
done, you're ready to make your dump, as it
were. Pressing the Save key brings up a
SAVE prompt in the display, and pressing the
Enter button whilst holding down one of the
multifunction switches (numbered 1-5) kicks
off the saving procedure and tags your song
with the relevant number for the disk
directory and future retrieval.

To establish what's already on a disk,
there's a function called Song that displays
numbers of songs previously saved. There's
also a back-up facility that lets you take the
complete contents of one side of a disk into
the SQD I's memory and regurgitate it onto a
fresh disk - a nice touch.

Now, as a regular, curry -eating, hetero-
sexual E&MM reader and SQD1 owner, you
can be secure in the knowledge not only that
you've written your first Number One, but
also that it's safely saved and backed -up on five

Facilities
`Recording in step

time on the Korg is as
fully polyphonic as it
is in real time - which
isn't always the case.'

2.8" disks. Given that, you've probably been
busy - most likely arranging for the two girls
who'd received your rock star chat -up
routine at the local wine bar last week to sing
backing vocals on the single. But as we all
know, plans like these always contain un-
predictable and unwelcome flaws. The people
in Korg's R&D department have obviously
encountered similar difficulties themselves, as
they've pre-empted your next problem:
tuning. In your enthusiasm for your work,
you've recorded it all in the wrong key. But all
is not lost. Thanks to Korg's foresight,
transposition is available over six semitones
sharp and five semitones flat. A sigh of relief is
in order.

Moving back to the subject of disks, the
Load procedure is much the same as that for
saving: selecting Load brings up a LOAD
prompt that requires you to press Enter
whilst holding down the desired song number.
The girls are impressed. Play mode allows
looping of the song as well as the option of
playing back either the Main or Sub tracks
separately if required.

We've already seen that the Korg SDQ I is

a magnificent addition to the visual aesthetics
of even the most modest contemporary home
interior. As a MIDI sequencer it's pretty good,
too. It holds more notes than any of its
immediate competition, while only the Yamaha
QX I - at a getting on for £2000 more -
provides a built-in disk drive that gets round
the attendant frustrations of dumping to
cassette tape. It's a shame there are only two
tracks, but the SQD1 shares a flexible MIDI
channel assignment system (with two of its
most immediate rivals, the Roland MSQ 100
and Yamaha's QX7) that gives you something
approaching a 16 -channel recording system if
your keyboard setup is suitably equipped. And
by comparison with most if not all of the
competition, the SQD1 has a control layout
that makes recording successfully with it a
rewarding experience, not a black art. Well
done, Korg.

DATAF ILE
Korg SQD1

Digital Sequencer
Recording Real and step time
Memory / 5,000 notes, dynamically assign-
able over 5 songs; 1 quick disk stores 30,000
notes in 10 songs over 2 sides; also stores key
velocity, pitclzbend, aftertouch, patch -change,
MIDI channel data
Interfacing MIDI In, MIDI Out/Mix x 2;
Sync In & Out (48ppqn); Tape Sync In &
Out; Click Out; PlaylStop & Record fizotswitch
sockets
Dimensions 403(W) x 74(H) x 260(D)mm
Weight 3.6kg
Price RRP £599 including VAT
More from Korg UK, 32-34 Gordon House
Rwid. London NW5 12 01-267 5151
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products, we back it up with full professional
demonstrations, expert advice during and after purchase
and a full repair service. ALL THE LATEST GOODIES NOW
ON DEMO -CALL IN ANYTIME.

* NEW * * NEW * * NEW *
KORG DW 8000 DUE SHORTLY
KORG SQD1 DUE SHORTLY
real/step time sequencer, 15000 note capacity +
an extra 30000 stored on built in disk. 16 channel
MIDI record/play. Transpose + repeat functions +
more.
KORG POLY 800 a lot less than £499
KORG DW6000 a lot less than £699

KORG DDM110 £POA
KORG DDM220 £1*5
KORG EX800 £2*5

KORG PSS50 £3*5
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Other models in stock. 234 £POA
Please ring.

77-79 OSMASTON ROAD, DERBY
TEL: 0332 48156
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No matter how exciting current state-of-the-art
electronic drum developments may be, there's

still plenty going on further down the
technological ladder. The new MultiKlone kit

proves the point, and does so for less than £400.
P aulW White

mgybe this is a personal thing, but
despite being available in one
form or another for several
years now, Klone electronic
drums have never really war-

ranted more than a few moments of my
critical attention. I suspect this was partly due
to the rather basic nature of the kits, both in
terms of electronics and cosmetics. But all
that may be consigned to the history books
with the arrival of a new kit by the name of
MultiKlone. An altogether more serious
offering, it comprises a five -piece kit with a
rather novel hardware set-up based round a
single, heavy-duty stand. This should prove
practical and quite durable in use, but has the
sort of appearance you either love or hate.
The control unit is also a vast improvement on
its forerunners, and I succeeded in producing
some quite excellent sounds during the
system's short stay in these offices.

But I'm leaping ahead of myself.
Once you've handed over the readies,

you're entreated to take receipt of a sturdy
fibre case, about the same size and shape as
one you'd keep the stands of an acoustic kit in.
Easily carried in one hand, this case will quite
happily hold the entire kit: stands, pads, sound
module and leads. Everything, in fact, except
for the bass drum pedal, which you have to
buy separately.

Unfortunately, the review box didn't
contain an instruction manual either, but as I'm
an insufferably clever sod, I had it up and
running in no time.

As I've said, the entire kit 'hangs' on a single
stand (which has more arms than a Krishna
god with fleas), and to this, the five pads and
the bass pedal are firmly fixed. Available in a
choice of black, white or red, the moulded
hexagonal plastic pads are fitted with hard
rubber playing surfaces, which are bonded
directly to a plywood backboard. Being a
curious sort of chap, I removed the four
screws to see what was inside, and the answer
turned out to be Not Very Much.

This isn't surprising, as the pads are used
only as pickups and in no way contribute to
the actual sound of the drums. Thus, all that's
needed is a tiny piezoelectric transducer,
which is exactly what these pads contain. It's
bonded to the rear of the plywood back plate
and protected from damage by a generous
dollop of silicon rubber compound, which also
strengthens the joint between the transducer
and its cable, the latter terminating in a jack
socket on the underside of the pad.

At the end of each of the arms on the stand
is a swivel fixing (rather like the tilting
attachment found on the top of conventional
cymbal stands), and this screws directly into a
metal threaded insert on the base of the drum
pad. I must confess to being a little worried by
this method of fixing at first, but the plastic
surrounding the insert is reinforced and quite
flexible. So as long as you don't play like a
complete animal, it shouldn't pose any
problems.

The bass drum pad is identical in construc-
tion to the other four, and is mounted about
six inches above ground level, so that a typical
beater will hit it somewhere near the centre -
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Specification:
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D the pedal fixing is a simple flat plate. In addition
to the arms that hold the pads, there's an
extra arm in the centre which, on the old kits,
was used to hold the sound module. The new
module has no provision for such a fixing and
so can't be fitted to this stand (which is a
shame), but the extra arm could still be put to
good use holding up your favourite `Krue
cymbal.

On the face of it, the MultiKlone 'brain' is an
unobtrusive and rather inauspicious unit, yet it
houses the electronics for five channels of
sound, with each drum channel possessing no
fewer than nine controls. And that doesn't
include the manual trigger buttons, which are

Sounds 'The natural
`acoustic' voices are

what sets this kit apart
Yom so many

electronic out fits and
their Space Invader

noises.'

invaluable for setting up sounds. There's also a
Master Level control, an overall Noise
Quality(!) control, and a Repeat button that
works in conjunction with the Repeat control
on each channel to produce automatic flam
effects.

The rear panel is where the connecting
leads to the pads are plugged in, and in
addition to a main output that also doubles as a
headphone socket, there's provision to con-
nect a footswitch for remote control of the
Repeat option. Of great use if you want to
record the kit or equalise/treat each drum
sound independently is the fact that each drum
channel has its own audio output.

A small red LED on each channel tells you
which drum you've hit, just in case you've had
a few pints too many and don't know where
your sticks are landing, and it also offers some
visual indication of the playing dynamics which
the MultiKlone shares with most other
analogue drum synths.

All five channels are identical electronically,
and each is capable of generating tom-tom,
snare or bass drum sounds depending on how
you set up the various parameters. The kit has
no preset voices and no user -programmable
memories, so the sounds set up on the front
panel are the sounds you get. To create a
sound, you obviously have to know what the
various controls do, so let's proceed with an
explanation of these.

Conventional knobs are used for the more
frequently -used parameters - Level, Tune,
Sweep and Decay - whilst presets are
adopted for the more obscure ones: Noise
Level, Bend, Q/Tone, Attack and Repeat. The
reason for the mixture? Money, money,
money.

Running through the control functions,
Decay sets the duration of the beat, ie. how
long the sound takes to die away. As with
most analogue drum synths, the Klone uses a
mixture of tone and filtered noise to create its
sounds, and the next control, Sweep, effec-
tively sweeps the noise filter at a rate set by
the Decay control. This gives a wah-wah type
of effect when listened to in isolation, but used
constructively, it can be a pretty useful
feature. Below this we have Tune, which sets
the basic pitch of the sound, and this is

followed by the Level control which is used to

set individual channel volume.
Moving across to the preset -style controls,

we find some rather less conventional func-
tions. First of these is Repeat, which deter-
mines the timing between flam beats when
the master Repeat button is activated. This
can be varied from virtually nothing to a well -
spaced double beat, and is particularly effec-
tive on snare and torn sounds.

The Attack control is used to emphasise the
beginning of each beat in order to simulate the
effect of a drum stick hitting the head. Now,
this isn't a distinct 'click' as it is on some
electronic kits. It's more a case of the level
being raised for a brief instant at the beginning
of the sound, a technique which, though
unconventional, is nonetheless quite effective.

Moving down the panel we find the
curiously named Q/Tone control, which
works in conjunction with the noise filter
Sweep control and determines the bandwidth
of that filter. If that doesn't mean much to you,
don't worry. In subjective terms it simply
makes the effect of the filter become either
sharper or softer: you just fiddle with it until it
sounds right.

The Bend control can be set to make the
pitch either rise or fall during the decay
period, a falling pitch giving the classic
electronic drum sound, and a rising pitch being
useful for simulating Indian tabla sounds or
creating special effects -- definitely a worth-
while inclusion. The last control is for Noise
level, and this determines how much noise is
added to the final sound. Few seem aware of
the fact, but even toms benefit from some
added noise, and a little experimentation with

Appearance The
MultiKlone 'brain'

looks unobtrusive and
inauspicious, yet

houses the electronics
for five channels of

sound.'

the filter settings can give a convincing 'skin'
sound to a drum.

In terms of master controls, Noise Quality
affects all the channels and varies the setting of
a filter, which treats the common noise
source. This can then be used to change the
character of the noise on all channels
simultaneously, which has the advantage of
keeping all the channels sounding as though
they belong to the same drum kit.

So much, then, for the conducted tour and
the theory. Does the thing actually make
usable sounds?

If you've ever played about with an

electronic kit, it doesn't usually take long to
come up with the familiar 'goat being kicked in
the stomach whilst sneezing' snare drum
sound, or toms that sound like a sick owl being
put out of its misery, or a bass drum with a
pitch high enough to sound like the doors of a
tube train shutting.

But this little unit is capable of far greater
subtleties. By using the filtered noise and
carefully tuning the Noise Quality, Sweep and
Q/Tone controls, it's possible to obtain some
quite natural 'acoustic' tom sounds. They may
not be incredibly futuristic, but they're what
sets this kit apart from so many other
electronic outfits and their awful Space
Invader noises. Likewise the bass drum

sounds, which though unlikely to cause many
SDS9 owners to fling themselves under a
passing bus, do succeed in sounding pretty
good. Excellent, in fact, when you consider
the MultiKlone's price.

I was genuinely surprised at the wealth of
good sounds available from this modest little
kit. The Attack control seems somewhat
superfluous, as I found myself setting it to full,
on all channels, at all times. Still, I suppose it
could be useful for creating softer, less

percussive voices.
The ingredient that has the greatest effect

on the final sound is probably the filtered
noise. This can be a mite fiddly to set up,
especially if you're after a particular effect, but
once you've got the sounds set up, it's quite
easy to change the character of the whole kit
just by using the Noise Quality control.
Potentially, that makes setting up sounds from
scratch a lot less time-consuming.

In the hardware department, the stand
system works very well, even if it doesn't look
as poseworthy as some of its competitors.
You may also find you have to swap around
some of the arms (or some of yours) before
you settle on a comfortable playing position.
But one big advantage of the single -stand
system, and one that working drummers will
appreciate, is that there's enough room to set
up your cymbal stands without running out of
floor space.

Play the kit from pads and you'll find the
dynamic range is really quite good, but you do
have to play fairly hard to get an even sound,
and this is where my chief criticism lies. I can't
help feeling some sort of sensitivity control is
essential on a kit of this type (even a master
control for all the voices would be a help), but
I suppose this has to be weighed against cost.
Because what we're dealing with here is an
extremely competitively -priced kit.

It's when you consider that you could turn
up to a gig with the Klone kit in one hand and a
combo amp in the other that it all starts to
make sense.

I like this kit a lot. It has no pretensions, yet
features one or two quite bold design
concepts which should make it well worth
getting to know. It sounds good enough to
give a number of other electro-kit manu-
facturers something to think about, especially
when you consider that price.

And incidentally, the control unit itself is
available separately, so if you want to use
different pads with the kit, or even the
controller on its own, your needs are catered
for.

Manufactured in the wilds of Essex (near
Southend), the complete kit will leave you
change from four hundred quid, making it
quite possibly the best value electro-kit
currently available.

DATAFILE
MultiKlone Electronic

Drum Kit
Voicing 5 individual voice channels em-
ploying analogue electronic sound-genmoVom
each with identical generation and modi
cation circuitry
Interfacing 5 Trigger Ins; 5 Audio Outs;
Repeal Footswitch socket; Master Output
Price E399 including VAT
More from Hanky Tank Music, 300-302
London Road, Hadleigh, Essex, SS7 21)1) IT
(0702) 5536-17
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AHB
Pro Mark MX3
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Yamaha RM602
Studiomaster
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Roland/Boss DE200
Roland SDEI000
Roland SDE2500
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Roland SR1/2000 Digi Reverb
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Dynacord DRPI6 Digi Reverb
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Accesit Stereo Reverb
Korg SDD2000 DDL
Peavey Digital Time Processor
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Boss CE300 Super Chorus £175
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Ibanez MSP1000 Notch Filter
Compressor & Graphic all in one
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Roland SD2000 DDL £279
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Lost your voice...
...amongst all those similar mass produced synthesisers? Are your
recordings and live performances suffering a lack of identity?
Now there is an alternative.
The Polaris design brief was Sound, and guided by the likes of
Herbie Hancock and Joe Zawinul the Polaris engineers have
succeeded in creating a keyboard free from dull, muffled, hissing
mediocrity. Sound explodes from Polaris. It's brighter, richer and
more lifelike than instruments five times the price.
You might think that the sound has been achieved at the cost of
specification. It hasn't! Polaris includes a velocity sensitive variable
split keyboard, onboard performance data MIDI sequencing,
layering, variable MIDI clock, 132 memories.... we won't bore you:
the list is endless, largely because, at its heart Polaris has the 16
bit Intel® microprocessor, an intellectual giant which dwarfs its
competitors.
But sound is the musician's first consideration and sound is Polaris'
most important specification. The main effect will be on your music.

Aural Excitement

qtr
ro

At:

Polaris -

For details of your nearest Polaris sales centre, write to: Arbiter Musical Instruments Ltd., Unit 8, Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, Preistley Way, London NW2 7A4. Tel: 01-208 0022.
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MAY
Music Wang Chung Appraisal PPG Wave 2.3 & Waveterm, Roland Juno
106, Roland JSQ60, Casio 310, M&A Electronic Drums Technology PDSG
Pt] , Understanding the DX7 Pt2, String Damper, Clap Sounds MIDI
Supplement Ptl Specification, Theory & Practice, Product Guide Studio
Huddersfield Polytechnic Music Studio, Steve Levine on MIDI, Dynacord
PDD14

JUNE
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GR700/G707, SynthAxe, SIEL Expander 6, Sequential Model 64 Sequencer,
MFB512 Digital Drum mlc, Jen Musipack 1.0, Boss DD2 Delay Pedal
Technology Gentle Art of Transcription Pt2, PDSG Pt2, Understanding the
DX7 Pt3, Syndrom Pt2, Multiwave LFO MIDI Supplement Pt2 Inside
MIDI, MIDI & The Micro, BeeBMIDI Interface 1 (construction)

JULY
Music Human League, Steve Jolliffe, Jade Warrior Appraisal Yamaha DX9,
Korg Super Section, Yamaha MK100, Microsound CBM64 add-on, TED
Digisound, JMS MIDI Software Technology PDSG Pt3, Spectrum MIDI
(Sequential SixTrak and DX7 Patch Dump), Understanding the DX7 Pt4,
RackPack, BeeBMIDI 2 (construction) Studio Ibanez DM1100

AUGUST
Music Rusty Egan (Visage), Cocteau Twins, Hans Joachim Roedelius
Appraisal Synclavier Update, Technics SXK250, Yamaha PF I 0 & PF15 ,
SIEL Piano Quattro & PX jr, Roland HP300, HP400, PB300 & PR800,
Garfield MiniDoc, E -H Instant & Super Replays, EMR BBC MIDI Software
Technology Fairlight Explained Pt1 , Understanding the DX7 Pt5,
BeeBMIDI 3 (DX7 Voice Dump), Syndrom Pt3, Miniblo, SynthMix Pt]

SEPTEMBER
Music Thomas Leer, Chris & Cosey Appraisal Oberheim Xpander, Korg
EX800 & RK100, DigiAtom 4800, MicroLink MLI 0 System, Roland
MP U401 & Software, Sycologic AMI & MX1, Passport MIDI/4 Software
Technology OMDAC Update, Fairlight Explained Pt2, Step -time Composition
on the Sequential Model 64, SynthMix Pt2, Dual VCLFO, Understanding the
DX7 Pt6 Studio Cutec MX1210

OCTOBER Sold Out
Music Ultravox Appraisal Yamaha CX5M & Software, Roland Mother
Keyboard System, 360 Systems Update, Yamaha PS6100, ddrums, Yamaha
RX1 I & RXI 5, Korg DDM220, Tama Techstar Electronic Kit, Frazer Wyatt
Speakers, Greengate DS3 Sampler Technology PDSG Pt4, Fairlight
Explained Pt3, OMDAC Update 2, Powertran MCS I Ptl , Understanding the
DX7 Pt7 Studio Reports on ELCS, Hollow Sun, Computer Music Studios

NOVEMBER No/(/ Out
Music Cabaret Voltaire, Peter Hammitt, Axxess, UK Electronica Appraisal
Chroma Polaris, Emulator II, Crumar Bit One, Casio CT6000, Ricol Action
Replay, Amstrad CPC464 Computer Technology BeeBMIDI 4 (programming '4/
with interrupts), Fairlight Explained P14, PDSG Pt5, Drum Sequencer (BBC
B), Wasp/CBM64 Sequencer, Powertran MCS1 Pt2 Studio Yamaha D1500
MIDI Delay, Everything but the Kitchen... (syncing to tape)

DECEMBER 1'/)/(/ OH/
Music V angel is, Tangerine Dream, Musica Nova Appraisal Kurzweil 250,
Akai AX80, Siel DK600, Technics Digital 10, Roland TR707, Korg
DDM110, MPC DSM8, Ultimate Percussion UP5, Acorn Music 500,
Software roundup inc reviews on Music Maker (CBM64), SIEL Expander
Editor (Spectrum), Island Logic Music System (BBC), UMI 1B (BBC), SIEL
Composerl Arranger (CBM64), JMS 12 -track Recording Studio (CBM64)
Technology BeeBMIDI 5 (buffers), Fairlight Explained Pt5, Powertran
MCS1 Pt3, Syndrom Pt4 Studio Everything but the Kitchen... (interfacing
analogue synths)

IMP

JANUARY .()/(/ Out
Music Tears For Fears, Neuronium Appraisal Casio CZ10 I , Simmons SDS
EPB, Keyboard Combo Roundup, Elka X30, Sequential MAX, TED Digisound
Update, SIEL MK900, LEMI MIDI Software Technology BeeBMIDI 6
(Juno 106 voice dump), Powertran MCS1, Back to Basics Studio Everything
but the Kitchen... (syncing drum machines & sequencers)

FEBRUARY
Music Laurie Anderson, Jean -Michel Jarre, Ars Electronica & ICMC
Appraisal Roland JX8P, MPC Programmer 8, Roland SBX80, Korg
KMS30, Roland MSQ100, SIEL 16 -track Sequencer, EMR MIDItrack
Performer Technology Digisound Voice Card, Back to Basics (VCOs) Studio
Newcastle College of Art & Technology, Everything but the Kitchen... (syncing
with tiniecodes)

MARCH
Music New Order, Steve Tibbetts Appraisal Korg DW6000, MPC DSM32,
Synclavier Performance System, Simmons SDS I , OSC Advanced Sound
Generator (synth preview), Sycologic M14, ATPL Symphony BBC add-on
Technology CX5M Revisited, Fairlight Explained Pt6, BeeBMIDI 7 (DX7
Editor Pt] )

APRIL
4 Music Keith Emerson, China Crisis, Tim Souster Appraisal SIEL DK80,

Pearl DRXI Electronic Drums, Yamaha TX7 Expander & QX7 Sequencer,
Linn 9000, Datel Sound Sampler, SDS DX7 Voice Editor Technology
BeeBMIDI 8 .(DX7 Editor Pt2), Fairlight Explained Pt7, Powertran BBC -
MIDI Interface, Time Machine syncing project Studio Delta SX301 DDL add-
on

MAY
Music Bill Sharpe, I -Level, Severed Heads Appraisal Yamaha TX8 16 MID!
Rack, QX1 Sequencer, KX88 Mother Keyboard, Akai S612 Sampler,
Sequential MultiTrak, Korg MR16 MIDI Rhythm Sound Unit, Technics DP 50
Drum Machine, Joreth Music Composer Software (CBM64) Technology
TechTalk (Robert Moog), Time Machine add-on (RX15-MC202), Powertran
MCS1 Software, Fairlight Explained Pt8

JUNE
Music Mick Roberts (King), Loose Ends, Ian Boddy Appraisal Casio CZ5000
Poly, Oberheim Matrix 12, The Anvil (drum machine preview), Keyboard Stand
Roundup, MIDI FX (JMS MIDI Master Synchroniser, Quark MIDI Link 999,
JMS CCX Interface, Bokse US8 Universal Synchroniser), Microsound CBM64
Sampling System, XRI Micon Software Technology TechTalk (Dave
Simmons), Fairlight Explained Pt9, Fairlight Goes MIDI Studio Powertran
DDL sampling add-on

JULY
Music Patrick Moraz & Bill Bruford, Level 42 Appraisal Ensoniq Mirage,
Chase Bit 01, SIEL Expander 80, Sequential TOM, Atari 520ST Micro,
Passport MIDI/4 Plus & MIDI/8 Plus, Hinton MIDIC, Microskill AS32
(synth preview) Technology Music 500 AMPLE program Studio Zeus B
Held, Korg SDD2000

AUGUST
Music Tim Lever (Dead or Alive), Sting, Stewart CopelandAppraisal Yamaha
DX21, Roland TR727, Simmons SDS9, PolyMIDI 1 Sequencer, SIEL DK80
Graphic Editor & MIDI Data Base software (CBM64), Roland MIDI FX,
Micro Musical ML50 Pedalboard Technology Minimoog retrospective
Studio Eric van Tijn & Jochum Fluitsma (Mai Tai), APRS findings, Logitech
sampler
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CHEAP! but not so nasty

p

COM

MOM, WM-TRACK SalUENCER

True to form, Casio have entered the sequencer market with a machine
so cheap, it could carve out an entire market sector of its own. It certainly

deserves to. Simon Trask
As recording in its various forms
becomes an increasingly integral
part of the musician's approach
to their art, there's no doubt that
demand for affordable MIDI

sequencers is going to grow, and grow rapidly.
If you already possess one of the better-
known home micros, a computer -based
software package can make a lot of sense,
both in musical and economic terms. But if the
dedicated sequencer route is the one for you,
you've previously had to fork out something
in the region of £500 to get even the cheapest
machine. The recent French entry, the
PoIyMIDI I (see review, E&MM August), and
Korg's new SQD I (see review elsewhere this
issue) are no exception.

Well, Casio's new SZI sequencer should
change all that, with an RRP of £295 (which
probably means a shop price of about £250)
that should put it in a price category occupied
by only one machine - itself.

In both appearance and in operation, it's
clear the SZI takes its lead from the
sequencer portion of Casio's flagship synth,
the CZ5000. Like that sequencer, it has

facilities for both real- and step -time entry,
but what I should make clear right now is that
the SZ I is a cut -down version of the 5000's
sequencer. The main result of this economising
is that the SZI has four tracks as opposed to
the 5000's eight, and that the note storage

capacity has been halved accordingly. The
step -time section has undergone some simpli-
fication, too, though it still enjoys more than
afterthought status.

Storage capacity is 3600 notes in step time
(or Manual, to use Casio's phrase) and 1800
notes in real time - with, in the latter case, an
inevitable further reduction if you start

Layout The SZ1
takes its lead from the
sequencer portion of

Casio's flagshi
synth, the CZ5000-

it's a cut -down
version of that.'

recording velocity data. You're also limited to
1999 beats or steps per track - not too
serious a problem.

It's hard to say how much, or how little,
recording capacity this gives you in real terms,
because unlike audio tape recording, digital
sequencing is influenced by the style of music
you want to record. Still, I'd say an average
application would give you 2-3 minutes of
music - not quite enough for that concept
album you've been planning all these years.

The front panel layout is commendably
clear, and sees Casio retaining the tape -
recorder style of operation that's characterised
the company's previous sequencers, be they in
professional synths or domestic keyboards. In
fact, you'll be glad to know that operation of
the SZI requires the minimum of button -
pushing. This can only be a good thing, as it
allows you to get on with the business of using
the sequencer to its best advantage without
having to worry about what combination of
buttons to press next. If there's any aspect of
the SZ1's operation that can be a bit tedious,
it's having to hit the Reset button (which
resets the track pointers to the start of the
track data) before you can do anything.

Real-time recording on the SZI is just that
- there are no quantisation options, so there's
no way you can compensate for lack of playing
ability. The SZI has a built-in metronome that
you can switch out if you want to, but it
doesn't sound too unpleasant. You can specify
tempo over 45 levels between crotchet= 40
and crotchet =256. Once you've specified the
track to be recorded, you get a four -beat
count -in from the metronome and then
you're away, with the LCD displaying the
current beat number and the metronome, if
you've switched it on, helping to keep you on
the straight and narrow - though as the SZ1
functions in beats only, there's no helpful first -
beat -of -the -bar metronome accent.
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You go out of Record mode by pressing
Reset or Stop; selecting the latter means you
can resume recording from the point at which
you stopped. Once a track has been reset, the
SZ I won't preysent yob from recording over it
- though you can't record over a step -time
track in real-time and vice versa.

As well as note data, you can record patch
changes, control changes 0- 121 and the Casio

offending passage - again, the SZI starts
recording automatically. What isn't so good is
that you can't 'drop out' once you've begun
recording - if you exit from Record mode,
your sequence finishes at that point. It seems
like a small point, but as any Sociology student
will tell you, being able to drop out makes
dropping in a lot easier.

Step -time recording offers note values

CASIO SZq

(11COPY

=

COO 0 ClgOLE1-77-1
HOES 0 MOO

YVA1AL DATA SAVE LOAD CMEC%

DIGITAL MULTLTRACK SEQUENCER

CZ series Glide On/Off (a MIDI System
Exclusive parameter). The ability to record
any control changes (values higher than 121
refer to MIDI mode commands) means
controls such as sustain pedal and mod wheel
are catered for automatically. A switch on the
back panel allows you to enable or disable
reception of touch data (velocity and pressure),
but this is the only form of MIDI data you can
choose to filter out.

One really annoying thing: the SZI can't
record pitchbend data. Admittedly, such data
tends to gobble up large chunks of memory
and the SZ I is only modestly endowed in the
memory stakes, but I can't help thinking these

choices should be left open to users, rather
than predetermined by manufacturers.

The semi -good news is that you can edit a
track recorded in real time either in Record
mode or after you've exited Record mode.
This is achieved in the time-honoured fashion
of 'dropping -in' on the relevant track. If

you're still in Record mode, you can use
Rewind to take you to the appropriate
section. The SZ I enters playback and starts
recording as soon as you lay a finger on the
keyboard - any data previously recorded is
erased from this point on. To make any
alterations after exiting Record, you set up the
relevant track for recording and then start
playback, playing as soon as you reach the

from semibreve down to semiquaver (these
can also be rests) plus dotting, ties and triplets.
The LCD shows you the current step and the
note value associated with that step. You
input data by selecting a note value and then
playing a note on the keyboard, which means
that if you want to keep to the same note
value for any length of time, you can
effectively play in real time.

Step -time recording is monophonic per
track, and as with real-time recording, you can
only record on one track at a time. This makes
the whole process rather long-winded, some-
thing that seems particularly inappropriate
when you consider step -time recording has a

greater note capacity than real-time. What's
worse is that you can't listen to what's on any
of the other tracks whilst you're recording in
step time - so you really need to have all your
parts worked out.

I don't know about you, but I reckon the
whole point of step time entry is that it iets
you record music you can't play in real time;
and that if you're going to have a step -time
system, there's no reason why it should limit
you to monophonic lines. The SZI's mono-
phonic limitation seems to have been designed
with the Solo mode (MIDI Mode 4) of Casio's
CZ synths in mind. This is the multitimbral
facility whereby each of the synth's voices
listens to an adjacent MIDI channel, and is

capable of playing a unique voice patch
determined by the incoming data. The only
hitch here is that if you want to avail yourself
of all four multitimbral voices, it ties up all four
SZI tracks in one go. Why? Because although
the SZI allows you to bounce tracks down
(more on this anon), you have to assign them
to the same MIDI channel first-so before you
even begin, you've lost the multi -channel
requirement that makes multitimbral oper-
ation over MIDI possible. This also means you
can't have more than four -voice multi-
timbrality.

Editing options available in step time only
comprise Copy, Insert and Delete. Copy
works within a chosen track, and duplicates
whatever data is currently within that track.
Thus you can record a four -bar bass riff once
and repeat it any number of times within the
limits of the available memory - and the
facility works exponentially (four bars become
eight, eight bars become 16 and so on), so a
couple of button -presses go a long way. This is
disappointingly inflexible, and it's also a real
shame Casio haven't implemented the same
facility for tracks recorded in real time.

Meanwhile, no prizes for guessing that
Insert and Delete allow steps of data (whether
they're notes or rests, patch or control
changes) to be inserted into or deleted from
step -time tracks. You can reach any point in
the recorded data by means of the Fast
Forward and Rewind buttons, which operate
at the maximum tempo rate of 256BPM, but I
can't help feeling it would've been nice to
have been able to jump to any beat/step that
took your fancy. It's all very well imitating
tape recorder -style operations, but that
shouldn't mean you have to build in the
limitations of that medium as well.

The SZI allows you to do more than just
record four tracks, though. It's possible to
bounce as many as three tracks (which can be
any mixture of real- and step -time) onto a
vacant fourth track, though regrettably this
isn't accomplished through any onboard
facility. Instead, you have to connect one of
the MIDI Outs to MIDI In, set your vacant
track to Record and the tracks you want to
bounce to Play, and then start real-time
recording. This means the length of your piece
determines the length of time it takes to
bounce the tracks down - not an ideal
situation when you bear in mind that one of
the potential advantages of software -oriented
devices is that they allow you to transcend the
inherent limitations of physical reality (space-
time, the universe and all).

And what's more than a mite unfortunate is
that any tracks you want to bounce down have
to be assigned the same MIDI channel - if you
don't do it yourself the SZI will do it for you,
making its choice of channel according to
some arcane principle known only to Casio's
programmers. That said, you can assign a track
to any of the 16 MIDI channels retrospectively,
regardless of what channel the incoming data
was sent on, so it may well be that the channel
is disregarded for note storage purposes and
only added at the output stage. By this token,
a track can't encompass more than one MIDI
channel. Whatever, it's an unfortunate limi-
tation which means you can't send data out on
any more than four MIDI channels at a time.

The inevitable Repeat function makes its
appearance on the SZ I , and acts on both real -

and step -time tracks alike. Unfortunately, all
track repeats are tied in with the length of the
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longest active track, rather than repeating
according to their own length. This means you
can't have one track which repeats a short riff
or chord sequence while you record a solo on
top (as you can on the PolyMIDI I, for
instance) unless you copy or play that
sequence for the number of times you want it
- a bit wasteful on storage space.

You can dump data to a choice of external
storage media (cassette or cartridge), but if
you do this, you're obliged to saving the entire
contents of the SZI 's internal memory in one
go. A tape dump takes 22 seconds, but if you
heed my advice and avail yourself of the SZ I's
Check function to make sure your data has
actually saved properly, the process takes
another 22 seconds.

The advantage of cartridge storage is that
it's near instantaneous, but at well-nigh {30
per cartridge (and remember that one
cartridge stores only one complete memory
dump), it's an expensive - if essential for live
work - way of going about things. Hats off to
Casio for providing an alternative to tape,
though.

When it comes to communicating with the
outside world, the SZI is strictly MIDI, so if
you want to hook up a non -MIDI drum
machine, drive an analogue sequencer or
(delight of delights) sync to tape, you'll have to
invest in another box such as Korg's KMS30 or
Roland's new SBXIO - not necessarily a bad
thing, but it does mean extra cost. On the
MIDI front, you can choose between internal
or external clock, a choice that allows the SZ1
to be either master or slave to another MIDI
sequencer or drum machine. The SZI 's rear
panel also houses a start/stop footswitch

socket, but unfortunately this is limited to
playback only - it would have been useful to
have the same facility for recording, too.

But it's good to see Casio have provided
two MIDI Outs, which could be the difference
between having to buy a multiple MIDI Thru
box and a holiday in Corfu.

The SZI follows Casio's CZ101 and

Performance The
batteries last a year so
long as you use them

only for backup, but a
mere five hours as the
main power supply.'

CZ 1000 synths in being able to run off either
batteries or mains, and the batteries also
backup the internal memory through power -
down. They have a claimed life of one year if
used only for the latter purpose, but a mere
five hours if they're used as the main power
supply. So when the batteries go, your
sequences go, too. Still, Casio's fascination for
battery power does mean you can use a
CZ101 linked up to an SZI in the Transit
between gigs, should inspiration strike
unexpectedly.

Summing up, it's clear the SZ I's design brief
was to produce an affordable sequencer
rather than a no -holds -barred wonder device.
It goes without saying that there's room for
both in the marketplace, but Casio's underlying
philosophy has seemingly always been to
produce goods that the majority of people can

afford - and it's something they do well.
Thus, the SZI won't give you all the

flexibility which, in an ideal world, £250 would
buy you without any problems. But it is a lot
more than the Noddy instrument its price says
it ought to be. Some people will write it off
altogether, others will welcome the advent of
an affordable MIDI sequencer, still more will
have a job deciding whether to go for an SZ I
or save up a bit more and go for something
more elaborate.

If you're on the lookout for an all-purpose
sequencer that's the music world's answer to
the word processor and gives you seemingly
unlimited note storage, the SZI probably isn't
for you. But if you're after a usable and useful
sequencer at a very modest price, give it the
same serious attention you'd give a telegram
from the pools people.

DATAFILE
Casio SZ1

Digital Sequencer
Programming Real and step time
Memory 3600 notes in step time, 1800 in
real time; four tracks, touch data enable/
disable; also stores patch -change, sustain
pedal and mod wheel data
Interfacing MIDI In, 2 x MIDI Out,
Playback Start/Stop footswitch, Tape Savel
Load, Cartridge Save/Load
Price RRP £295 including VAT
More from Casio, Unit 6, 1000 North
Circular Road, London NW2 7JD 111'

01-450 9131

Unit 119. 62 TRITTON ROAD.
LONDON SE21. 01-761-6568

e 0
KEYBOARD

COMBOS

SONG BIRD 300
SELF POWERED KEYBOARD/P.A. REPRODUCER

A self powered version of the already acclaimed normal
SONG BIRD 300. 12" Driver of 300 watts R.M.S. handling
capacity land the high power is NOT achieved at the
expense of bass range performance) Treble horn with
acoustic lens.
Rear mounted amplifier with 150 watt power section,
Reverb and pre amp with 6 inputs on 3 channels, each
channel with Volume, Bass, Treble Reverb on -off. Four
band equaliser. Master volume. Master Reverbline out.
This rugged little powered reproducer will drive another
un-powered box if required. Price £387.

SONG BIRD 200
A full range, self powered reproducer with
10" Driver of 200 watts RMS capacity plus
treble horn with acoustic lens.
Un-powered SONG BIRD reproducers are
time tried and tested and are market leaders
in their own right. The powered Song Birds
match up to these existing standards.
Brilliant and powerful reproduction for
keyboard and P.A. even though of small size
and light weight. Surprising levels of bass
performance are noted.
Powered by 100 watts Mos Fet amp. with 4
inputs on two channels, each channel with
Volume, Treble and Bass controls. Four Band
Equaliser. Will drive another passive box if
required. Price £297.

FOLD BACK WEDGE
"You'll never know how you lived without
foldback until you get fold back" as the
saying goes.
This WEM foldback reproducer, however,'
is a wedge with a difference. Of small
size and light weight, it is armed with
the impressive "IMPACT" 10' Driver
with a free air resonance of 35 Hz and
a R.M.S. handling capacity of 300
watts! 6" X 2" Horn provides treble
and clarity, and because of the
unusually flat response, high
volume levels cart be achieved
without feed -back problems - even
when working under the most difficult
stage conditions. Price £155.
Send for catalogue of other WEM products.

HIGH
POWERED
COMPACT
SYSTEMS

SONG BIRD 300
(Un-powered)

Pair £322

SONG BIRD 200
(Un-powered)

Pair £275.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE

Name

Address
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IMPORTANT
NEWS

for all DX7 owners
Imagine a new ROM cartridge for the DX7 designed to
function in an entirely different way from existing DX
ROMS by Yamaha and Itsibashi. Having a Zero
Insertion Force (ZIF) socket into which you plug an
eprom containing 64 new sounds. Eproms available
that will allow you to build up banks of sound to use
with the existing cartridge, being possible to
customize your own eproms, and if you owned a BBC
computer and eprom blower, you could be provided
with the program to do this yourself.

Sounds good? Well you can buy this unique
cartridge now, for as little as £45.50.

Eproms containing 64 sounds are available at
£14.50 each. Write ortelephone for sample list of
sounds.

smrsliP
Nlu

10 Mosley Street
Newcastle -
TT:: xi -Tyne
NE1 ME
° 0632-324175

I I I- ic 1\-C1-11 in-7 I It is our policy to be as competitive
as possible on all our prices and in most
circumstances we can better, or match

PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARDS any genuine advertised price

L_2Rola JX-8P
Fast
becoming
one of our

bes sellers. SH 101, Juno 106, JX-3P,
PG 200 also in stock & on demo.

KEYBOARDS
The full range of
Yamaha, Casio and
Technics mini &
orchestral keyboards.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Yamaha PS35 £329
Yamaha PS55 £399
including stand, mains
adaptor & carry case.
Technics K150 £345
Technics K250 £445
including RAM pack,
expression pedal &
headphones.
NEW MODELS
Technics K300 POA
Technics K350 POA
Yamaha PSR50 POA
Yamaha PSR60 POA
Yamaha PSR70 POA

CS01 , KX5, DX9 & DX7 also in stock.

CASIO CZ5000
pippipappkczi01

CZ1000

EASY TO FIND
EASY TO PARK

EFFECTS
NEW BOSS MICRO RACK SERIES

RDD1O-Delay, RPH1O-Phaser.
RCL10-Comp/Limiter RG10-EQ,

RBF20-Flanger, 19" rack, Boss CE300 super
chorus, Yamaha R1000 digital reverb, Yamaha

E1010 analogue delay £265
New Roland SDE25000 MIDI digital delay.

EQUENCER
Casio SZ1  £245
Roland
MSQ 100 £425

ELECTRONIC
PIANOS
The complete range of
Roland contemporary
keyboards including
the new HP100 with
MIDI. Also, the new
Yamaha YPR6 &YPR8
portables plus the
superb Clavinova
range.
SPECIAL OFFERS
Technics PV10.... £699
including case and
stand. Yamaha
Clavinova YP40- RRP
£999- now just £599
complete with stand.
Very limited quantities
only.

WEMHigh

Speakers
Superb new keyboard &
P.A. sound systems. Phone
for details and brochure.

DRUM MACHINES
The new Roland
TR727 now in stock.
Yamaha RX21
coming soon.

Boss DR110 £125
Technics SY-DP50
Roland TR707 - in stock.

3/5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD We run a fast and ef f,c,ent

SURREY GU4 8JU Tel Guildford (0483) 570088 AM,AcIeLsOR&DBEaRrctE:Val,C.Ewei,ne

64K DDL & MCS DIGITAL DELAY LINE & MICROCOMPUTER
CONTROLLED SAMPLER FOR SUPERB MUSICAL EFFECTS

Published in Practical Electronics

Full 64K memory. Up to 67KHz sampling rate. Audio bandwidth over 15KHz. Features special wowless
circuit controlling musical delay range from 4mS to 8 seconds. Maximum special effects delay 65

seconds. Companding ADC & DAC converters with equivalent of 15 bit sampling. Infinite loop sample
storage. Controlling sweep modulator. Internal and extemal digital and voltage control. Effects

generation for chorus, double tracking, reverse tracking, echo, flanging, phasing, reverb, vibrato,
looped repeat and pitch variation, microprocessor control, BBC, Apple, Commodore and similar micros,
or stand-alone. Mains powered. Set 234-BK £275.00.

MINI MCS
MICRO CONTROLLED SAMPLER FOR ECHO,
REVERB AND OTHER DDL MUSIC EFFECTS

Abridged version of the above sample excluding on -board memory and timing. For direct control from a
micro such as BBC, Apple, Commodore and similar. Includes companding ADC & DAC computer
interface mix, feedback, filter, gain, level, PSU. Set 246-BK £95.00

DDL & MCS published texts can be bought separately at £1.50 plus large SAE. Other texts available
separately at 50p plus large SAE.

Boxes are steel & aluminium with black finish. All kits include PCBs, parts, instructions, boxes, wire,
solder.
For catalogue of over 70 kits send 9x4 SAE (for overseas catalogue send £1 or 5 IRC's).
Mail Order. Payment to Phonosonics, CWO. CHO. P0. Access, Visa. Insurance cover 50p per £50
(obligatory on credit card orders. Details correct at press. E&OE.

MORE P.E. AUDIO EFFECTS

MONO STEREO ECHO-REVERB (P.E. Sept '84) 200ms echo (extendable), lengthy reverb,
muttitracking. Kit as published. Set 218BK £57.66
ENHANCED PHASER (P.E. Oct '84) Enhanced phasing with modulated filter shifting. Kit as published.
Set 226BK £42.36
RING MODULATOR (Pl. NOV. '84) Fabulous effects generation. With multiwave form VCO, noise gate
8 ALC. Kit as published. Set 231BK £45.58
MONO -STEREO CHORUS-FLANGER (P.E. Jan. '84) Superb dual mode music enhancement. Kit as
published. Set 235BK £59.99
CYBERVOX (E.E. Apr. '85) Amazing robot type voice unit, with ring modulator and reverb. Kits as
published. Set 228BK £44.76
STEREO NOISE GATE & VICA (P.E. May '85) Automatic noise reduction circuit for mono or stereo. Kit
as published. Set 227BK £26.61
SIGNAL GENERATOR & F -V (P.E. Jan. '85) Audio test equipment. Multiwaveform VCO &
freq. to voltage converter & sweep gen. Kit as pub. Set 233 £46.96

OTHER SUPER SOUND KITS!

BLOW BOX: Voice operated VCF & VGA for fascinating effects SET 214 BK £29.33
COMPANDER: Mono or stereo compression -expansion, switchable SET 238 BK £22.99
ENVELOPE SHAPER: Note triggered ADSR with VCA SET 98 BK £25.20
FREOUENCY DOUBLER: Guitar octave raiser & tone changer SET 98 BK £15.30
FUZZ: Smooth distortion retains attack & decay character SET 209F BK £19.58
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends note decay time, with noise gate SET 222 BK £25.31
GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: With voltage & trigger outputs SET 173 BK £41.41
HAND CLAPPER: Auto & manual vanable clap effects SET 197 BK £26.89
MOCK STEREO: Splits mono signal into stereo simulation SET 213 BK £24.37
MUSIC MODULO: 8 vanable tremolo & wah guitar effects SET 196 BK £23.56
RHYTHM GENERATOR: Computer driven, BBC,Apple, 64 & similar £34.64
STORM EFFECTS: Auto & manual wind, rain & surf effects SET 154 BK £23.60
TOM-TOM SYNTH: Sound triggered, multivanable drum effects SET 190 BK £19.37
TREMOLO: Mono vanable depth & rate modulation SET 136 BK £15.62
VOCODAVOX: Modular vocoder, 7 chans extendable SET 152 BK £79.95
VODALEK: Simple robot type voice modulator SET 155 BK £18.31
WAH-WAH: Auto, manual & note triggered, switchable SET 140 BK £24.36

Add 15% VAT. Add P&P £1.50 each kit. (Overseas Rates in Catalogue).

BECKER-PHONOSONICS, DEPT MM59, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 4ED.
TEL: ORPINGTON 37821 (STD 0689, LONDON 66).
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From the uncharted backwaters behind
Paddington Station comes another wonder of
contemporary MIDI technology, the Sycologic

PSP. It could shape the future of modern
percussion -playing. Nigel Lord

Ihave been doing a little crystal ball -

gazing on your behalf, and what I have
seen is this. In the not -too -distant future,
all electronic drumkits, drum machines,
synths, sequencers and effects units will

be universally interconnectable through MIDI,
now an internationally standard digital interface.
Well, that isn't strictly true. Inevitably, some
bright spark will one day (and that day may not
be all that far off) invent some sort of
replacement for MIDI; faster, easier and more
versatile to use. But with luck, that replace-

ment will retain compatibility with the
present standard, so that people with MIDI -
based gear need not suddenly contract that
violent contemporary music disease, PODS
(Planned Obsolescence Deficiency Syndrome).

The percussion world has been noticeably
slow on the MIDI uptake, but now that
Simmons have taken the plunge (with
spectacular results) by fitting to their new
SDS9 electro-kit, the dreaded interface will
soon have one less area of musical instrument
technology left to conquer. Further evidence

that this blitzkrieg is about to take place
comes in the form of the Sycologic Percussion
Signal Processor (PSP for short), one of a
growing number of music boxes that do an
awful lot more than their mundane appearance
would suggest.

The PSP's main purpose in life is to take
signals derived from piezo crystal pickups in
drum pads, microphones and most other low-
level electrical devices, and turn them into
MIDI information. That information can then
be used to control all the MIDI -equipped
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instruments detailed above. Thus, by attaching
these pickups or microphones to any object -
pads, acoustic drums, paint tins or next door's
cat - you can access the sounds generated by
the instruments, and bring them under
control of the sticks you hit the objects with.

The PSP's most obvious application is to
allow the user to 'play' the voices of a MIDI -
equipped drum machine from a set of pads,
and when you think of some of the quite
excellent sounds generated by the sampled
voices of many machines these days, this in
itself is a jolly handy feature to have. But the

PSP also allows you to access the voices and
functions of synthesisers, sequencers and
effects units, all of which may be transferred
across either a set of pads or a miked-up
acoustic kit. Imagine a DX7 marimba sound
transferred at different pitches across a set of
drums, and the implications behind the PSP
start to become a little clearer.

And because the PSP can take signals from a
whole range of devices and turn them into
MIDI information, practically anything can be
miked-up or have a pickup attached to it, and
be played as a percussion instrument triggering
any sound generated or stored by any piece of
MIDI equipment. The really attractive thing
about this is that piezo crystal pickups are
available for literally a few pence: add a couple
of wires, and you have all you need to trigger
the PSP. If you're feeling lazy, you can even
buy small bugs for a few quid each which
perform the same function.

As if all this wasn't enough, Sycologic have
equipped the PSP with the ability to modify

`The PSP can also
do something

rather
unexpected: let
you take drum

sounds that
already exist on
tape and replace
them with new

voices.'

the signal derived from a pickup or microphone
before it reaches the sound generator of the
synth, drum machine or whatever. This
modification is principally to do with changing
the shape of the signal, so that the voices being
played are subjected to different dynamics
determined by the settings of the PSP. In
simple terms, what this means is that the
envelope of a sound can be altered by

changing the signal that's triggering it.
And as with all the PSP's variable parameters,

these changes may be stored within the
machine, allowing you to achieve a particular
kind of control over a sound at the touch of a
button. So for instance, you can generate a
sound with a linear build-up, another with an
exponential attack which rises more quickly at

the beginning, or one which rises very slowly
and then drops away - all from similar beats on
a pad. In fact, the PSP offers you 12 factory
preset options for shaping the trigger signals
which fire the voices, so you've got plenty of
forms of control over playing dynamics.

One rather fascinating option involves
randomised dynamics, which vary the signal
randomly as you play the pad, producing a
series of drum strokes at different volume
levels. A clever idea, but it's where one of my
few criticisms of the unit comes in. The
variation between loud and soft beats caused

trigger a sound on DX7 synthesiser, a

Simmons tom, and a Roland drum machine
simultaneously. Or, by applying the input signal
to separate MIDI channels, trigger them
individually: that's how versatile the thing is.

The entire programming section uses a
pushbutton selector for each parameter, a
common rotary increment control and a
reasonably informative LED display. The idea
is that you select the parameter you want, and
then alter it individually using the control
knob and display readout before entering the
desired level into memory.

We haven't finished on the facilities front,
though. The PSP can also do something rather
unexpected, in the form of letting you replace
drum sounds that already exist on tape. This is
possible thanks to the unit's ability to derive a
trigger pulse from a drum signal recorded on
audio tape, and then use that signal to trigger a
different drum sound which may itself be
recorded at some later stage. This is the sort

S!scologie

L

by this randomisation is quite marked - so
marked, in fact, that it's really only useful as a
special effect. Had the variation in dynamics
been more limited, it could have been used as
an accurate simulation of the change in playing
dynamics an ordinary drummer exhibits while
playing a series of consecutive beats. This
would be rather neat on a sampled cymbal, for
instance, where instead of an identical sample
being repeated over and over again, the
randomised dynamics could be used to
introduce a degree of variation between
beats, to simulate more closely the playing of a
real cymbal. Still, I'm told the dynamic shapes
are generated in software, so presumably this
bit of the PSP could be reprogrammed to
good effect. Let's hope it is - and fast.

The PSP can process the signals from eight
separate inputs (pads or whatever), in addition
to a hi -hat switch. And each input has its own
set of performance controls, which include
MIDI Program Change, Note (for pitch
change), Duration (for adjusting the length of

`Imagine a DX7
marimba sound
transferred at

different pitches
across a set of

drums, and the
PSP's implications
become clearer.'

the note or beat), Bend (for controlling the
rate of pitchbend), Feel (for the control over
dynamics already mentioned), and Channel
(which allows you to assign each pad to a
particular MIDI channel). The last-mentioned
function allows you to send trigger signals to
any one of 16 different pieces of MIDI
equipment, and thus combine the sounds of
more than one instrument. For example, you
could program a pad applied to Input 3 to

of thing even large recording studios have
trouble putting into practice, so the advent of
the PSP should be more than welcome in
those quarters.

Thus, as simple as the front panel looks, the
shared functions of many of the controls hide a
wealth of other features far too numerous to
mention. After all, what we have here is an
extremely comprehensive controller, designed
to cope with any combination of equipment,
and making it possible to connect more or less
anything to more or less anything else, altering
a whole host of signal characteristics in the
process. Yes, the PSP is expensive, but its cost
has to be balanced against its vast inherent
versatility, coupled with the meticulously
detailed approach its designers seem to have
adopted. And unlike so much home-grown hi -
tech music gear, the PSP really looks the part.
Its visual appeal is unlikely to be put to shame
by any competing piece of rack -mounting
wizardry, Japanese, American or otherwise.

Only one thing stands between the PSP and
world domination: the possible inability of
drummers to see the potential a machine like
this is capable of putting their way. Magazines
like E&MM can obviously help here, but it's
also essential that the machine gets all the
marketing and publicity backup it needs. Once
that's happened, there should be a PSP in
every decent -size studio in the land. Percussion
will never be the same again.

DATAF ILE
Sycologic Percussion

Signal Processor
Controls Pad selectors 1-8; parameter
controller and LED display; 6 pad parameter
selectors; 2 storelfunction selectors
Interfacing 8 Pad Inputs; 8 Trigger Outs; 3
Sequencing Ins; Hi -hat pedal In & Out;
patch & sustain footswitch sockets
Price £775 including VAT
More from Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London
W2 01-724 2451
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ATTENTION MUSICIANS! DO YOU WRITE CATCHY MUSIC?
If so, it could be that your lyrics are letting you down. Well now's your chance to be one of the first
to own a remarkable new book that will make your lyrics as catchy as your music.

Using the latest in information technology we have researched compiled and rhymed for you
`RHYME LINES'.

Hit songs always contain hook lines/phrases comprising as is 'RHYME LINES' of the following:

UK, COCKNEY, AMERICAN and JAMAICAN SLANG and BUZZ WORDS, CATCHPHRASES,
PROVERBS, CLICHES, JIVE/JAZZ TALK, RHYMING SLANG, FAMOUS NAMES, POP and

FILM STARS, PLACES, EVENTS, QUOTATIONS, WELL OVER 100,000 ENTRIES AND ALL
ENTRIES ARE RHYMED

WRITING CATCHY SONGS IS EASY WITH RHYME LINES.

Complete the form below and send off now for this amazing book. We are sure you will be very
pleased with this book but in the unlikely event you are not satisfied, return the book to us within 14
days and your money will be refunded.

To Dept. EM K1 Pendragon Publishing Ltd., 24 Ray Street, London EC I R 30J

Please send me copies of 'RHYME LINES' at £14.95 each.

I enclose a crossed cheque/postal money order totalling

Name Address

Your copy of 'RHYME LINES' will be despatched to you within 28 days of clearance of your payment.

NEW SIX-PACK FROM i?_5tA FIRE

SL -200 Stereo Comp/Limiter - replaces the
SL -020, bal/unbal., side chain access,

excellent specs. incl. 90dB s/n, down to £283

RV -3 Stereo Reverb - input limiters, output
noisegates, 3 band e.q., the best low cost

reverb at £215

DIG -411 Digital Delay - 1024msec, 15K bandwidth
all the way, invert delay + feedback, hold,

modulation, and at £213 it beats a// the competition
on prices/specs.

3. 10 0 0 \K"hl-

DIG -420 Sampler Delay - 1 second sampling, edit,
append, overdubbing, CV and Gate triggering.

Self-contained affordable sampling at £338

MR -14 Track recorder
- Vesta's first entry into
this market, a superbly
engineered 6 channel
4 track with dbx, input
limiters, varispeed, aux
s/return, etc. A Rolls
iRoyce 4 track for £689

1D -1X Digital Delay
footpedal -1024msec,
10K bandwidth, foots -
witches for effect
and hold, £176.
Add-on LFO unit for
flanging, chorus,
ADT, etc., £51

Also available: modular processors from £78, RV -2 spring reverb at £303, DEX-810 stereo driving enhancer type B £245,
PR -1000 instrument pre -amp at £265, GAE-110 10 band computer graphic/analyser with 10 memories £887 + a full range of
excellent footpedals from £35. All prices include VAT.

MORE DETAILS FROM:
Ltd, Ford House, 58 Cross Road, Bushey, Herts. WD1 4DQ

Telephone: (0923) 34050
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A GALLERY OF
EMI

Given an industry that's as
flourishing as the synth busi-
ness, it's easy to forget the out-
takes that weren't quite 'alright
on the night'. For while the

magazines, newspapers, dealers' shelves and
advertisements are choc-a-bloc with glamor-
ous new machines, it's worth bearing in mind
that while a small percentage of them will
end up revolutionising the industry and
selling millions, a similar number will simply
sink without trace, ducking out of the
Championship without getting as far as the
First Round. And as this Gallery of Misfits
will show, there have been an awful lot of
manufacturers who threw caution to the wind
- and ended up with nothing more than a
momentary blot on the musical landscape.

The first group of lemon keyboards to
consider has to be the one housing instru-
ments that attempted to construct railways

For every well -publicised musical success, there's a
corresponding failure lurking in the background. And as we
discovered when we searched through our instrument files,
some of those failures have been pretty spectacular... David

Ellis

today's ersatz hangers-on. Take the Ondes'
aftertouch, for instance, an innovation to
keyboard technique 50 -odd years before the
MIDI had been dreamt up and Sequential's
Dave Smith had got his velocity bytes
together. Martenot took his cue from string
players, noticing that the left hand moved
back and forth on the string to add vibrato.
On the Ondes Martenot, this principle got
translated into a keyboard capable of lateral
movement, with an arrangement of variable

e001111111116,...

- .
.....

Electronic Sackbut was much more than a string machine, but never got furthe
than this '70s pre-productiod model

before the train had been invented. Keeping
abreast of technology and musical fads is all
very well, but anticipating the future makes
life rather more difficult.

Pride of place in this section must go to the
Ondes Martenot, a bizarre, monophonic
keyboard that has a well-earned reputation
for screaming from vertiginous heights in
countless budget horror movies - and
soothing the savage beast, 'con molto corny
vibrato', in the pages of Messiaen's Turanga-
lila Symphony and myriad TV film scores.
And despite the fact that he invented his
machine in France in 1928, when valves were

`What happened to
the Ondes Martenot
in the intervening

years? In a few
words, not a lot.'

very much the in -thing technology -wise,
Monsieur Martenot pushed and pulled the
technology to its limit. In doing so, he
succeeded in creating an instrument with a
good deal more musicality in its tempera-
mental beat -frequency circuits than a lot of

capacitance overlapping metal plates pro-
viding its distinctive ability at aftertouch
vibrato. And then there's the performance
control -a bag of carbon granules depressed
by the left hand that provides a precisely user -
defined ADSR envelope to whatever's played
on the keyboard. That's innovation for you.

What's happened to the Ondes Martenot
in the intervening years? Well, in a few
words, not an awful lot. There's still only one

owner and player in the UK, a few in the
States, and a sizeable number (not surprisingly)
in France. But it still gets my vote as one of
the more emotional musical communicators
around, which doubtless explains why it still
accompanies many a sinking of a fang into
the old jugular vein. Oh yes, and the valves
have since been replaced by transistors...

The other thing the Ondes Martenot had
going for it is/was its commercial availability,
albeit on a special order, and rather expen-
sive, basis. Regrettably, the same can't be
said for the Electronic Sackbut, a mono-
phonic keyboard that can justly lay claim to
being the first realistic string synth condemned
to heavenly pluckings before its time. It was
invented by a Canadian, Hugh Le Caine, in
1946, and like the Ondes Martenot, the
Electronic Sackbut reflected an intention to
marry the expressiveness of the violin to the
mechanics of the keyboard. But unlike the
Ondes, whose basic timbral quality was static
during the course of a note, the Sackbut
allowed the performer to vary timbre with the
left hand, courtesy of both frequency and
amplitude modulation controls, a waveform
joystick, and formant controls.

But describing the Electronic Sackbut as a
string synth does it a disservice. A 1952
recording of Le Caine playing his instrument
shows it to be much, much more than that,
and like the Ondes, a thoroughly musical
addition to the catalogue of musical tech-
nology. So what went wrong? Well, like most
inventors, Le Caine came up against financial
and manufacturing bottlenecks. In fact, the
early '70s saw a resurrected, pre -production
version of the Sackbut, but commercial
reality again escaped Le Caine's remarkable

Sackbut performance controllers uric lettirtrl\
comprehensive, as this diagram shows

modulation controls

basic waveform
control (joystick)

auxiliary
formant
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EMS polysynthi was attempt to give Brit conipato.,
academic achievements a place in the commercial
field, but Inonry problems killed it---=- -. it!ro --4.40-mreatordr
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`The '70s were a
critical time for

many a synth
company...and lots

of them were
thinking of ways to
grab a slice of the

action.'
A

invention, and it ended sip in the white
elephants' graveyard amongst fellow tinkling
ivories.

Looking back, the '70s were a critical time
for many a synth company. Competition
from Roland and Korg ousted Moog from
pride of place in the monophonic synth
market, Sequential Circuits captured the
imagination of thousands with the Prophet 5

poly, and a lot of manufacturers were left
thinking of ways to grab their slice of the
action.

EMS (London) Ltd found themselves in
precisely that position. Their polysynthi of
1979 represented a clearly intended move
into the commercial market, and an attempt
to carry over the (largely) good name of their
more academically -inclined Synthi AKS and
VCS3 synths into the rock and pop field. But
the boarding of the gravy train wasn't to be
that straightforward. Notwithstanding some
design problems - notably an alarmingly free-
floating 'pressure -sensitive' keyboard - and
colour -coded panel graphics that looked like
they were aimed at the under -10s, EMS
pushed ahead with production, marketing,
and advertising... and then ran headlong into
financial difficulties. As for the feature that
was seen to be the machine's greatest promise
- an add-on polyphonic sequencer allowing

`up to ten minutes of polyphony' and 'capable
of many simple and complex effects such as
octave additions, transpositions, and complex
voicings', it fell flat on its feet virtually from
square one.

So too did the offshoot from EMS'
subsequent collapse and sell-off to UK firm
Datanomics. All the right intentions were
there -a repackaging of the Synthi AKS that
put a micro in charge of the patchbay jungle-
but the Datasynth (as the new machine was
called) came at the wrong time, in the wrong
way, and at the wrong price. Lessons were
learnt, and the Datasynth died a rebel
without a cause.

Quite what happened to Peter Zinovieff,
the erratically brilliant erstwhile zoologist
who headed EMS in pre -takeover days, isn't
exactly clear, but the last news we heard of
him was in the context of Sinclair Spectrums
being attached to the Cambridge Pianola
Company's Pianocorder. When the mighty
fall, they do it with a bang.

Actually, doing it with a bang is also an apt
epithet to attach to those that sought to
extend keyboard technology into hyperspace,
but suffered at the hands of NASA -style
'computer malfunctions' that left them with
rather more earthbound flights of fantasy.
Most impressive of this bunch of stranded
albatrosses is the Coupland Digital Syn-
thesizer, a veritable monster of an instrument
that once graced the back page of the
Computer Music Journal during the sultry days
of July 1978, but never quite seemed to find
the energy to escape from its two-dimensional
advertising copy. Described as a 'portable (oh
yeah? - I'd like to see someone carrying a
seven -and -a -half octave keyboard... ) poly-
phonic music instrument' and including a
touch -sensitive function panel, liquid crystal
bar graphs, numeric displays, and all manner
of user -interactive goodies, the Coupland
was way ahead of its time. Its 12 time -
multiplexed `waveshape generators' with '12 -
bit x 1K look -up tables' and 'a constant
40,000 samples/sec' were doomed to a rather
less grand finale than some virtuoso or other
bashing out Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D

Datanomics Datasynth was better -aimed shot at revitalising EMS image, but still flopped
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Californian Con Brio synth had unbeltevabl,
,pecification way ahead of its time, yet never became
N commercial reality

minor on its less -than -ivory ivories. What
with an intended manufacturing base in
Phoenix, Arizona, 'dust to dust, ashes to

Con Brio ADS 200R. Selling at a basic price
of $20,500 and described as being in 'a more
portable and economical form', the Con Brio
was one of those typically American systems
born out of a love of technology, the odd
joint or two, and a whole lot of Californian
sunshine. With not one, or two, but three
processors in charge of sound synthesis, the
ADS 200R boasted a 16 -track sequendr
storing up to 80,000 notes, automated
mixdown and editing features, a built-in
monitor screen, a 5.25" integral disk drive, a
choice of 32 or 64 16 -bit stereo or quadra-
phonic outputs with a 96dB S/N ratio, and a
whole lot more besides. Whether it was the
Music Programmer option (which provided
every bit of performer/score interaction you
might possibly want), or the optional
Scorewriter (which'd trot out your masterwork
as hardcopy to order) that did it, the ADS
200R oozed class from first LCD to last key.

But that didn't stop it from disappearing
almost without a trace. Con Brio's mistake
was that they kept themselves to themselves
and never really got their production act
together. Shame really, bearing in mind what
the ADS 200R offered. And what about the
Con Brio design team? Would you believe,
they've ended up writing Commodore 64
MIDI software for Sequential? No, I couldn't
stomach it at first, but it just goes to show that
even the best brains can be bought these
days...

More obscure nostalgia next month, when
ashes' seems a singularly appropriate epitaph. David Ellis concludes his survey of the

Still, one keyboard that did rise again synths that never made it to the starting -
( albeit momentarily) from the ashes was the line...

FROM THE PUBLISHERS OF
ELECTRONICS
& MUSIC
MAKER

HOME
STUDIO
RECORDING V
The magazine that takes the mystery out of

recording at home - from 4 tracks to 24.

Britain's only specialist guitar -playing magazine
- for electric and acoustic players, guitarists

and bassists

RHYTHM
For the modern drummer and drum machine user.

The perfect beat that completes an unbeatable
music family
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SELL IT
FOR NOTHING
With a Free Classified Ad in
Electronics & Music Maker

Now sales and wants ads from private individuals can be placed free of charge in E&MM's classified section. Which means if you've
got some gear you need to sell, or a particular item you want to track down, all you need do is fill in the coupon below, send it to us
on or before the specified date, and your ad will appear in the following issue. Simplicity itself. So for the price of a postage stamp,
you'll reach a bigger audience of electronic music players than any competing publication. If you'd like your ad to appear for a
second month, simply send in the order form again - and we'll oblige. (Please, no phone calls or cryptic messages!) Note though that
this service is available only to private individuals: companies must use the standard classified order form.

YAMAHA DX7 complete with case, ROMS and
manuals. Absolutely immaculate £995. Phone
0452 713883 anytime.
TEAC 124AV cassette v.g.c. £75. AKAI M8 reel to
reel £35. JHS MX99 Echo £40. Tel. Haywards
Heath (0444) 457250.
YAMAHA TX7 Expander, 2 months old £590.00.
Roland Juno 106 with hard case £635, both mint
condition. ONO's Jim 0392-32751 (Work).
RHODES STAGE 73 MKII electric piano £450
including in-built custom active tone and chorus
effects. Ring Keith 061 881 0570.
FAIRLIGHT Series II analogue interface page R,
bulldog flight case, full library, 60 discs £19,500.
Tel. Hassocks 3174 or 5010.
APPLE Mountain Hardware music system £160.
Akai 400 ODS MKII reel to reel, 2 spd. Sound on
Sound £100. Tel. (0983) 840374.
ROLAND MC202 £115. Bassline £30. Electro-
voice PL768 microphone £120. MM Graphic £20.
All v.g.c. Tel. 0977 613338 after 6pm.
KORG POLY 61 synth excellent condition includ-
ing flight case, £450 ono. N. Wales 0766 830 397
(Pete) evenings.
FOR SALE Roland SH101 synth and Boss DR1I 0
graphic drum machine, mint condition and boxed
£250. Phone Pete Beccles 713298.
ROLAND SH101 Mono synthesizer with power
supply and stand, £150. Amdek six channel stereo
mixer, £40. Phone Bracknell (0344) 423649.
YAMAHA CS3OL synth extensive modulation
facilities. 3x E.G.! with flightcase £260. Roland
TR606 drums £120. Both mint condition. 051 525
0662 evenings only.
CASIO CZ101 mint condition swap/PX for Juno 6
or Yamaha CS poly. Offers? 0257 452303.
ROLAND SH101 with MGS1 grip/boss Dr Rhythm
drum machine, both excellent. Offers? Brian.
Drumfries (0387) 63593 daytime (0387) 56153.
FAIRLIGHT Series II analogue interface page ft
bulldog flight case, full library 60 discs, £19,500
Telephone Hassocks 3174 or 5010.
QUAD 405 very good condition £175 ono. Tel.
0202 Parkstone 747191.
WANTED MOOG polymoog or roland Jupiter 4
don't mind scratches but mut work! Bruce, 200
Broomhill, Downham Market, Norfolk 0366
382004
CRUMAR Performer strings and brass synthe-
siser, excellent condition. £300. Phone Tom,
Rochdale 44410. Work odd hours. Keep phoning
or else!!!
ROLAND mono preset synth includes pressure
sensitivity brilliant £199 and Casio 201 keyboard
only £110. Could deliver close. Phone Rich 021-
353 6589.
YAMAHA DX7 £1000 ono. Korg super drums
£180. Fostex X-15 with accessories £250. All
excellent condition. Phone Len 581 5662.
WANTED Moog Polymoog or Roland Jupiter 4.
Don't mind scratches but must work! Bruce, 200
Broomhill, Downham Market. Norfolk 0366
382004.
MINIMOOG model D with F/case £350. Hohner
Clivinet/pianet duo £150. Drumulator with
manual and leads £500. Tel. 0222 390943, Tim.
YAMAHA DX7 complete with case, ROMs and

manuals, absolutely immaculate £995. Phone
0452 713883 anytime.
TEAC 144 Portastudio very good condition, £295.
RX15 v.g.c., £350. Paul, Guildford 67882.
XRI Micon interface step and real time sequencer,
software DX7 dump unused, full instructions £65.
Phone Chertsey 63949.
KORG CX3 organ, mint £250 or offers. E8MM
pitch transpozer/digital delay, built and working
but noisey! £150. Witham 513143.
DIGISOUND Alphnadac 16 four voice computer,
built and tested as new, £190. Phone Andy
Tiverton 258327.
WURUTZER electric piano in good condition,
vibrato, internal speakers, detachable chromed
legs and pedal, recently serviced, £275. Fareham
285198.
ROLAND MC4 microcomposer, home use only,
boxed £599. Phone Bath 0225 319662.
BBC Micro EMR MIDI interface and software £65.
AWL ROM/RAM expansion board, £25. Bath
0225 319662.
SYNTH Hi -Fly multi effects unit with pedals, best
offer over £75 secures. Tel. 0923 34050 after 7pm.
YAMAHA DX9 as new, home use only, 6 months
old, over 200 voices, £540 ono. Phone 0632
254503 evenings (Paul).
ROLAND SH101 £170. Roland MC202 £130. Pair
£275. Power supply boxed six months old.
Prestwick 0292 79136. CX5M wanted.
TASCAM 6:4;2 MB20 bridge M-1 line mixer rack
mounting 18 months old, cost over £500, accept
£270, mint. 0787 78645.
ROLAND JP -8 £1075, Dynacord DRP-16 reverb
£460. Klark-Teknik DN50 reverb £195. All home
use, vgc. )666 860367 (Nick) Bristol.
TASCAM 244 plus head demagnetiser £500.
Ibanez HD -1000 harmoniser/delay £280 or both
£700. Ron Roostan, Chippenham 654141 ext. 698
(work).
ARP QUADRA needs repair can you help? Will
pay. Vox elec. guitar, cased, £100. Ron Roostan
Chippenham 654141 ext. 698 (work).
ARIA DIAMOND guitar, excellent condition with
case, etc. £100. Telephone Bath 0225 858457
evenings.
ROLAND MC202 microcomposer. Korg DDM110
drum machine + leads + power supply. Home
use only, immaculate condition, C400 ono. 0642
584304.
YAMAHA PS55 portable keyboard, mains
adaptor and carry case, immaculate condition,
£450 ono. Tel. Huddersfield 0484 658857.
APPLE MOUNTAIN hardware music system
£160. Akai 4000DS Mkt! reel to reel 2 speed sound
on sound £100. Tel. 0983 840374.
BARGAINS 5 band stereo equaliser £70. Stereo
chorus £15. Electronic reverb £15. 4 channel
mixer £20. Bristol 852913 after 7.30pm.
ROLAND SHO9 monosynth immaculate con-
dition, £95. Phone Bath 0225 319662.
TR606 & TB303 for sale or swap. Offers around
£200 or exchange for anything interesting, I am
flexible. Ring 0296 622463 atter 7pm.
FENDER Jazz bass 74 USA + case Custom Jazz
Bass, fretless + case. Gibson EBO fretless '58' +
case. H/H x3 crossover. 021-561 1671.

ROLAND SH101 £150 and Boss Dii110 graphic
rhythm £70. Both in excellent condition. Tel.
Evesham 0386 750400.
RACAL 1"x 14 track tape transport, v.g.c., +
manuals, requires head electronics, eight speed
(max 30ips) £350/exchange for 3440/34". Mark
(work) 0935 26151 ext 230.
SIMMONS SDSV 3 toms bass, snare + pads,
stands, leads complete excellent condition.
reliable modular kit. £800 ono. 0533 673890
evenings.
CASIO CZ1000 poly synth, three months old, as
new, with power supply, only 0395. Tel. 0604
842788.
WANTED faulty damaged keyboards and effects,
private buyer can collect. Southampton 0703
333661.
ROLAND JX-3P very good condition, £595 ono.
Phone Sean, Nottingham 0602 278007 after 6pm
weekdays only.
JELUNGHAUS 12 track recording studio,
sequence chain and computer interface for
CBM64 hardly used, £110. 061 998 3494.
WANTED E&MM OMdac, for sale Korg MS10 £65.
Octave Kitten II £90. X type stand with extention
£23. Chris, Bolton 0204 35796.
KORG Poly 800 still boxed £370 ono. Casio MT65
still boxed, power supply, headphones £75 ono.
Phone Harbury 0926 612225.
FRAGILE Shoreline C50 chrome cassette of
flowing melodic rhythmic electronic music £2.50
from Mike Brooks, 21 Riddy Lane, Luton, Beds
LU3 2AD.
YAMAHA CXSM computer with large k/board
voice cassettes, 2 ROMs, still boxed, as new,
house buying forces sale. £500. Dorking 887590.
MOOG ROGUE good bass synth £120 ono.
Roland Juno 6 good poly £320. Phone 01-570
9273.
ROLAND SH101 plus case and mains adaptor
£200. Moog Prodigy £150. Pearl analog delay C50.
Preston 36620.
KORG MS20 patch synth 2 x VCO, 2 x VCF,
2 x VCA, 2 x ENV, s/h ring modulator etc with
pedalboard controller, £195. Phone Bristol 0272
561855.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix boxed as new, immac-
ulate, home use only. £110. Phone Havant 0705
472802 (bents) ask for Pete.
WANTED Amdeck compumusic CMV-800 or
Roland equivalent Spectrum synth also wanted.
Phone Sheffield 0742 661317.
DX9 C570. TX7 £640. Teac X -3R R -T -R £240,
Commodore 64 music system including synthe-
siser keyboard, sequencer, music software, £560.
01-249 9569.
SWAP Pioneer RT-909 reel to reel auto reverse.
Consider anything. Write to Gary, 28 Poynton
Close, Huome, Manchester 15600.
YAMAHA DX9 with flight case, dual portamento/
sustain pedal and breath controller. Excellent
condition, £619. Phone Dave, Homchurch 44352.
SWAP 48K Spectrum, printer 3 channel sound
Cambridge interface, Kempston amp, software
for multitrack tape or drum machine, keyboard
expander. Ilford 5996655.

CLEF Digital CMS, new £375. Vocalist synth, new,
£75. Phone 0354 53063 Cambs.
JUNO 6 nearly new, swap for Oscar DX9 sixtracks
Moog Source or £380. 0703 778276 after 6pm.
ROLAND TR606 drum machine £110. Also Sony
TCFX44 cassette deck, H&H IC100 reverb, PA
amp and cabinet, Wasp synth. 381 5723, Kate.
FOR SALE Juno 6, hardly used, perfect £340. The
Kit portable electronic drums £100. Perfect.
Phone 07462 2971 Shopshire.
TRANSCENDENT DPX, strings brass piano,
added revert), swell pedal £150. Amdek flange!
£40 or swap for chorus. St Albans 0727 55005.
CASIO CZ101 synthesiser £280, Korg Poly 800
£355. Both mint and little used. Hayling Island
462960.
FOR SALE Casio MT -65 keyboard auto accomp.
and rhythms, £75. 061-434 3484. Sorry no
delivery.
ROLAND TR77 drum unit v.g.c., £80. Welson
keyboard orchestra v.g.c., £150. Tel. 0942 878929
Manchester area.
ROLAND MC202 boxed mint condition with
supply £110. Moog Prodigy 2 oscillators £110.
Solina string synthesiser £165. Tim 0904 55314.
CASIO CT405 20 polyphonic voices, 12 rhythms,
768 different auto accompaniments, bass
appegio excellent condition, £150. Phone Fritwell
08696 6617.
200W 2 x 12" compact speaker cabinet with
kickproof grilles, extremely portable ideal for
keyboards etc. v.g.c., Rich 0904 24724.
ROLAND SH101 synth, MC202 synth/sequencer
£260, can split. Delivery considered. Ring Dave,
Reading 0734 864294 evenings or weekends.
QUICK SALE Roland TR808 mint £180. SH101
and MOS1 £150. Please ring Andy at Spaxton
Somerset 698 but hurry!
ELGAM 244 organ, 2 manual, pedals, leslie,
rhythm, autochords, beautiful roll top cabinet,
v.g.c., £299 ono. 051-334 2618 Wirral.
CASIO 1000P programmable polyphonic key-
board with stand, as new, £160 ono. Yamaha CS5
mono synth, immaculate, £110. Phone 0902
894804.
KORG KPR77 stillboxed £125 ono. SCI Pro -one
£200. Roland SHO9 £100. romsley 710680 Rob.
ROLAND SH101 case £185. MC202 £125. Moog
rogue £125. ARP quartet £155. Dr Rhythm £30. All
mint condition. 0494 713345 Bucks.
COMPUTER controllable keyboard. Casio
MT200 PAI interface manuals £95 ono. Also Korg
minisynth £85. Good condition. Work 01-437
4343 ex 225. Home 0702 347590.
KORG 800DV rare duophonic lead synth £195.
JHS analugue delay £35. Roland CR78 rhythm
real 8 step time, programming £165. 05386-680.
AX SPECTRUM 16K cassette recorder, software
any offers or sensible (interesting) swaps con-
sidered. Phone Charlie, Wendover (0296) 623416
please!
DRUMULATOR 64 song £500 ono. Sequential
Circuits Commodoare 64 interface 2100. Great
British Spring £150 ono. All vgc. Brighton 27894.
COPIES OF Music 1977-80 by OMD and Archi-
tecture and Morality wanted. Simon Dodsworth,
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31 Ripstone Gardens, Highfield, Southampton
SO2 3RF.
ROLAND SH101 £145, with power pack. Home
use only. Excellent condition. PHone 0622 64384.
WANTED original bladerunner soundtrack by
Vangelis. Phone Portsmouth 739144.
JX3P synth boxed mint £495. Dokorder 4 channel
tape deck, reel to reel, echo, excellent. Phone
0632 2663433.
CLEF Master rhythm. If the voices are the ones
you want there's simply no alternative. E&MM
July/85 £60. 0532 687546.
BARGAIN Roland JP -8 immaculate condition, job
loss forces reluctant sale. Home used only. Best
offer above £1000. Phone Plymouth 784044.
KORG POLY 61 £375 ono. Korg KPR77 program-
mable drum machine, separate bass, snare
output. Dundee 455053 during working hours.

YOUTH ELECTRONIC Music School & Club learn
music and/or develop & share your musical talent
with symph for further details phone Birmingham
359 3562.
MOOG Source programmable synth, dual oscil-
lators, dual envelopes, real-time sequencer, good
condition, rrp £1101, sell for £240. Telephone
041-634 1027.
PEARLASH C46 cassette or gentle electronic
music, £1.50 by traume. Matt McCormick HSE5, 2
St Peters Path, Woodside, Glasgow G4 9YFI.
FOR SALE Casio CZ101 polysynth C290. Tel.
Leighton Buzzard 0525 370242 evenings.
ROLAND SH101 £180, MC202 £150. Drumatix
£120. Phone 051 7334570 between 9am and 6pm
weekdays.
ORIC ATMOS 48K computer, boxed, mint con-
dition, good reason for sale at £90. 0387 69136
evenings.
SWAP MY Pro -one v.g.c, for your GR300 Roland
guitar synth and controller. Phone Mark on 0772
797714 evenings. Can deliver.
WANTED Doobie Rhythmini, octave -multiplier
and micro -synth. Details to Chesterfield 0246
39310.
WANTED Just can't get enough and New Life
sheet music by Depeche Mode, good price paid.
Phone Gary WEsthoughton 0942 817456.
CHAPMAN Stick mint plus case manual and
demonstration tape, £625. Phone Shug 041 332
3789.
WANTED 3 -tier keyboard stand, picture/diagram
would be helpful. P. Smurthwaite, 64 Chapel St.
Dalton in Furness LA15 8DA.
VOCODER Roland five part harmony from one
voice!! Aldridge Clipper, Pontins, Broadreeds,
Selsey, Chichester. £475.
AMPEX tape 2" uncut used once. 3 rolls. £12
each. Phone 01-272 5302.
ROLAND JX3P with PG200 programmer £650.
Roland CR8000 programmable and 24 preset
rhythm machine, C250. Both immaculate, boxed.
Portishead 842933.
ROLAND MC202 boxed as new £110. Moog
Prodigy boxed, good condition, £110. Phone
Kenny o41 638 3480 evenings.
DYNACORD DRP16 digital reverb £425, Klark
Teknik stereo spring rack mount reverb, £215. Tel.
027583 2762 Nick.
YAMAHA Electric piano CP20 touch sensitive,
good action, weighted keys. Built in case and
stand. £399 ono. Neil 441-1811/440-3585.
MOOG Prodigy synth with manual £130. Casio
1000P Polyphonic programmable keyboard with
manual £170. Ring Dunstable 605291 after 6pm.
ROLAND RE -201 space echo, excellent con-
dition, as new, home use only, boxed, Phone
Caterham 0883 45979 evenings. Open to offers.
BOSS KM -60 mixer £120, or swap for Drumatix
Doctor Rhythm DR55 £60. Also Roland GR500
guitar synth, offers. 01-840 5767.
ROLAND SH101 TR606 Drumatix TB303 bassline
all immaculate, boxed, flight case, home use
£380. Will split. Phone 038774 253 Dumfries.
CASIO 1000P excellent beginners synth with
programmable sequencer/ARPE6610 & 10
memories, dust cover, music stand, manual,
£200. 051-652 0414 evenings.

MOOG Source plus case, mint, £250. Rhodes 73
piano £250. Stephen Bennett 0603 504461. Swap
both for Poly 800 etc.
ROLAND TR606 drum machine £110. Marshall
top MV50 watt £125. Casio MFT65 £75.2 x 12 cab
Goodman speakers £35. Tonbridge 366223.
MORLEY Pro flanger classic, versatile effects
pedal, very reliable mains powered, indestruct-
able £75 ono. Phone atter 6pm 01-440 7531.
TAMA Electronic drums as new with stands,
leads, free delivery anywhere. Great value at £590.
Phone Steve, Bolton 63327.
SH101 £180. Casio MT -65 £80. DR110 E100. Kay
10W amp £35. All mint with adaptors etc. Nikk
Waterhouses (Staffs) 546.
CRUMAR Stratus dual vco fully polyphonic synth
with organ under guarantee £299 ono. or swap.
Phone after 4.30pm (0706) 881669.
DIGISOUND Alphadac 16 computer four voices,
built and working, v.g.c., controller card version,
£190. Phone Andy Tiverton 258327.
YAMAHA DX5M £400 or will consider any MIDI
swap. Also TB303 £90 or swap TR606. Paul Nagle
077478 3811, Lancs.
ROLAND TR606 separate outputs + MPC sync
track both as new £129. Electric pro stage piano
£95. Parbold 02576 2609.
BIT ONE seven months old, excellent condition,
limited home use only, genuine reason for sale.
£725 inc. case. Tel. Jon 01-203 3486,
ACCESSIT stereo reverb controller and spring
assembly still boxed, £80 ono. Crowborough
3894 East Sussex.
DX7 brand new £1150 TR606 £95. Accessit
stereo reverb plus four way power supply £85.
Phone Cal. Scotland 0324 482348.
AMDEK RMK100 £30. Digisound modules, built
tested VCO VCF ADSR VCA 2off each Cabinet
cheap. Phone Bill Knowle 05645 78488.
ROLAND S1409 plus CS0600 £225. TR606
s/outputs £120. RS09 strings £135. Casio MT45
£50. Geoff 0634 48165 (Kent).
MICON MIDI interface and software for sale
24000 events step time, and real time sequencer
for Spectrum, £50. Roy 546 5933.
ROLAND MS0700 £595. Evans Echopet £50.
Stereo DBX £65. Simmons SDSV £675. Korg tuner
C20. All excellent. Charley 01-846 9754/01-747
1524.
SEQUENTIAL Circuits drumtraks immaculate
condition as new, boxed £590. No offers. Tel.
Famborough (Kent) 54103, Adrian.
VESTA-FIRE RV -2 stereo reverb new £175. HH
tape echo (illuminated) £75. Syndroms assembled
and working, kick + snare, £40. Evenings 0602
411185.
KORG DDM110 drum machine, brand new, still
boxed, unwanted gift, £190 ono. Telephone Settle
(N.Yorks) 2504 between 5.30 and 6.30pm.
WANTED faulty damaged synths, vocoders and
EMS products. Tel. 021-523 6752 evenings.
CRUMAR Stratus polysynth plus organ, £550
New. Great value for only £260. With carrying
case. 0583 393808.
SONY MX -8 passive mixer, £10, Sinclair DFM
£15. Amdek percussion synthesiser, £10. Casio
VL-tone f13. You pay postage. 051-920 5468.
JVC Colour monitor brand new £150. Powertran
transcendent DPX piano, strings, brass, computer
interface, £150. Richard 0895 71206 (10-7).
BBC B 1.205, disk drive. Acorn speech synthe-
siser, joystick, tape/disk software, books, all
v.g.c., £350. Manchester 061-223 2575.
PRO -ONE mono synth v.g.c., £200. Plus Yamaha
MR10 drum machine, £50. Phone 061-624 3305.
TR606 PWO £85 or swap for stereo noise gate or
graphic equaliser. Andrew, 28 Longley Road,
Tooting, London SW17 9LL 01-767 6411.
MOOG Prodigy excellent condition, £125. Wash-
burn Raven electric guitar, new £140. PLus
collectors electric Westone S.G. copy! offers?
Cranbrook 712246.
ACOUSTIC MODEM for Commodore 65,
complete with interlace and all software, Prestel &
Telecom gold compatable. Brand new, Unwanted
gift, £150. 051-652 0414 evenings.

SALESMAN WANTED
IF YOU THINK YOUR GOOD DON'T CONTACT US

IF YOU KNOW YOUR GOOD THEN PLEASE DO!

MPC ELECTRONICS LTD
REQUIRE A FIRST CLASS

EXPERIENCED AREA SALES
MANAGER FOR THE SOUTHERN

HALF OF THE UK. UNLIMITED
EARNINGS POSSIBLE. PLEASE

REPLY WITH FULL C.V. TO:
PERSONNEL DEPT.
MPC ELECTRONICS LTD
THE GABLES, STATION ROAD
WILLINGHAM, CAMBS CB4 5HG
TEL. 0954 60264
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CASIO MT400V stereo keyboard with sound filter,
six months old, only £130. Phone Harrogate
522296 and ask for Andrew.
FOR SALE Powertran T2000 working main PCB
and power supply, £60. Clef string ensemble
assembled PCBs £50. Tel 021-5236752 evenings.
DIGISOUND Modules perfect condition plus
case. Tel. 0792 201704 Andrew atter 7pm.
ROLAND Preset monosynth SH2000 including
case, excellent £175. HH 100 watt instrument amp
top reverb, sustain, tremelo, £95. (Lincoln) 0522
752458.
PEAVEY series 400 bass amplifier, 2 x 15 cabinet
£275 ono. Ibanez stereo chorus with mains
adaptor £35. 01-455 9014.
KORG Poly 61 £350 ono. KPR77 £100. Teac 244
£550. 150W PA mixer amp separate base bins
£225. Phone Woking 69469 after 6pm.
WANTED synth keyboard players interested in
forming a group, writing their own music around
the Liverpool area. John 051-480 2245.
YAMAHA PS35 keyboard PCM drums,
sequencer auto bass. arpeggiator, stereo chorus,
cost £400. Bargain at £300 ono. Coggeshall
62901 day.
ROLAND SHO9 decent flight case, manual, v.g.c..
£100 ono. Phone Mark on Goole 0405 3082 after
5.30pm.
WANTED Korg monopoly, possibly collect,
Phone Andy 051-677 7517 evenings only please.
YAMAHA SK10 symphonic ensemble, strings/
bass/organ, boxed as new studio use only.
bargain £175. Phone Joe 01-953 4216 evenings.
WANTED two tier keyboard stand under £40.
Mainframe or similar, must be able to deliver to
Watford. Telephone Watford 51123.

CLEF String synthesiser in excellent condition, a
snip at a mere £150. Rich 0904 24724.
GIBSON Flying V limited edition 19-80 mahogany
original case £400. Korg MS -10 mono synth £90
ono. Phone Fife, Upper Largo 442.
SIMMONS SDS5 complete 0850. Pads & stands
£250. Pearl kit 24, 18, 14, 13 £330. rogers
Dynasonic snare £90. All ono 0533 673890
evenings.
TEAC 3340S reel to reel, immaculate condition,
£500 ono. Teac model ZA mixer superb! £150.
Phone Ripley Derbyshire 46047.
ROLAND TR808 drum computer, £265 ono.
Powertran transcendant 2000 synth £85 ono.
Both excellent condition. Phone Kevin, Cambs
0353 87498.
TWELVE Dimensional World Melodic synth music
on C60 cassette £2 from Tim Stebbing, White
Gables, Manor Avenue, Scarborough Y012 5JR.
YAMAHA CX5M music computer with two
cartridges and full size keyboard unmarked and
under guarantee £499. Windsor 64931 evenings.
ROLAND TR808 as new £195. Tascam 144
Podastudio, good working order £195. Tel. Mark
0308 862592.
TANGERINE Dream any live in concert film
footage wanted by collector. Price paid for if any
exist. After 7pm. 01-979 5156.
NEW ORDER 'Your Silent Face' transcribed in
normal music notation, £2.50 inc. cheque or P.O.

to J. Thomas, 12 Elm Avenue. Blackpool EY3913C.
SANDRA, I Love you. Tim.
DX9 FM synth £595 ono. including case, sustain
pedal, breath controller, manuals, etc. vgc, home
use only. Phone 01-853 4675.
CASIO 1000P polyphonic synthesiser, program-
mable five octave, mint condition, £120. Octave
Kitten mono synth, immaculate £110. Phone Penn
3788 anytime.
CRUMAR Trilogy polysynth with stand, imaculate
seven months home use only, excellent analogue
bargain, under guarantee, C299. Details 0442
68375.
YAMAHA SK20 poly keyboard superb sound,
condition, must sell, also Roland Bassline offers
please. Tel. Steve Stoke-on-Trent 262286.
H/H 2 x 12 dual concentric speakers £100. Pro -
one synth £200. Carlsbro chorus mains £35.
Yamaha RX-15 £395. Tel. 091-2716403 anytime.
JUNO 6 bargain very good condition, manual and
invoices, £250. Phone 0482 500819.
DIGISOUND Modular 80 synthesiser, 12 modules
£375 ono. Premier 5 piece drum kit, £350 ono.
Hawaii stereo disco deck £220 ono, 0225 65207
evenings.
MIDI PROPHET 10 one of three in country, ex -
Geoff Downes, used inAsia, latest software, new
reliable cassette drive update. Sequencing and
keyboard available on separate MIDI channels.
With flight case and library tapes. £2999 ono. Tel.
01-609 7495.
STRING ENSEMBLE cost £295 as new £145. Jen
mono synth £89. disco drum machine £30. Steve
Bradford 0274 603500.
ROLAND TR606 plus Roland TB303 both excel-
lent condition, three months old, £100 each or
£175 for both. Phone 01-582 8548.
YAMAHA MM30 great little mixer, for four track
with built in reverb and graphic. Boxed £125.
Phone John, 01-748 8313.
MUSIC 500 for BBC micro mint £155. Yamaha
CP30 electronic piano, weighted keys, touch
sensitive. £315. Ring 01-485 1394.
YAMAHA CX5M little used, large keyboard,
composer, voice, DX7 ROM cartridges, MSX
software (W. processing, games). £499 ono. Terry,
Ealing 01-992 4759 after 5.30.
PA Equipment Muhicore 1509 balanced XLRs pair
250W full range bins roost 2 x 200W power amp
£500. Will separate. Leeds 759104.
TRANSCENDENT 2000 with 6 voice modulation
board £150. Soundmaster SR88 C35. With power
supply. Phone Sutton 01-642 2322.
YAMAHA PS6100 home use only, many extras,
£825 ono. Phone Ian 0992 22833 evenings.
TEAC A-3440 4 -track for sale, reasonable con-
dition, C400. Phone Kenny on 031-557 2151.
CASIO M170 poly keyboard £125. Synsonics
drums £45. Both boxed. Phone Ian after 6pm
Farnborough 513183, Hants.
MFB 512 digital drums, nine voices, separate
outputs £275. Korg EPS-t dynamic piano and
strings £500. Phone Andy 0935 76441
BBC B v.g.c., 1.2 OS, Acorn speech upgrade,
books, magazines, manuals, some Beeb MIDI
software, £300 or offers? Anything considered
01-689 8372 (Thornton Heath).
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FOR SALE
JUNO 106 OWNERS!!! 250 fantastic new Juno
sounds on cassette. Send £7 to: Smies,
Doormanstraat 10, 4371BJ Koudekerke, Holland.
Phone: 010-3111852005.
EXCITER D: TO MAKE THE SOUND COME
ALIVE - to build up natural space dimensional
transparency. The professional American Studio -
Exciter D will help you to achieve the expert's
uncomprising and top level sound quality. For
musicians, sound engineers, sound studios,
broadcast/television engineering - the best for
dramatic improvement of recording -technology,
touching up of tape copies, PA and monitoring,
professional Hi-Fi domain. We offer you 2 years
guarantee/right of returning the device within
14 days. Price? Special direct selling offer: £285.
(Normal price £490). Free brochure: Blank
Soundengineering, Bagelstr.139, D-400 Dusselforf/
Germany, 010 49 211 44 68 24.
YAMAHA CX5M, full size keyboard, music
composer cartridge - Lots of software. As new.
£550 ono. Telephone Basildon 23147.

YAMAHA TX7 FM Expander for the DX7
etc. Absolutely brand new - never used, still
unpacked. Cost £700 new - accept £575.
N. Lord (0223) 313722.

DESTINY MIXER HOTLINE
AT LAST ITS BACK!

THE OFFICIAL BACK-UP SERVICE
For further information please write to

Destiny Again do AGS Electronics
PO Box 378, London N9 8LF
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The Gateway School of
Recording and Music

Technology
Consultants in

Studio Synthesiser
and Computer Music

applications

RECORDING &
SYNTHESISER COURSES

Call us at Gateway for details of our
Primary and Advanced recording
courses, Synthesiser courses and
Specialist courses in Computer/
Synthesiser interfacing. We are at
present planning short orientation
courses for the Synclavier and other
advanced keyboards, and we would like
to hear from you about courses you
would like to be involved in.
Write to Gateway School of Recording
and Music Technology, la Salcott Road,
London SW11 5QD or call 01-350 0340.
Our courses are arranged in co-
operation with Bandive, The Fostex
Corporation, Soundcraft, Teac and
Roland UK.
These courses should not be confused
with any others

HI -TECH
MUSIC CENTRES

YES, we've got the latest gear you want from
YAMAHA, ROLAND, SCI, KORG etc. like DX -7's,
PF-15's, JUNO 106, Six-trac, Drumtraks, Poly -800
all on demonstration and available at the right prices!
Plus INTERFACES for BBC B and CBM 64
Computers, all rvilDled up and ready for you to try.
Call 01-863 1841 for Catalogues, Prices, and Advice.

City
MUSIC

Phone 01-863 1841
for an invitation to

our next
Midi Synth Show

NORTH HARROW: Pinner Rd. 01-8631841
TORQUAY: 65 Market St. 0803 25488

EXETER: Queen St. 0392 51846
PLYMOUTH: Drake Circus 0752 23011

TRURO: 16 Pydar St. 0872 71359
JERSEY: 8 Esplanade 0534 78901

LitauSiCi
-171_22.1 SERVICE

Officially appointed

REVOX
TEAC/TASCAM

Service Agents
A fast, efficient repair service

with collection and
delivery available

Contact Nikki Antoniou on

01-388 5392
72 Eversholt Street, London NWI 1BY

CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC
The NEW CLEF DIGITAL C.M.S.
WHEN WE SAY 'PROGRAMMABLE' WE MEAN IT!

The new Clef Computer Music System is a FULLY
programmable Digital Synthesizer. It's so programmable
that you need a BBC Microcomputer to run it.
Programmable waveforms on 32 independent oscillators.
Programmable shape and keyboard touch response on 32
envelopes. Programmable stereo on each Osc/Env. Up to
four different Osc/Env's per note. 5 Octave touch sensitive
keyboard, real time polyphonic sequencing and massive
potential for future software. In short, the Musical control
you've always wanted at art affordable price.

Phone or write for full details
EXPERIMENTERS! PDSG,
P.S.U. & Keyboard available
separately as promised in
E&MM. Demonstrations by
appointment at:

BAND -BOX
Programmable backing trio
THREE PIECE BACKING BAND
Generates the sounds of three

instrumentalists to back
Soloists & Cabaret Acts

DRUMS+ BASS+ KEYBOADS
Over 3,000 chord changes (60

scores) on 132 different chords
- 16 chord sounds

RRP £499.00
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CLEF PRODUCTS (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
Dept E&MM 9/85 67 Thornway. Bramhall.

Stockport. Cheshire SK 7 2AH. 061-485 4889

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestio.n power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

PROMARK
8 INTO 4 MIXER

AS NEW STILL BOXED

Telelephone:
(0223) 323396

JOIN THE MARKET LEADERS!
The London Rock Shop requires experienced and
knowledgeable persons to expand their Home
Recording and Electronic music sales teams. The
successful applicants will be fully conversant with
current market products and be aged between 20
and 30.
Self motivation, good product knowledge, hands-on
experience, excellent telephone manner, and a wide
musical background are essential.
Please send full c.v. to: N. Edmund -Jones,
The London Rock Shop, 26 Chalk Farm Road,
London NW1.
Applications in writing only please - with day time
telephone number.

PRACTICAL COURSES IN PROFESSIONAL

SOUND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

inc. Multi -track Sound Production and Computer -assisted
Mixing Consoles, Digital Sound, Analogue/Digital Sound

Synthesisers & Drum Computers etc. Sound Post -production
of TVNideo Programmes, Pop -music Video Production,
Production Jingles, Commercials, Film Music and Song

Arrangements.

Instruction by professionals working in the industry and
practical experience on state-of-the-art equipment throughout

the course.

Three-month and short-term courses in modern studio.

For further information contact:

Media Production Services
238-246 King Street, London W.6 Tel. 01-274 4000 Ex. 328
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MP Ca LcCaTtaif LTD
'Tomorrow's Designs Today'

A VERY SPECIAL OFFER TO E&MM READERS
THE MUSIC PERCUSSION COMPUTER
PLAYABLE AND PROGRAMMABLE! - STAGE AND STUDIO USE

aErTaa
Manna ES CS CS IS CSa a la Aral/2MMa a a a a a

 Eight touch -sensitive and durable playing surfaces.
 Ten drum, cymbal, and percussion sounds.
 Combination drum kit, computer, recorder, sequencer
and mixer.
 Individual outputs for recording, master mix stereo
output.
 Individual volume, pitch and decay controls on all
drum and cymbal voices.
 Headphone output with level control.

 Housed in sturdy built-in flight case with mike stand
adapter installed.
 Full tape and sync facilities.
 Computer interface with graphic display readout on TV
monitor.
 Program in real time or step time.
 Compose bars, sequences and drum "songs".
 Over 500,000 bar memory capacity per song.

ALL FOR £299 INC VAT & P&P (WHILE STOCKS LAST)
SEND CHEQUE, POSTAL ORDER ETC TO:

MPC ELECTRONICS LTD
THE GABLES, STATION ROAD, WILLINGHAM, CAMBS CB4 5HG, U.K
TEL. WILLINGHAM (0954) 60264 (24HR) TELEX EARFAIR 81648



Music is constantly moving, con-
stantly changing. And so are the

needs of today's musicians. They are
looking for new avenues of expres-
sion, and they're not finding them in
yesterday's effects. New music re-
quires new sounds - enter Ibanez
Master Series
Ibanez proddly presents nine all
new pedal processors guaranteed

to make you think twice about your

present effects system. Each Master
Series processor expands the hori-
zons of its predecessor with new fea-
tures, new circuitry and a new chassis
design. Each has been meticulously
designed and built to deliver the most
musically effective sounds available
anywhere.

But
to appreciate all of the Master

Series innovations, we invite you
to get on down to your Ibanez dealer
and audition the Master Series for
yourself. Your new sound is waiting
for you!

For latest full coldtir catalogue of Ibanez effects send 30p to Summerfi ), Saltmeadows Road, Gateshead NE8 3A
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